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A comparative study of the concepts of ICC was conducted in Germany, Japan, and the U.S. In each country
12 randomly chosen professors (36 altogether) agreed to be interviewed, to fill in an additional questionnaire
as well as to distribute a different questionnaire to their students at the end of each course. The results of the
transcribed interviews were analyzed using the KJ-method. The following findings were revealed: Most of the
U.S. professors see culture(s) as social groups, whereas most Japanese professors perceived them as nations.
Most German professors see the term intercultural (or ibunka: meaning ‘different cultures’ in Japanese) as
something new or third; U.S. professors see the term more as exchange or conflict within a society; however,
half of the Japanese professors, perceive the term as groups other than the groups to which one belongs, or
bluntly as foreign countries. Most Japanese professors are also dissatisfied with the term ibunka..
Key words: Concepts, Intercultural, Communication, Culture, Japan

1

INTRODUCTION

communication (management, HR, advertising,
marketing) and intercultural pedagogy (Lüsebrink,
2005). Since the implementation of the Bologna
Process in 2000, which demands a restructuring of the
entire systems at universities in Europe by 2010, the
number of ICC-courses increased substantially in
Germany, especially at Universities of Applied
Sciences (Bolten, 2007). SIETAR Germany is the
largest organization in Europe besides SIETAR
Europe.
In Japan, many initiatives started at the International
Christian University in Tokyo in the 1970s (Condon &
Saito, 1974). The fields, which largely dealt with ICC,
were psychology and linguistics. As an equivalent to
intercultural communication the term ibunka
communication (ibunka meaning ‘different cultures’ in
Japanese) came into existence in 1966 when Hall’s
book was translated into Japanese by Masao Kunihiro.
Only later, the Chinese character kan in ibunkakan was
added by some, which means ‘between different
cultures’. The creation of the Intercultural Education
Society of Japan, IESJ, in 1981 and SIETAR Japan in
1985 fueled greater interest in the field (Yoshida,

The teaching of intercultural communication (ICC)
at universities started in the U.S. in the 1960s (Rogers,
Hart & Miike, 2002). The main incentive for this was
brought about by E. T. Hall’s (1959) book The Silent
Language. He also coined the term intercultural
communication. Psychology, sociology and pedagogy
were the main fields of teaching and research then
(Asante & Gudykunst, 1989). Research organizations
which deal with the subject today are the National
Communication Association, NCA; the Society for
Intercultural Education, Training and Research,
(hereafter: SIETAR) USA; as well as the International
Academy for Intercultural Research, IAIR.
Germany, France and the Scandinavian Countries were
the countries in Europe to start and develop the pursuit
of intercultural subjects or problems. A clear emphasis
was put upon two areas: intercultural business
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Yashiro, Suzuki, in print).
Nowadays ICC-courses can be found at many
universities in Japan: a survey from 6-7 years ago
revealed more than 250 universities (Abe, Nebashi &
Sasaki, 2002). However, the following problems have
been pointed out by several authors: Many lecturers are
not trained in ICC (Sueda, 1999). ICC-courses are
rarely integrated into a department and many courses
are treated as an extension of foreign language courses
and taught as such (Takai, 2003). In addition, debate
about the basic definitions underlying the teaching of
ICC has been growing (Hatakeyama, 2001). There is
concern, that some definitions might enforce students’
stereotypes and bias towards people of different
cultures (Hatakeyama, 2001; Guest, 2006). Also, many
lecturers seem to equate different cultures with foreign
countries (Abe et al., 2002).
To test the validity of these claims, we decided to
investigate the understanding of the basic concepts of
culture, communication, and intercultural by
professors in their teaching of ICC in Japan as well as
in Germany and in the U.S. By comparing the basic
concepts of ICC education in these three countries at
present, it will become clear which concepts are
lacking or are different within Japan's ICC education.
In this paper, we will focus on the comparison and
analysis of professors’ conceptions of communication,
culture and intercultural in their teaching.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Although literature on ICC is prevalent in all three
countries discussed here, this does not give us an
account of the way professors actually use these terms
in their teaching of ICC. Nevertheless, we will present
some of the theories which can commonly be found in
publications within the three countries.
Many authors who are well-known in the U.S. are
also known in Germany and Japan, and in fact, many
theories integrate culture and communication. E.T. Hall
( 19 59), wh o c oi n e d t h e t er m i nt e rc ul t u r al
communication, divides cultures into high-context and
low-context ones. He also equates culture with
communication. Geertz (1973) sees culture as a system
of symbols interacting, which again relates culture with
communication. The German author Bolten (2007),
similar to Hall, emphasizes the creation of culture via
i n t er a ct i on / c om m un i ca t i on . Tr om pen a a r s &
Hampden-Turner (1997) also advocate a strong
connection between culture and communication.
A number of authors write about culture and
communication separately. Many of them offer to
define culture as shared values, beliefs, attitudes,
behaviors, which are generated and transmitted, such
as Brislin (1981), Triandis (1995) in the U.S. and Ishii,
Kume, Tohyama, Hirai, Matsumoto & Midooka (1997),
Yashiro, Machi, Koike & Isogai (1998) or Ikeda &
Kramer (2008) in Japan. Other authors see culture

simply as the rules for living and functioning in society
(Yamada, 1997, Gudykunst, 2004). Hofstede’s (1980)
definition of culture as ‘software of the mind’ is also
widely known.
In Germany, the sociologist Beck (1999), by
proclaiming that cultures are not closed boxes, stressed
that culture does not stop at national borders. Thomas
(2003-2005),
a
psychologist,
developed
Kulturstandards, (translated as ‘cultural personality
structures’ in Brück, 2002, p.17) for trainings in order
to explain different national cultures more concisely.
Assmann, a historian and sociologist, (2002) defines
culture as collective memory; the meaning of its
content being constantly made and remade. Dülfer
(1999) developed a model of the continuously
interacting components of culture, such as natural
environment, level of technology, construction of
meaning (e.g.religion), social relations, juridical
system, and the acting individual.
Japanese authors like Sueda and Fukuda (2003)
present various definitions of culture, from Edward
Tylor to Clyde Kluckhohn and Gary Ferraro. They also
explain various perspectives of culture, such as the
mechanistic, the psychological, the interactionist as
well as the systems theory perspective. Ikeda et al.
(2007), however, refrain from presenting definitions of
culture, communication and intercultural. Instead, they
identify the problems of and question the common
notion of the terms to cultivate learners’ critical
thinking ability.
Regarding communication, Applegate and Sypher
(1988) see it as means to construe reality. Griffin
(2005), cited in Samovar et al. (2006, 2009, p.8),
proposes the following definition: “communication is
the management of messages with the objective of
creating meaning.” This is similar to Ikeda & Kramer
(2008), who present several definitions of
communication focusing on meaning and interpretation
as well as introducing CMM theory. It is also close to
Ishii et al. (1997), who define communication as a
process in which humans interact/influence one
another by giving and receiving of messages in a
certain context. Watzlawick et al. (1969/2003) stress
the impossibility of not communicating (p.50).
Luhmann (1992) views communication under aspects
of systems theory, where communication engenders
communication and so forth. In Japan, Sueda &
Fukuda (2003) present views from the mechanistic, the
psychological, the interactionist as well as the systems
theory perspective. Schulz von Thun (1998/2007), on
the other hand, proposes the 4-ears-4-mouths-model of
communication, which gives a more tangible as well as
practically useful explanation of the different facets
within interactional communication. Linguists, such as
Müller-Jacquier (2005), see communication mainly
under the heading of intercultural discourse analysis.
Ikeda et al. (2007) again attempt to question the
transactional model that excludes the communicators’
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interviews took place at their respective institutions. In
interviews it is possible to probe (Burns, 2000, p. 582)
and its narrative-conversational style allows obtaining
more detailed and nuanced answers (Brück, 2002).
Beside the interview, the professors were given
questionnaires asking for more detailed background
information. Syllabi were gathered and most professors
consented to give a one-page questionnaire to their
students at the end of the course. This data will be dealt
with in a future paper.
Next, the interviews of the 36 professors (12 from
each
country)
were
searched
for
their
conceptualizations and interpretations of the terms
communication, culture, and intercultural. These were
then sorted and analyzed by using the KJ-method of
Jiro Kawakita (1986). Kawakita claims that identifying
categories before the sorting of information leads to the
exclusion of important data, whereas the KJ method
lets all the data “speak” for itself through sorting the
data into related themes first. His holistic approach is
suited to our research which investigates professors’
nuanced and, in some cases, complex conceptions of
abstract terms.
In using the KJ method, all professors’ explanations
of each term were written in a different font or color on
stripes of paper, cut up and put on a big table or on the
floor. Expressions which were related were gradually
grouped and by and by similarities and differences
between the groups emerged.

roles in the creation and the transformation of
meanings.
In the U.S., as well as in Japan, definitions of
intercultural are usually given in conjunction with
communication. M. Bennett (1998, p.2) defines the
term as “communication between people of different
cultures with different values” and Samovar, Porter &
McDaniel
(2007,
p.10)
see
intercultural
communication as “…interaction between people
whose cultural perceptions and symbols systems are
distinct enough to alter the communication event”. In
all cases the distillation is that intercultural is seen as
between, exchange or interaction of cultures. Ishii et al.
(1997) are close to the above when stating that
intercultural communication is a process in which
humans who have different cultural backgrounds
interact/influence one another by giving and receiving
messages. On the other hand, Ikeda et al. (2007) stress
that a notion of intercultural communication as a
catch-ball of messages overly emphasizes the practical
and effective aspects of communication and that it
ignores and discourages individuals’ proactive
involvement in the creation of culture.
In Germany, the original Latin meaning of the word
intercultural (between cultures) is usually stressed and
treated as such. For example, Bolten (2007) sees the
term intercultural as describing something new and
in-between, which is neither of the two or more
cultures interacting, and Lüsebrink (2005) interprets
intercultural as all phenomena, which are results of the
contact between different cultures.
We have searched for comparative research projects
a s well a s for studi es, whi ch deal wi th the
conceptualization of basic concepts in ICC teaching. In
Japan, we found Abe et al.’s study/survey (2002) about
teaching methods and materials used in ICC. However,
there has been no study found investigating concepts of
the terms culture, communication and intercultural
held by university professors in other countries. In
Japan, some articles, which state the importance of
investigating the terms used in the field of ICC (Takai,
2003), have been published; however, there has not
b e e n a n y fu r t h e r r e s e a r c h i n t o t h i s a r e a .
Although there are a large number of articles which
include the definitions of the terms culture,
communication, and intercultural, there has been no
study found investigating concepts held by university
professors nor by college/university students within a
number of different country.

4

RESULTS OF THE THREE CONCEPTS BY
PROFESSORS AND COUNTRIES

Before discussing the overall findings, we would
like to give some details found in the answers of the
professors’ questionnaires. Most of the interviewed
U.S. professors have a background in communication
or communication studies. In Germany the professors’
backgrounds are too various to be classified, ranging
from sinology, sociology, anthropology, Romance
languages, linguistics to communication and/or cultural
studies. Again, in Japan, the professors’ fields of
expertise
are
mainly
communication
and
linguistics/language education. 80% of the Japanese
and American professors have between ten and twenty
years or more (American) of teaching experience,
whereas the majority of German professors have been
teaching ICC for less than ten years. Class sizes in
Germany and the U.S. usually range from 25-35
students. However, in Japan, many classes of more
than 50 students, some with up to a hundred and above,
could be found.

3 METHODS
10-15 educational institutions from each of the three
countries (Germany, Japan and the U.S.) were selected
at random and a total of 36 professors teaching ICC at
those institutions were interviewed, regarding their
definitions of the terms communication, culture and
intercultural as used in their ICC-courses. The

4. 1 Communication
4. 1. 1 How American Professors see
communication
Most professors saw communication from either the
perspective of symbolic theory, transactional theory or
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face-to-face-model with verbal, non-verbal and
extra-verbal influences on communication. The reason
for this might be that most of these professors are also
involved in trainings for companies and or public
institutions. Except one, none of them used the terms
symbolic or transactional explicitly but some used
terms such as constructive or creating meaning
together, which can be seen in the following results:
Five of the professors stressed that communication is
co-produced, however, another five saw it more as a
process. Four of the professors quoted Watzlawick
(1969,
2003)
expressively,
stressing
that
communication focuses on the HOW not on the WHAT,
and the impossibility of non-communication. Three of
the professors furthermore stressed that media is also
communication, may it be written (ads, posters, flyers,
articles) visual (TV-ads etc.) or audible (radio etc.)
with less or no interaction.
Two of them used the active listening technique as
well as the method 4-ears-4-mouths developed by
Schulz von Thun (1998/2007) as an example of
interactive communication.
Three of a total of 12 professors, however, had
different ideas of what communication is. One
professor mentioned that the general idea of most
people is that communication is an uncomplicated
process and that things will somehow be conveyed.
However, his opinion was that most communication is
precarious. This can start on a very familiar level, at
home. He gave the following example: “Child: May I
have an ice-cream? Mother: I am cooking right now.
Child: Oh, always…” (own translation) [Male
professor, sociolinguistics].
On a similar level another professor stressed that he
sees no necessity to streamline theories.
Communication is interpersonal communication, it is
co-construed, co-present. He does not deal with the
pre-conditions of communication nor its consequences
or results, but with the phenomenon of co-construction.
His approach is a more linguistic one, concentrating on
intercultural discourse-analysis.
Another professor stressed solely the HOW in
communication and gives no importance, either to the
WHAT or to the WHY.

from both theories. Two professors who adhered to
either one of these theories commented that
communication is not static because it changes
according to the context in which it takes place. They
mentioned the following: “symbolic activity that has
potential to maintain or change or perpetuate or
challenge different identities, personal realities and
collective realities.” [Male professor, communication
studies] “….an activity through which meaning is
generated or created between and among people.”
[Male professor, speech communication].
For the transactional/interpretive and/or information
version the following quotes: “transactional process
between one or more people when they are
communicating both verbal and non- verbally.… A
transactional process – something that takes place
simultaneously. While I’m communicating, you’re
communicating at the same time.” (Male professor,
communication studies). “An exchange of information
between people that may or may not be intentional. It
involves the exchange process.” [Female professor,
communication studies]. Communication is perceived
as not static: “It shifts, it changes, it depends on the
situation and the context that we find ourselves in, and
the roles that we are playing throughout a given day,
and so forth.” [Male professor, communication
studies].
Another professor introduced into the course along
with the transactional theory, the attribution theory as
well as one of the theories about media. Two
professors preferred to see communication from the
standpoint of other theories such as coordinated
management of meaning theory and semiotic theory:
(CMM is) a very powerful framework that
gives me all the theories, all the concepts, all
the ideas and all the vocabulary that I can kind
of package in a way to show students how to
understand the study of communication.
…Communication to me is an ongoing
process; it’s a process of creating meaning and
coordinating action, so that’s kind of my
working definition. Or: All the entire notions
of the construction of signifiers and signified,
and the social meaning associated with these
particular practices. I see communication as a
practice, a transactional practice. The focus in
my work is a balance between interpretations.
Therefore semiotic interpretation. [Female
professor, communication studies].
Another two professors focused more on the
ethnography of communication in which several
theories were used to look at communication. They
also mentioned perspectives that fall into symbolic
and/or transactional theories.

4. 1. 3 How Japanese professors see communication

Some professors see communication from the
viewpoint of information theory. Three professors
focused on the function of communication. WHY
humans communicate, not HOW. Their focus was on
what makes a society, therefore their approach was
more
sociological.
One
professor
viewed
communication from the relational communication
perspective which focuses on formation, development
and management of a relationship and another
professor saw communication as a biological instinct
and as an information activity.
Most professors, however, preferred to see

4. 1. 2 How German professors see communication

10 of these professors saw communication as
interactive, nine of them stressed the sender-receiver or
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communication studies].
Some of the eleven as well as the remaining professor
saw culture from the perspective of critical theory,
seeing culture as political and a system of power. Two
other professors mentioned that they focus on how a
culture develops as well as how different factors such
as historical, environmental and others influence the
development of a culture: “This is very broad: it’s from
things like climate to everything – the environmental
factors, the historical factors, the ecological factors and
all that stuff. We talk about how those things influence
the way culture develops.” [Female professor,
communication studies].
Three professors associate culture with macro- and
micro-cultural groups such as individuals, families,
organizations, and nations. Many of the professors
seemed to associate culture with social groups or
categories such as, gender, class, sexuality, ethnicities
and nations, and find that a person has multiple
cultures and identities.
Those professors who adhered to critical theory, as
well as a few other professors, see culture as non-static,
it changes. The majority of the professors felt that
individuals are influenced by culture or by cultural
dimensions. One professor felt that individuals may be
influenced by culture according to context.

communication from the point of view of symbolic
interaction theory. In teaching communication most of
these professors introduced both, information as well
as the symbolic interaction theory. Although the
theories and concepts of communication used by the
professors were diverse, their points of focus were in
fact only split into two: 1. Process of communication
between individuals and 2. Function: Communication
as a base for society/ a group of humans sharing.
Most professors mentioned communication between
individuals and its process. Their main points can be
summarized as follows: a) Sharing a meaning between
both sides, b) Communication is an act of creating a
meaning and of interpretation [imizuke in Japanese], c)
It is the founding of a relationship through interaction,
and d) Context influences how humans communicate.
This indicates that they saw communication between
individuals and focused on the process of
communication. Three of the professors, however,
focused on the function of communication and saw it
as the basis for everything. For them, communication
was like returning to biological origins.
It (Communication) is more like humans
spending time together with other humans.
Communication is the basis for everything as
a whole. “Communicare (Latin)” means to
share. At the beginning, the individual DID
NOT exist, there were rather sharing humans.
And then something occurs that makes
someone an individual. What are the shared
experiences among humans, and the creation
of common experiences? If we don’t explain
this from the biological perspective then
communication cannot be explained at all.
(own translation) [Male professor, language
education, ICC]

4. 2. 2 How German professors see culture
Most of the professors opted for an open or broader
concept of culture. Sociologist Beck’s Cultures are not
closed boxes (1999) was directly quoted by two
professors.
10 of the12 professors mentioned Hall (1959) and
Hofstede (1980). Two mentioned Hofstede’s software
of the mind approach as a definition for culture and
five used his onion model. Some of the professors
introduced his model not as a theory, but rather as a
tool for the students to find out in which direction they
are drawn.
However, when further explaining their ideas of
culture, the following words or phrases were often
used: Culture is dynamic, but passes on values / an
anthropological concept of culture with a set of values
/ culture is a system of symbols, rituals and points of
identification. Or: Culture is an orientation system,
which helps to master daily life and at the same time
construes culture via communication. It is a network of
reciprocities which is realized in different ways.
Reciprocity is passed on historically. Culture is
characterized by plausibility, normality, it makes
routine-behavior possible, and it develops historically.
Two of the professors mentioned Geertz (1987) as
theoretical ground. Another professor uses Thomas’
(2003/2005) Kulturstandards (translated as ‘cultural
personality structure’ in Brück, 2002, p.17) as
or i e n t a t i on a n d G e e r t z ( 1 9 8 7 ) a s t h e or y.
Not one fixed concept of culture is of interest,
but far more by what methods do people

4. 2 Culture
4. 2. 1 How American professors see culture
Among the 12 American professors interviewed, 11
perceived culture through a commonly used concept in
ICC text books, mentioning terms such as a learned,
shared, transmitted, structured, interpreted, constructed
set of values, beliefs, behaviors, rules, symbols,
meanings, ways of thinking, education systems,
communication styles, expectations, and others. Some
of these professors also mentioned big C and small c
concept, as well as the iceberg-model. Two of them
preferred to see culture from several paradigms such as
social scientific, critical as well as the interpretative:
Culture is seen as a politicized category –
political construct. I don’t see culture as
maybe aesthetic or humanist. I see it in a
larger field of interacting disciplines, in which
culture itself in society has been politicized.
…a critical perspective, which really
introduces the notion of inequality, justice,
power
difference.
[Female
professor,
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diversity, two professors described subcultures – which
are within a main culture – as similar to the layers of
an onion.
Although they saw culture in similar ways, their
opinions on the relationship between culture and self
can mainly be divided into two: One is that culture
influences/shapes humans, and the other is that humans
shape and create culture. More than half of the
professors mentioned that culture shapes or influences
one’s thoughts and behavior. However, four professors
mentioned the opposite viewpoint that people shape
culture, and they stress the importance of this view. “I
try not to have students think that an individual within
a group or a culture is strongly influenced by culture.
Otherwise I might convey the idea that there is a
cultural gap that cannot be bridged.”[Female professor,
English language education].

introduce cultural factors into their verbal
intercultural communication. …Remarks such
as: ‘Please no unnecessary Japanese modesty’.
What is of interest are the phenomena of how
co-acting participants in an intercultural
communication ‘culturalize’ (kulturalisieren)
for themselves what they experience during
this communication process. (own translation)
[Male professor, intercultural linguistics].
One professor, influenced by diversity management,
explicitly advocated that age, gender, position etc are
a l l cu l t u r es a n d n ot on l y su b - cu l t u r e s.
Again three professors voiced opinions a little
differently to the others. One used the French
interculturalist Demorgon (2002), giving the reason
that not many authors include a biological perspective
in their explanation of culture. Another professor,
anthropologist, explained that people constantly
change their ‘we’-groups, defining themselves through
the relevant others. “Culture is the WHY which is
explanation for each and everyone of the HOW. One
form of HOW might be face-to-face communication.
When communicating with someone, one interprets
this communication.” (own translation) [Female
professor, anthropology].
4. 2. 3 How Japanese professors see culture
Many Japanese professors mentioned the following:
Culture is something which is shared within a group or
shared among people. It is about behavioral/thought
patterns; it is learned; handed down from generation to
generation; it is about beliefs and values. Objective as
well as subjective culture was also mentioned, or the
visible and invisible parts of culture were pointed out.
One professor mentioned that culture is information.
The sum of shared memories and /or information is
culture. Information creates culture. Another professor
saw culture as accumulated practices and actions. The
focus is on observable characteristics in actual
interaction or communication people engage in.
When we asked for their examples of culture, some
mentioned national cultures such as Japanese culture,
Korean culture and other countries’ cultures. One
professor summed it up by saying: “Students are
interested in national cultures and tend to believe
culture is national culture. Although culture is not only
national culture, it is easy to fall into the pitfall of
discussing national culture. It is my dilemma” (own
translation) [Female professor, communication
studies.] This dilemma was mentioned by several
professors. Many professors pointed out that their
students come into class with an idea that culture
differs between nations, and that students expect to
learn about national cultures as part of that course.
Most professors mentioned that many things or
categories can be seen as culture: nation, family, region,
as well as gender, generation, experience, organization,
club, and society. Among those who saw culture as

4. 3 Intercultural
4. 3. 1 How American professors see intercultural
About eight of the 12 interviewed professors saw
intercultural as between and among different
cultures/identities. One of them also mentioned that it
is moving from one culture to another culture. Two of
the eight mentioned that they saw ‘differences’ as a
continuum of similarities and differences. Another
commented that intercultural emerges as differences
are highlighted.
Another professor took a similar point of view,
saying intercultural means people communicating
based upon culture. Still another professor mentioned
that all communications are intercultural.
The other two as well as some of the eight
professors above saw intercultural somehow from the
perspective of critical theories by using the terms
political and power. One professor especially took a
critical perspective commenting that:
The entire notion of interculturalism is
intruded by twin concepts – essentialism and
otherization – or if you want, orientalism, too.
… intercultural was seen as this transaction
between individuals who were often in a
business partnership together. So typically, the
field emerged because there was seen to be a
need to get along with another party, but for
the purpose of business. [Female professor,
communication studies].
Many other professors tended to cover a great deal of
or focus on discrimination, privileged/unprivileged,
and social justice issues. Five professors, who saw
intercultural as between/among or who looked at it
critically, commented that intercultural is associated
with conflict or confrontation between/among different
cultures and how to resolve this. One professor stated:
“intercultural means to me effectiveness.” [Male
professor, communication].
4. 3. 2 How German professors see intercultural
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other than the groups to which one belongs. Others see
ibunka as all individuals other than oneself. Thus
intercultural or ibunka communication equals
interpersonal communication, because one person
belongs to many cultural groups: gender, age, school,
work, region etc. These professors saw ibunka as static.
However, some professors pointed out that ibunka is
generated when one finds a difference between oneself
and another. Thus ibunka is not static, it is volatile.
When we asked their perspectives on ibunka, diverse
opinions concerning the term ibunka emerged.
The 異 [i] of ibunka has a negative meaning, like
something strange in the connotative meaning of this
Chinese character. “異文化, as ibunka is written in
Japanese, is perceived as discriminative.” (own
translation) [Male professor, linguistics]. Others were
of the opinion that ”異 simply means different from
one’s self, and has no negative meaning. 異 is positive
and beneficial.” (own translation) [Female professor,
bilingual/multicultural education]. To quote another
professor: “異文化 is used as an idiom nowadays, so I
use it. I prefer to add 間 [kan] to express the meaning
of ‘inter’ and mutual respect”(own translation) [Female
professor, English language education].. The term
‘trans-cultural’ is seen as a unique way to express the
concept of inter-cultural because it means to transcend
one’s own culture.
Another professor saw intercultural from the
perspective of critical theory, mentioning that intention
or the motivation for drawing a line between cultures is
important to look into. He stressed the necessity to
look at the real intention for drawing a line
A line is drawn when one says a culture is
from here to here. That is not natural. It is
done based upon a certain intention or
interest. When drawing a line, there is
always a motivation. I have students think
about where does the motivation come from,
what is the background, and what
advantages and disadvantages of doing that
(drawing a line) are there (own translation)
[Male professor, foreign language education
and ICC].

Most of the 12 professors saw this term as the result
of two cultures (via people) meeting, or the
incorporation of different cultural horizons. Many
professors saw intercultural also as an intersection or
cut-set of at least two different cultures, which can
again be defined as national, regional or cultural areas.
Some mentioned that intercultural might be the
experience of different cultures within one person.
Others stressed that all cultures are intercultural
although they do not see themselves as such.
Four professors mentioned that intercultural would
be to communicate in such a way that one’s own
intentions are acknowledged and one is able to
acknowledge the intentions of the other.
In a similar way, three professors would use the term
intercultural whenever a limit is reached, where
something is no longer perceived as normal. To be
intercultural-sensitive then means, to be able to accept
this situation, deal with it and not to override it.
Most professors thought that via the above
mentioned exchange something new / third can
develop. It might be a hybrid, not constant but
ephemeral until it disappears or is incorporated in one
or both of the original cultures, something third or a
new culture altogether. Some professors stressed the
importance of this third, and its significance in
negotiations, team-work, and management etc.
“Intercultural communication is the reciprocal
adaptation and creation of something new. That is why
it is inter = between. It is neither one nor the other, but
is always a conventionalized mixture.” (own
translation) [Male professor, linguistics].
Intercultural is seen as an exchange, as a process of
change, or development of identity; whereas
multicultural means no exchange, simply being in the
same place, wherever this is. The term transcultural
was rather seen as a denial of cultural differences.
However, some differing definitions of intercultural
also arose. One professor explained:
Intercultural means: with which group do I
feel strange? With which group of people do I
share the feeling of strangeness or of being
different? … People ascribe, attribute roles to
themselves as well as to other people. If they
would really mean only themselves as
individuals it would not be the task of
intercultural communication to deal with it,
but the task of a psychologist, because culture
is always more than only one person. (own
translation) [Female professor, anthropology].

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Communication as process could be found in all
three countries, with an emphasis put upon context in
Japan. Most of the American professors saw
communication explicitly from either the symbolic or
the transactional theory. ICC seems to be often taught
in communication departments. Several of the German
professors
stressed
the
interactive
and
meaning-creating part of communication and the
impossibility to not communicate (not only as a
person). However, communication as function could be
only found among the Japanese professors.
Although in all three countries most of the

4. 3. 3 How Japanese professors see intercultural
In the interviews, as they were done in Japanese, we
asked the professors what their view on ibunka (as
intercultural is translated in Japanese) is. We found
two opposite perspectives. One is that ibunka is static.
The other is that ibunka is generated and volatile.
Some professors mentioned that ibunka are groups
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professors saw culture as something learned,
transmitted, and construed, with a set of beliefs and
values, different focuses could be found particularly in
Japan and the U.S. Many of the U.S. professors
associate culture with social groups. Their focuses are
on gender, class, ethnicities, and sometimes nations.
Some of the professors see culture as a system of
power and concentrate on the issues of privileged and
unprivileged within a culture. In contrast, many
Japanese professors mention that their students expect
to learn about national cultures as part of the ICC
courses. More than half of the Japanese professors are
concerned about the pitfall of discussing national
cultures, albeit knowing that culture is not only
national.
The largest differences were found concerning the
term intercultural. Most of the German professors
focus on the new, third or hybrid aspect of intercultural
and its usefulness in business-encounters. The U.S.
professors’ focus is placed upon conflicts within
society; the social aspect being stronger. Contrary to
that, half of the Japanese professors saw the term as
static and referring to other cultures. Many Japanese
professors are aware of the problem of the term ibunka,
and quite a number were also dissatisfied with it.
This problem is probably not confined to ICC
courses but rather one of the usage of the term ibunka
as a whole, as a Google count shows (Google search
engine, 2,350,00 entries for ibunka (different cultures);
983,000 for ibunkakan (between different cultures);
and no entry for bunkakan (between cultures) as a
single term; May 21st, 2009). The everyday
connotation of the term ibunka, which stresses the
distinct otherness, sometimes mingled with strangeness,
of different cultures, as it was even pointed out by
some of the professors, might be too strong as to be
used in the title of an ICC course. However, three forth
of the courses had the term ibunka in their title.
Although our sample may not be representative, it
shows that some of the points, which have been
criticized, are valid. For example, it did not become
clear, what focus the Japanese ICC courses have. In the
U.S. samples the focus is mainly on the (power)
relationship between different groups within a society,
whereas in the German samples the focus is mostly on
business-encounters. In the Japanese samples a clear
focus could not be detected, except for an overall
comparison between Japan and other cultures, which
again links to the problem mentioned above. It will be
interesting to see, how the results found so far will
match or not with the perceptions of the students of
these three terms. Once their questionnaires are
analyzed, we hope to be able to give a more concise
picture in a future paper.
However, to clarify if the results of this random
sample mirror the situation found in most ICC courses
in Japan, a larger study would have to be undertaken.
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三カ国間(ドイツ・日本・アメリカ)における異文化コミュニケーションの授業の
基本概念の違いと類似点の比較
クラウゼ=小野 マルギット*、石川 園代**
ドイツ、日本およびアメリカの 3 か国の教育における異文化コミュニケーションの概念を調査した。それ
ぞれの国でランダムに選出した総勢 36 名の教員にインタビューを行い、彼らの学生にアンケートを依頼
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した。その内容を文字に起こし、KJ 法で分析した結果、以下の内容が明らかとなった。アメリカでは文
化を社会集団と見ているのに対し、日本では国家と捉えている。また、ドイツでは、
「intercultural」(異
文化)を第三のものとして見ているが、アメリカではやりとりや不一致として見なしている。日本の半数
が、自分が参加している以外のグループもしくは単に異国としてみており、異文化という概念に不満を持
っている。
キーワード: 基本概念、異文化、文化、コミュニケーション、日本
* 室蘭工業大学 ひと文化系領域
** 札幌学院大学
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Psychosocial support is a significant issue in emergency
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research report on one month after Abruzzo Earthquake in 2009 as a case of psychosocial support
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system on IASC guideline. And Dr.Clown in Italian Red Cross was a special psychological aid worker
suitable with cultural context in Italian Red Cross.Various national system have to be investigated.
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}ΉȒɻΟZvʖ΅jHɻ I
;

HPI

Ů͍ð`řeh:ʉ΄_ű^g:n{ʾhv
ʟaƭΫûwεwY:ʥȔ}̸ˍ̬[[z
®¹Ø®Ȉˁ~:Ĥɋʃ®¹Ø®H¹ÕÍ·µ¦
®¹Ø®IxƬ;ʚʨ͛ʨ:ȐʞǠĥȈƖ:
Ȉưzyˇʂ_̹ĥ{ʬ[ȻȈqcwza:ØÆ
̹ĥ:ŝˀ:! zy}ƫɹ˷̹ĥĤɋʃ®¹Ø®
}̳ψ{̠;Ĥɋʃ®¹Ø®~:ĕĭʍ:ɩ̠>Ǟ
ʽƢ:ω:ě̻zy}̮ÿð`řeh:ĤɋH¹
ÕÍI̮ÿxƩ; x~:¹ÕÍ·
µ¦®¹Ø®ƴ}®¹Ø®ɜĥwY:ȻȈ^í

ɻ 2?Ĥɋʃ®¹Ø®x¹ÕÍ̮ÿx}ňƂ
L－ 1212 L
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ŷşȈˁw}ɪΩȚę˷Ǿûʽʁ(2)

Üƕàɝpsv̟ɠʉĵ{ǾɜjaZ}˵̃

v}̀Πʃ}ΩĚxƊƢ_ɶqxƩvZ;Ǡ

w¹ÕÍ̮ÿ_Ȋʶh:ȍβΠjɣˁǽj;

ĥŠƷʙΏœňwY̟ͷʒȷȉȚ
Hàą
J̟ʒK
I
:

h^h˭ƴ{¹ÕÍ̮ÿ_ř`ex~hʇɠ

eƄœ{ƝŢȹ|: ̣}ΗȥǱ͚ĐwɃ

wY;

vʢɤ˷zɪΩ˷ǾûȅexxzspHQI;̟

Ĥɋʃ®¹Ø®{svÞɪwÞʟz̟ɠʉĵ_χ

ʒ_  }ɪΩȚę˷Ǿû°Û²A}Í»Ó×HRI

ʸg:¹ÕÍ̮ÿ_ð`řegp}wY;ʸ

x{ɪΩ˷ǾûůìŠƷ̱Πï{ͷĪ˷{ĢǸ

zpÞɪĿÞʟĿ_ě͔h:ʉĵɣŰÞ˲j

hp}~  ̣}exwYsp; ̣}ɭĲƞ

{ȸsv¹ÕÍ̮ÿ}ʻa~Ȑʞ{ɑ˃h:ě͔
hva;n\¹ÕÍ}ȍβ:ʉĵ}ÞɪĿ

ˠù˚ɸw̟ʒ~Jee}¨´AÏK{Ǿû
ĵ̔ͷĪĆhHSI:eàǌ:
Jee}¨Kĵ̔

ÞʟĿ_ȡgvɃvƺď̫őj}wY

~:̟ʒ}ȹΠzǠĥǾûĵ̔}ítxzsp;g

;e}ʉĵ}Þ˲Ć}Ǿû_ɪΩȚę˷ǾûwY

{̟ʒ~ɪΩȚę˷Ǿûůì}ʾɛËÕÛ·{

:ŷşȈˁw~ʊɱĎêɪΩįțqcwza:ʉ

wĩd:
Ǿûĵ̔}ȶȗɻsvZxewY;

ĵɢƖ}ĞʝǞƙ{ƻcpYǾûĵ̔_ʩƳ

p:̟ͷĨ˚}Ȑȍʽ}˚ë͵Ǡƌė{Ǡĥÿ

{;ʔ{ňƂȊrz_Ū˫˷{ɶvZà

şʾǫ}ƌėǍΌ{Jee}¨KxZ[ǍΌʢ

Π_Y}wY+++;

̠[{zsv]HTI:̟ͷ}Ǡĥʾǫ{]Z

p:Ǿûț¹ÕÍ·µ¦®¹Ø®x~ý
wza:̹Ǡ˚}Ǿûț~̹ǠțwYǾûțwY

v:
Jee}¨K
~ȹΠǍΌxhvÝ[{
zsp;Ĉ^}ȈƖȈư{ǣhv̹ĥțňƂț

xZ[̞ȹ}Ϋɟ{ɵ˛aex{z:n[hpǾ

}
Jee}¨K
}̀ΠʃÍ®ªÎ_ūɡƈ~:

ûț}̨ίȹΠxz;

̟ͷ}ˠwJee}¨K_:í̲˷{̢˙gv
`pexˑ˷{Ȏj}wY[;

P=P

̟ͷ}Jee}¨Kĵ̔:̹Ǡțqcwza:

ʀĠŞ̟ͷ}ɡʂ

 ~: ̣˅Ƀ̒^ǓǣǾûĵ̔w}̹Ǡ

Ǿûț}®¹Ø®Ņσ_:ȹΠwYxj_:ǟ

țŞǾûț}ɪΩ˷ǾûȹΠz}wYxh

Ÿw~:ǠĥȈƖȈư{ĺ`ǔp̹Ǡ>̹ĥț

vɪΩ˷Ǿû°Û²A¸ÛÍA¦}ªÉÛ¾A©Û
{ʣʕh:ɪΩ˷Ǿû}ůìx͏Ş{̂v`p;e

čʵéʵ}¨}̀ΠʃHUI:Ȉưw̹ĥțx
zsp_ȈưřehpęȚ}ɥïxhvĊĥț˷Ϋ

}ɪΩ˷Ǿû°Û²A~:ɪΩ˷Ǿû~Țę˷ɢƖ

ɟ{zzy:͗ǮzΫɟ_Yex_˙vZ

ōʡxhvõ `}wYxhv: ̣

;p̟ʒ̜͒w͒ΏŇno}̗́͌ƞǾ

{ɪΩȚę˷Ǿû°Û²Axɖ_ĞvZ;

͒}úĶzνƇ_ēˉwYsp:̟ʒx̟ͷ 

íͫ:ʗ{ȼ p[{: ̣{Ǔν~:ɪΩ

H+4#45'3 '&+%#- 44+45#/5 '#.?ǠĥêβǾû´

Țę˷Ǿû{ňǓǣ¤ºÕÛ̫͂hp;e

AÏIzyʻœňxνƇɻexzy}:ȡʢ

}¤ºÕÛǪ{~: Ô»°Ä:Ǔν̝

`ɭpzēˉƟZqgvZHVI;

ǎ̋ͦļȈɄH I
:" ʀĠɧαƌ
ėzy}Ǔǣœň:::ĨǓ}ˇįƝŢ

ɪΩȚę˷Ǿû}̀Πʃ}ΩĚ}ƿ_xɮ_
ɶw:ŷşȈˁ{ƺď˷zJee}¨KY

Ʉ:ʊɱêį:ɪΩį:ͧƗ:ůì:ɹ̗Ǿû{ň

Z~ɪΩȚę˷Ǿû˴Ũjex~ȗǣ{~Νäz

ĨȦ˒ʽ_Ċsv]:ɪΩȚę˷Ǿû}̀Πʃ

exw~zZ;zmzne{ňňƂțňƂj

xǓǣ˷ňɪ}ǎg_ó\;

œňʹˇw:nʪǐ˷{˫ʆjex~ȃ

¤ºÕÛ}ōͷǄʧ}̙˧~:ÐÛ²×Ç×®

̝}ŴwY^wY;

]ɪΩ˷Ǿûĵ̔īxhz_:ȸǉv
`p͘ȇ}Ǿû̻̝ǿʕ}˴Ũ:êβǾûzyˎ



ǠĥǾûȈη

[Ξ@zňƂțňƂœň}ĵ̔˫ʆh:ʟʽxh
vŪ˫}ȡpĵ̔{h[xj˼{Y;p:

Ǡĥȋ}Ǿûĵ̔ηxhv  ̣ ƕ{²Ö

Ǡĥʜ:Ǡĥ˭ƴ:ˠˬŒxZ[ȋŇȓ{üsvǾû

ˠ͒˚ɸw}Ǿûĵ̔ȡɝd:̙{ɪΩȚę˷Ǿ

ĵ̔{ǽɷΜ\:Ǿûʾɛ~:̹ǠțqcwzaǾ

û{ňνjĵ̔{ɓ˼̊vvͩǒj;

ûțzy}ňƂțʟʽŊʪǐ˷z}xzsvZ
;

Q=O

̟ͷw~: ̣}ǨɱˏξˇɸǠ{sv:Ǡ

²Öˠ͒w˚ɸ_ř`pex~:˚ɸ̟̊}R

ĥȋ}ɪΩ˷Ǿû:ZJee}¨K{tZ

L
－

˫ǜȾ̾

ƕT̟^̟ͷğĤ}̗ͩĨȚ_ ! Õ¢:

L
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ȿ:ǡ̏σȩ:ύ̇͆ȍ

ɣŰȝΰ{v˫ǜh:̞̟Ό{~:Õ¦ÕǺ̜}
ʒȷȉ}ÈA®¥ÒÛÆwǾûĵ̔{tZv}ʖ΅
Ȩc:n}ƴ:¥ÒÛÆ̜ŞÕ¦ÕǺ}Ɓǿʕ̜
{Y²Öƨ˚Ǡĥʾǫͷ͒Ɵįhp;e}Ǡ
ĥʾǫͷ͒w~:
̹ĥǾûɣŰ{tZvʖ΅Ȩc:
˚ɸįț^ǖě}˚ɸ}̙˧{tZvʖ΅Ȩc
exȻp;ʶZv:̻̝¥ÒÛÆ}ít{͑`:
ne}ɪΩǾû®²µÄxęǐȊsp;
ǯ̟Ό{~:
̻̝¥ÒÛÆͮ:Ǿû®²µÄxęǐȊr:g
{ʒȷȉ}ÈA®¥ÒÛÆwʎɎ̣ʒȷȉ®²µÄ
xƸέh:Õ¦ÕǺ}ˇį̈́ò¥ÒÛÆͮΎh:
ɪΩįŞʊɱĎʙΏčxƸέȊsp;
àɝ}[zέwǉsp˫ǜĵ̔:²Öˠ
͒˚ɸ}̹ĥx̻̝ɣŰ:²ÖʒȷȉȚ}Ǿûĵ
̔xɪΩ˷Ǿûĵ̔:²Ö}Ǿûʽʁʟ̲xZ[
Ɂ̵wxz_ȼ :n}̙˧x;
ɻQ?²ÖĦάɻ
Q=Q

˚ɸx̹ĥŞ̻̝ɣŰ

Û²A¼µ¹ɝw˽\p_:Ƀɾȷx̗ͩgp

RƕT̟ƨ˚ȋŇɮΐ  ȋ  ͙{ř`p˚ɸ~ɸ

ȁțɾ~Ɋ@{ʭ\:̹ĥ}ɺˇg_΅^xzsv

Ƨ}ɮg ,.:Í§»´ÓAº~  wYsp_:

Zsp;

n}íȋŇƴ{~Í§»´ÓAºS˵̃}Λɸ_

ˤț~ ƕ  ̟{~ƨ˚̠}ŪśǉZ:ǈ

ř`p;ņʲgpˠwÍ§»´ÓAºRàɝ}Λɸ

žƘ}ȣ̨:ȇŹȾ̾ĢǸhp_:²Ö}Ȩc

_n}ƴí̟{Ĉě^ʶZvZHWI;

̠œňß̜țz^spp:̚εw}ƨ˚̠
Ƒãh:·Û¹Ⱦ̾ǉ[íͫw:˂ǥʗƨ˚w

É»ÛǱͿ}ǱŇ}e}˚ë~ĕŤ{ˇ`z˚
ɸƊƢhv]: ʀŖ: ʀŖ}˚ɸwĜ·

}æ̔ͫͬ{tZvÛ²A¼µ¹w˫ǜȹ|p;

˷̹ĥȨcp˚ëwY+7;

h^h:²Öǥȵ}˙Ʈ}Y̟ͷɹx}νΤ

ǖě}e}˚ɸw~:²Öʅ͌~ȐǓwǉ[x

Ƅœ{:Ė@ß̜hva̟ͷɹ}ˮΔ_Ɵt^

hvǓǣŠû~Ȩc̠z^sp;
˚ɸ{ȁț~:

:˂ǥʗƸˮȣ˖:ƨ˚Ǿûțx}νΤˮΔ_

Sƕ  ̟}˫ǜȋ˼w: :n}[r  ~

ʐŵ˷{ǉsva:Ⱦ̾ˁʂ_ʆsvZsp;

ƙ͘}ą͎`xzsvȁͰhv]:R_ĸϊ^

̊Ƀ~:ÙAÍͶ̉͒}·×»{˂ǥh:ne^

ŠȻgpƴ}ȁͰwYsp;c_ɹ~   y

λȝw̹Ǡ˚wYÕ¦ÕǺ{̠ƌėΫvvZ
p_:
ÙAÍ{˂ǥh:
¿®{vÕ¦ÕǺ{æ̔h:

w:xy_ƎɔțwYxZ[7;̻̝țʪɾT
Qʘɹ:n}[rQPʘɹ~Ê·×ƫɹˊ{̻̝

Õ¦ÕǺw²¦¬Axô˻ȣƲZ:ƨ˚˫ǜǉ

hv]:ǴQɹŭ_Γ   £Ʉ}̻̝¥ÒÛÆ

[exxzsp;nhv:ƨ˚w}˫ʆĵ̔}p:

wʉĵhvZ;͍avč{̠zZɹ_ʻɾZ

ˮΔ^Ė@}ɵ͙ə΅jĈ^}ə΅ɇš

xZ[;

:e~̟ͷʒȷȉȰ˾łƷˇį_Οãhva

Å×µ¶¡ȭ}̹ĥ˚ëíʿwƙ͘}ɴ˔_ǉ

p;²Öʒȷȉ}Å×µ¶¡ȭʒȷȉʑ̡țx

: M_Ŕˊċ̥wY:M~ȟĽ}ȣ˭hwŔ

}ªÛ²¦¹_xp:
xZ[ȋ˼wƨ˚{ƻ^sp;

ˊċ̥x}˫ǜƓď_ƹ͂gpxZ[exwY_:

ňνj²Ö}˚ɻ~ɻQ{Ȏhp;

Ůhg^č{ex_w`zZɹ_ʻa:p
ƙ̹͘ĥ~ɮǑqxȵpr~ɮǑ{ǆ\v]:ɴ

Q=P

˔Ɠď~YɨΟgvZzZx}exwYsp;

ƨ˚w}˫ǜɣŰ

Ȼ̫^ŔǓw}ʟ˫ǜ̟˵~:SƕV̟^S

̅Ĝhpƙ͘}Őt^ɻwȎjHɻRI
HɻSI
;

ƕ  ̟}T̪U̟wYsp_:̹Ǡ˚wYÅ×

Õ¦ÕǺȬͣ{~̻̝¥ÒÛÆ_˼ǥhv]:

µ¶¡ȭÕ¦ÕǺȬͣ}ƨ˚˫ǜ~:SƕW̟:S

ʻa}ǾûňƂțňƂ˒ʽ_ĵ̔hvZΞǹ_Ɵ

ƕ  ̟:Sƕ  ̟}Q̟ŇwYsp;

p;e}̻̝¥ÒÛÆ^~®¦A×¿®_Ȼv

í̟Ό{~:Å×µ¶¡ȭ}̻̝¥ÒÛÆíʿ}

ˮįhvZx}exw:įǃĵ̔~ǞĢhvZp;

L－ 1414 L
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ŷşȈˁw}ɪΩȚę˷Ǿûʽʁ(2)

ˇįˇį͈ʴ}̈́òYsv:̈́ò~Ỵ̈ɭ˝hp
^wYsp;h^h:e}̈́ò~˚ɸ{sv̅
Ĝh:̫Ǡ˭ƴ~œ̥lk:Ė@_˫ǜǉspSƕ
}˖ģw:ͽq̈́ò͎˚̜{ȴǐ·Û¹˦ɀ
l:ÿş}ćʕɴβɄ_ƙr͟:newʻa}êβ
ț_ɴβ{̊psvZɣŰwYsp;
ƨǥʻa}̻̝ț~·Û¹ʉĵʫsvZ_:Ǳ
ŇwYe}˚ë~ˡΐwĹ˕}Ǜ_ˇ`a:pČ
x̆wĄ̃Ǜ_ˇ`Z;SƕɃȽwYsv:·Û
¹}ˠ~ˡŇ~Ʌa:
ΐ~θ\ǔ_ƥhZ;
new:
ǖƴ}ēˉxhv~:ȵŁŬ}Ğʝ_şwǦǵΞ
}ćʕȵˊ}ƙʕƌėhvZǟˠq_:e}[
zćʕȵˊ}ƙʕ}ƊƢ~zZ:x}exwYsp;
p:ǺħŻ~Õ¦ÕǺ}ˠɪ˷zȠΠœň:Ǻ
˥Ș~růęźǉ:
įǃzy_ȴsv]:
n_Ĝ·hvhsppħœ̥_˱Ȁhvhs
vZ;͔Ų{~ʩ̣̊ɾ_ı^H ̣xZ[Ɵˮ
hȊsvZɹZpI}w:ˠˬŒ˷zǾû_ˇ
`zēˉwY;ǺħŻ~ħ}ʊɱ˷ǾˢwY:n

ɻR?Õ¦ÕǺ̜}íģ_˯pÀA¹

}ͪpΞǹ~Õ¦Õ}ɹ@}ʊɱ˷³ÐAɮ
vZxȼ ɹZp;ͮp̻̝¥ÒÛÆ{~
ůęΟ·Û¹_˛^vZpHɻTI
;ůę_ʊɱ˷z
Ǿ\xhvȹΠzΒĳďphvZƨq[;
Q=

²ÖʒȷȉȚ}Ǿûĵ̔

Q= =O

Ǿûʽʁ

²Ö}ǉʅŻ͙~:Ǔ:ȭ:ƞ:Ǻ˩ʹxzs
vZ_:²ÖʒȷȉȚ~ʟǓͶ̉HÎÕ½I
˚Ż:ÀØ×Ñ˚Ż:ÙAÍ˚Ż:Ì·Û¶˚Ż}
˚Ż{͙c:ÙAÍ{ͷȚ_Ysv:ÎÕ½Ÿǋ}
Ø»ÒA½{ŌœŃΩ°Û²A˛ZvZ;nhv
Ĩȭ:ƞ:Ǻ˩ʹ{noʒȷȉ͙Ż_˛^vZ
;ǖě~̹Ǡ˚}Å×µ¶¡ȭ{Ͷ̉˚ŻxÌ·
Û¶˚Ż^̦Ơgpʒȷȉ®²µÄ{sv̞
£Ʉ:²ÖʒȷȉȚ}ÈA®¥ÒÛÆ͎ZvZ
p;e}¥ÒÛÆō˼xhv:ĳ̊vp̻̝
¥ÒÛÆ}ǾûǉsvZ}wY;
²ÖʟǓ^ʒȷȉňƂț_Ǿû}p{̹Ǡ
˚{̠sv]:̫Ǡ̟̊^Ͷ̉˚ŻwYÎÕ½
^e}˚ë{v:˂ǥʶcˠɪ˷{ĵ̔hvZ
ʒȷȉɥïZp;

ɻS?Õ¦ÕǺŸǋ}ăǘ_ͪpůę

²ÖʒȷȉȚ~:̟ʒx̕Ξ{ƜƔŠşĵ̔

̹ĥ_ǟˇ`^spxZ[Õ¦ÕǺ}ˠɪ˚Ż~:
ƁƍǬ{sv͓ǝg:̻̝¥ÒÛÆĤ͒}

zy}͒Ώ_Y:n}ˠ}JÃ¢» ÖH1+0/+'3+I
K

}_Ɍȣ{Ȼ̠w`zZ[{ƥȹ{ŃΩgvZ

xZ[͒Ώ~:r[y̟ʒ}ʎɎ̣ËÕÛ·{

p;n}pĜ·ɣˁxƩvZ˚Ż{Ϋr̠
ex~Ȼz^sp;

̊p[z͒Ώ}[qsp;e}͒Ώ{Ʉʴj
Õ¦Õ}˚ƣʎ̣ˋ:·Û¹ʉĵhz_Ǿû
ĵ̔{̊psvZp}wYsp;Ė@{ZZzʖ

p:Õ¦ÕǺ~:Å×µ¶¡ȭ}ȭ́wY:

L
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΅ß̜h:Ξ@z˫ǜ_w`[{ªA¸¼
¹hvap}~:e}͒Ώ}˚ƣÖA³A}[
zʒȷȉËÕÛ·wYspHɻUI
;
n}̷ɉ_ƫɹ˷ʽƢτhvap;̷ɉ{
x˚ɸ~OƕaZ^ɸ̃QaZ}˚ɸ_O̟{
OěaZʶZvZp}qxZ[;RƕS̟}ΐ:
ȋ

͙aZ{ɸ̃Rá}˚ɸ_Y:íɹwZ

}_͍av:pʒȷȉxhv}ĵ̔Πʌ_Y}w
~zZ^x:
˚ƣʒȷȉ}ȈɄ{ƻ^sp;
h^h:
ɻT?̻̝¥ÒÛÆ}ˠ{]^půęΟ·Û¹

ĈΠʌ_z^sp;newč{í̃~Ŕsp_:Ů
hZ}wç͖ȡsv`v:pƿɟ{ΖˋxĤw
ĕfhvZp;jxT̟ͽ΅{zsvY}ˇ˚ɸ_
ř`:˩_ͪvZa}ŇŸ{Ɵp}qxZ[;Y
}ex{:í̃~Õ¦ÕǺΪ:̻̝hp}
q_:ŕȊr_Υr˟Zv^:Õ¦ÕǺ{Ǿ
ûĵ̔ǉ[[{zspxZ[exwY;Õ¦
ÕǺ̜n}Ÿǋ{ȵʒȷȉ®²µÄ~:no
˚ɸ}Ů͍ʽƢhz_:ũ̕wǾûĵ̔hv
Z}wY;
Q=R=P

ɻU?ǚ_ªA¸¼²A}ËÕÛ·

Ǿûĵ̔

Ǿûĵ̜̔Ν~:͘ȇ:ɧαɽ}̨͋:̻̝¥ÒÛ
Æ}ʉĵʟʽ}ǾûwY:̹ǠțǾûțȐɵ
}ɪΩ˷ǾûȹΠzǾûĵ̔xá˛ucvZp;
ÈA®¥ÒÛÆ{~͘ȇ}ʤƯ_Y:
Î×¦:
ɽ:
À®²:ªAÁAzy}ōͷɧαφƼͅ:]t:
ą˟:
çζ:
ʛΈ̗Žzy}ʉĵ̀Ȫͅ^ʉĵǮĔ:
ǹŨ}]rzy}ΙŽζzyʻŏ{psv̾˞
gvZHɻVI
;e͘ȇ}̨͋~:̀Πz}
ʙΟ}Ȃ{̀ΠzqcɾγŘ̠h:n{ōuZ
vǾţg;e[hp͘ȇ}Ȩc̠Ȼ̠ŃΩ:
̨͋ǉZ:Oɾʘɹ{͘ȇ}ǾûǉsvZx
}exwYsp;

ɻV?Ξ@z͘ȇ_̾˞gvZʤƯ

pÈA®¥ÒÛÆ{~ˇŗΉz¥µ´Û_̾\
vZ;ne{~ʙ̡}¬ÄZv:O̟ǟˇO
  ʘɧŭ^z[̥ε_Y:ˮɠ~¥ÒÛÆ̜
}ʒȷȉňƂțx̹Ǡț}ɧαǾûxhv ʘɧŭ
ǪsvZHɻWI
;ʛǤQȦζǶ[zyøʉΈ
}̨ίagvZ;ÈA®¥ÒÛÆ̜{ɧα}
̾˞}p}ˇƃθʮ¹ØLÕA_ɾˆ˛^:ͯ͊
{ɧǦ_̾˞g:e}ɧα˴Ũʕ̾~̫Ǡ̞̟Όw
đ̓hp:xƱhdwYsp;
ɻW?̻̝¥ÒÛÆ̜w®²µÄɧȈİh;ƴ
w~:̻̝hvZǹŨpr_̨ʠ}ȣ˽Zhv
ZΞǹƟ\

g{¬ÒÚA¹ØǿʕÈA®¥ÒÛÆ̜w
~Ļ̾hvZ;ʒȷȉ®²µÄ~:n}˼w͇ͥ
Ŀiexzaĝ˸{ĕflvZxȼ vZ;̹
Ǡț}̻̝¥ÒÛÆ{:¬ÒÚAx¹Øzy}ʕ
̾~ʆsvZ[wYsp;h^h:eǿʕ_
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ŷşȈˁw}ɪΩȚę˷Ǿûʽʁ(2)

˚ɸƴy}aZƊĕhvʆsp^~͇΅wY;
Q=R=Q

ɪΩ˷Ǿûĵ̔

̻̝¥ÒÛÆ}ɧȈ}˴Ũ{~:̹ǠhpǹŨpr
_ȣ˽Zh:ǾûȨcqc}Ȩ̔˷Βĳqc{
zzZ[zƽ͉ǉvZpHɻWI
;p:n
ew}ʉĵ_ˬazsv`p}w:̻̝¥ÒÛÆ}ˠ
{Ē˓ʕc:ɎhwȿZΜ\[x}̨ίwY
;eɪΩ˷Ǿû}ƽ͉}ítwY;
̻̝¥ÒÛÆw~:ɪΩ˷Ǿûǉ[²Öʒȷ
ȉ}®²µÄZp;ɪΩįʙΏčx¹ØA»Û§
Ȩcp®²µÄ_É{zsv¥ÒÛÆwĵ̔hv

ɻ 10?Dr.¦ÕÛx̻̝Ʉʑ̡ț

Zx}exwYsp;¹ØA»Û§~²Öʒȷ

íȳŇ{íě~Ͷ̉˚Ż}°Û²A{ͩǒɇʫ_:

ȉȚ̜}}w:ǖ~ʇȒz·¥®¹_Ycw~

Ä¡AÍµ¹~zZx}ʖ΅hvap_:Ǵ̤z

za:ƨǥʋǪˠwY;ʙΏč{ǊŚΞ@z

_:Řρ̠ȣjex~w`z^sp;

Ȉη_ɘĘgvǉx}exwYsp_:ɚǢ
~͇΅wY;

²Ö}ɪΩ˷Ǿûxhv̙́j `~:Ã Ù
}ʷǥwY;²Öʒȷȉw~·Û¹ɧα_ʆ

ɪΩ˷Ǿû®²µÄ~˚ɸ̟̊^̹Ǡ˚{̠:

svǟƴ{̀Π{z}~ɗZwY:ɗZ~ǟǎ

̊Ƀ~ɾ̟ŇĮwʺ}®²µÄxƸ˅hvZp_:ƨ

}®¹Ø®ĚɑwYxZ[̫ʧƣ{  ̣^

ǥ~OȳŇ^PȳŇwƸ˅j[{zsv`vZ

ɪΩ˷ǾûxhvÃ Ù̖̠j[{zsp;Ã

;®²µÄ}̦Ơ~:ɪΩ®²µÄ}̀ρÖ®¹_

Ù{z{~SȳŇ}ſμȨc_:ĵ̔xhv

ƞˌá{Ysv:n}Ö®¹{ōuZvͶ̉˚Ż_̦

~ǖě_Ƀvx}exwYsp;Ã Ù}ˠ}Ã

Ơ˫ʆhvZx}exwYsp;Ͷ̉˚Ż}ʜ~

Ù_Hêǻw~zZ_I3¦ÕÛxƩZ:Ã Ù}

Ì·Û¶˚Żw˫ʆhvZpxZ[;
ɪΩ˷Ǿûĵ̔}p{Ƀ~̻̝¥ÒÛÆ{ł̯

ʑ̡ț˷ʷǥw:Ė@~e} 3¦ÕÛxτjœę
ȊspHɻ I
;

Ϋv̹Ǡț}ƫ͢Ǿûh[xǆ\vZp_:

¥ÒÛÆ̜ěsvZxžȣ}ĪƼhv˨w

˚ɸ˭ƴ{~éʽôq®²µÄ}¨ǉsp;

aǹŨpr_Zp;3¦ÕÛ{x:ǹŨpr

h^h:ƨǥ~̹ǠțxíɆ{ɧ v:atbzy

}ǁƏʃ_ǎsvZ}_Ύˉx}exwY;

ÖÕµ¦®hpňͫhvZ;ǹŨΙˠ

ƨǥ:ȷɾ}Ã Ù_e}̹Ǡ˚wĵ̔hvZ

ɪ˷zĵ̔xjʺ}ȚęǾûËÕÛ·xũ̕

;ʺ}®²µÄprxaªÛ²¦¹ȡsvĵ

hvĵ̔jexY;p:êțůǻ̻̝¥

̔hv]:e}Ã Ù}ʷǥ~:̹Ǡț{Ǿû

ÒÛÆ{Z}w:̷xɡͩũΗh:p:Ξ@
zɥȦ}ɹxτjp}ÎA·Û§}ȋŇȷ

ț{Ǉ˲˷{ȨcȀvZp;

͙ȊsvZxτgvZp;nhvɪΩ˷Ǿû®

Q=S

²µÄ~:ít}¥ÒÛÆqcw~zaʒȷȉ}ÈA

²Ö}Ǿûʽʁ

Õ¦ÕǺ̜{̠x:ʎZ·Û¹_Ϋr͟wZ

®¥ÒÛÆ^}ΠʌwÕ¦ÕǺȬͣ}Ξ@z̻̝

}_Ό{̠;nhvn}·Û¹{Ÿuax:

¥ÒÛÆ{̦Ơgx}exwYsp;

J305'9+0/' +7+-'KxɇZvY;ŕ_tZv

Ė@_ͮp}~̫Ǡ^r[yOÜƕƊpx

xYɄ{J305'9+0/' +7+-'KxZ[͜ȉ_Ɵ

7+

ew:ÐÖ£}ʊɱȖľ}ɴ˔ōȾwY 

Ȩc;e~:
J+7+- 305'%5+0/KxZ[ãͼ

{ :e}ȋŒ^  x}ɴ˔_ċ̥{
z}w:ɪΩ®²µÄ{ãƟšx:Õ¦Õ

w:²Ö}ŌœŃΩʢɤqxZ[exwYsp;
e}ʢɤ~ʅ͌ʢɤw̜ɕ_Ńķh:ȇŹœǦ

ǺȬͣ~:
ͽqˠɪ͒}κǷ˚Ż~͠ǝgpw:

ɹï:œ̔͒˄ĳɬh:ǓȭØÈ×wno

̹Ǡț}ʻa_¥ÒÛÆʉĵh<ΛɸY}wǠ

{ +7+- 305'%5+0/ _ʢɤgvZ;͏˖~n

HI

ĥ_ȱspx~Ʃ\zZ;n\:ȋŇ˷Ɗĕx

o̚Ȑ{ĵ̔hvZ_:ŷşȈˁ{ǣhv~

ɣŰ}υΪ_Y}wɴ˔ōȾ̊v~ex~ʩ

J+7+- 305'%5+0/Kxhv:ʒȷȉƍǬɑ͵:Ɓ

ÿhazZ:x}̌\_ͤsv`p;

Ξ@zʙΏčňƂœň_íʽĆhpʢɤ}[{
ĵ̔j}qxZ[;ȇœǦƟx:Õ¦Õʒȷ

ĵ̔}Řρ{ňhv~:À±ªÛ{̟Ȇ˷{̠εh
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R=O

²Öˠ͒˚ɸw}˫ǜͫͬ

̹Ǡ˚}˫ǜ~:ŌơxǗ̝_̬[ex_Κʧg
;Ǡĥ{ĺ`ǔŌơY_:̟ͷǓ̜{þ
Zvn[q_:̙{ğĤw~nn̄˚{͇ß̜
wYex{Ċ\v̗ξ_ɿ˔g:ˮɠƸˮΊ_Œ
ˀw`zZexʻZp:ƨ˚{ǉczZċ̥ʃ
Y;ȋŇ˷{ȇŹΈwʁΓ_Y:ːȋŇwǟ
ˇƪ}˫ǜċ̥{jp}Ūεț_Zex_ͳ
hZ;p˫ǜț}ÞʟxZ[ņ˼^:ƨ˚˫
ɻ ?
J305'9+0/' +7+-'K}ʒȷȉ·Û¹

ǜ~͗ɾɹwǉ[ex̀ΠwY;
e}˼:ǖě~:͗ɾwƨ˚{ƻ^[ex_Ȼ:

ȉ}·Û¹wY_:ne{J305'9+0/' +7+-'K

̟ͷɹ}ƨ˚ˮΔ{Ɔp;e}ˮΔ_¹Ö½¢

xY:
J+7+- 305'%5+0/Kxʒȷȉ_íʽĆhvZ
Ξǹ_ƟvȡHɻ I
;

ÖÛÃµ¦{v  ˮivˮΔƊƢ_YȺμț
w:
^t²Ö}Ǔɡ{ˮivZexYsv:

e}J+7+- 305'%5+0/K}ÖA³A~̜ˇɲ_̡

Ė@_̎˟jʜ{:Õ¦ÕǺwǾû{̊p²

΄hʢɤĆjxZ[˼wʅ͌Ɖ}ʢɤwY}q_:
ʒȷȉ~ʒȷȉwÖA³A_Zv:no_ʾ̋z

ÖʒȷȉȚ{ΎZǐlǉsv:ƨ˚Ȩc̠ʗ
xªA¸¼²A̘ex_Ȼp;ˇį^}

Ϋɟw:Ǿûĵ̔ǽőhvZaxZ[;ʺ}Ĩ

ɵ͙əΒ{Ϋsp[wYsp;ˇįzyɄʴœň

J305'9+0/' +7+-'K}͒Ώ̕i[{ʾ̋ňƂw

^}ŪεƐ^lzZ;̊Ƀ~ƨ˚w·Û¹ʉĵ

Yx}exwYsp;

ʫexĭƵhvZp_:ÙAÍ^¿®_ˮZ:

Õ¦ÕǺ̜}ƨ˚Ǡĥʾǫͷ͒~Ɓǿʕ̜{Y:
ee{J+7+- 305'%5+0/K}Ĩ͒Ώ_ȴƓhvZp;

Õ¦ÕǺ̜wô˻ȣ͈`ØÛ²£AΨΟw`x

Ɓǿʕ̜}pșɰǭö~Ŷip_:ʒȷȉƍ

p}w:Ξ@z˫ǜ_ːŒ^tÞʟ{ǉ[ex_ċ̥

Ǭ:ɑ͵qcwza:ȐʞŁŬ͒Ώ͜Ćǧ͒Ώ:̗
ξŃΩ:¤®:ɽ̗zy}ÛÄÕǿʕˎ̊͒Ώ˚

xzsp;
Řρ~sșɰÂ¸¢ǭö:ƨ˚}ňƂțx

ɸįțĎįț͒Ώ<ǉʅ:ůìâïę_̕iǿʕ̜

ˮΔĘhv}͝`ȡÐÑwǉsp;ƨ˚wǾû

wǵȈhvZ;̟{Ĉ̃ǐ̕ęś_Ģ^:ɡ

ĵ̔{ňŘρ̠ȣjex~Ȼz^sp;e

ͩũΗ®ÏA¯{ǉvZ[wYsp;

~:ƨ˚_ŘρxqcʆΩgvZzZ:

no}͒Ώ̜xĨňƂœňŇ}:νƇŪεň
Ƃ~ȗ{úĶ{ǉvZ[{Ɵ\p;

ͽqşʃŒ{YexȎj}wYsp}^h

Õ¦Õ}ˇįwʊɱĎêɪΩį}®²µÄxę

}͇˸ʓgȎj}w~zZ;Řρȗǣ˷Ǿ

ZɪΩǜ˲}´µ¦Ö®¹:ǠĥǾû}ōͷ˷z

û:
xZ[®²Û®_ǠĥǾûț{~Y;
h^h:
Zk{hvʇĬzŘρŘjex~ēˉwY;

ǆ\ͫ{tZvτhǐZȊtexȻp;̷~

}ɡ̠ͩȣh:˘˖ƸɒwˮΔ_hv]Zva

zZ;pŘρ_͇ȷ͙wYex~:̀khǾû

ˇį̈́ò}͎˚̜{·Û¹˦sv:ËÕÛ·x
J®Í×KxZ[§×AÆĵ̔ǉsvZp;ƣ@

R=P

Y˚ƣ}̟ɠĵ̧̔ƈxjĵ̔}[wYsp;

R=P=O

p:ˇį}ůï}íɹ~:̹ĥ}ˇ`^spǺħ
Ż{Ȑˊ_Yx}exw:̹ĥ_pjöų}ˬ

c_ɹ}c_}˵̃~Ǝa:·Û¹zy{íȋ̻̝h

ŒĆ}ƚ̤ȐɵŊȼ vZ;

vZ̻̝ț}ɾ_ʹˇqxZ[ex_Ŧd;

R

̹Ǡț}̮ÿxǾûɣŰ
̹Ǡț}̮ÿ

̹ĥ}̙˧xhv:ȁț}xy_ʱȁɣˁw:

nhv:̹Ǡț}ʻa~Ȑˊ{Ŕex{Ů͍ĿȊ
r:ƙ˝̓ĉ{͇ɨĿȊsvZ;Ǻ}ˠɪ͒wY

ǆǬ

κǷ˚Ż}̹ĥ_ɺˇwħœ̥_˱Ȁh:͔Ų{ʩ
ǆǬ˼~:²ÖʒȷȉȚǸxj²Ö

̊ȋŇ_^^x}Ɵˮh_Y;̹ǠíÜƕƴw:

}Ǿûœň}Ǿûĵ̔ɪΩȚę˷Ǔǣ¤ºÕÛ

̻̝ț}Γ̭ɾ_·Û¹ʉĵʫsvZxZ[}

Ş̟ͷ}ƨɣ^ƛ̐jexwY_:Ƀ{˫
ǜͫͬxÕ¦ÕǺ}̹ĥŞǾûɣŰ{tZv}ƛ

̙˧}ítq[;

̐^ǉ[;

ÿw:
ˇ`zΛɸ_ʶaɟǐ~ɏǂí̲˷̮ÿwY;

č_͍ZxZ[̮ÿ~:˚ɸ}ɟǐaƟ̮
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e~¹ÕÍ̮ÿ}ě̻̮ÿwY;ǹŨˋ}ǁƏ

}ȃɄ{Šşȝzy}ǾûňƂȝΰ_˱svZp<

ʃ}ǎ¹ÕÍ̮ÿ^hzZ_:nàĤ

Ξ@{ͧƗêβĵ̔~ǉvZ}xǼ;

¹ÕÍ̮ÿh`}~͝^z^sp;

h^h:Z̈́òœ̥xhv~:Õ¦Õ}ˇį
̈́ò͎˚̜}ȴǐ·Û¹qc}[wYsp;^z

R=P=P

ŗΉ}ˇ`Zʪǐ̈́ò}ˁzhvZp_:h^hć

ɧα}˴Ũ

ɧα~:ǠĥƴP̟w¬Ä{ɧα}˴ŨĻ

ʕwY;şľȹɋț~:ƴͫ{ʫspx}exw

̾hpxƱ[{:̹ǠțxǾûț{ʾjȷ͙z

Ysp_:͇Þzɣˁ}xZ\q[;̑ʏz

Ũţ_ǉvZ}xƩ\;ɧǦͯ͊w:œ
Ǧʕ̾ɹ˷̠̈ȶȗhvZp;Ø®¹ÕÛxhv

y}ͺʃȖľ}ʾÿ~͇΅wY;

ΨΟhvZ·Û¹_ye}̻̝·Û¹ʹ{Y:

R=P=T

Ǿû®²µÄ}ÈA®¥ÒÛÆ̕Ξ{ȶȗhp}

ÐÛ²×Ç×®xƽ͉

kåɦzÃ Ù}ʷǥ_Y;
J®Í×KxZ

wYsp;
ōͷ˷ΡšwYɧΡͻpjxZ[˼w:

[§×AÆĵ̔Ysp;ɗZ_ǟˇ}®¹Ø®Ěɑ

ǎʳ̗ξ_œ̥hvZzy}ƾôȣ˽svZpx

x}ǆ\ͫ~ΩĚw`h:ÔAÑ_ɹŠ[xZ

Ǽ_:²Ö}Ǿûʽʁ~ǎa̓ĉg

[exY;p:ɗZqcwzaʰ{Zqc{

`wY[;ªÛÂ»}͘έɧȈ}Σxj̟ͷ

ήxZ[ɫȹgY;̼ɠ{̙Ȥw^tΗƺz

~:e[hpØ®¹ÕÛƅȒ}ɧȈ«AÂ®ƟȲ[
`}xǼ;

ʷǥxǼ\p_:
y}ǓwˮΟj^~^zZ;
̟ͷw~:ËÕÛ·_:Ã Ù}ĪƼhvǹŨ
prİhlíȦ}ΛŲ}˴Ũțxhvĵ̔j

R=P=Q

ex~Y_:Ǿû®²µÄxhvʒȷȉxŪεhv

̻̝Ʉǿʕ

̟ͷw~̻̝Ʉxhvįǃ}ʽìŉƹŉzy

Βĳˎ[xZ[ex~za:hvn}p}¹Ø

ˇŗΉȫΝǿʕkΨΟh:ͨ˺˷{·Û¹Ƕ[

A»Û§zZ;²Ö̙Η}ʷǥ^hzZ;

}_í̲˷wY_:²Öw~·Û¹_kʻΟ

ʒȷȉ}ɪΩ˷Ǿû®²µÄ~:ʙΏčx¹ØA»

gvZp;·Û¹{svčʵzyŸɳț_ĕfl

Û§Ȩcp®²µÄ_Éxzsvĵ̔jxZ[

ÆÕ¿¬A}ɟĬͧhz_:·Û¹ʹƅʄ
jexwƭΫ̻cex{z;h^h:Ĺ˕^

exwYsp;
¹ØA»Û§}ˠɵ~͇΅wYsp_:
ɪΩ˷Ǿûxhv:Ƀ~éʽÝsp®²µÄ{Ǿ

Ȣp}ȵŁŬxhv~ˬŒǶΟxZ[˼w̝_

ûǉsp:ƫ͢ǾûxZ[íɆ{ɧȈh

Y;ƹũǿʕx·Û¹ΨΟ{~íˬíː_Y;

pΙqxZ[Ǿûͫͬ:ʺ}´AÏʙΏčx

p·Û¹ʹ{ůę·Û¹˛aex~:ʊɱ˷zΕh

ɡͩũΗǉ[zyĵ̜̔Νͫͬ~˸ʓxǼp;

xǾ\xz}xǼ;

Éwǉ̔jex®²µÄ}ʊɱ˷Ɨǀ}p{
ʩÿhZxǼ;

Ǿûț·Û¹ʉĵʫsv]:ǖƴ~:̹Ǡț
̕Ξ:Ǿûț{ćʕȵˊΟãj̀Π_Y[;

ͽqΛɸY:ˠɪ͒~͠ǝg:̹Ǡț}ʻa

pq·Û¹ʹÈA®¥ÒÛÆˇ`zØ®¹ÕÛ
_˛^:ˇʂwɧȈİhΞǹ_Ɵ:ʊɱø

_¥ÒÛÆʉĵhvZ}wǠĥ_ȱspx~Ʃ
\k:ǟɃ}˚ɸ^íÜƕƊsv  }ɴ˔ō

ʉ{kZŎΜhvZ}xǼp;

Ⱦ̊v~v̹Ǡț  qxɴ˔jex~
ʩÿhazZ:x}ƟĚ~ǳ̕Ȼ}wYsp;

R=P=R

ʒȷȉ}Ǿûț~:˚ƣ}ʎ̣prËÕÛ·

ɽøʉ

wY:̷~·Û¹ʉĵʫz_ƨ˚wíÜƕ

ñɽ~:
ɧȈ}˴Ũx̕ΞʟaȈƐ^zZ[w:
ÓA®ÚÛwȷ͙̾˞gvZp;¬ÒÚA

Ǿûĵ̔ƋʶhvZp;h^h:Ħhv̷~΅

ʆsv]:Ǿû®²µÄ{xĈ͇ȐΘ~z

aÔAÑƼ`wYsp;ʉĵ{͇ȐΘ~zZxȼ

Zx}exwYsp;
¹Øńä¹ØwYsp_:
Ħhvʈƒw:
ˬȞ}λxZ[exz^sp;
pq:

:ƟȲ[ `xe_ʻZ_:ˠˬŒ{pǾû
ĵ̔}p}ǾûŁŬ~g{ʆ̾_̀Πq[;

¬ÒÚA¹ØZtǕ^Ⱦ̾_ʆsp}^~͝
`οhvhsp;Ɋ@{ʆsp}^hzZ;

R=Q

R=P=S

sp;
y}·Û¹{ȝΰ{:
Y̻̝ɟɄw:

²Ö}Ǿûʽʁ

²Öw~:
J305'9+0/' +7+-'KxZ[ʢɤ_Y
í̲ͧƗêβĵ̔

̻̝·Û¹ʹw~:ʒȷȉqcwza:ƍǬ:ɑ͵

e}J305'9+0/' +7+-'K}͜ȉ_Ɵp;e}

zyʻa}ǾûňƂœň_Ǿûĵ̔ǉsv]:ħ

J305'9+0/' +7+-'K_Ǿûĵ̔̍Ĵh:no
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}Ǿû͒Ώ~:ʒȷȉƁƍǬɑ͵zy}Ǿûʙ

ǰǆ͜Ɯ̋

Ώœň^˿ŕ:¤®:ɽ̗}ˎ̊țĎįțȴ˒^
ƅʄgvZp;e~:r[yǓǣ¤ºÕ

 Inter-Agency Standing Committee 2007, IASC Guidelines on

Û_˴ɍjxe}Ǿû}ʢɤĆx:no_ũ

Mental health and Psychosocial Support in Emergency Settings,

ˮΩĚsvʟʽxhv˫σhpǾû{̊pex
xjɪΩȚę˷Ǿû}ōͷʽʁwY;ȗǣ:n

2007.
 Ó¸®>L,¾AÍÛ,ɪ˷Ĥɋxě͔,jkɇͲ,

o}͒Ώ}ɡͩũΗΒĳ͙ˎ®ÏA¯w:]Ƴ
Z_a˙ǐsvZ[{Ɵ\:Ǿûʢɤ}ú
Ķgx˫ʆxZ[˼w:
J305'9+0/' +7+-'KxZ[ʽ

H2004I.
 ʜ˾ȿ,ǠĥÐÛ²×Ç×®¼µ¹ÚA¦LΗȥǱ͚ĐǠ
ĥ{]cʒȷȉJɪ}¨°Û²AKL,ȕΧƽŴˇį

ʁ~į `}_Y;e~ƨ˚{ǉ^zc

ŖΠ,ˈ 51 Ǐ,pp135L145,(2001).

ˤț}˙xew~z^sp;ʅ͌Ɖ}ʢɤwY

  /5'3/#5+0/#- '&'3#5+0/ 0( '& 3044 #/& '&

_:n}ʄΫrxΚǲ͞ɠȋ}ʢɤ}Yͫz

3'4%'/5 0%+'580..6/+58 $#4'&  48%*0-0)+%#-

yƝŢj `˼~ʻa:ǖƴ}ēˉwY;

611035 # 3#+/+/) #/6#- 45 '&+5+0/

ǟƴ{ˠˬŒ˷ņ˼^ǆ\x:ǖƴ}̹Ǡț}

  ̟ͷʒȷȉȚ<ɭĲƞˠù˚ɸ{]cǠĥŠƷ{ňj
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133 Paの酸素, 水素, エチレンに接触させた
CsおよびRe添加Ag触媒表面のXPS分析
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XPS Analysis of Cs and Re-doped Silver Catalyst
Surfaces Exposed to Oxygen, Hydrogen, and
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Abstract
Self-supporting Cs and/or Re-Ag catalyst disc surfaces, which were exposed to oxygen, hydrogen,
ethylene and a mixture of ethylene and oxygen at 133 Pa and 483 K in a pretreatment chamber, were
measured by XPS. The oxidation states and surface layer concentrations of Cs and Re on the CsReAg disc changed largely with exposing to oxygen and hydrogen, while, in exposing to ethylene and
the mixture of ethylene and oxygen, their parameters were almost unchangeable. O1s spectra with
large fwhm of 3.2-4.2 eV were deconvoluted into five kinds of oxygen species, of which the composition varied with exposing to oxygen and hydrogen and also with exposure time. The results
described above were compared with those on Cs-Ag and Re-Ag and discussed.
Keywords: XPS, Cesium, Rhenium, Silver catalyst, Oxidation state, Surface oxygen species.

１

緒 言

一般的には, 固体触媒は大気圧から数10MPaの圧
力下, 373～873 Kの反応条件で機能を発揮する材
料である。本研究で用いるセシウムーレニウム添
加銀触媒 (以下「CsRe-Ag」と略記) は, 433～553
K, 0.7～2.4 MPaで行なわれているエチレンから酸
化エチレンを合成する工業プロセスの触媒の一つ
*1
*2
*3
*4
*5

機器分析センター
旧応用化学科
現在：日東分析テクノセンター（株）
現在：昭和真空（株）
現在：名誉教授

で, 高選択性銀触媒の基本形として知られている(1)
(2)(3)
。しかし, この触媒表面で起きている反応の姿
は必ずしも全てが明らかになっているわけではな
い。特に, 表面構成原子の化学(酸化または電荷)
状態, 表面濃度に関する情報は充分ではない。と
りわけ, working statesでの情報は極めて少ない。こ
のworking states の情報を得る方法として, IR/FT-IR
を 用 い た Kiltyと Sachtler(4), Cantと Hall(5), Forceと
Bell(6) の 研 究 , SERS を 用 い た Pettenkofer ら (7),
Boghosianら (8), Kondaridesら (9) の研究はあるが, こ
れらは表面吸着酸素および反応中間体を測定対象
としていた。また, 菖蒲らは反応速度論に基づい
た反応中の酸素吸着挙動 (10), 水素同位体効果測定
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による反応メカニズムの研究結果(11)を報告してい
る。しかし, 上記の研究では, いずれも, 吸着酸素
あるいは含酸素炭化水素化合物(反応中間体)以外
の表面構成元素の化学状態, 特に添加金属元素の
酸化(電荷)状態と表面層濃度に関する情報は全く
得られていない。
触媒および固体の表面構成原子の電荷状態は光
電子分光法 (XPSまたはESCA) を用いて測定でき
る。通 常 は 静 的 測 定 に 用 い ら れ る が , Joyner と
Robertsは試料導入装置と差動排気系を工夫して67
Pa-O2に曝されているAg表面の in situ XPS分析を
行い, Ag表面上にO2‒ (superoxide ion) のO1s スペク
トルを観測した(12)。これがin situ XPS分析の最初
の 試 み で あ っ た。そ の 後 , 菖 蒲 ら は , 超 高 真 空
(UHV) 中の試料表面へのガス吹き付け法 (gas-jet
法) を用いて, 酸素に曝されているAg-NaCl触媒(13),
Y-Ba-Cu-O高温超伝導体(14), アルカリ・アルカリ土
類金属添加酸化チタン (15), ビスマスモリブデート
(16)(17)(18)
などの表面のin situ XPS分析を行なって,
固体表面で起こるダイナミックな化学状態変化を
解明している。最近, Gabaschと共同研究者は, 複
数の差動排気系付静電インプットレンズを装備し
たhigh-pressure XPSを試作し, 0.01 Pa-C2H4と0.1 PaO2の混合ガス中におかれたPd(111)を室温～650 K
の範囲で加熱/冷却しながらin situ XPS 測定を行
い, カーボンのPdバルク内への拡散移動現象を明
らかにしている(19)。
菖蒲らは, gas-jet法を用いて, Ar＋スパッタリング
法で清浄化したCsRe-Ag触媒表面を5 x10‒6 PaのO2
ガスに曝しながらin situ XPS分析を行い, CsとReの
酸化還元挙動と複数の吸着酸素種の組成変化を明
ら か に し て い る (20)(21)。こ れ ら の 研 究 に お い て ,
CsRe-Agが高温に曝されると, CsとReは還元される
と同時に表面層への濃集を起こし, O2-jetに曝され
るとCsとReは酸化され, 濃度の増大が起こること,
これらの変化とともに表面層酸素種の組成が変化
すること, CsRe-Ag触媒のReの酸化状態はRe-Agの
場合と異なること, などを明らかにしてきた。
しかし, 先にも述べたように, 実際の触媒反応は
大気圧以上の圧力下で使用されており, これに比
べ 10-6 Pa 台 の 圧 力 は は る か に 低 い , す な わ ち ,
working states にはほど遠い。加えて, Ar+スパッタ
リング法は表面を傷め, かつ, 選択スパッタリング
を起こして, 表面構造を変えてしまうことがあ
る。よって, 本研究は, より高い圧力の活性気体に
曝されたCsRe-Ag触媒表面の酸化還元挙動, CsとRe
の表面層濃度の変化, 表面層酸素種の挙動などを
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調べることを目的として行なわれた。具体的には,
前処理室内で483 Kに加熱した試料を, 133 PaのO2,
H2, C2H4, (C2H4 + O2)混合ガスに接触させ, 表面の
化学特性の変化をXPSで追跡することとした。こ
こで得られる結果を前報の低圧下で得られた結果
(20)(21)
と比較することにより, 実際の反応条件下の
表面状態をより正確に予測することが可能とな
る。なお, 本論文では, 「暴露する」および「曝
す」を「接触させる」という穏やかな表現を用い
ることにした。
２ 実

験

２．１ 試料および触媒
AgNO3 (関東化学, 99.5%)水溶液と若干過剰な
KOH (関東化学, 98%)水溶液から調製したAg2Oを,
蒸留水DDDW(22) を用いて, 3回の傾斜洗浄の後, 濾
過し, 漏斗上で再び水洗した。383 Kで乾燥させた
Ag2O の 所 定 量 を 磁 性 蒸 発 皿 に 取 り , 所 定 量 の
CsNO3 (岸田化学, 99%)とRe2O7 (岸田化学, 99.8%)
の希薄溶液を加えてペースト状になるまで良く混
合し, ウォーターバス上で蒸発させ, 383 Kで乾燥
させた。これをＵ字型ガラス管に移し, 穏やかな
予備還元を323～333 K, 30時間, 水素気流中で行
なった後, 523 Kに昇温して3時間還元した。この
CsRe-Ag触媒を10 μm以下に粉砕し, その200 mgを
600 kg cm-2-Gで13 mmφのdiscに成型した。この
discを高純度α-アルミナ製のボートとセラミック
ス管を用いて水素気流中523 Kで再還元した。Cs,
Reの添加量はAgに対してそれぞれ1000 ppmとし
た。CsとReの共存効果を再評価するために用いた
Cs-AgとRe-Agの両disc試料も同様に調製した。な
お, Agバルク内への均一分散を仮定したときのCs
とReのバルク原子濃度は, それぞれ0.081, 0.058
atom%である。なお, 実験に用いたO2ガス(99.98 %)
およびH2ガス(99.9999 %)はエア・ウォーター(株)
の, C2H4 (98.5 %)は製鉄化学(株)の高純度の市販品
であり, そのまま使用した。
２．２ 装 置
使用した装置はPerkin-Eelmer ESCA 5100 であり,
X線源にはMgKα(1253.6 eV)を用いて15 kV x 20
mAで, 静電半球型光電子エネルギー分析器のイン
プットレンズは35.75 eVで作動させた。束縛エネ
ルギースケールの較正はAr ＋スパッタリング法で
清浄化した高純度Cu, Ag, Au板を用いて測定した
Cu2p3/2, Ag3d5/2, Au4f7/2 の 束 縛 エ ネ ル ギ ー (BE)
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932.4, 368.1, 83.8 eVを使用して行い, この時の金属
板上のC1sスペクトルのBEは284.6 eVであった。
本装置の背圧は (1~3) x10-8 Paであるが, 試料disc装
着後の測定時は2 x10-7 Pa以下であった。その他詳
細は既報に記載されている(13)(20)(21)。
前節で調製された試料discは, 10 mmφの加熱用
ホールをもつMo試料台に貼り付けたAu板(厚さ0.5
mm)の上に固定し, 試料導入アーム先端にセット
し, 前処理室 (PTC)で 2 x10-3 Pa以下まで排気後, 分
析室に移動させ, 回転式試料ステージにのせて測
定した。導入直後のCsRe-Ag試料上には, 大気中か
ら取り込まれた吸着酸素以外に炭素系汚染物質が
存在し, 18～20 atom% 相当のC1sスペクトルが現わ
れた。これらを除去するためにPTC内で483 K, 180
minの655 Pa−H2で還元し(この時Cは37~40 atom%
に増大), 引き続き, 同条件でO2酸化をすると, C1s
スペクトルはほとんど消失して0.2 atom%以下と
なった(図1)。このH2 還元－O2 酸化処理を繰り返
し行なった時にも, 図1(B)のC1sスペクトルが得ら
れた。

図1 清浄化(前)処理時に測定されたCsRe-Ag
上のC1sスペクトル
(A) 483 K, 3 h, 655 Pa-H2中での処理後
(B) 483 K, 3 h, 655 Pa-O2中での処理後
したがって, 本実験開始前には, 全ての試料disc
にこれらのPTC内清浄化処理を行なうこととし
た。その後, 655 Pa−H2中483 Kで180 min還元した
disc表面(以下「H2還元表面」とする)を用いて, O2
への接触にともなう表面特性変化の測定が行なわ
れた。H2, C2H4, および (C2H4 + O2)混合ガスへの接
触に伴う変化の測定は, 655 Pa−O2 中483 Kで180
min酸化した表面(以下「O2 酸化表面」とする)を
用いて行なわれた。PTC内での133 Paの O2, H2,
C2H4 などへの接触は5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 60 minの

interval (時間)毎に, かつ, この順序で行なわれ, そ
のたびに試料discを分析室に移動させて測定し
た。これら一連の測定には迅速さが要求されるた
め, XPS測定は2 x10 -6 Paで行なうこととした。
また, 本論文で用いる接触時間は上記の各
interval (接触時間)の積算時間で表示することとし
た。
３ 実 験 結 果
Ag3d5/2の束縛エネルギー(BE)は368.1±0.1 eV, 半
値幅 (fwhm) は1.1±0.1 eVで, 本実験においては, い
かなる条件下でも変化は起こらなかった。
３．１ Cs-Ag disc 試料
図 2(A) は H2 還 元 Cs-Ag 表 面 上 と , そ の 後 133
Pa−O2 に接触させた時の表面上で得られたCs3d,
O1sスペクトルを示している。H2還元Cs-Ag表面上
でのCs3d5/2のBEは725.0 eV (fwhm 1.9 eV)で, O2へ
の接触を開始すると瞬時に724.1 eV (fwhm 2.1 eV)
に移動し, その後は変らなかった。同様に, 531.3
eVのO1sスペクトル(fwhm 2.6 eV)は531.0 eV (fwhm
3.2 eV)に移動し, 接触時間とともに529.0 eVのピー
クが成長し, 双頭ピークのスペクトルとなった。
この時のO1sのfwhmは4.2 eVと幅広であった。一
方, O2酸化表面上と, 133 Pa−H2へ接触させた時の
スペクトルを図2(B)に示した。O2 酸化表面上の
Cs3d5/2は724.0 eV (fwhm 2.2 eV)に現われ, fwhm 4.3
eVのO1sスペクトルは531.0と529.0 eVにピークを
示した。このCs3d5/2ピークは133 Pa−H2への接触時
間とともに高BE側へ移動して180 min後には724.9
eV (fwhm 2.0 eV)となった。O1s スペクトルの
529.0 eVピークは急速に減衰・消失し, 531.3 eV
(fwhm 2.8 eV)の単一ピークとなった。
３．２ Re-Ag disc 試料
図 3(A) に 示 す よ う に , H2 還 元 Re-Ag 表 面 上 の
Re4f7/2 のピークは40.9 eVに現われ, Re4f7/2とRe4f5/2
のスピン−軌道分裂幅は2.4 eVであった。O1sは
530.4 eV (fwhm 2.7 eV)にピークを示し, 高BE側の
裾野がテーリングしていた。133 Pa−O2への接触を
開 始 す る と , Re4f は 複 雑 な ス ペ ク ト ル を 示 し ,
Re4f7/2のピークは時間とともに高BE側へ移動して,
60 min以後には45.3 eVとなった。 この時のO1sは
低BE側へ若干移動し, 高BE側のテーリングは消失
して, 180 min後には530.2 eV (fwhm 2.4 eV)となっ
た。Re-AgのO2酸化表面のRe4f7/2は45.3 eV, O1sは
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530.2 eVに 現 わ れ た ( 図3(B))。 こ の 表 面 を 133
Pa−H2に接触させると, Re4f7/2 ピークはやや高BE
側へ動き, 60 min後には45.7と40.9 eVに現われ, 180
min以降には43.3と41.1 eVにピークを示した。O1s
スペクトルの動きは小さく, 接触前に比べて0.6 eV
高BE側へ移動し, fwhmは2.7から3.1 eVへと幅広と
なった。以上のように, Re-Ag上のRe4fスペクトル
とその変化はとても複雑であった。
３．３ CsRe-Ag disc 試料
図 4A は H2 還 元 CsRe-Ag 表 面 上 と , そ の 後 133
Pa−O2 に接触させた表面上で得られたCs3d, Re4f,
O1sのスペクトルを経時的に示している。H2 還元
表面のCs3d5/2 のBE 724.6 eVはO2接触後724.1 eVに
移動したが, fwhmは1.8 eVで変わらなかった。
Re4f7/2は40.6 eVとトレース程度の46.9 eVのピーク
を示し, O2接触後は40.6 eVピークは急速に消失し,
46.9 eVピークは46.0 eVに移動し, 強度も増大し
た。O1sスペクトルは530.6 eV (fwhm 3.0 eV)の単
一ピークであったが, O2 接触とともに529.2 eVの
ピークが成長し530.9と529.2 eVの双頭ピークのス
ペクトル(fwhm 3.3 eV)となった。一方, 図4BのO2
酸化表面上のCs3d5/2は723.8 eV (fwhm 1.8 eV)の低
いBE値を示し, H2 接触後は形状を変えずに724.6
eVまで移動した。45.8 eVの Re4f7/2 ピークはH2 接
触後46.8 eVまで移動し, 30 min以後には減衰し始
め, 同時に40.7 eVのピークが現われ急速に増大し
た。530.9と529.2 eVの双頭ピークをもつO1sスペ
クトル(fwhm 3.4 eV)は, H2接触直後530.6 eV (fwhm
3.3 eV)の単一ピークとなったが, 30 min頃から532
eV 付近に新しいピークが現われ, 240 min後には
532.1 と530.5 eVの双頭ピークのスペクトル(fwhm
3.8 eV)となった。この532.1 eVのピークの出現と
40.7 eVのRe4f7/2 ピーク出現が連動して起きてい
た。
３．４ CsRe-Ag disc のC2H4への接触
この時の測定結果は表1に示した。O2酸化CsReAg表面のCs3d5/2ピークは723.7 eVの最も低いBE値
を示し, C2H4接触後は若干高BE側の724.2 eVにシ
フトした。Re4f7/2ピークは45.8 eVにあって, C2H4
接触後も変わらなかった。これらスペクトルの強
度変化もほとんどなかった。O1sは, 図4BのO1sと
酷似の530.9と529.2 eVの双頭のスペクトル(fwhm
3.9 eV)で, C2H4接触後は形状と強度に若干の変化
があったが, ピーク位置は不変で, fwhmは3.3 eVに
縮小していた。
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CsRe-Ag discの(C2H4 + O2)混合ガスへの
接触
使用した (C2H4 + O2)混合ガスの組成は, 実際の
工業合成プロセスで使用されているものと同じ
C2H4/O2 = 30/8 (モル比)とした。この時のPTC内で
の655 PaのO2酸化処理は583 K, 180 minで行なわれ
たので, Cs3d5/2, Re4f7/2, O1s の各BE値はこれまでの
483 Kで酸化した時のBEとは異なっている(表1)。
このときのO2 酸化処理表面のCs3d5/2 のBEは724.4
eVで, 混合ガス接触後も変らなかった。Re4f7/2 は
46.1と42.8 eVにピークを示したが, ともに強度は
微弱 (表面濃度は0.4 atom% 程度(後述))で, 混合ガ
ス接触後も不変であった。O2 酸化表面上のO1sは
531.4 と 529.2 eV の 双 頭 ピ ー ク の ス ペ ク ト ル で
fwhmも4.1 eVと大きく, 混合ガスに接触させると
ピーク位置は多少のゆらぎを示したが, 531.2と
529.4 eVでほぼ一定であった(表1)。
３．５

４ 解 析 と 考 察
４．１ 表面原子濃度と組成
光電子の脱出深さ (escape depth / inelastic mean
free path) は元素および光電子の運動エネルギーに
依存しており, 化合物形態によっても異なる (23)。
金属として考えると, 最も大きな運動エネルギー
1206.7~1213.0 eV (BE 40.6~46.9 eV)の Re4f7/2は最も
厚い約8単原子層内から脱出してきた光電子のス
ペクトルである。同様に, Cs3d, O1s, Ag3dはそれぞ
れ5, 6, 7単原子層内からの光電子である(23)。よっ
て, 異なる深さから放出されたこれらの光電子ス
ペクトルから算出される濃度は便宜的なものにな
らざるを得ず, 各元素間の直接的な量的関係の細
かな議論は困難である。本研究では, 一つの試料
表面の環境変化に伴う各元素の濃度変化を議論す
るパラメーターとして使用するものとし,“表面層
原子濃度”と表記することとした。
表2に示した図2から図4のスペクトルに対応す
る各元素の表面層原子濃度は, 54.7ﾟのX線源を使
用する時の面積基準のAtomic Sensitivity Factorsと
Shirley Back-ground Correction法(24)を用いて算出し
た も の で あ る。表 面 層 原 子 濃 度 の 総 計 は 100
atom%である。また, C2H4, (C2H4 + O2)混合ガスに
接触させた時の表面層原子濃度は表1の中に併記
してある。
表1, 2のCs, Reの表面層濃度は, Ag内への均一分
散を仮定したときのCsとReの原子濃度0.081, 0.058
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atom%に比べるときわめて大きい。このことは, 実
験に用いた各disc試料には表面層とバルク内部の
間に濃度勾配の存在することを示している。
Cs-Agの表面層原子濃度比Cs/O/AgはH2還元表面
の16.5/30.6/52.9から, 133 Pa-O2接触後5 min時のCs
19.3, O 40.1 atom%の最大値を経て, 180 min後には
17.4/37.1/45.0となったが, Cs, Oはともに増大して
いた。O2酸化表面の原子濃度比は, その直前の133
Pa-O2接触時の組成と同じで, 133 Pa-H2接触180 min
後には15.8/32.3/51.8となり, CsとOは減少した。い
ずれの場合も, 変化は大きなものではなかった。
Re-Ag の 場 合 は , H2 還 元 表 面 で は Re/O/Ag =
14.3/16.7/69.0であったが, 133 Pa-O2接触後はReが
激しく減少して3.7 atom%となった。Oは5 min時に
37.3 atom%まで増大したのち, 徐々に27.0 atom%ま
で減少したが, H2還元表面に比べると増加してい
た。O2酸化表面でのRe/O/Ag= 3.7/28.0/68.3は, 直前
の133 Pa-O2接触時と同じで, 133Pa-H2接触後はOの
減少に対しReは大きく増加して, 7.4/18.7/73.9と
なった。すなわち, Re-Ag上のReは酸化される(O
濃度が増加する)と1/4に減少し, 還元される(O濃
度が減少する)と2倍まで増大した。Cs-AgのCsの
変化に比べるとRe-AgのReの変化はとても大き
かった。
CsRe-Ag試料では, H2還元表面とO2酸化表面上の
Cs, Re, Oの濃度には大きな差異があり, 特にReに
おいて著しかった。H2還元表面の表面原子組成Cs/
Re/O/Ag = 13.9/4.9/18.8/62.4 は, 133 Pa-O2に接触
させると, 最初Oは増加したが徐々に減少し, 180
min後には6.4/0.6/16.1/76.9となり, Csは半減, Reは
1/8となった。133 Pa-O2とはいえ, O2に曝されなが
ら表面層酸素量が減少することは珍しい。一方,
O2 酸 化 表 面 の 表 面 原 子 組 成 Cs/Re/O/Ag =
7.8/0.8/31.0/62.2は, 133Pa-H2 に240 min接触させる
と13.4/4.5/17.3/64.8まで変化した。Oはほぼ半減し
たが, Csは1.7倍, Reは5.6倍にも増大した。
上記のH2還元/O2酸化にともなうAg中のCsとRe
の表面層原子濃度の増加/減少はCs3d5/2とRe4f7/2の
BE値の変化と深く関係している(後述)。また, 複
数回のH2還元－O2酸化サイクルにおいて, 各スペ
クトルのBE値と強度が充分な精度を持って再現さ
れることは既に確認されている。図2, 3, 4および
表1, 2においてもこの事実は知ることが出来る。
したがって, H2還元時にはCsとReはバルクから表
面層(光電子の脱出深さから約2.0 nmと推定され
る)への拡散移動(濃集)が起こり, O2酸化時には表
面層からバルク内への拡散移動(潜り込み)が起き
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ていると考えられる(21)。本研究で用いた試料はAg
粉体粒子(＜10μm)を圧着させたもので, Ag金属の
Ag原子密度よりもはるかに疎であり, Ag粒子群で
構成された間隙(空孔)も存在する。よって, 吸着
酸素はAg粒子内, Ag粒子間隙(または粒子表面)を
介してバルク内へ拡散移動することが可能であ
る。Cs+, Re7+ の拡散移動は先に潜り込んだ酸素イ
オンに誘導されて起きていると思われ, バルク内
ではレニウム酸塩(CsReO4, Cs2ReO4,CsReO2,など)
を形成して存在していると思われる。このように
CsとReの拡散移動には酸素の移動が不可欠である
ことから, 先の133 Pa-O2接触中に見られた表面層
酸素濃度が減少した事実はこの効果によるもので
あろう。また, CsRe-AgのCsとReの濃度はCs-Ag,
Re-Agそれぞれの場合よりも激しく変化してい
た。特に, Cs-AgではCsはO2 接触時に増大を示し,
H2 接触時には減少を示したが, CsRe-AgではCsは

Reと同じ方向に減少/増大(拡散移動)するように
なっていた。 これらは明らかにCsとReの共存効
果によるものと考えられる。
なお, O2酸化表面を133 Pa-C2H4に接触させた時
は, Cs/Re = 7.4/0.7から6.1/0.6に変わり, 若干Csの減
少が起きていた。(C2H4 + O2)への接触の場合は,
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Cs/Re = 10.6/0.4から10.5/0.4となり, CsとReの濃度
の変化はほとんど起きていなかった。
４．２ Cs3d5/2スペクトルの帰属・同定
表3 は Cs, Re および それらの酸化物から放出
される光電子のBEに関する文献値を纏めて示して
いる。金属CsのCs3d5/2 は726.0~726.4 eVのBEをも
ち, CsO2, Cs2OのCs3d5/2はそれぞれ723.9, 723.7 eV
のBEを示すとされている。一般的に, 金属原子か
ら放出される光電子のBEに比べ, その酸化物から
放出される光電子のBEは高BE側に現われるのが
常である(24)(35) が, アルカリ金属の場合は酸素酸化
されると低BE側にシフトすることが認められてい
る (15) (26) (36)。したがって, Cs-AgとCsRe-AgのH2還
元表面上で観察された725.0 eV のCs3d5/2 およびO2
酸化表面の723.7 eVは, Csが最も還元された状態,
最も酸化された状態にそれぞれ対応している。な
お, Cs3d5/2の723.7, 723.8 eVはCsClの723.7, Cs2SO4
の723.9 eVと一致している(24)。
図5(A)はH2還元Cs-AgとH2還元CsRe-Agに関する
Cs3d5/2のBE値とそれらの変化を比較して示してい
る。CsRe-AgのCs3d5/2 はCs-Agの場合より低いBE
値を示し, 133 Pa-O2接触後は両者とも724.1 eVと
なった。しかし, 変化はCs-Agのほうが大きい。図
5(B)に示すように, O2酸化CsRe-Ag表面の723.8 eV
は133 Pa-H2接触30 min後に初めて724.3 eVにシフ

トし, その後724.6 eVまでゆっくりと移動した。一
方, Cs-AgではH2 接触直後より724.0 eVから724.8
eVに移動した。
以上のことから, CsRe-AgのCs3d5/2はCs-Agより
も常に0.2~0.4 eV低いことが明らかとなり, Reの共
存はCsを高い酸化状態を保持させていると考えら
れる。
Yang らはAg上のCs酸化膜に関する研究におい
て, 531.5 eVのO1sスペクトルをCs11O3クラスター
に起因するものと報告している(27)。 Phillips らは
CsとOの原子比を検討した結果から, この531.5 eV
の スペク トル は Cs2.6Oに よ るもの と考 えてい る
(28)
。ま た , Ayyoob ら は 酸 化 さ れ た Ag 表 面 に は
Cs2O2 ら し い も の が 存 在 す る と も 報 告 し て い る
(26)
。これらの結果は, Cs+ 以外にCsδ+ (0<δ<1) が存
在していることを示唆している。
４．３ Re4f7/2スペクトルの帰属・同定
図3, 図4で見られたように, Re4fスペクトルの形
状 と そ の 変 化 は と て も 複 雑 で あ っ た。そ こ で ,
Re4fスペクトルのdeconvolutionとcurve fittingを行
なった。その二つの例とRe4f7/2のBE値とRen+ の酸
化数nとの関係を図6に示した。これらの結果と図

図6
図5 接触時間に伴うCs3d5/2 ピークの束縛
エネルギーの経時変化の比較

Re4fスペクトルのデコンボルーション
(a) Re-Agを483 Kで133 Pa-H2 に120分
接触させた時のRe4fスペクトル
CsRe-Agを483 Kで133 Pa-H2 に60分
接触させた時のRe4fスペクトル
(c) Reの酸化状態と束縛エネルギーの関係
(b)

(A) 133 Pa-O2 への接触 (B) 133 Pa-H2 への接触
▲ Cs-Ag
● CsRe-Ag
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3のスペクトルから, Reには40.4~40.9, 41.6~42.0,
43.0~44.0, 45.0~45.3 および45.8~46.9 eVの光電子を
放出する５種類の化学(酸化)状態の存在すること
が明らかとなった。これらは, 表３の文献値との
対比から, それぞれ Re0, Re3+, Re4+, Re6+およびRe7+
に帰属された。図7はdeconvolutionで得られたReAgのRen+ (n= 0, 3, 4, 6)の組成変化を, 図8はCsRe-

図7 接触時間に伴うRen+(n=0,3,4,6 )の組成変化
(Re-Ag)
(A) 133 Pa-O2 への接触 (B) 133 Pa-H2 への接触

図8 接触時間に伴うRen+(n=0,3,7)の組成変化

(CsRe-Ag)
(A) 133 Pa-O2 への接触 (B) 133 Pa-H2 への接触
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AgのRen+ (n= 0, 3, 7)の組成変化を示している。133
Pa-O2に接触している時の Re-AgのRen+は初期には
激しく変動し, 60 min 以後には n = 6+ のみとなり,
CsRe-Agでは 変化は瞬時(5 min後)に起こり, n =
7+ のみとなった。また, 133 Pa-H2への接触時には,
Re-Ag上のRen+ は複雑な変化を示し300 min後でも
安定した組成を示さなかったが, CsRe-Ag上では60
minを過ぎるとRe0/Re3+/Re7+ = 53/42/5の安定した組
成を示した。
以上の結果から, CsRe-AgがH2 還元された時の
40.6~40.7 eVはRe-Agの40.9 eVとほぼ一致している
が, Re7+/Re3+/Re0比はRe-Agでは0/25/75, CsRe-Agで
は10/40/50で後者の方が全体的には高酸化状態に
なっている。O2酸化されたCsRe-AgのReの酸化数
は7+であり, Re-Agの場合は6+であった。いずれの
環境下であっても, Csの共存によってReは高酸化
状態に導かれて安定化されている。一方, 4.2節で
述べたように, CsRe-AgのCsもCs-Agの場合よりも
高い酸化状態にあることが示唆されている。この
ように, CsとReの共存で両者はともに高酸化状態
を保持しており, O2接触後のCsRe-AgのO/Csおよび
O/Re原子比はそれぞれCs-Ag, Re-Agの場合よりも
大きいことから, 少なくともCsとReが互いに酸素
との相互作用を強め合って複合酸化物
(CsReO4 ,CsReO2など)のような状態にあるものと
思われる。
４．４ O1sスペクトルの帰属・同定
図4および表1に示したように, CsRe-Ag上のO1s
スペクトルの半値幅fwhmは単一ピークの場合でも
3.0 eVであり, 双頭ピークをもつ場合は3.3~3.8 eV,
C2H4 お よ び (C2H4 + O2) に 接 触 さ せ た と き は
3.3~4.2 eVと非常に大きかった。同様に, Cs-Agで
は2.6~4.2 eV, Re-Agの場合でも2.4~3.1 eVであっ
た。α-Al2O3(sapphire)(24), γ-Bi2MoO6(16)(17), TiO2(15),
SiO2(37) のO1sの fwhmはそれぞれ2.0~2.1, 1.6~1.9,
1.4~2.0, 2.0~2.3 eVであるのに対し, 上記のAg系試
料上のO1sスペクトルのfwhmは明らかに幅広であ
り, 複数の表面層酸素種から構成されていると考
えられる。
1960年代から, 酸素に曝されたAg表面上には複
数の吸着酸素種の存在していることが知られてい
る(4)(12)(38)(39)(40)(41)(42)(43)(44)。
これらの事実に基づき, 前報ではO1sスペクトル
のピーク分割 (deconvolutionとcurve- fitting) を試み,
表面層に5種類の酸素種の存在することを示して
きた (20)(21)。図9は本研究で得られたピーク分割の
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図9 O1sスペクトルのデコンボルーション
(a) CsRe-Agを483 Kで133 Pa-O2 に180分
接触させた時のO1sスペクトル
(b) CsRe-Agを483 Kで133 Pa-H2 に240分
接触させた時のO1sスペクトル

図10 接触時間に伴うCs-Ag上の表面酸素種の
濃度変化
(A) 133 Pa-O2 への接触

(B) 133 Pa-H2 への接触

二つの例を示している。高BE側から順に, 物理的
吸着酸素分子 (O2)a , スーパーオキサイドO2－, サブ
サーフェス酸素原子Osub2－, 吸着酸素原子Oads2－, お
よび 酸化物酸素原子Oox2－である。 このピーク分
割にはGauss-Lorentz関数(Gauss関数≧80 %)を用い,
各スペクトルのfwhm は1.6~1.9 eVとし, BEの範囲
は次のように設定して行なった。
(O2)a
O 2－
Osub2－
Oads2－
Oox2－

533.1~533.8 eV,
531.7~532.8 eV,
530.4~531.7 eV,
529.0~530.4 eV,
528.1~529.0 eV.

図10, 11, 12はそれぞれCs-Ag, Re-Ag, CsRe-Ag上
で得られたO1sスペクトルのピーク分割の結果を
図示したものである。縦軸は各酸素種の表面層濃
度(atom%)で, それらの総計は表2の表面層酸素濃
度に等しい。
図10における133 Pa-O2接触時のCs-Ag上の酸素
種濃度はOsub2 － > Oox2 － > Oads2 － > O2 － > (O2)a ≈ 0
atom% (30 min 以内でのみOads2 － > Oox2 － ) であっ
た。133 Pa-H2接触時も60 min以内の変動は大きい
が, それ以降はO2－ > Oads2－> Osub2－> (O2)a > Oox2－≈
0.3 atom%であった。O2 接触時よりH2 接触時の方
がO2－ 種が多量に存在するのは普通では考えられ
な い ( 後 述 )。図 11 の Re-Ag 上 で は O2 接 触 時 で も

図11 接触時間に伴うRe-Ag上の表面酸素種の
濃度変化
(A) 133 Pa-O2 への接触

(B) 133 Pa-H2 への接触

Oox2－は全く生成せず, Osub2－とOads2－が主な酸素種
で, これらの接触時間に伴う変化は激しく, 安定し
た状態は確認されなかった。 133 Pa-H2接触時も全
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図12 接触時間に伴うCsRe-Ag上の表面酸素種の
濃度変化
(A) 133 Pa-O2 への接触

(B) 133 Pa-H2 への接触

体的には同様であった。
図12(A)のH2還元CsRe-Ag表面を133 Pa-O2に接触
させた場合は, 15 min程の間に激しい変化を見せた
が, それ以降では Osub2－> Oox2－> Oads2－> (O2)a > O2－
≈ 0.1 atom%の状態を保持した。H2還元後のO2－は
約6 atom%であったが, 133 Pa-O2接触時は急速に減
少して60 min後にはほぼ消失した。一方, O2酸化表
面の133 Pa-H2接触時は, Osub2－とOads2－の動きが極
めて大きく, 60 min以降でも安定した状態の組成は
得られなかった(図12(B))。特に, O2－は240 min後
になっても増加しているのが特徴的であった。
O2酸化CsRe-Ag表面をC2H4に接触させた場合(表
4) は , す べ て の 酸 素 種 濃 度 の 変 化 は 穏 や か で ,
Osub2－> Oads2－> Oox2－> O2－> (O2)a の関係を保持し
ながら, Oads2－は漸増し, Oox2－ は減少し, O2－と(O2)a
は15 min程で消失したが, Osub2 － は変わらなかっ
た。また, (C2H4 + O2)混合ガスへの接触時におけ
る各酸素種の表面層濃度の大小関係はC2H4接触の
場合と変わらないが, Osub2－は漸増し, Oads2－は初期
に増加して後減少し, Oox2－は初期に減少して後増
加した(表4)。この時のO2－は2.9から1.3 atom%に
半減したが, 180 min間その濃度を保持していた。
このことはC2H4とO2が共存する環境下ではO2 －種
は常に存在することを示唆している。
Oox2－のBE (528.1~529.0 eV) はCs-Ag, CsRe-Agの

O2酸化表面および133 Pa-O2接触時に生成し, Re-Ag
上には全く存在しない。純Ag表面上でも観測され
ていない (20)。したがって, Oox2－はCs2OのOからの
光電子に帰属できる。H2 還元CsRe-Ag表面を133
Pa-O2に接触させた時の結果(表2, 図12(A))によれ
ば, Oox2－は2.6~5.0 atom%である。このOox2－がCs2O
のOであるとすればCsは5.2~10.0 atom%必要であ
るが, これは実測Cs濃度6.4~9.4 atom%と同程度で
あるので, CsO2のCsは少ないものと思われる。ま
た, Re濃度の0.6~1.0 atom%は1.7~4.0 atom%のOads2－
より少ない。よって, Oads2－のBE はCsO2, ReO2 の
BEと重なっているが, このOads2－へのこれら酸化物
のOの寄与は小さく, その大部分はAg上の吸着酸
素原子またはAg2Oの酸素原子 (529.2 eV(35)) による
ものと考えられる。Osub2－のBEはReO3, Re2O7のBE
と重なるが, Reの実測濃度0.6~1.0 atom%と比べる
とOsub2－の濃度9.3~12.5 atom%は極めて大きく, ほ
とんどのOsub2－は定義どおりのAg表面内部に潜り
込んだ酸素原子に起因するものと考えられる。
さらに, O2－と重なる酸化物の酸素は存在しない
ので, すべてAg上の吸着種と考えられる。しかし,
EplingらはCs-doped Ag上のOH－のO1sは531.5 eVに
現われると報告(45)し, AuとRobertsはAg上のH2Oと
Ag-O2－→HO(H)-AgのO1sスペクトルは532.0~532.5
eVに現われると報告している(46)。これらの考えに
基づくと, 655 Pa-H2還元および133 Pa-H2接触時に
観察されたO2 － 種の強度増大の事実を説明できる
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かもしれない。すなわち, 表面上には多量の吸着
酸素が存在するのでAg-(H)O-H←O-M (M=Ag, Cs,
Re) を形成していると考えれば, O2－の531.7~532.8
eVにO1sスペクトルを与える可能性は高い。また,
H2雰囲気下でAg-O2－にH+ または・H が結合して
Ag-O-O-Hが生成してO2－を安定化させているとも
考えられる。さらに, CsRe-Ag表面を(C2H4 + O2)混
合ガスに接触させた時のO2 －のスペクトル強度が
O2接触時(図12(A))とC2H4接触時(表4)よりも大き
い結果が得られている。これは, C2H4とO2の共存
下で反応中間体Ag-O-O-CH2-・CH2 の生成 (5)(9)(47)(48),
表面で生成したH2O, H+, OH－などの寄与によるAg
-O-O-H の生成によって, O2－が安定化されている
(表面滞留時間が長くなっている)との推測を可能
にしている。しかし, それらのいずれが主である
かは定かではない。
Cs-Ag表面において, Csの酸化状態とO1sスペク
トルの関係は, Csが酸化されるとCs2Oに対応する
Oox2－が現われ, H2還元時にはOox2－の急速な消失が
観測され, CsRe-Ag表面上における結果と同じで
あった。
Re-Agに関して, Ren+ とO1sのBEの関係を検討し
てみたが, nの増大につれてReはAgバルク内へ拡散
移動して表面層濃度が大きく減少するため, また,
CsRe-Ag上ではReの濃度はCsの1/10~1/3程度と小
さいため, それらの対応性は定かではなかった。
４．５ Ar＋スパッタ表面との比較
本研究のCsRe-Ag表面の予備室内H2還元－O2酸
化処理法と前報で行ったAr ＋スパッタリング法(21)
の表面清浄化方法の違いによる測定結果を比較す
ると次のような結果が得られた。
483 K のAr+スパッタ表面上に 5 x10‒6 PaのO2-jet
を作動させたとき15~25 minでCs3d5/2 は725.2から
724.8 eVに, Re4f7/2は40.9 eV(Re0)から45.5 eV (Re6+)
に酸化され, この後133 Pa-O2中で酸化すると46.3
eV(Re7+)になった(21)。本研究の133 Pa-O2接触では,
5 min後にはCs3d5/2は724.6から724.2 eVまで酸化さ
れ, Re0 はRe7+ となった。すなわち, 予想した通り,
O2圧の大きさに依存してCsとReの酸化速度は確実
に大きくなっている。
しかし, 以下のような差異が認められた。
H2 還元CsRe-Ag表面を483 Kで180 min, 133 PaO2に接触させた時の表面層の濃度比Cs/RE/O/Agは
13.9/4.9/18.8/62.4から6.4/0.6/16.1/76.9に変化した。
一方, Ar＋スパッタ表面上への5 x10‒6 PaのO2-jet 作
動中には, Ar ＋ スパッタ直後の10.0/0.2/18/72から

14/0.8/27/58へとCsとReは逆に増大していた(21)。こ
れは, Ar＋スパッタリングで生じていた表面とバル
クの間の濃度差が失われて平均化し, O2圧が低い
ため, CsとReの酸化反応が完了した段階で終わっ
ていたことを示していると思われる。
5種類の表面酸素種の濃度 (atom%)の変化を比較
すると, H2 還元CsRe-Ag表面の (O2)a /O2 － /Osub2 － /
Oads2－/Oox2－=1.1/6.0/8.0/3.7/0.0 から133 Pa-O2接触時
の 0.2/0.0/9.3/1.7/5.0 に 変 わ っ た ( 図 12(A))。一 方 ,
Ar＋スパッタ表面上の (O2)a /O2－/Osub2－/Oads2－/Oox2－
= 1.6/1.3/9.3/3.8 /0.0 (total 16.0 atom%) は5 x 10‒6 Pa
の O2-jet に 接 触 さ せ る と 激 し く 変 動 し ,
1.3/2.4/7.6/6.2/9.5 (total 27.0 atom%)となった。H2還
元表面とAr＋スパッタ表面上ではO2－の濃度のみに
差が認められたが, O2接触後はすべての酸素種に
量的差異が見られた。しかも, O2接触に伴う変化
はAr＋スパッタ表面において顕著である(21)。
上記の表面層濃度および酸素種の組成比におい
て見られた差異は, Ar＋スパッタリングによって表
面が傷められ表面構造が変化していたことに起因
していると思われる。したがって, 異種金属元素
等を含む材料(触媒)表面の清浄化方法としては,
Ar ＋スパッタリング法は不適切であることが明ら
かであり, 予備室内での温和な清浄化法を考案す
る必要のあることが分かった。
４．６ H2還元とC2H4還元における差異
Ag, Cs, Re の 金 属 結 合 半 径 は そ れ ぞ れ 0.144,
0.266, 0.137 nm, O2－のイオン半径は0.140 nm, Ag+O, Cs+-O, Re7+-O の結合距離はそれぞれ0.27, 0.31,
0.25 nmである。これらの中で最も密な表面構造と
してAg原子の最密充填構造を仮定すると, 半径
0.026 nmの内挿円が可能な最長0.1 nmの三角州の
空隙が存在する。H2 分子(H-H結合距離0.0741 nm)
が表面上で吸着解離して生じたH +, H 等は,この空
隙を通ってバルク内へ進入できるが, 0.18 x 0.25
nm の分子サイズを持つC2H4は全く侵入できない
と考えられる。
O2酸化CsRe-Ag表面を133 Pa-C2H4に接触させた
時, Cs3d5/2 は723.7から724.2 eVに還元されたが,
Re4f7/2は45.8 eVで変わらず, Csの表面層濃度は若
干減少したがReはほとんど変わらなかった(表
1)。さらに, Cs3dとRe4fの光電子脱出深さがそれ
ぞれ5, 8単原子層であるにもかかわらず, Cs表面層
濃度がReのそれよりもはるかに大きい(表1, 表
2)。このような事実から, C2H4 による還元は表面
で起きていると考えると, Cs酸化物は表面上もし
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くは表面近傍に, Re酸化物は表面より深い層に存
在していることになる。一方, H2への触接時には,
Csの還元のほか, Re7+はRe0へ還元され, CsとReの
激しい表面層濃度増大が起きていた(図4B, 表2)。
これらの現象は, H2 もしくは解離した水素原子が
バルク内へ侵入し, Cs酸化物, Re酸化物を直接還元
することによって引き起こされていると考えられ
る。
O2酸化CsRe-Ag表面を133 Paの(C2H4 + O2)混合ガ
スに接触させた場合には, Cs3d5/2 およびRe4f7/2 の
BE値には変化は全く起こらず, 表面層濃度にも変
化はなかった(表1)。C2H4 とO2 の共存する環境下
の CsRe-Ag表面上ではサイクリックな表面反応
（触媒反応）は起こるが, 表面構造には変化が起
こらないことを示していると思われる。
５ 結

論

PTC 内H2還元CsRe-Ag表面を483 K, 133 Pa-O2に
接触させた時, 同O2酸化表面の483 K, 133 PaのH2,
C2H4, (C2H4 + O2)混合ガスに接触させた時のCs3d,
Re4f, O1sおよびAg3dスペクトルを測定した。その
結果, 次のような結論を得た。
１．CsRe-Ag表面のCsとReは, それぞれCs-Ag, ReAgの場合よりも高い酸化状態を保持しており,
これは両者の共存効果の一つである。すなわ
ち , CsRe-Ag の Cs は Cs-Ag の 場 合 よ り も 常 に
0.2~0.4 eV高酸化状態にあり, O2接触時のCsReAgのReはRe7+で, Re-Agの場合はRe6+である。
２．全ての試料に於いて, CsとReの表面層濃度は
均一分散を仮定したバルク濃度よりはるかに大
きい。
３．O2接触表面, H2接触表面に関係なく, CsRe-Ag
表面層のCsとReの濃度はそれぞれCs-Ag, Re-Ag
の場合より小さい。これらはCsとReの共存効果
によるもので, 両者が酸素と共にAgの深い層に
沈み込んでいると思われる。
４．表面および表面層内には5種類の表面層酸素
種が存在していると考えられる。O2 接触時の
CsRe-Ag表面ではOsub2－が主成分で, Oox2－, Oads2－
とつづき, O2－と(O2)aは微量または皆無である。
Cs-Agでは, Osub2－とOox2－が主成分で, Oads2－, O2－
とつづく。Re-Ag上ではOads2－が主成分でOsub2－,
O2－とつづき, Oox2－は存在しない。H2接触時の
CsRe-Ag表面ではOox2－とOsub2－は減少し, Oads2 －
は一時増えたが次第に減少した。O2 －は見かけ
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上異常な増大を示したが, これはAg-O-O-Hの生
成に起因するものと思われる。
５．O2 酸化CsRe-Ag表面のC2H4 接触時にはCs3d5/2
のBEは還元側へシフトし, Re4f7/2 のBEは動か
ず, Cs/Re濃度比はほとんど変化しない。表面層
酸素種に関しては, O2－は消失し, Oox2－は減少し
てOads2－に移行する傾向を示し, Osub2－は不変で
ある。
６．O2酸化CsRe-Ag表面の(C2H4 + O2)混合ガスへ
の接触時は, CsとReの酸化状態, および, Cs/Re
濃度比には全く変化は起こらない。Osub2 － と
Oads2－は若干増加し, O2－は減少するが消失する
ことはない。
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Abstract
China banner right Sunite is one of the crucial drought areas in Inner Mongolia.The field surveys were
carried out twice in 2005 and 2006. In this article, we reported the latest survey on the 2008 interviewing
investigation to 10 pasturing families. It is known that the grassland could recover through the fact that this area’s
condition was better than other years by rainfalls. Drought damage appears as death of livestock and
low income. Poor nomadic herders force themselves to leave their own life with no response. The traditional
Mongolian nomadic life faces an extinction crisis.
Keywords : drought, desertification,field survey, pasturing people’s life style, china banner right Sunite

1 はじめに
中国の北部に位置する内蒙古（以下「内モンゴル」
）
地域では干ばつが頻発している。それにより、砂漠
化も深刻な問題になり、黄砂も毎年世界中に注目さ
れるようになっている。研究者たちは砂漠化の原因
を人為的要因、自然環境要因から考えている。人為
的要因としては、開墾、過放牧、草原での工場建設、
石炭や石油の採掘、人口増加、土地の分配、定住政
策などを挙げ、自然環境要因としては気候変動と地
球温暖化を挙げている。そのうち過放牧が砂漠化を
招く主原因だとし、対策として遊牧民の家畜頭数を
減らすことで牧草地を保護しようとしている。しか
し、なぜそもそも過放牧となるか、その原因を示し
た研究は数少ない。
内モンゴルでは、1960 年頃から砂漠化が急速に
進行し、
内モンゴルの使用可能な草原の面積は、1960
年の 82 万ｋ㎡から、1999 年には 38 万ｋ㎡にまで
減少している。毎年 3145km2 の草原が砂漠化してい
ることになる。干ばつが相次いで起こると、砂漠化
を引き起こし、砂漠化が拡大すると、黄砂の発生
*1 建設環境工学専攻
*2 ひと文化系領域/環境科学・防災研究センター

も多くなる、といった悪循環がある。
このように干ばつが著しい内モンゴルでも特に、
锡林郭勒盟（以下「シリンゴル盟」）の苏尼特右旗
（以下「スニテ右旗」）の干ばつが著しく、草原の
悪化と家畜被害は深刻である。スニテ右旗の利用で
きる牧草地は 2.3 万㎢から 1.7 万㎢まで減少し、
80％以上の牧草地が悪化し、深刻である(1)。
このような干ばつの著しいスニテ右旗に暮らす遊
牧民の生活に与える影響を調査すべく、すでにスニ
テ右旗で 2005 年 8 月と 2006 年 8 月に遊牧民を対象
として、二回の聞き取り調査で合わせて 23 世帯に
聞き取り調査を実施してきた。
これまでの聞き取り調査によれば、スニテ右旗は
深刻な干ばつに襲われ、遊牧民の家畜被害も多かっ
たことが判明した。干ばつ被害により、草原は悪化
し、家畜が減少し、収入も減少し遊牧民の生活は困
難状態に陥っていた。家畜の死亡、
家畜頭数の減少、
それによる収入の減少、食糧不足、栄養状態の悪化
などの遊牧民の生活に被害を与えていた。
干ばつのような緩徐な自然災害の被害に対する地
域住民の行動、意識を明らかにするためには、継続
的調査が必要であり、2008 年 8 月にはスニテ右旗
３度目の調査を行った。本論文は、この 2008 年の
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実態調査の結果を示すものである。
2

調査目的と方法

2008 年 8 月時点でのスニテ右旗の自然環境状況、
遊牧民の生活状況を示し、これまでの数字と比較す
ることによって、干ばつの特徴と影響について明ら
かにする。
調査期間は 2008 年 8 月 11 日から 2008 年 8 月 15
日の 5 日間でスニテ右旗の干ばつ草原地域に暮らす
遊牧民 10 世帯への調査を行った。調査行程は、フ
フホト市を基点とし、赤峰市まで空路により移動し、
すでに依頼済みの赤峰市在住の運転手と赤峰市内で
合流し、車両にてスニテ右旗に向かった。スニテ右
旗のサイハンタラ町で道案内をしてくれることにな
っていた人を乗せ、遊牧民への調査に向かった。調
査はこのサイハンタラ町を宿泊地とし、日帰りで草
原の遊牧民の調査を繰り返した。
運転手及び道案内人には報酬として現金が渡され、
調査に協力してくれた遊牧民には、お茶やお酒、ス
イカ（草原では貴重品で大変喜ばれる果物）を謝礼
とした。
聞き取り調査は、遊牧民とは自由な会話を行い、
聞き取りを終えた後に著者がまとめて記述するとい
う方式を取った。遊牧民の文字を書く不便さと自由
な会話の重要性を考慮したからである。赤峰市から
遊牧民の調査を行うために要した全走行距離は約
5000km であった。
調査対象は、これまで２回の調査とは異なる世帯
の遊牧民である。案内者がそれぞれの調査で異なる
ため、同じ遊牧民に調査を行うことが出来ないので
ある。

と砂漠化し、黄砂が発生する。
頻繁に発生している黄砂発生頻度について、1960
年代からの内モンゴルで発生した黄砂の頻度につい
てまとめている。1960 年代は、一年に一回の頻度
で黄砂が発生しているが、1970 年代では、一年間
で二回となっている。1980 年代、1990 年代と黄砂
発生頻度が徐々に増え、1990 年代では一年で三回
ほどに発生頻度が上昇している。さらに 2000 年に
入ってから 2008 年までの 9 年間の間で発生した黄
砂の平均発生回数は 10 回にまで上昇していること
がわかる(3)。
シリンゴル盟の気象台の報告によれば、スニテ右
旗の 1960 年から 2006 年まで 46 年間の平均降水量
を月ごとに分けてみると、一年の中で 7 月と 8 月の
降水量は一番多く、多い時でも平均降水量は 50mm
まではなかったので、46 年間のスニテ右旗の平均
降水量は非常に少ないことになる（4）。46 年間の月
毎平均降水量を図 3 に示した。

図 1 スニテ右旗の調査地域位置

3 調査対象地域
調査対象地域は、内モンゴルのシリンゴル盟のス
ニテ右旗地域である。シリンゴル盟は、内モンゴル
の中央に位置する総面積およそ 20 万㎢、人口およ
そ 93 万人で牧畜業を主産業とする土地である。シ
リンゴル盟に属するスニテ右旗はシリンゴル盟の西
部に位置し、土地面積は 2.7 万㎢、人口 6.8 万人、
牧畜業は 70％を占め、やはり牧畜業を主産業とす
る地域である。スニテ右旗の調査地域の地理的位置
を図１に示した。スニテ右旗は大陸乾燥地帯の気候
である。平均気温は 4.3 度、最高気温 38.7 度、最
低温マイナス 38．8 度、年間平均降水量は 170－
190ml である（2）。
内モンゴル日報によれば、干ばつが頻繁に起こる
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4.2 遊牧民の生活状況
今回の調査を行った 10 世帯は、９世帯がゲルに住
んでいて、１世帯は泥の家に住んでいた。家畜は主
にヤギと羊である。全世帯がバイクを交通手段と
して利用している。そのほかにトラックも使われる
場合もある。草原に緑が見えて家畜も元気でいるた
め、遊牧民も笑顔で安心した様子が見られた。
2006 年 8 月のスニテ右旗の様子を比べると、か
なりの違いがあることがわかる。2005 年 8 月（図 5）
と 2006 年 8 月（図 6）のスニテ右旗の同じ地域で
牧草地に草一本も見えなかった。遊牧民の話によれ
ば、干ばつが回復すれば、家畜の被害は少なくなっ
て、収入も安定し、生活を維持することができる。
2008 年春の干ばつで家畜の被害は少し出たが、影
響は大きくなかったとのことである。
調査を行った全 10 世帯の状況を表 1 にまとめた。

図 3 スニテ右旗の 46 年間 月毎平均降水量
4 調査結果
4.1 自然環境状況
2008 年の 8 月に現地を訪れた直接観察によれば、
スニテ右旗の草原には緑が見え、これまでに比べて
干ばつが和らいでいる状態にあった。8 月前に雨が
2，3 回程度降ったので、牧草地に草が生え、家畜
たちも元気に食べている姿が見られた（図４）。し
かし、完全に草原が回復したわけではないので、雨
が降らないとまた深刻な干ばつに陥る可能性がある。

図 4 2008 年スニテ右旗の牧草地

図 5 2005 年の 8 月のスニテ右旗

図 6 2006 年の 8 月のスニテ右旗
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表 1 2008 年のスニテ右旗調査世帯の生活状況
世帯

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

家族人数

8人

4人

4人

6人

6人

5人

4人

4人

7人

4人

定住

定住

短距離移
動／定住

定住

ゲル

ゲル

ゲル

泥家

遊牧方式

住環境
水確保方法
交通手段
電気
通信
収入源

短距離移動 短距離移動 短距離移動 短距離移動 短距離移動 短距離移動
／定住
／定住
／定住
／定住
／定住
／定住

ゲル/

ゲル/

レンガ家

レンガ家

井戸所有

井戸所有

バイク／車/ バイク/
トラック トラック

ゲル

ゲル

ゲル

ゲル

井戸所有

井戸所有

井戸所有

バイク

バイク

バイク

バイク

バイク

バイク

なし

なし

井戸所有 井戸所有 井戸借用 井戸借用

井戸借用

風力

風力

風力

風力

風力

風力

風力

風力

風力

風力

発電

発電

発電

発電

発電

発電

発電

発電

発電

発電

テレビ/携帯

テレビ

テレビ

テレビ

なし

なし

テレビ

テレビ

テレビ

テレビ

家畜

家畜

家畜

家畜

家畜

家畜

家畜

家畜

家畜

家畜売却/

売却

売却

売却

売却

売却

売却

売却

売却

売却

アルバイト

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

黄砂/

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

干ばつ

飼料

飼料

飼料

飼料

飼料

飼料

備蓄

備蓄

備蓄

備蓄

備蓄

備蓄

なし

なし

家畜頭数

800

600

300

500

300

300

100

80

300

20

被害家畜頭数

20

20

10

20

なし

なし

6

2

10

2

2%

3%

3%

4%

0%

0%

6%

2%

3%

10%

自然災害種類
災害対策

被害率

調査によれば、スニテ右旗ではゲルに住みながら
ほぼ定住生活を送っている。土地分配により移動の
範囲も非常に狭くなり、定住型になりつつある。水
は井戸を掘って飲み水を解決しているが、井戸のな
い世帯はほかの世帯の井戸を借りて水を運んでいる。
交通手段としてバイクを多く使えるようになってい
る。風力発電を使って灯りとテレビを見ることがで
きている。町から近い遊牧民は携帯電話が使えるよ
うになっている。収入は家畜の売却であり、家畜が
減少すると収入に影響を与える。家畜の少ない貧し
い遊牧民は裕福な遊牧民の家畜の面倒を見て給料を
もらっていることもある。2008 年では、雨が降り、
干ばつが和らいだため、家畜の被害は非常に少ない。
しかし、家畜の少ない貧困世帯では１頭の被害でも
被害率は大きくなる。表 1 をみると、家畜頭数の一
番多い A 世帯では家畜被害率は 2％だが、家畜頭数
の一番少ない J 世帯では家畜被害率は 10％になっ
ている。
4.3 干ばつの特徴と影響
遊牧民の話によれば、スニテ右旗の干ばつは長年
続いており、回復には時間を要する。しかし、雨量

飼料
備蓄

なし

が増えると干ばつが回復し、草原も戻りつつある。
スニテ右旗の表面土壌は非常に薄く、干ばつの影響
を受けやすいのだが、回復も早いと言う。
1999 年以来 10 年ほど干ばつが続いているスニテ
右旗では遊牧民の生活が乱れ、生活が困難に陥って
いたが、遊牧民たちは家畜を全力で保護してきた。
また干ばつが続くなら自分の力で立ち直るのは非常
に難しいと多くの遊牧民は述べている。
2008 年には三回ぐらい雨が降って干ばつが少し
和らいだが、完全に回復したわけではない。年々続
く干ばつによって沙漠化の進行も一層酷くなるよう
である。
このまま相次いで干ばつに襲われたなら遊牧民の
生活は非常に厳しい状態となり、自分たちの力で生
活をしていくことは困難となる。
5 考察
5.1 自然環境
これまでの研究によれば、内モンゴルは干ばつが
続き草原が砂漠化し、黄砂の発生頻度が多くなって
いる。緑豊かだった草原では長期間雨が降らず草が
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生えなくなって、牧草地は悪化し放牧ができない状
態になってきている。
自然環境の悪化の原因は様々に指摘されている。
過放牧、開墾、草原での工場建設、石油と石炭の採
掘、そして気候変動も指摘されている。
干ばつで牧草の生育が芳しくない年には、一気に
砂漠化が進んでしまう。砂漠が進むと黄砂も頻繁に
発生する。
今回の調査によれば、スニテ右旗では、1999 年
以来干ばつが続き、草原が砂漠化しつつある。この
干ばつにより家畜も減少し、遊牧民の収入源である
家畜の減少によって、遊牧民の収入も減少し生活が
苦しくなっている。干ばつで水位が下がり、井戸の
水も出なくなっていたが、2008 年には雨が降り、
干ばつが回復しつつあった。
草原の状態もよくなり、
牧草地に草が生え、家畜も元気に育てることができ
ている。このことは、雨が降ると砂漠化しつつある
草原は回復する可能性があることを示すものと思わ
れる。
そして気候変動が主原因として草原の砂漠化が進
行していると考えられる。
5.2 生活実態
調査によれば、スニテ右旗ではゲルに住みながら
ほぼ定住生活を送っている。土地分配により移動の
範囲も非常に狭くなり、定住型になりつつある。
風力発電を使いテレビを見ることができるように
なり遊牧民たちは社会の情報を得ることができ、移
動手段としてバイクを使うようになっている。遊牧
民の日常生活は変化しつつあるのである。
今回の調査では、干ばつによる家畜の被害が遊牧
民の生活に大きな被害を与え、特に、干ばつの被害
率は貧富による違いがあることがわかった。
家畜頭数の多い世帯では家畜の被害率が低い。そ
れゆえ裕福な世帯は干ばつの影響は比較的少ないの
である。家畜頭数の少ない世帯では家畜被害率が高
く、貧困世帯にとっての干ばつ被害は甚大で、生活
すること自体が貧しい遊牧民では困難となる。裕福
な世帯は、経済的に余裕があるため、干ばつに備え
て飼料の備蓄もある程度可能で、生活を維持するこ
とができる。
確かに干ばつによって総家畜数が減少し、災害に
よる国の経済的損失となって現れるが、被害はそこ
に暮らす遊牧民に直接的な打撃を加え、さらにその
打撃は一様ではなく、干ばつによって、遊牧民の貧
富差をさらに著しくし、いつも生活に困窮している
もともと貧しい遊牧民に一番大きな打撃を与えるの
である。

さらに、内モンゴルの草原での放牧方式の大きな
変化が遊牧民の生活に大きな変化をもたらしている
ようであった。遊牧民たちが昔から営んできた遊牧
生活は今の時代になって、
終わろうとしている。1980
年から草原の人々を定住させるようにしてきた中国
の政策が遊牧のエリアを狭くし、牧草地の回復の余
裕をなくし、過放牧を生み出した。そういった定住
型の放牧式は草原の環境に悪影響を与え、遊牧民も
新しい方式についていけない状態に陥っているので
ある。
遊牧民の生活方式は移動から定住に変わり、現金
がさらに必要な生活になってきている。昔のような
自給自足の生活は消えつつあるのである。
5.3 干ばつの影響
干ばつにより、草の生育に悪影響が及んだ結果、
家畜は冬を越すために必要な栄養を取ることができ
なくなる。 牧草地帯は壊滅的な打撃を受け、 飼料
も蓄えられなかった。家畜への被害は収入減に影響
するだけではなく、家畜の健康に悪影響を及ぼし、
病気や栄養失調の増加につながる恐れがある。さら
に、家畜を失うことは、人々に精神的な打撃も与え
ている。家畜は遊牧民の生活では大事な役割をして
いる。遊牧民は家畜のために生活しているといって
も過言ではない。家畜は生活の唯一の収入源である。
家畜を失うことは遊牧民の生活に不安定を与える。
干ばつの被害を和らげるため遊牧民はただ雨が降る
ことを祈っているのである。遊牧民の生活様式は自
然を守って、自然と調和できるよう遊牧生活を送っ
てきた。その生活に合わせた伝統的な自然災害に対
する防災意識も有してきたのである。ゲルに住んで
四季に応じて移動する遊牧生活は自然を守る方法で
もあり、自然災害から避難する方法でもあった。長
い歴史の中で、厳しい気候条件に適合した草原生活
が生まれたのである。その厳しい草原環境で一番適
した生存方法だったはずなのが遊牧生活であった。
政府のとっている今の内モンゴルの草原での定住政
策と集団で生活する生活形態は草原の環境に悪影響
をもたらしており、遊牧民の伝統的な防災知識もそ
のままでは通じない状況が生まれているのである。
まとめ
研究者たちは干ばつの原因を人為的原因と自然的
原因として指摘している。自然的原因は気候変動、
人為的原因は開墾、過放牧、草原での石炭石油掘り、
工場づくり、土地分配、定住政策、人口増加などを
取り上げている。
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今回の現地調査によれば、降雨量の増えることで
干ばつが和らぎ、回復可能性があることがわかった。
気候変動も大きな原因であるが、今の土地分配定住
政策は放牧エリアを狭くさせ、過放牧を引き起こし、
干ばつになっていると思われる。土地の分配と定住
化を促された遊牧民たちは狭い地域で生活しなけれ
ばいけなくなる。以前のように自由に広い範囲で移
動することで牧草地を守るという方式は消えつつあ
る。そして、定住は遊牧民という名前を消しつつあ
ることにつながる。厳しい自然環境の中で何千年も
維持してきた遊牧生活を守ることが自然環境の保護
でもあると考えられる。
これからも、遊牧民の生の声を聞きながら、生活
方式が変わり、それなりの新たな生活のやり方を生
み出すことが問われている遊牧民の生活実態につい
て引き続き調査を行う必要がある。
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The concept of Third Cinema was begun in Latin America in the 1960’s by two Argentine filmmakers,
Felnando Solanas and Octavio Getino. According to Solanas and Getino, Third Cinema is concerned
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main frame of reference being auteur or art cinema
“which, although oftentimes politically reformist in
theme, is incapable of achieving any kind of profound
political change” (Chanan 1997:745). Third Cinema by
contrast, is a call to arms, “a gun (the projector) that
can shoot twenty times per second” (Solanas and
Getino, 1973), in the struggle against imperialism and
neo-colonialism. Solanas and Getino insist on
intervention “…revolutionary cinema is not
fundamentally one which illustrates, documents or
passively establishes a situation: rather it attempts to
intervene in the situation as an element providing thrust
or rectification. It is not simply testimonial cinema nor
cinema of communication, but above all action
cinema” (1973). This passionate call to action though
became diluted over the years as subsequent writers
redefined Third Cinema to “encompass all films with
social and political purpose” (Gabriel, 1982:121). To
this Bakari adds that Third Cinema should be
“committed to the development of a new and
appropriate film language (aesthetic)” (1996:23).
Willemen has identified filmmakers as diverse as
Angelopolos, Chahine, Kaige, Ghatik and Gitai as
practioners of Third Cinema (Willemen, 1989), but
only for their films, not, as Buchsbaum notes, “for their
active political work for specific organizations”
(2001:154). What Buchsbaum is criticizing here is the
gradual evanescence of the original notion of Third
Cinema as a tool for political purposes rather than as an
end in itself. Solanas and Getino, in subsequent
commentaries on their manifesto, repeatedly stressed
the ‘instrumentalization’ of filmmaking; “Filmmakers
bring their expertise to the militant organization, but
their work acquires value only as it advances the
organization’s strategy. The film itself has no intrinsic
value” (Buchsbaum 2001:158). Thus, judging a film on
its efficiency as an instrument of political activism
inherently alters the status of the film itself, and
accords an extremely functional role to aesthetics.
Although writers such as Gabriel (1982), Ramsay
(1988), Stam and Spence (1983) and Bakari (1996)
define Third Cinema in terms of both form and context
– “third cinema films make revolution on the
ideological level with a new film style” (Ramsay,
1988:266) – Solanas and Getino themselves did not
impose any restrictions on what form such films should
take, “What defines the revolutionary act in film is not
the form in which it is expressed, but the
transformative role that it reaches in a specific
circumstance in a strategy of liberation” (Buchsbaum,
2001:160). Context rather than content dictates whether
this is so. Thus, a film like Ousmane Sembene’s Xala
(1975) may be considered revolutionary in Senegal but
bewilder audiences in Argentina. To adequately
determine whether a film can achieve the
aforementioned ‘transformative role’, one must
therefore examine the relationship between the film
and the spectator, not just the film text in isolation.
Third Cinema as a means of instigating revolutionary
change is constrained in practice by the specific

contexts in which that change is supposed to take place.
3

NATIONAL CINEMA

Following from this then is the argument that if the
effective intentions of the filmmakers are determined
by the audience’s tacit recognition of the film’s
political aims within their own specific, socially
constituted context, then Third Cinema could be
described as a form of nationalist cinema. ‘Nationalist’
though not as it is traditionally defined in geo-political
terms, but rather in the sense ascribed to it by Anderson
(2006) as an ‘imagined community’, “a cultural artifact
constituted on the undefined but shared notion of what
constitutes ‘our culture’, ‘our country’”(2006:7). In this
view of nationalist cinema, due consideration is given
to “the responses of audiences and how they make
sense of and use the films they watch” (Bakari,
1996:13). Indeed, despite King’s description of it as “ahistorical” (1996:21), Third Cinema exhibits a distinct
historical progression in that in the newly emancipated
post-colonial nations, it was often the case that
‘revolutionary cinema’ was initially a state-sponsored
movement (Rajadhyaksha, 2000). Post independence
these fledgling cinema industries were constituted
through direct state intervention and were intended to
establish indigenous film infrastructure in the context
of political independence. “This can be seen in Cinema
Novo’s commitment to GEICINE and subsequently
Embrafilme, the Brazilian state organization for
funding cinema; the Cuban cinema and ICAIC; the
FELPACI in Africa; the NFDC in India; the Sri Lankan
State Film Corporation; the Royal Nepal Film
Corporation and a host of others” (Ragadhyaksha,
2000:31).
The development of these state organizations could be
ascribed to two main impetuses. The first was that in
establishing a nation state as a distinct entity, there was
a need to emphasize the similarity of its members while
simultaneously differentiating themselves from nonmembers. Culture is one such means of emphasis (Das
and Harindranath, 1996) and film, in its role “in
conjuring up the imagined community among both the
literate and illiterate strata of society” (Burton-Carvajal,
2000:194), gave an immediate and accessible
validation to the national projects. Film, in its
convergence of moving image and sound, “became the
most important register of popular culture, in part
through its ability to selectively hegemonize social
types, costumes, customs, landscapes and eventually
speech patterns and musical traditions into composites
that came to symbolize both the national and the
popular” (Burton-Carvajal, 2000:195).
Yet, one should also be aware that this
‘hegemonization’ of culture in the creation of a
‘national community’ necessitated an undue emphasis
on the common at the expense of the particular. The
homogenization inherent in a national cinema that was
the “product of national industries, [as] told in national
languages and referring to a dense cluster of national
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references, political, historical and cultural” (King,
1996:5), was determinedly biased against minorities.
Dissenting local narratives, be they political, ethnic or
religiously based, were ignored in favor of a cinema
that privileged “a uniform and artificial mantle of
similarity” (Das and Harindranath, 1996:11), while
reducing, or indeed ignoring, the significance of mutual
differences amongst citizens.
Cinema as a ‘national industry’ (King 1996:5) is also
an explanation for the second impetus behind the
creation of state sponsored film organizations. The
economic cost of producing, distributing and exhibiting
domestic films was beyond the ability of private
producers and necessitated the use of public funding.
The effect of this though was to both privilege the
commercial over the political, and enable the state to
exert considerable control over content through both
overt and covert censorship (Dissanayake, 2000:145).
Similarly, the capital intensive nature of film
production in many cases dictated that funds were
sourced through joint ventures with foreign producers
such as African films and the French Ministry of
Corporation (Bakari, 1996:18); and revenues were
increased by selling the films to a wider, international
audience. Such steps brought with them their own set
of problems in that, as McArthur perceptively notes,
“the more your films are consciously aimed at the
international market, the more their conditions of
intelligibility will be bound up with regressive
discourses about your own culture” (1994:118). The
distribution of films from the Third World on the
international film circuit invariably leads to a focus on
narrative and aesthetics at the expense of critically
examining and engaging with the specific cultural and
political milieu in which they are grounded.
4

PRAXIS AND PRACTICE

Ukadike, in examining the works of African
filmmakers such as Ousmane Sembene, Med Hondo,
Souleymane Cisse, Haile Gerima, Safi Faye and Sarah
Maldora, ascribes to them an “ideology of interrogative
narrative patterns…appropriating and subverting
‘dominant’ conventions, blending them with their own
cultural codes (oral narrative art) to create a novel
aesthetic formula” (2000:187). This he calls the
“aesthetics of decolonization” and equates it with the
pioneering period of the 1960’s and 70’s in African
cinema, which he describes as “didactic and
unabashedly political and denunciative” (Ukadike,
2000:187).
What Ukadike’s comments highlight is the tendency
among praxis theorists to paint compelling arguments
with very broad-brush strokes whilst ignoring the
historical specificity of the films they examine, what
King calls “the limits of the possible within each
country” (1996:21). Similarly, the post-colonial
ideology of national independence, the “attempt to map
a redemptive future within the modern world” (Bakari,
1996:33), assumes an edificial form, unchanging down

through the years. It is easier, as the example of
Ukadike highlights, to formulate upon the influences
and styles evident in African cinema, but much harder
to place them within the narrative framework of the
political positions the films take. There is a seemingly
subconscious tendency towards reductionism in such
writings, of seeking a cultural essence, be it ‘groit’ or
the oral tradition in African cinema; the allegorized
expressionism of Brazilian Tropicalismo (BurtonCarrajal, 2000); the Turkish national cinema movement
use of Islamic mysticism (Kaplan, 1997); and the
Dangdut musical in Indonesian cinema (Hanan, 1997).
Discussions of the revolutionary role of national
cinema in decolonialised countries tend to focus on the
period from the early 1960’s to the mid 1970’s when
cinema was at the vanguard of cultural nationalism.
The epoch that gave us Hour of the Furnaces
(Argentina 1968), Soleil 0 (Mauritania 1967), Xala
(Senegal, 1974), Interview (India, 1970) and Manila in
the Claws of Neon Signs (Philippines, 1975), also gave
rise to a rather entrenched canon of nationalist cinema
which have, unlike the vast majority of domestically
produced films, found their way onto the screens and
into the consciousnesses of western audiences.
5

AUDIENCES

This does then raise the question of who the intended
audiences for these films are. The Mali director
Abderrahmane Sissako made the point that his most
recent film Bamako (2007) was shown in 70 theatres
throughout France, but only in 3 in his native Mali and
he had doubts as to whether it would be screened
widely in the rest of Africa (Sight and Sound, 2007: 31).
As Haynes notes “the failure of national and PanAfrican solutions to the intractable problems of film
production and distribution meant an enforced
recognition of the necessity of continued co-production
with European funding agencies” (2002:646). Similarly,
Burton-Carrajal contrasts the early period of Latin
America nationalist cinema which was primarily
produced and distributed to domestic audiences, with
the contemporary context where “films now circulate
as part of an international art cinema that is relatively
indifferent to national specificity and targets privileged
rather than popular audiences” (2000:195).
There is also the related issue of the dissonance
between the ‘means’ and ‘ends’ of Third Cinema,
between the predominantly educated, middle class
filmmakers and their intended working class audience.
The ‘political message’ of their films can be criticized
for flowing in only one direction, “from the lettered to
the unschooled” (Benamou, 2007). Nor is there any
clear indication of how such films are received. Usage
of terms like ‘African Cinema’, ‘Latin American
Cinema’ and even ‘Third Cinema’ are as much
restrictive as descriptive labels. Advances in
technology are contributing to an ongoing and
accelerating shift in the ‘cinema experience’ from the
public arena to the home. The spectacular growth of
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video filmmaking in Africa (Haynes, 2002) and cheap
B-movies in Mexico (King, 1996), with their attendant
commitment to commercial rather than ideological
principles, continues to exert pressure on traditional
notions of cinema. In addition, the ever-broadening
reach of television, both cable and satellite, is
constantly encroaching upon the cultural context in
which hitherto cinema had predominated. Ukadike, in
highlighting the case of the South African satellite
television network MNET’s dominance across the
continent, describes it as “the worst perpetrator of
cultural colonialism inside Africa” (2000:186). In
Mexico the majority of the population tune into the
hugely successful telenovas while cinema finds itself in
an increasingly “parlous state” (King, 1996:26). The
ongoing expansion of television, video and
increasingly the internet, have undermined cinema’s
claims to be an integral part of the national project,
with a corresponding decline in the collective use of it
as a public space for depicting and debating national
identity. “Until the early 1980’s the cinema was at the
forefront of post-colonial theory but now has virtually
disappeared from recent debates on post-coloniality”
(Rajadhyaksha 2000:30).
Further undermining the historical association between
Third and national cinema are the varied effects of
globalization. Previously held notions of national
cinema conforming to national boundaries are
complicated by the ongoing migration of talent,
international co-productions, exile and diasporic film
production. Banbaro for instance, was a jointly funded
venture between France, Mali and the USA. On the
other side of the screen, viewers are increasingly
socialized into accepting consumerism and the neoliberal economic ideology underpinning it, as the
benchmark for national development. Haynes
highlights how the video film boom in Nigeria and
Ghana is based on depictions of soap-opera life in
“urban noveau-riche mansions…[paying] avid attention
to prestigious brands of automobiles” (2002:647).
Cultural identity is increasingly being replaced by
consumer identity.
6

CONCLUSION

There are, however, some grounds for optimism. This
realignment of Third Cinema away from the national to
the global may be, in some ways, regarded as a positive
development. Third Cinema, as Solanas and Getino
conceived of it, is premised on the call to political
action it provokes in the film’s audience. Should the
audience primarily consist of cineastes in the
developed world does not dilute this premise if the film
is instrumental in bringing about political change. The
change may not be revolutionary, it seldom is, but the
accumulative effect on the audience and from them, its
resonance into wider society, can be noticeably
effective. A good example of this was the French film
Indigenes (2006) which tells the story of those
Algerians who fought for the French army in the

Second World War. Upon seeing it, the then French
President Chirac ordered that pensions to the former
Algerian servicemen should be henceforth equivalent
to that paid to French ex-servicemen (Guardian, 2007).
Films such as In this World (2004), Maria Full of
Grace (2004), the Road to Guantanamo (2005),
Paradise Now (2005), and Persepolis (2007) are
ostensibly first world productions but take as their
theme and politics avowedly Third World concerns.
Their perspective is less to do with post-colonial
cultural and national self-determination, and much
more to do with charting the inequalities of the human
condition.
In the era of globalization, the claims for the
importance of regional specificity in film, of ‘Latin
American Cinema’ or ‘Pan-African Cinema’,
increasingly seem archaic. “The precondition for Third
Cinema – the worldwide uprising of the masses –
sounds like a rhetorical anachronism, soggy with
Marxist internationalism” (Buchsbaum, 2001:161).
Likewise, in this day and age of international media
conglomerates, the post-colonial national cinema
projects will probably never return. Whether Third
Cinema can survive their demise remains to be seen,
but if we are less strict in our definition, then one can
see its continuing revolutionary influence in forms and
locations as varied as the video messages of the
Zapata’s in Mexico, or the internet documentaries of
Hamas in Palestine. These developments suggest that
the central tenets of Third Cinema are still very much
alive as objects of renewed analysis and debate.
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サードシネマの政治
Brian GAYNOR

概要
サードシネマは、1960 年代のラテンアメリカで、二人のアルゼンチン人映画製作者 Felnando Solanas と
Octavio Getino によって始まった。Solanas と Getino によれば、サードシネマというのは画期的な政治映
画である。ファーストシネマはハリウッドで製作された映画を示し、その映画の描写目的は利益を挙げ
ることである。セカンドシネマはヨーロッパの芸術映画であり、その描写目的は監督の心象を表すこと
である。サードシネマは政治的映画であり、それは共同制作による映画で、描写目的は‘革命’である。
この論文はサードシネマの歴史を説明し、この政治的映画がいかに実際的な価値を今日にいたるまで持
ち続けているのかを示すものである。
キーワード：サードシネマ、国内映画、ナショナリズム、観客
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Introduction
The papers in the special section of this issue of the Memoirs of the Muroran Institute of
Technology were presented at the International Seminar on Resources, New Energy, Environment
and Disaster Mitigation. This Seminar was held as one of the cerebration events of 100th
anniversary of Henan Polytechnic University (HPU).

Muroran Institute of Technology (Muroran

IT) is the first international sister university of the Henan Polytechnic University.
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planned as an international version of Joint Seminar on Environmental Preservation and Disaster
Mitigation (JSED) held in every spring at Muroran IT in Hokkaido, Japan from 2006.
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of JSED are to make a contribution to the progress of environmental science and environmental
studies by exchanging ideas on how to tackle environmental issues in the Pan-Pacific area, and to
make our sister-university-partnerships broader and deeper.
The Institute of Resources and Environment of HPU and the Center of Environmental
Science and Disaster Mitigation for Advanced Research (CEDAR) of Muroran IT planed and
conducted the details of the seminar.

The scientists and students from Japan, United States of

America and China attended the seminar and enjoyed the scientific session, posters, conference
trips and especially the conference banquet.
We are happy to present this special section of 34 papers and should thank for
cooperation of the reviewers in the following list.

We hope that this special section of the papers

becomes a memory of the friendship of HPU and Muroran IT, and that this seminar and the papers
help and encourage the environmental studies in our sister universities.
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Fundamental Experiments for Developing
Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) System
Ken-ichi ITAKURA*, Masahiro WAKAMATSU*, Masahiro SATO*, Tatsuhiko GOTO*,
Yutaka YOSHIDA*, Mitsuhiro OHTA*, Koji SHIMADA*, Alexey BELOV** and Giri RAM***

(Received 27 May 2009, Accepted 20 November 2009 )

For Underground Coal Gasification (UCG), it is necessary to evaluate the combustion area in the coal
seam precisely. We are planning to use acoustic emission/microseismicity (AE/MS) monitoring for
estimation of the underground combustion area. Analyzing the AE/MS waveforms from underground
rocks, fracture extension around the combustion reactor can be grasped. For this objective, laboratory
experiments are conducted for the UCG model. During burning coal block molded cylindrically by
mortar, temperatures inside coal and AE activity were monitored. From the experimental results, it
was found that many AE events were generated during combustion of coal, and the AE activity was
close related to the change of temperature inside coal block. These AE generations seems to be caused
by the crack initiation and extension around coal combustion area in the influence of thermal stress.
Therefore, AE/MS monitoring is expected to be a useful tool to evaluate the UCG combustion reactor.
Keywords : Underground Coal Gasification, UCG, Acoustic Emission, AE, Coal Combustion

１

INTRODUCTION

Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) is a
technology for creating a combustion reactor in an
underground coal seam to collect heat energy and gases
(hydrogen, methane, etc.). Although UCG technology
was developed originally in Europe and the USSR in
the 1940s, many countries have recently shown interest
in this method because modern sensing and control
techniques reduce UCGs’ impact on the earth
environment, i.e., emitting no noxious gases to the air
and producing no ash on the surface.
However, for constructing a secure and
environmentally friendly UCG system, it is necessary
to evaluate the combustion area in the coal seam
precisely and to monitor groundwater pollution.
Especially, evaluation and control of the underground
combustion area are important not only for efficient gas
production but also for estimation of subsidence and
gas leakage to the surface.

Modern
UCG
systems
use
acoustic
emission/microseismicity (AE/MS) monitoring for
estimation of the underground combustion area, as
shown in Fig. 1. By analyzing the AE/MS waveforms
from underground rocks, fracture extension around the
combustion reactor can be grasped and prevented from
developing excess fracture by changing the injection
gas. For this objective, laboratory experiments were

* Muroran Institute of Technology
** Far-Eastern National Technical University
***Mitsui Global Strategic Studies Institute Co., Ltd.
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Fig. 1. UCG system and AE/MS monitoring system
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conducted for the UCG model. While burning coal
blocks that had been molded cylindrically with mortar,
temperatures inside the coal and the associated AE
activity were monitored.

Gas
Samplebug
Gas
Sample
AE
Transducer

Thermocouple

Bag

4ch
3ch

FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIMENTS USING
COAL BLOCKS

2ch
1ch

2.1
Point Heating Experiments and Coal
Specimens
Point heating experiments using CO2 lasers have
been done to certify the generation of AE with heating
processes of coal and coal-measures rocks(1)(2). Coal
and coal-measures rock specimens produced at Kushiro
Coal Mine Co. Ltd., Japan were used for the
experiments. The results obtained from the series of
experiments showed that coal generated AE with
special AE activity patterns in heating processes.
However, rocks, sandstone, and shale never emitted AE
in the same process. These experimental results
confirmed that AE/MS monitoring is applicable for
evaluation of combustion volume and its migration in
the coal seam.
In laboratory experiments using coal blocks, the
same coal produced at Kushiro Coal Mine Co. Ltd. was
also used. The coal block (approximately 100 × 100 ×
600 mm) was covered cylindrically with concrete
mortar to 300 mm diameter and 600 mm height. After
casting the coal block specimen, a 10 mm diameter drill
hole was bored through the coal block as a linking
channel for the air supply.
2.2 Experimental setup
Figure 2 presents the experimental setup. Four
thermocouples were inserted into the mortar to monitor
the temperature inside the coal block. In addition, six
AE transducers were attached on the surface of the
specimen to detect AE waveforms. Output signals from
AE transducers were amplified to 32 dB using
amplifiers (Physical Acoustics Corp., AE2A) and
recorded on a data logger (Graphtec Corp., DM3000)
with sampling time of 100 ns. The frequency response
of this AE measurement system is 100–400 kHz.
Furthermore, the number of events and the ring-down
count pulse from an AE transducer are recorded on the
other data recorder (Graphtec Corp., GL900-8) through
a signal conditioner and envelope processor
(Dunegan/Endevco Corp., 3000 series) to observe AE
activity.
In this experiment, the injection air flow was
controlled through adjustment of an electric blower
observing the flowmeter. After igniting the coal at the
bottom of specimen with burning charcoal, the flow
rates were controlled stepwise as 300, 350, 550, and 0
L/min. During coal combustion, production gas
sampling was conducted periodically using a gas
sample bag. The gas components and contents were
analyzed using gas chromatography.

Data Logger

AE Wave Recorder

Amplifier

Flowmeter

Amplifire

Blower
Signal Conditioner &
Data Logger

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for coal block specimen
３

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Variation of temperature around the coal block
Figure 3 presents temperature changes occurring
with elapsed time at four positions inside the specimen.
Thermocouple Ch1 was on the bottom side of the
specimen; Ch4 was on the upper side. From this graph,
results show that the temperature inside the specimen
increased from lower to upper, i.e., the combustion area
increased upward. Furthermore, the temperature
gradients were dependent on the flow rate.
No.1No.2

Temperature [℃]

２

Exhaust
GasGas
Production

No.3 No.4No.5

No.6

No.9
No.7 No.8 No.10

550
350
300
0

(L/min)

Time [s]

Fig. 3. Variation of temperature with time and the flow
rate
3.2 Variation of gas contents
In Fig. 3, the times of No. 1 – No. 10 represent
production gas sampling times. Table 1 presents typical
gas components and composition percentages for each
sampling gas. To see sampling for No. 5, most gas
compositions were drastically increases; also in No. 10,
the gases aside from methane decreased. Results show
that the composition of production gas was dependent
on the injection-air flow rate. When the air flow rate
was changed to 350–550 L/min, the production gas
compositions increased with high temperature
gradients. For No. 10, it was estimated that complete
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Table 1. Production gas composition
Composition(%)
No1

No2

No3

No4

No5

No6

No7

No8

No9

No10

CO

0.236

0.690

0.365

0.291

8.339

9.343

1.605

1.196

0.430

0.000

CO2

9.633

16.438

13.508

12.898

18.594

17.075

16.771

15.451

14.452

9.088

CH4

1.753

3.753

2.905

3.078

20.735

14.002

7.002

5.260

3.440

3.225

1,3-C4H6

0.010

0.015

0.024

0.026

0.222

0.080

0.039

0.019

0.012

0.000

combustion took place. These results suggest that
production and composition are controllable by
adjusting the injection-air flow rate.
3.3 AE activity with coal combustion
Figure 4 presents AE activity during combustion of
the specimen. Because many AE events were detected,
fractures apparently corresponded to the number of
events that could be generated inside the specimen.
Furthermore, the accumulated events curve shows a
similar tendency to that of the temperature of coal. This
result demonstrates that the AE activity is dependent on
the injection-air flow rate: the degree of fracture
development inside the combustion volume is
controllable by adjusting the injection air.
Figure 5 depicts the typical AE waveforms detected
during combustion of the specimen. It is difficult to
calculate the AE source location from AE waveforms.
At this moment, only nine events have been
determined: all were located around the specimen
center as shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, the specimen
and AE source locations (small circles) are described
three-dimensionally by VRML (Virtual Reality
Modeling Language).
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2ch
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4ch
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0
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Fig. 5. Typical AE waveforms for source locations

Fig. 6. AE source locations

⑤
Production Gas

20000

Fig. 4. Temperature and AE activity
3.4 Combustion Cavity and Fracture Zone
After the combustion finished, the specimen was cut
perpendicular to the linking channel at four sections to
observe the combustion cavity, as portrayed in Fig. 7.
White areas in each section show the combustion cavity.
The combustion cavity diameter decreased from bottom
to top. Furthermore, the fracture zone was detected
around the cavity. These fracture zones were inferred to
have been formed by crack initiation with AE under
compressive thermal stress.

⑤
④
③
②
①
Injection

③

①

Fig. 7. Cross section images of the coal block specimen
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４

evaluate UCG combustion reactors.

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results obtained using the coal block
showed that the combustion propagated from the
bottom to the top of the specimen, temperature
gradients inside the coal and the composition of
production gas depended on the injection-air flow rate.
Moreover, many AE events were generated during coal
combustion; the AE activity was closely related to the
change of temperature inside the coal block. These AE
generations apparently result from crack initiation and
extension around the coal combustion area under the
influence of thermal compressive stress. Therefore,
AE/MS monitoring is expected to be a useful tool to
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石炭の地下ガス化（UCG）システム開発に関する基礎実験
板倉賢一*，若松真広*，佐藤真大*，後藤龍彦*，吉田 豊*
太田光浩*，島田浩二*，Alexey BELOV**，Giri RAM***
概要
石炭の地下ガス化（UCG）においては，炭層内の燃焼領域を正確に把握する必要がある。こ
の燃焼領域の評価のために AE/MS（破壊音）計測を計画している。AE/MS 波形を解析する
ことにより，燃焼領域周辺の破壊進展を把握することが可能になる。このために，モルタル
で円柱形に固めた石炭塊の燃焼実験を行い，燃焼中の内部温度，AE 活動を計測した。その
結果，燃焼中に多くの AE が発生し，その AE 活動は内部温度の変化と関連していた。これ
らの AE の発生は，燃焼領域の周辺で熱応力によりき裂が発生，拡張したためと考えられる。
このため，AE/MS 計測は UCG の燃焼領域の評価に有効な手段になりえることが確認された。

キーワード: 石炭の地下ガス化，UCG，アコースティック・エミッション，AE，
石炭の燃焼
*室蘭工業大学，**ロシア極東工科大学，***(株)三井物産戦略研究所
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Preparation of CWM Using Pulp Waste Liquor
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Abstract
As is known,the presence of chemical additives is very effective for producing high coal loading
CWM(Coal Water Mixture). To reduce process cost, natural additive of CWM such as Humic-Acid
extracted from low rank coal and lignin obtained by concentrating the pulp waste liquor(black
liquor)are noted well now. At the same time,the extraction process and the concentration process
deplete a lot of chemical reagent and energy. Further more,the problem of pulp waste liquor disposal
or utilization has been attacked from many standpoints, People are still seeking an-economical
solution. It was once studied to produce CWM using pulp waste liquor directly, but the dispersing
effect only by the lignin contained in the black liquor. Corrosion of black liquor due to its high pH is
also a difficult problem for the storage transportation and combustion of CWM. This study attempted
to extract low rank coal such as lignite using black liquor,and then,prepare CWM using the extraction
liquor directly. It was found that the viscosity of CWM prepared by lignite black liquor extraction was
lower than that of CWM prepared using black liquor directly. High coal loading CWM(69wt%)can be
prepared by the new method and the pH of CWM was under 9,which is lower than black liquor whose
pH is 13.
Keywords: lignite, black liquor, extraction, CWM

1 INTRODUCTION
CWM has caught people’s more and more attention
as a substitutive fuel of oil since the first oil crisis in
1973. High coal concentration and low viscosity value
of CWM are desirable for industrial utilization. It is
well known that the fluidity of CWM depends on
following factors such as the type of coal, the solid
content and its size distribution,the temperature, the pH
value, the presence of electrolytes and chemical
additives [1]. Previous studies mainly revealed that the
additives can disperse coal particles effectually in
CWM and reduce its viscosity.In order to produce high

*College of Material Science and Engineering Henan
Polytechnic University,Jiaozuo,454010,China

consistency CWM with a given or optimum viscosity,a
number of effective dispersing agents have been
developed[2]. However,the current chemosynthesis
dispersing agents are usually expensive and the
synthesize technique is complex.So,cheap and facile
nature additive are expected to reduce the cost of
dispersing agents.
Two kinds of nature materials,Humic Acid(HA)and
lignin are pretty abundant on the earth,but so far no one
can find any large-scale usage of these two
materials.Previous studies indicated that HA and lignin
hold surface activeness and were all effective
dispersing agent of CWM[3,4,5].At present,HA is
available mostly from low rank coal by alkaline
extraction and lignin is from pulp waste liquor (PWL)
by concentration and both of them have been
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Table 1The proximate,ultimate analysis of coal sample
Sample
YC
NMG

Proximate
Mad

Ad

analysis/w%
Vdaf

C

8.52 10.91 7.04 91.46

Ultimate
H
3.78

23.91 10.83 45.94 74.94 4.38

O*

Coal loading : 60wt%

350
300

HA

Lignin

250
200
150
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Fig.1 Effect of amount of HA and lignin on apparent
Viscosity of CWM

Figure2 described the apparent viscosity of CWM
by different coal loading with the optimum addition
concentrations of HA and lignin.The arrived coal
loading(ACL)of CWM in which the apparent viscosity
of CWM arrive 1000mpa.s is used to appraise the high
loading characteristic of CWM in this paper.As
illustrated in Figure2,the ACL of CWM with addition
of HA or lignin was 70.5wt% or 69wt% which were
both higher than that of without additive.

analysis/w%,daf
N

2.84 1.54

1

Amount of humic acid on coal[wt%]

EXPERIMENTAL

Coal and agent:Yongcheng anthracite(YC
anthracite)was used for preparation of CWM and
Neimenggu lignite(NMG lignite) was used to get HA
through extraction. Herby PWL from Xinya paper
industry Co.Ltd was used in this study.The
characteristics of Yongcheng anthracite are given in
Table1.The total content of solid matter in PWL was
10.6%,the content of lignin in PWL was 4.0wt% and
the pH of PWL was about 12.

400

S
0.38

18.63 1.03 1.02

CWM preparation and the measurements of
viscosity:The crushed coals were comminuted in the
ball mill for 48h to obtain coal powder and then the
coal powder was mixed round slowly in a beaker for 30
min with additive and a quantity of deionised
water.The viscosity of CWM was measured by a
NDJ-5s viscometer.Measurements condition: number 2
spindle rotated at 30 rpm(10 s-)and 3 spindle rotated at
60 rpm (20 s-) for 3 min.

Apparent viscosity
of CWM[mpa.s]

2

lignin was measured,and the coal loading of CWM was
60wt%. The results were shown in Figure1,which is
revealed that the viscosity of CWM reached minimum
at about 0.6wt% of HA and at about 0.5wt% of lignin.
So the optimum addition concentrations of HA and
lignin were determined at 0.6wt% and 0.5wt%
respectively.

Apparent viscosity
of CWM [mpa.s]

chemically modified.Preparation process of HA and
lignin at present exhibit increasing consumption of
chemical and energy,subsequently it will bring heavy
environmental problems such as waste water and
chemical residue.In order to solve these problems,it is a
good choice to use an extracted liquor of low rank coal
or PWL directly[6].In addition,studies showed that the
dispersing and adsorbing mechanism of HA and lignin
on coal particles in CWM were different.If low rank
coal is extracted from hot and alkaline PWL
directly,and then the extracted liquor is used to produce
CWM,the problems mentioned above can been avoided
and the cooperative effect of combined use of HA and
lignin is expected.
The object of this study was to experimentally
investigate the dispersing effect of HA from lignite and
lignin from PWL on CWM,discuss the viscosity of
CWM prepared directly by extracting liquor of lignite
and by PWL and then develop a new CWM preparation
process in which the lignite extraction liquor and PWL
can be used immediately.

1400
1200

Without

1000

additive

Lignin

800
600
400
200

HA

0
53 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71

Coal loading of CWM [wt%]

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to determine the effect of the
concentration of additive on the fluidity of CWM, the
apparent viscosity of CWM at different addition
concentrations (wt% on dry coal basis) of HA and
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Fig.2

Effect of coal loading on apparent
viscosity by addition of HA and lignin
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To research the cooperative effect of combined use
of HA and lignin,mixture of HA and lignin were added
to CWM.According to the above results,the weight
proportion of HA and lignin was determined to be
6:5.Figure3 shows us that optimum addition
concentrations of HA–lignin mixture is 0.9wt%,which
was more than that of HA or lignin solely,but less than
that of the summation of HA and lignin. That is,
adsorbed content of HA-lignin was more than that of
HA and lignin individually.It can be attributed to that
the adsorption mechanism of HA and lignin on coal
particles was different,namely,there is no absorption
competition between HA and lignin.

To substitute for solid lignin and solid HA,extraction
liquor of lignite and PWL were used to produce CWM
directly.Because of the high concentration of solid
matter and the high pH of liquor,extraction liquor and
PWL were diluted with water before producing
CWM.Figure5 shows the apparent viscosity of CWM
prepared with extraction liquor and PWL under
different diluted multiples.The result indicates that
optimum diluted multiples of extraction liquor and
PWL are 3 and 7 respectively.In this case,the optimum
addition content of HA and lignin should be 0.7wt%
and 0.45wt% (on dry coal basis).This result is similar
to the data of solid HA and solid lignin shown in
Figure1.
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Fig.5 Effect of diluted multiples of lignite extraction
liquor and PWL on apparent viscosity

As presents in Figure4,ACL of CWM with addition
of HA-lignin mixture could reach 71wt%,which was
higher than that of HA and lignin added respectively.

CWM produced by extraction liquor and PWL are
plotted in Figure6.It is revealed that the ACL of CWM
prepared by extraction liquor and PWL directly was
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Apparent viscosity
of CWM [mpa.s]

68.5wt% and 70wt%.
The main objective of this study was to discuss the
fluidity of CWM produced by lignite-PWL extraction
liquor.The apparent viscosity of CWM(coal loading
65wt%)produced by lignite-PWL extraction liquor
diluted by different diluted multiples is shown in
Figure7.It is seen that optimum diluted multiples of
lignite-PWL extraction liquor is 12.The optimum
addition content of HA-lignin compound were
calculated to be 0.42wt% (on dry coal).

4 CONCLUSIONS

200

Addition of HA from Neimenggu lignite and lignin
from PWL can lower viscosity of CWM
markedly.Combined use of HA and lignin resulted in
more dispersing effect than HA and lignin solely. High
coal loading CWM of 69wt% can be produced by
lignite-black liquor extraction liquor diluted with water
by a high diluted multiple. In this process, the high pH
of PWL is utilized to extract lignite and the extraction
liquor can be utilized without any treatments,so the
burden of treating waste water will be mitigated
consumedly and the produce cost of CWM will reduce
evidently.
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Figure8 presents the apparent viscosity of CWM at
different coal loading produced by lignite-PWL
extraction liquor at the optimum diluted multiple. It can
be indicated that ACL of CWM arrived about 69wt%
and agreed with the result of HA-lignin mixture
approximately.
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The Analysis of Key Issues for Virtual Reservoirs Application
in Coalbed Methane Development
Hongyu GUO*, Xianbo SU and Xiaoming NI
(Received 27 May 2009, Accepted 20 November 2009 )

Based on flow state of coalbed methane (CBM) migration, coal reservoir broadly is divided into
outburst and non-outburst coal. Because of strong water sensitivity and poor hydraulic fracturing
effect of outburst coal, hydraulic fracturing measures to increase permeability which used to be
applied in non-outburst coal do not suitable for outburst coal. Coal floor is selected as virtual reservoir
for roof maintenance when mining coal, Depending on a zero radius drilling and high-energy gas
loose blasting technology, the reservoir and the coal floor become transfixion, so that the CBM
diffuse to the floor cracks, and then migrate into the wellbore. The "highway" of CBM migration is
built through virtual reservoir, which would be expected to break through the forbidden zone of
traditional CBM development, and joint two-energy exploitation of coal and CBM can achieve, so
that gas disaster and greenhouse gas emission will reduce greatly. Therefore, virtual reservoir has
broad application prospect.
Keywords : Virtual reservoir，CBM，Outburst coal and non-outburst coal，Zero-radius drilling，Loose
blasting

1

INTRODUCTION

According to the mechanical properties of coal
seam, coal is divided into four categories: undeformed
and cataclastic coal, where coal and gas outburst hardly
appear, belongs to non-outburst coal; granulitic and
mylonitic coal, which are prerequisites of coal and gas
outburst, therefore are grouped into outburst coal. So
far, CBM development object is non-outburst coal, but
the above outburst coal where gas disaster is prone to
happen still is the forbidden zone.
In the past, CBM development process in
non-outburst coal aimed at increasing the reservoir
permeability, and the hydraulic fracturing is the most
commonly technology. High-pressure water is driven to
squeeze into the coal, which includes original and new
fracturing cracks. With the widening and extending of
* Tel: +86-391-3987981;E-mail: guohy@hpu.edu.cn
Key laboratory of biogenic traces and mineralization process
Jiaozuo 454003, Henan, China

these cracks, thus more secondary cracks and fissures
generate and increase the coal seam permeability,
which is currently the principal means of CBM
development. But the above measures are not
applicable to outburst coal because of no residual
mechanical strength in the outburst coal, so any
conductive crack can not be formed. While outburst
coal encountering fracturing fluid-water, permeability
sharply reduce as coal become clumps or paste-like,
which will badly hinder the migration of CBM
production, and coal power pulsing will be liable to
backflow in later drainage and gas production stage.
Therefore, how to develop CBM in outburst coal, the
complete elimination of coal and gas outburst hazard is
a problem demanding prompt solution.
2 THE PRINCIPLES OF VIRTUAL RESERVOIR
CBM migration is a two-stage diffusion in
outburst coal, where seepage never happen, which is
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the basic flow pattern in non-outburst coal. Gas output
is very slow and attenuation coefficient is large, which
leads to the poor drainage and small drainage radius.
The key to solve the problem is how to build the flow
"highway" to reduce the distance of CBM diffusion.
With conventional CBM development process, the
key of virtual reservoir development process is that gas
does not directly migrate into shaft, but an indirect
seepage into the shaft through virtual reservoir-roof
and floor. By hydraulic fracturing or the open-hole
cavity completion in virtual reservoir, its permeability
and connectivity with coal seam remarkably increase.
CBM desored from coal spreads to the virtual reservoir
in the shortest possible time, then through virtual
reservoir migrate into the shaft in seepage pattern, the
two CBM development models are shown in Fig. 1.

production casing

surface casing

virtual reservoir

coal

(a) conventional model

(b) virtual reservoir model

Fig. 1 The comparison of two models
At present, mining protective seam and gas
drainage by high level borehole are widely used in coal
mine, which already is proven effective measures. Its
basic principle is the same as a virtual reservoir, where
gas is not directly drawn out from the coal, but the
migration to the "virtual reservoir" is discharged to
reach the gas disaster control. The difference is that the
virtual reservoir process of CBM development is
carried out on the ground, but mining protective seam
and gas drainage by high level borehole are
underground drainage projects.
3

THE ANALYSIS OF KEY ISSUES

3.1 The selection of a virtual reservoir
Coal seam structure and the impact on the late
coal mining must be considered while the appropriate
virtual reservoir is selected, and mainly the following
three situations:
(1)Aiming at West Henan II_1 coal, the entire coal
seam is outburst coal (granulitic and mylonitic coal), so
the permeability rate is less than n×10-6 um2. If the coal
roof is relatively complete, coal floor is chosen as a

virtual reservoir in order to maintain roof when mining.
If the coal roof has been broken, the roof is directly
chosen as a virtual reservoir.
(2)Aimed at the Pingdingshan 9-10# coal, the
upper is undeformed and cataclastic coal, but the lower
is granulitic and mylonitic coal, and the upper is chosen
as a virtual reservoir to develop CBM of an entire coal
seam.
(3)For multi-seam and small distance between the
coal seams, the sandwich between the two coal seams
directly is selected as a virtual reservoir.
3.2 The enhancement methods for virtual reservoir
If coal roof is broken, where permeability is
favorable and is served as a virtual reservoir, so
enhancement methods is needless. But most roof and
floor of the coal seam is relatively complete, the floor
is selected as a virtual reservoir for roof support in late
mining coal, but the enhancement method is different
from conventional CBM well.
Conventional hydraulic fracturing used in CBM
development does not apply the virtual reservoir, on
account of the low young's modulus and large poisson's
ratio of the coal with roof and floor. During hydraulic
fracturing coal reservoir, the roof and floor is a good
"barrier", therefore cracks and fissures can extend far
only in coal reservoir. But the virtual reservoir is on the
contrary, if the hydraulic fracturing is implemented，it
can not ensure that cracks can extend a certain distance
only in the virtual reservoir(1)(2). At the same time the
water sensitivity of granulitic and mylonitic coal is very
strong, the permeability will decrease sharply when
encountering water, and coal power pulsing takes
seriously in late drainage and gas production stage.
Loose blasting and high-energy gas fracturing
technology have been successfully applied in oil and
gas field for many years(3)-(7) .It makes use of
gunpowder or propellant burning by control, producing
high temperature and pressure gas, which is a lot more
than the largest in-situ stress of reservoir, and takes
pulse mode load acting on the reservoir, so that the
fracture occurs and forms many radial cracks without
the influence of in-situ stress. It is mainly used for
plugging removal near well bore area, and is
characterized by no water participation, and cracks can
be supported automatically.
To the complete coal roof and floor, zero-radius
drilling techniques can be used and horizontal
boreholes extended a certain distance in several
directions in the coal floor, and then a certain amount
of high explosive are placed per some distances in open
hole well, which is ignited and blasting. The technical
parameters of implementating the loose blasting are to
boost time and peak pressure, which is remarkably
important to cracks form and shaft safety, so it is
crucial to control these two parameters.
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coal floor

（a）View for the front

open horizontal borehole
explosive position

（b）View from the top
Fig.2 Loose blasting diagram
4 CONCLUSIONS
(1) How to develop CBM of outburst coal has been
thinking about in the CBM industry for a long time, but
it has not yet entered the project implementation stage
so far. Because of great differences in CBM migration
mechanism, reservoir enhancement model and water
sensitivity between outburst and non-outburst coal,
conventional CBM development process does not
apply.
(2) The key to develop CBM in outburst coal is virtual
reservoir choice and reservoir enhancement model.
Based on coal structure and the impact of late mining,
virtual reservoir include three cases: roof and floor,
undeformed and cataclastic coal and sandwich between
two coal seams. As “barrier” does not exist, cracks
extension by the hydraulic fracturing can not realize
absolutely. Conclusion can be obtained that hydraulic
fracturing does not apply to a virtual reservoir, while
the loose blasting technology for virtual reservoir has a
broad application prospects
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Preliminary Study on Environmental Geochemistry in the
Paleo-sediment of the Yellow River of Wuzhi, China
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This work studied trace elements in the paleo-sediment of the Yellow River of Wuzhi, Jiaozuo, Henan
Province, using the flame atomic absorption spectrometry and atomic fluorescence spectrometry to
analyze the concentration of trace elements (Cu、Ni、Mn、Zn、Pb、Cr、Fe、As). The concentrations
of the eight trace elements in the paleo-sediment of the Yellow River ranged between 6.42 and 28.35
mg·kg-1 (mean 15.09 mg·kg-1), 13.69 and 39.24 mg·kg-1 (21.31 mg·kg-1), 158.8 and 338.65 mg·kg-1
(219.56 mg·kg-1), 178.25 and 309.75 mg·kg-1 (239.49 mg·kg-1), 14.16 and 27.19 mg·kg-1 (20.22
mg·kg-1), 27.25 and 67.71 mg·kg-1 (37.84 mg·kg-1), 17830 and 34080 mg·kg-1 (25942 mg·kg-1) and
26.315 and 532.01 mg·kg-1 (141.71 mg·kg-1), respectively. The results showed that the impact of
human activities is one of the main factors, especially the destruction of natural vegetation of the
middle reaches of Loess Plateau in the Qin and Han Dynasties and the development of industry and
agriculture.
Keywords: Paleo-sediment of Yellow River, Trace elements, Ecological damage; Human activity

1

INTRODUCTION

Yellow River, the second long river of China, is the
mother river of the Chinese nation and the cradle of
Chinese civilization. Yellow River Basin has had
activities of human interest as early as ten thousand
years ago. Far away in four thousand years ago there
were legends about Dayu controlling flood, dredging
nine rivers and subsiding flood. In the history of this
river, the middle and lower reaches of the Yellow river
wandered through movement to develop into recent
pattern. According to the statistics of the Yellow River
Commission, the Yellow River in North China Plain
had been overflowed 1593 times, largely transferred 26
times, significantly transferred 9 times(1). Every
important watercourse transferring resulted from the
effect of human activities on the the middle and upper
reaches of the Yellow River (Fig.1). In recent years,
*

Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo, China.

Fig. 1 Changes of the lower Yellow River over the
years
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domestic and foreign scholars carry out a more detailed
study on REE geochemistry of the sediments of the
modern Yellow River. They reported REE abundance
and distribution patterns in the Yellow River sediment,
and indicated that the REE composition is the same as
other rivers in the world(2-3), as well as the significance
of REE composition on the tracer of the continental
crust or the material flowing into the sea from land(4).
However, there is no study about the Environmental
Geochemistry of trace elements in the paleo-sediment
of the Yellow River. This article expected to provide a
basis data for environmental pollution monitoring,
evaluation and the establishment of the environmental
baseline, as well as accurate and reliable information to
scientific research and production for future through
the research on the type of trace elements, content and
distribution which contains in the paleo-sediment of the
Yellow River in Wuzhi of Jiaozuo City, Henan
Province. Besides, the paleo-sediment of the Yellow
River were mainly from the erosion of the Loess
Plateau in the middle reaches(5), and trace elements in
sediments have special significance on the restoration
of the paleo geographic environment. Thus we can
estimate indirectly the status of the civilization for
thousands of years of Chinese various dynasties, as
well as the destruction of vegetation on the Loess
Plateau during different periods, according to the
content and the distribution of trace elements in
paleo-sediment. And we can provide experiences and
lessons to the comprehensive management of the Loess
Plateau on the middle reaches of the Yellow River for
future.
2

Jena AG product, Model:contrAA300)or dual-channel
atomic fluorescence spectrometry (Beijing Kyrgyzstan
Instruments Co., Ltd. product, Model: AFS-830).
Detection limit of each element is 3 mg·kg-1 (Fe),1
mg·kg-1 (Mn), 5 mg·kg-1 (Cu), 1 mg·kg-1 (Zn), 1 mg·kg-1
(Ni), 5 mg·kg-1 (Pb), 5 mg ·kg-1 (Cr), 0.004 mg·kg-1 (As),
respectively. In the process of elemental analysis, we
carried out blank samples analysis, parallel sample
analyze and duplicate samples analysis. The results
showed that the analytical relative error of each
element was less than 10%.
Code

Dept h

Hi st ogram

Charact eri zat i on
The cl ay l ayer wi t h f ew organi c mat t er.
The pel l et i s cl ose, much f or powder
cl ay.
The cl ay l ayer wi t h f ew sand cl ay.
The pel l et i s cl ose, t he col or i s deep.
The si l t y l ut i t e wi t h f ew sand cl ay.
The pel l et i s cl ose, t he col or i s deep.
The si l t y l ut i t e wi t h hi gh shal e cont ent
and col or of yel l ow brown.
The si l t y sandst one wi t h t hi ck beddi ng
(approxi mat el y 1mm).
The si l t y r ock wi t h hi gh sandy cont ent
and col or of yel l ow brown. Hor i zont al
beddi ng(t hi ckness approxi mat el y 0. 5mm)
Brown mudst one wi t h f ew f err ogui nous det ri t us .

Hi gh sandy cont ent , anomal ous beddi ng,
yel l ow brown , br own st ri pe.

The sandy cont ent i s very hi gh, t he pel l et
granul ari t y i s bi g and anomal ous beddi ng.
The hori zont al beddi ng wi t h bi g sand
gr ai ns granul ari t y and f ew mud.

SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS

Di agonal beddi ng, di rect i on: f rom nort h t o
sout h, i ncl i nat i on angl e:15-20° .

2.1 Sampling site
The sample profile was located at 113°30'35"E,
35°2'38" N, in the east of Yangzhuang in Jia Yingguan
Village of Wuzhi, Jiaozuo City, Henan Provinc (Fig.2).
It was divided into 15 layers in accordance with the
characteristics of sediments such as color, structure,
texture (Fig.3) and the total depth was about 530cm.
Some layers were thick and were divided 2-3 samples,
we collected 48 samples using grooving method with a
stainless steel sampler (10cm×1cm).
2.2 Analytical method
Soil samples were dried at room temperature in the
laboratory, and then powered to <0.149 mm particles
with a agate mortar by hand. Samples were digested in
crucibles using HCl-HNO3-HF-HClO4(6). Trace
elements (Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, Ni, Pb, Cr and As) were
analyzed
using
flame
atomic
absorption
spectrophotometer(analytical instruments of Germany
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Di agonal beddi ng, di rect i on: f rom nort h
t o sout h, i ncl i nat i on angl e: 30-35° ,
i ncl udi ng broken st one, bl ack sawdust
and some reddi sh-br own part i cul at e
mat t er.

Hori zont al beddi ng wi t h bi g gr anul ar i t y
and nat ure dense.

Thi ck granul ari t y and f ew moi st ur e cont ent
The shal l ow aqui f er wi t h t hi ck pel l et ,
dense nat ure and ver y hi gh wat er cont ent
i n sand gr ai ns.

Fig. 2 The location of sampling points
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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3.1 The distribution characteristics of trace elements
The concentrations and trends of trace elements in
Mn(mg/kg)

Fe(mg/kg)
0

the paleo-sediment of the Yellow River of Wuzhi were
shown in Fig.4.
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Fig. 3 The histogram of the sampling profile
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Fig. 4 Concentrations and trends of trace elements

Concentrations of eight trace elements(Cu, Ni, Mn,
Zn, Pb, Cr, Fe, As) in the paleo-sediment of the Yellow

River of Wuzhi ranged between 6.42 and 28.35 mg·kg-1
(mean 15.09 mg·kg-1), 13.69 and 39.24 mg·kg-1 (21.31
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mg·kg-1), 158.8 and 338.65 mg·kg-1 (219.56 mg·kg-1),
178.25 and 309.75 mg·kg-1 (239.49 mg·kg-1), 14.16 and
27.19 mg·kg-1 (20.22 mg·kg-1), 27.25 and 67.71 mg·kg-1
(37.84 mg·kg-1), 17830 and 34080 mg·kg-1 (25942
mg·kg-1) and 26.315 and 532.01 mg·kg-1 (141.71
mg·kg-1), respectively.
The concentrations of Fe, Cu, Cr, Ni and As in the
paleo soil profile generally showed the trend of decline
with depth, Mn, Zn, Pb were relatively stable in the
vertical profile.
3.2 The relationship between the distribution of
elements and the development of Chinese
civilization
According to historical data, the Yellow River
watercourse is roughly same as present from Lung
Mun to Mengjin before the Spring and Autumn Period.
And Wuzhi and Huojia are the earliest old course
which can be seen from ground today (7). So we infer
that the history of the paleo-sediment of the Yellow
River in Wuzhi should be two thousand years at least.
With the distribution of trace elements in the
paleo-sediment and the sedimentary characteristics of
the profiles, the profile could be divided into four
represented stages.
The
first
stage
(530cm—394cm):
The
concentrations of elements in the sediment were low.
The mean concentrations of Cu, Ni, Mn, Zn, Pb, Cr,
Fe, As were 10.34 mg·kg-1, 17.48 mg·kg-1, 187.66
mg·kg-1, 204.28 mg·kg-1, 21.01 mg·kg-1, 31.65 mg·kg-1,
25422.57 mg·kg-1, 58.70 mg·kg-1, respectively. The
sediment concentration of the Yellow River at that time
was much lower than today. Meanwhile, the
granularity of sediment was silm in flood season, and
bigger in non flood season, relatively(8). Since the sizes
of the sediment particulates were bigger in the profile
compared with other layers, thus it indirectly proved
that the natural vegetation of the Loess Plateau was in
good condition at that time. In that period the level of
social production was backward, herdsmen lived for
fishing and hunting as well as collecting and planting,
and human factors had little impact on the Loess
Plateau. Therefore we can infer that the trace elements
of the profile in this section represented the natural
background values which mostly caused by natural
factors. According to the study of ZHU Ke-zhen, the
Yellow River basin was in "Yang shao Warm Period"
during this period(9), annual average temperature was
3—5 degrees higher than today. And then the climate
of the Loess Plateau was humid and there were more
dense vegetation. It is speculated from Xia Dynasty
to Warring States period. In the vicinity of 486 cm,
there were large peaks of elements, especially Cu.
According to historical data, two countries of Qin and
Wei once occupied the Loess Plateau, located counties,
built the Great Wall, and farmed in small scale, smelted
bronze tools and weapons. As a result, vegetation of
the Loess Plateau was suffered little destruction so that

sediments in the river had increased. And also, bronze
smelting sediments led to the increase of trace elements
concentrations, especially Cu. This stage was roughly
speculated in the period of Spring and Autumn and
Warring States period.
The second stage (394cm—358cm): The
concentrations of six elements (Mn, Ni, Zn, Cr, Cu, As)
in the paleo-sediment appeared a small-group variation
with the depth, while Fe and Pb represented the
opposite situation. The mean concentrations of Cu, Ni,
Mn, Zn, Pb, Cr, Fe and As were 11.24 mg·kg-1, 16.97
mg·kg-1, 188.63 mg·kg-1, 238.09, 19.50, 31.32,
23398.20 and 108.60 mg·kg-1, respectively. Compared
with the first section, the concentrations of most trace
elements were bigger, while the concentrations of Fe
and Pb decreased 8% and 7%, respectively. In this
section, the profile had obvious oblique bedding
mixing with a small amount of gravels, black bits of
wood and reddish-brown particulates. The typical
oblique bedding can be indirectly proved the bad
floods at that time. So we infer most Fe was oxidized
Fe2O3 that were reddish-brown particulates, and the
reddish-brown particulates were not analyzed. As the
high specific gravity and chemical stability, Pb most
probably deposited at the bottom of 394 cm, making
the concentrations of Fe and Pb increase with the depth.
According to historical data, after the initial period of
Western Zhou Dynasty (in 1000 BC) a series of warm
and cold changes had been taking place. The
temperature ranged between 1 ℃ and 2 ℃, changing
very little. It only made the vegetation of the Loess
Plateau gradually change from sub-tropical forests and
warm temperate grasslands to warm temperate
deciduous broad-leaved forests, warm temperate forest
steppe, temperate grasslands and temperate desert
grasslands. But the climate change effects on
vegetation were also nothing more(9). In Qin Dynasty
and Western Han Dynasty, a large number of han
nationality moved into the Loess Plateau in order to
consolidate the northwest border, making a large-scale
agricultural reclamation with iron implements in this
region. The reddish-brown particulates may be kept at
that time. The villages and farmlands appeared instead
of the grassland and forest. The destruction of forest
cover resulted in the increase of soil erosion. The
Yellow River had overflowed four times, bursted seven
times and diverted two times during 200 years (10). So
we infer the floods of Yellow River at that time mainly
because of the vegetations destruction of the Loess
Plateau due to human activities. This stage was roughly
speculated from Qin Dynasty to Western Han Dynasty.
The
third
stage
(358cm—270cm):
The
concentrations of trace elements in the paleo soil
profile were relatively stable on the whole. The
mean concentrations of Cu, Ni, Mn, Zn, Pb, Cr, Fe
and As were 11.90, 17.22, 226.50, 260.23, 20.89, 31.06,
25554.33 and 136.73 mg·kg-1, respectively. Compared
with the section section, the concentrations of trace
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elements were bigger except Cr. It can be seen from
Figure 3 that between 279 cm and 295 cm, there
appeared horizontal bedding and the sizes of sediment
particulates were bigger than them in the second
section. Through analyzing these characteristics, we
considered that the floods were very few at that time.
According to historical data, from New Wang Mang
period to Sui Dynasty (about 600 years), the Loess
Plateau partly recovered natural vegetation because
nomadic tribes played an important role in this area so
that the Yellow River was in the stable phase during
that period (10). In that period, the Yellow River only
overflowed seven times and transferred one time, and
in the Sui Dynasty, there were no floods. The floods of
this period were much fewer than them in the Western
Han. The formation of this situation had a great
relationship with the recovery of vegetation because of
nomadic tribes, so that the soil erosion destruction of
the Loess Plateau was greatly reduced. Therefore we
speculated that this stage was roughly from New
Wang Mang period to Sui Dynasty.
The fourth stage (270cm—0cm): Elements
concentrations in this section showed a wide range of
variation and changed dramatically in the near-surface.
The mean concentrations of Cu, Ni, Mn, Zn, Pb, Cr,
Fe and As were 19.65, 25.65, 243.89, 255.82, 19.73,
44.79, 26912.48 and 200.73 mg·kg-1, respectively.
Compared with the third section, the concentrations of
most trace elements were bigger except Zn and Pb. The
concentrations of Cu, Ni, Mn, Cr, Fe and As increased
65%, 49%, 8%, 44%, 5% and 47%, respectively, while
the concentrations of Zn and Pb decreased 2% and 6%,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 3 that between
191 cm and 197 cm, the profile had a few iron crumbs.
Besides, in this section, the sedimentary characteristics
were irregular. According to historical records, from
Late Ming Dynasty to Early Qing Dynasty, smelt iron
was a leader in the world. So we supposed that the age
of this stratum was during Late Ming Dynasty and
Early Qing Dynasty. Besides, after the rebellion of An
and Shi in the Tang Dynasty, a large number of poor
farmers fled to north of Shanxi Province and lived on
farm work. And then the size of farming is larger than
before so that the vegetation of the Loess Plateau
suffered extensive damage. Since then, in the period of
Yuan, Ming, Qing and the Republic of China, the north
of Shanxi Province was not only the agricultural area
but also industrial district due to the needs of the war.
In the past long years, natural vegetation of the Loess
Plateau had been suffering continuous, large-scale and
ruinously destruction, ultimately resulting in the
modern situation that the percentage of forest cover of
the entire plateau is about 3%. The floods had become
more and more serious with the ages (from Tang
Dynasty to 1940). The reasons for the devastating
results were excessive reclamation, development of
industry and agriculture and the severe destruction
of vegetation. So it was speculated from Tang

Dynasty to Present.
4

CONCLUSION

(1) Concentrations of eight trace elements (Cu, Ni, Mn,
Zn, Pb, Cr, Fe, As) in the paleo-sediment of the Yellow
River of Wuzhi ranged between 6.42 and 28.35 mg·kg-1
(mean 15.09 mg·kg-1), 13.69 and 39.24 mg·kg-1 (21.31
mg·kg-1), 158.80 and 338.65 mg·kg-1 (219.56 mg·kg-1),
178.25 and 309.75 mg·kg-1 (239.49 mg·kg-1), 14.16 and
27.19 mg·kg-1 (20.22 mg·kg-1), 27.25 and 67.71 mg·kg-1
(37.84 mg·kg-1), 17830 and 34080 mg·kg-1 (25942
mg·kg-1) and 26.315 and 532.01 mg·kg-1 (141.71
mg·kg-1) , respectively.
(2)The concentrations of Fe, Cu, Cr, Ni and As in the
paleo soil profile generally showed the trend of decline
with depth, Mn, Zn, Pb were relatively stable in the
vertical profile.
(3)The distribution characteristics of trace elements in
the paleo-sediment have proved the trend of vegetation
changes of the Loess Plateau for thousands of years.
Before Qin Dynasty, the impact of human activities on
the Loess Plateau was very little so that the floods of
the Yellow River were very few. After Qin Dynasty and
Western Han, there presented a contrasting situation.
This showed that the destruction of vegetation of the
Loess Plateau was mainly affected by human activities.
(4)Vegetation changes of the Loess Plateau had a direct
relationship with the changes of production mode of
agriculture and industry and grassland farming, namely
that industrial and agricultural development resulted in
the destruction of vegetation on the Loess Plateau and
forestry and animal husbandry could promote the
recovery of vegetation.
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Soft Coal Roadway
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According to the surrounding rock stability type determined through fuzzy comprehensive evaluation,
bolt and cable support parameters for thick and soft coal roadway were selected based on the
engineering analogy method. Considering two conditions that the roadway was arranged along the
roof and along the floor, the activity law of the roadway surrounding rock was simulated through Fast
Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in Three Dimensions (FLAC3D) program. The results showed that
the lower part of roadway walls in two layout forms has large displacement. When driving along the
roof, the maximal floor heave is 3.2 times as many as that of driving along the floor. The roof control
is important when the roadway is arranged along the floor. Comparing the surrounding rock
deformation, the soft coal roadway arranged along the floor is beneficial to the roadway stability; and
it is important to support the top and the lower part of walls.
Keywords: Soft coal, Roadway, Surrounding rock, Anchoring, FLAC3D

As an active support form, bolt support can change
the mechanical properties of surrounding rock and form
support system with surrounding rock to bring
technical and economic benefits compared with
traditional support methods(1). In mining engineering,
bolting technology is applied for supporting the typeⅠ,
typeⅡ and type Ⅲ roadways, however, it is rarely used
in the weak and disturbed roadways in China(2-5).
Therefore, it is important to study the activity law of
the soft coal roadways and analyze the effect of bolt
(cable) support to decide reasonable roadways layout
and support parameters.

The false roof is unstable, and the immediate roof is
fine sandstone and medium sandstone with thickness of
7 ～ 12 m. The floor is mudstone and sandy
mudstone.The roadway’s surrounding rock stability is
classified based on the geologic conditions through
fuzzyevaluation, and bolting parameters is decided
through engineering analogy method. The activity law
of the roadway surrounding rock was analyzed through
Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in Three
Dimensions (FLAC3D) program to provide the basis
for the reasonable layout of roadway and the
supporting pattern.

1 ENGINEERING BACKGROUND

2 CLASSIFICATION OF SOFT COAL ROADWAY
SURROUNDING ROCK STABILITY

Zhengzhou Coal Group (Dengfeng) Jiaoxue NO.2
Mining Co., Ltd. is located in Baiping Town, Dengfeng
City, Henan Province. The average thickness of soft
coal seam mined is 4.6 m. The roadway level is +120m.
*

**

School of Energy Science and Engineering, Henan
Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo, China
Zhengzhou Coal Group, China

In underground engineering, the key to confirm the
measures of roadway drivage and support is the
stability state of surrounding rock. According to
geomechanics parameters, a subjection relation
between target range and stability state is established
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based on fuzzy mathematics to objectively express the
corresponding stability state of index value(4). The
clustering center is determined based the data of 58
roadway samples(5) and fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation was used to classify the surrounding rock
stability.
2．1 Evaluation set
The stability of gently inclined and inclined mining
roadway surrounding rock in China is classified into
five types: very stable, stable, medium stable, unstable
and extremely unstable. The corresponding evaluation
set V is denoted as follows.
Ⅴ={Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, Ⅳ, Ⅴ}
2．2 Evaluation factors set
Classification indexes are the main effecting factors,
7 indexes are chosen to form the following set U.

U    r , c , f , N , H , X , D

Based on engineering analogy, bolting parameters were
selected as shown in Fig.1.
The bolts were made of deformed steel bar, and the
specification of roof bolt and side bolt are Φ18 mm×
1800 mm and Φ18 mm×1600 mm, respectively. The
cable specification is Φ18 mm×8000 mm, and the
spacing between cables and the distance between rows
are 1600 mm and 800 mm, respectively.



 {55.278, 1.5, 28.8, 1.569, 593, 100, 20}

Where  r ,  c ,  f are the compressive strength of roof,
coal seam and floor, respectively, MPa; N is the ratio
of immediate roof thickness to mining height; H is the
depth of roadway, m; X is the width of protecting coal
pillar of roadway, m; D is rock mass integrity index,
m.
2．3 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
In the fuzzy cluster analysis, each index needs to
be weighted to distinguish its influencing extent to
the stability of surrounding rock, so the weight
vector of 7 indexes is as following.
A = [0.11, 0.03, 0.21, 0.11, 0.122, 0.3, 0.118]
 following fuzzy transformation is made in fuzzy
The
comprehensive evaluation:

Fig.1 Layout of bolt and cable

3 NUMERICAL CALCULATION
3．1 Numerical model
Considering two conditions that the roadway was
arranged along the roof and along the floor,
respectively, we establish model to analyze the activity
law of surrounding rock based on Mohr-Columb
strain-softening model.
 z  14.825MPa

B  AR
 
The final evaluation result B is expressed by fuzzy

vector.
B = b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 
Where b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 are respectively the membership

Fine sandstone

Medium sandstone

degree of the roadway to clustering center, and the
stability type of roadway is determined by the
maximum of subjection degree. R is fuzzy relation

matrix.

 r11 r12 … r15 


r21 r22 … r25 

R 

 


 r71 r72 … r75 

Coal seam

Sandy mudstone
Mudstone
Sandy mudstone

Fig.2 Numerical model

Where rij is the membership degree that the factor
can be evaluated as type j based on factor i; the line of
R matrix is the single factor appraisal fuzzy vector of
factor.
Trough fuzzy relation matrix calculation and fuzzy
transformation, the remark vector B is as follows.
B = [0.195, 0.238, 0.169, 0.241, 0.157]
According to maximum membership degree law, the
surrounding rock is unstable and belongs to type Ⅳ.

The size of three-dimensional model is 30 m (x) ×
30 m(z) ×2 m(y). The roadway section is trapezoid
whose upper edge is 2.9 m, lower edge is 4.2 m, height
is 2.4 m, and the origin is located at the center of
trapezoid.
The mining depth is 593 m. Rock strata bulk density
is 25kN/m3 and the vertical stress caused by gravity
was put on upper boundary. The stress and constraints
of the model is shown in Fig.1. The mechanical
parameters of surrounding rock are shown in Table.1.
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Table 1 Mechanics parameters of surrounding rock

Lithology

Bulk density/(kg·m-3)

Bulk modolus/GPa

Shear modolus/GPa

Tensile strength/MPa

Cohesion/MPa

Friction angle(/°)

Fine sandstone

2580

4.47

2.18

0.6

1.36

35

Medium sandstone

2633

4.40

1.84

0.66

1.25

30

Coal

1447

0.8

0.4

0.3

0.5

23

Sandy mudstone

2563

4.74

2.71

0.5

0.8

26

Mudstone

2575

3.07

1.66

0.45

0.7

24

Sandy mudstone

2563

4.74

2.71

0.5

0.8

26

3．2 The result of numerical simulation and analysis
（1）Analysis of total-displacement

(a) Roadway

arranged along the roof

(b) Roadway arranged along the floor

Fig.3 Total-displacement-contour map of surrounding rock

floor.
（2）Analysis of floor heave

Floor heave/mm

According to the symmetry of model, the
total-displacement of the right half of surrounding rock
was analyzed.
When roadway was arranged along the roof, the
maximum roof between bolt 1 and bolt 2 was 70 mm,
the maximum floor heave was 150 mm, the
convergence between roof and floor was close to 220
mm, the maximum rib displacement were 140 mm, 130
mm and 140 mm between bolt 3 and bolt 4, bolt 4 and
bolt 5, bolt 5 and bolt 6, respectively.
When roadway was arranged along the floor, the
maximum roof subsidence between bolt 1 and bolt 2
was 130 mm. The maximum floor heave was 50 mm.
The convergence between roof and floor was 180 mm.
The maximum rib displacement was 140 mm, 130 mm
and 130 mm between bolt 3 and bolt 4, bolt 4 and bolt
5, bolt 5 and bolt 6, respectively.
The above result showed that the deformation of
roadway wall were severe whether the roadway was
arranged along the roof or along the floor. If the
roadway is arranged along the roof, the floor leave
would become larger, and if the roadway arranged
along the floor, the roof subsidence would become
larger. However, the absolute amount of roof
convergence is not out of control. When the roadway
was arranged along the floor, the convergence between
roof and floor decreased by 18.2%, and the maximum
wall displacement decreased 2.4%. It is beneficial to
control the deformation of roadway arranged along

Along the roof

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Along the floor

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Distance to floor midline/m

Fig.4 Floor heave of measuring points

Fig.4 shows the floor heave of measuring points
arranged along roadway floor. The maximal floor heave
of roadway driven along roof was more than 3 times
larger than that of roadway driven along the floor due
to the stable sandy mudstone floor.
（3）Analysis of surrounding rock separation
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and analyzed through FLAC3D program. Under the
condition of bolt and cable support, the soft coal
roadway arranged along the floor is beneficial to the
roadway stability, and it is important to support the top
and the lower part of walls.

Along the roof
Along the floor
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Fig.5 Total separation between two measuring points close
to bolt junction

The separation was measured through measuring
points arranged on the front end and the back end of
bolt to estimate the effect of bolting and the
surrounding rock stability. Fig.1 shows the numbers
and location of bolts, and Fig.5 shows the total
separation between two measuring points, which
indicates that the maximum separation occurred at bolt
5 which is about 0.84 m far from the lower part of
walls. So it is important to support the lower part of
walls. Although the subsidence of roadway arranged
along the floor was more than that of roadway arranged
along the roof, its absolute amount was relatively small.
The sandstone roof had a little effect on the control of
the subsidence.
4

CONCLUSIONS

(1) According to the geomechanical condition the
surrounding rock of soft coal roadway is classified
through fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. The
supporting parameters of bolt and cable were selected
based on the engineering analogy method.
(2) Reasonable roadway arrangement and
control features of surrounding rock was simulated
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Geographic Information System is able to collect, manage, analyze and send out various geo-spatial
information, very spacious and dynamic. Based on GIS technology, applying Digital Elevation Model,
Flood Evolution Models, Humane and Economic information the scope of flooding and flood-stricken
area, simulate flooding process, development trend and flood losses to provide timely information of
towns, roads, water conservancy facilities, distribution of rivers and lakes can be confirmed. The best
route and solution for personnel retreat, material transfer, minimize the losses caused by flood can be
confirmed, and offer decision-making data to flood control and disaster reduction can be offered.
Key words: Floods, GIS, DEM, Flood Simulation, Flood Assessment

１

INTRODUCTION

Flood, one of the most common and the largest one
in all natural disasters, is not only harmful to society,
but also to the adjacent basin resulting in changes in
water distribution. But flood is still defensible. It is
impossible to eradicate the flood completely, but with
more efforts, human can reduce the impact of flood
disaster as much as possible(1).
For a long time, the flood prevention strategy mainly
relied on engineering measures such as construction of
embankments, reservoirs etc all over the world.
However, with the development of social economy,
science and technology, people came to realize that
flood is a natural phenomenon, adopting engineering
measures alone is impossible to resist it. In 1970s, the
concept of Non-structural measures was firstly
proposed by USA, namely, flood forecasting, flood
control, water diversion, detention, scheduling
legislation, water and soil conservation, afforestation
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and flood insurance can be used to reduce flood
disaster and Strengthen flood control management.
Geographic Information System is able to collect,
manage, analyze and send out various geo-spatial
information, very spacious and dynamic. Sources of
information is diversified, remote sensing, surveying,
maps, GPS, and a written report all can be used to
provide data for GIS. The computer system support the
spatial data management, computer program simulate
Geo-Analysis models, GIS has regional spatial analysis,
multi-elements of a comprehensive and dynamic
predictive capability. In addition, according to the
needs of users, you can send out a variety of products
such as text reports, thematic maps, electronic maps,
multimedia messaging etc(2). In practice, GIS can
provide timely information of towns, roads, water
conservancy facilities, distribution of rivers and lakes,
and undertake flood disaster early warning effectively
and can estimate flood scope and flood losses through
the data collected by remote sensing and measurement.
Disaster mutative trends can be simulated dynamically
and displayed visually so as to provide dynamic,
real-time, accurate information for disaster reduction
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and decision-making.
２

APPLIED DEVELOPMENT OF GIS IN
FLODD CONTRAL AND DISASTER
REDUCTION

The application of GIS in water began in the late
1980s. Initially it was mainly applied in the
construction of flood control information system, and
then expanded to water resources, soil and water
conservation, water conservancy project management
etc. The flood control information system is mainly the
database construction, such as database search, query,
overlay analysis, buffer analysis etc. After 1990s, GIS
began to act as a decision-making, analysis, simulation
and forecasting tools in some fields, and reflect the
significant social, economic and ecological benefits (3).
"3S" technology has been extensively adopted in
some countries to predict the evolution of flood, to
assess flood disasters and to carry out risk assessment
program. Since 1980s in our country, a series of studies
have been launched such as flood control, flood
damage assessments etc. The Yellow River
hydro-conservancy committee has constructed flood
control and disaster mitigation information system in
Yellow River Delta, and established "GIS system in the
Lower Yellow River" in 1995, which has played a
positive role in Remote Sensing detection of the "96.8"
Yellow River flood. Nanjing Institute of Hydrology and
Water Resources have completed the "Yangtze River
flood control and decision-making system", in which
graphic information input, editing and the generation of
spatial topological relations was achieved by using GIS.
Geography of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and
Hunan remote-sensing center has established “flood
warning GIS in Dongting Lake ". Hehai University and
other units use GIS as a development environment to
build distributed watershed hydrological model of
rainfall for hydrologic simulation and hydrological
forecasting. Using GIS and Hydraulic model to
simulate flood evolution has also made significant
progress (3).
Application of GIS technology makes it possible to
carry out disasters warning, disaster analysis and
disaster loss evaluation; and plays a leading role in
decision-making and management in flood control and
disaster reduction.
３

THE CURRENT SITUATION OF FLOOD
CONTROL AND DISASTER REDUCTION
AND ITS BASIC NEEDS FOR GIS
TECHNOLOGY

According to the Statistics of the National "Tenth
Five-Year Plan" in flood disaster reduction，the land
area threatened by Flood in our country is about 106
million square kilometers, covering 11.2% of a total
area where 840 million people live, 66% of the total

national population, among which including 407 cities,
and representing a total cities area of the country's 61%
and the generated gross domestic product accounted for
80% of the country (4). The guiding ideology of "Tenth
Five-Year Plan" in flood prevention and disaster
reduction is the transition from the disordered, fighting
for land with water unlimitedly to an ordered,
sustainable coordination with each other(5). Flood
control and disaster reduction aim to realize a
transformation "from flood control to flood
management" in order to promote harmony between
man and nature.
To achieve this strategic shift, the state flood control
headquarters and other departments set out to build the
relevant policies and regulations system, management
systems, engineering systems, technical support system,
as well as the social security system. Many demands
for GIS technology were given, mainly in the following
aspects:
1.Construction of basic database. "Rainfall, water,
work situation" is extremely important information in
flood control and disaster mitigation. This information
has significant spatial and time distribution
characteristics. Managing and displaying visual
information timely, accurately, vividly and intuitively is
one of the basis needs for GIS in flood prevention and
disaster reduction.
2. Graphical management of basis information. With
the support of GIS spatial database, the terrain,
topography, elevation and other geographical
information in different basins was to be provided
service by graphical approach, and to be provided fast
and convenient browsing, query and other functions.
3. Flood process analysis and dynamic simulation.
According to the law of flood formation and flood
movement, using hydrological and meteorological
information to analyze and simulate the flood process
and changes dynamically, is also an important needs
for GIS.
4. Flood risk map making and displaying. The goal of
building risk maps is for flood control departments to
provide data for flood control program, flood plans and
flood risk management, and to determine the maximum
flood inundated area, water depth, flow rate and other
information in different magnitude, so as to evacuate
the masses and transport relief materials by choosing
the correct route in event of emergency (6). How to
display this information efficiently and intuitively is
also an important requirement for GIS.
5. Flood emergency command and decision-making
system. At the time of the flood, the task of rescue, risk,
evacuation and resettlement demand the space and time
characteristics highly. A flexible space-time
information management and rapid extraction of GIS is
an
important
needs
for
emergency
and
decision-making .
6. Post-disaster damage assessment system. Based on
real-time flood information, combined with the flood
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routing models of hydraulic and the economic situation
of the regional, the flood damage assessment model
can determine the water level in flooded areas, scope,
and lasting time to count the actual loss of the disaster.
４

GIS APPIICATION ON FLOOD CONTROL
AND DISASTER REDUCTION

４．１ Graphical Information Management
Various hydrological information, engineering
information, geographical information, as well as a
variety of thematic map information can be stored in
form of electronic maps by tiered. With Support of
spatial database, the records of a variety of basic
information database can be matched with the attribute
information of maps object in the spatial database each
other. Through the connection between the electronic
map and database, the map object can be located
accurately and dynamic linked with real-time data and
calculation model.
４．２ Flood Forecasting
Flood forecasting is the scientific basis for the flood
control and decision-making, optimization of water
resources, and also an important non-engineering
measures of flood control. It mainly studies the
generated runoff by given rainfall and spatial and
temporal distribution of flooding. According to the
hydrological conditions of the upper reaches and the
rainfall landed on the ground, using the fluid dynamics
and water balance principle in the river basin,
combining with the soil, topography, river network
characteristics for the runoff and convergence calculus,
the water level and flow in the downstream section can
be calculated. In process of establishing distributed
flood forecasting model based on GIS, the terrain is the
first dominant factor, followed by rainfall, soil, and
vegetation and so on. With the help of the DEM, the
water flow can be set to determine the catchment area,
calculate the mesh runoff and the end draining runoff.
４．３ Flood simulation
Flood simulation system is an important subsystem
of "digital watershed" engineering system. Flood
routing model simulate the whole process of flood
forward, including the promotion from upstream to
downstream, as well as the flood peak changing in
shape because of the fluctuations in terrain (7). Using
Hydraulic model the evolution of flood and the water
level, velocity, and other flooded conditions in the
different times and location of the flood can be
calculated.
GIS-based flood simulation must firstly achieve the
terrain simulation, because ups-and-downs of the
terrain, slope, and slope direction not only affect soil
and vegetation growth, but also control runoff flow and
river development. First of all, using GIS technology
digital elevation models can be generated, and then

using
three-dimensional
features
of
GIS
three-dimensional graphics can be generated. Or by
transforming the DEM data into data files, processing
triangle mesh by code, and combining with OpenGL
three-dimensional graphics can be generated. The
landscape effect is achieved by reading the texture
mapping database of OpenGL (8). Based on 3D terrain,
landscape, and flood routing model, it can simulate
flooding surface in different water level and get the
numerical simulation of the flood process, development
trend, submerged areas etc.
４．４ Flood Risk Map Making
Flood risk maps can describe the risk-stricken
regions and flood damage quantitatively and directly.
In the GIS software platform, based on regional flood
flow, water depth, lasting period and other parameters,
we can extract geographic information such as
elevation points and rivers information in the region to
build DEM. According to different magnitude of floods,
the largest submerged range, the maximum water depth
distribution, the largest floods flow and other natural
attributes can be simulated. According to the data
statistics, the region affected by the floods is divided
into dangerous areas, hard hit areas, light disaster areas
and security areas, which is designed as different
colored code indicating the extent of the disaster. Map
should be marked with the important departments and
units, engineering and transport facilities, but also with
a transfer of personnel, evacuation routes to formulate
emergency plan for flood control in case of emergency.
４．５ Flood damage assessment
Flood damage assessment model is highly
characterized by non-linear, time-varying and the
differences in spatial distribution, because it must take
into soil infiltration, flooded water depth, submerged
scope, population, economic conditions and other
conditions by the different affected region. Combining
meteorological data with hydrological models to
determine the flood-causing factors, using GIS to
establish the DEM for calculating the terrain factor,
combining with the information of flood control
projects and socio-economic factors, flood damage
assessment model can be established(9). Using GIS
software tools losses caused by floods and spatial
distribution can be estimated.
Determining flooded scope is the core aspects of
flood damage assessment. GIS-based flood analysis
involves the flood face simulation and calculation of
inundated scope. Seed filling is the most widely used
method of flood analysis algorithms, which can be
achieved by recursive or iterative algorithm. Based on
the DEM we can seek for the flooded area under the
conditions of a given level. When the flooded area as
"passive submerged", all points lower than given level
point in elevation, are included in flooded areas, which
is equivalent to a large area of precipitation throughout
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the region, all low-lying areas can likely hold water to
make disaster; when the flooded areas as "active
drowned", the "flow" of water must be considered.
Subjected to the impact of the surface of ups and
downs, water flow may be blocked, as a result, some
low-lying terrain will not be submerged.
Flood disaster loss in economic is an important part
of damage assessment, it include direct losses and
indirect losses. Direct loss is mainly the collective and
personal property losses by direct flood inundation;
Indirect losses refers to the increased product cost and
the breach of contract caused by the damage to traffic
and electrical equipment in the flood period, as well as
these costs for the evacuation of victims and Disease
Control and Prevention. According to damage
assessment model, direct loss can be demonstrated
based on GIS tools. Indirect losses generally can be
estimated by the percentage of indirect loss in direct
loss based on the findings of typical examples or
empirical estimate.
５

CONCLUSION

Hydrological system has the characteristics of spatial
distribution and dynamic changes. As a multi-source of
information science and technology with spatial,
dynamic and multi-disciplinary, GIS is one of the key
technologies in hydrological system (10). With the
development of economy in our country, new and
higher demands on flood prevention and disaster
reduction has been given, and flood control and
disaster reduction has proposed higher demands for
GIS constantly. Application of GIS technology,
combined with remote sensing technology, computer
technology,
numerical
methods,
mathematical
modeling, three-dimensional simulation and so on,
multidisciplinary and comprehensive study applied into

non-engineering flood control measures is the direction
of future efforts for hydro-workers.
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This text measures the quantities of gas and the contents of methane in the coking coal, gangue, mine
water of Pingmei Twelve Mine and by adding inoculum. Photo shoot fluorescence microscope
measurement have confirmed the existence of gas in the methane gas; the CH4's carbon isotope value
in the experiment is similar to the gangue's, that is to say gangue is involved in the microbial role, the
quantity of inoculum is directly related to the quantities of gas and the contents of methane. In the
further research for obtaining and using the biogas, we must consider using the mining of coal and
non coal mining residual layer of coal resources.
Keywords: Gangue, Anaerobic fermentation, Biogas

１

INTRODUCTION

Coal gangue is formed in the process of coal
formation. The ash of gangue is usually greater than
50% and heat of it is within 3.5 ~ 8.3MJ/kg in general
within the scope of a carbonaceous rocks (1). It includes
coal mine tunnel boring project from the roof, floor
and mezzanine of the gangue in mining. According to
incomplete statistics, China's coal gangue is up to a
total storage of 5000 million tons, with an area of about
25 million mu, with a growing rate of 300 million tons
annual emissions. Large number of these gangue
storage not only use up a lot of land, impact on
landscape, water, air and ecological environment, but
also to have an impact on the effectiveness of mining.
At present, the way of comprehensive utilization of
coal gangue is the use of coal gangue in power
generation, construction materials and engineering
preparation of backfill for underground fill (2). Filled
*
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gangue will provide an anaerobic favorable
moisture, temperature and nutritional mine waste for
micro-organisms. These anaerobic microorganisms in
the gangue may biodegrade organic matter. This
articleis based on the concept that micro-organisms can
biodegrade gangue to generated gas, and under
appropriate conditions generate gas-rich biogas
methane. This can not only make full use of coal
gangue, but also to alleviate the current situation of
China's scarce resources.
２

EXPERIMENT SCHEME DESIGN

In confined humid environment, the role of
anaerobic micro-organisms will account for a dominant
role. Microorganism decomposes organic matter into
methane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide and
other gases. Abandoned coal mine in the residue will
be filled with the gangue in the coal mine under the
influence of water, if there will be the role of
micro-organisms is to explore this one of the purposes
of the pilot. To the anaerobic microbial degradation of
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Tab. 1 The designs of the experiment
Formu
la

A0
A A1
A2
B0
B B1
B2

Wast
e
rock:
coal
8：2
7：3

Solid
conte
nt
(%)
25
20
17.5
25
20
17.5

Inoculum
concentra
tion (%)
0
20
30
8
20
30

Total
mass of
fermentat
ion（g）
2000
2500
2857
1800
2500
2857

Soak
ing
time

Temp
eratur
e

30d

35ºC

Steps of test (3) are summarized as follows:
Mine and coal gangue was socked in Pingmei
Twelve Mine’s mine water for 30 days; The mine water
was acclimatized with inoculum for 7 days; Inoculum
was fermented in the sealed fermentor, temperature
was control throughout the trial process at 35 ºC, the
situation of a total of aerogenes observation last 63
days (see Figure 1 test); after the end of the trial,
Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph was used to detect
methane gas, and gas chromatograph (GC-9A) for gas
components, MAT 251 isotope mass spectrometry was
used to analysis of carbon isotope of methane; NIKON
TE-2000S-PH inverted fluorescence microscope was
used to generate methane gas and camera components.

rate of methane gas production, gas production and the
greater the higher the methane content. Table 2 and
Figure 2 show that the largest gas production is A2, the
smallest is the B2, A1 and B1 is similar in the gas
production. Gas production are the fastest phase of the
fundamental within the first month; in A, B group
circumstances under which the amount of inoculum
with the increase in gas production is increasing
rapidly before slowing down again. The content of
methane is positively correlated with the amount of
inoculums (A1 <A2, B0 <B1). Generally speaking, the
greater the gas production, the greater the
concentration of methane (A1 <A2, B0 <B1) is. The
exception to the B2 may be soaking time (30 days) and
the amount of inoculum (30%) lack of coordination
between these two factors, or with the conduct of
decomposition, the ratio of materials is not suitable for
microbial activity. Therefore, considering gas
production and methane content, the ideal ratio is A2,
that is, gangue: coal for the 8:2, the amount of
inoculum was 30%. Blank group is not product gas
may be related with the immersion time is short. As a
result of the hard coal gangue biodegradable, even if
the water has yet to allow a 30-day micro-organisms
"chew on" action.
4000

A11
A21
A2
A23
B11
z

3500
Gas production（ ml）

simulation for the principle. In order to shorten the test
time, we added inoculum and the used the largest gas
production temperature (35 ºC). The coal gangue and
coal in the ratio(2), inoculum volume considerations
(Table 1) to study the role of microorganisms in the
anaerobic degradation of the gas produced and the
content of components, which is the main purpose of
this article.

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500

Time（d）

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Fig.2 The gas productions of groups (ml)

Note: The map of the curve Z said gas biogas situation.
3 ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

Tab.2 The total quantities of gas (ml) and the contents of
methane(%)

Fig. 1 The set of the experiment

The results shown in Table 2-4 and Figure 2-5, from
which the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) Comparing the gas production data in Tables 1
and 2, with the same amount of inoculums, A and B
group is not the same as gas production, a larger
proportion of gangue produced more gases. This shows
that the gangue is degraded by the anaerobic microbial.
An appropriate amount of gangue does not hinder the
microbial activity.
(2) The addition of inoculum indeed increased the

For
mula

Total
gas
produ
ction

Bioga
s
minus
gas
produ
ction
after

A0

0

——

1165.
86
1492.
16
642.1
8

523.6
8
849.9
8
——

3.3

A1
A2
Biog
as
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Met
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For
mula

0

B0

9.98

B1

29.8
6

B2

Total
gas
produ
ction
731.4
1
1191.
84
383.6
7

Bioga
s
minus
gas
produ
ction
after

Met
hane
cont
ent

89.23

6.84

549.6
6

10.9
0

——

2.32
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Note: The biogas, which did not add the test of coal
and gangue, gas production from its point of view,
about 1g of organic matter produced gas 0.599ml.
(3) The components of the gas from A2 and B1 were
tested. Only methane, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and
oxygen were detected, and hydrogen, ethane and
propane were not detected. The drainage method used
to collect gas, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide had
slight impact on the determination. At the same time,
the existence of carbon dioxide, the course of the
experiment confirmed the existence of the anaerobic
microbial degradation (see Table 3).

by methane gas.

Tab.3 The gas components (%)
Item

Nitrogen

Methane

Carbon
dioxide

A2
B1

18. 31
54.47

35.83
13.08

18. 28
15.50

The
proportion
of non-air
0.92
0.80

Fig.3 100-fold amplification of the microbial sample

With air
sampling
27.31
21.17

Tab.4 The carbon isotope values (‰)
Name
Carbon
isotope

Gangue
-25.0

Coal
-25.7

Gas
-49.3

A2
-32.6

B1
-35.8

(4) The majority of researchers in accordance with
the biogas used in the lower limit of carbon isotopes of
methane (-55 ‰) (4-7) to see, whether it is gas or A2 and
B1, they have a heavier carbon isotope of methane. The
pilot biogas from digesters Jiaozuo a small farm, A2
and B1 to test the gas collected in the course, as the test
temperature is always controlled at 35 ºC, so they can
not be the hot gas. At the same time, biogas as a result
of the geological environment in the ancient form, and
this test is in the modern environment within a short
span of three months to complete, so with the
geological division of biogas some differences.
Resulting in different geological periods of geological
product of the existence of methane carbon isotope
may be quite different.
On the other hand, carbon isotopes of methane gas to
-49.3 ‰, and A2, B1 of the methane carbon isotope of
-32.6 ‰, -35.8 ‰, combined with the carbon isotope of
coal (-25.7 ‰) and the gangue of the carbon isotope
(-25.0 ‰), note the high degree of coal metamorphism
can be microbial degradation indeed, involved in the
micro-organisms at the same time the role of coal
gangue; otherwise, if simply in response to the
inoculum, then A2, B1 of the methane carbon isotope
of methane should be is consistent (see Table 4).
(5) From the liquid fermentation broth, and the
natural dry smear, and then placed in the inverted
fluorescence
microscope
(model
NIKON
TE-2000S-PH) were observed (magnification times
100,200,400, respectively), and Figure 3-5 a camera.
As the methane bacteria can be issued under the
fluorescence microscope in the blue-green fluorescence,
photographs confirmed the anaerobic microbial
fermentation process does contain the gases produced

Fig.4 200-fold amplification of the microbial sample

Fig.5 400-fold amplification of the microbial sample

３

CONClUSION AND OUTLOOK

In the present work the coal - gangue - mine water
system added inoculum (biogas) was studied to
produce combustible gas containing methane.
Although this gas in the geological materials of the
products (coal and coal waste rock), but it is not
generated in the geological and geological causes of
order in connection with the distinction between biogas,
will be named in the non-geological causes of biogas.
This biogas is not a long geological process, mainly
coal gangue, coal mining and mine water residue, as
the role of micro-organisms, in a very short period of
time the process gas can be completed, it is not only
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faster than gas, but also so that the use of coal
resources. At present, results of the decomposition of
organic matter are not sufficient.
Mine will be filled with a large number of coal
gangue, from security considerations, in about three
months time, do not add the inoculum, no significant
role in micro-organisms, nor have an impact on the
environment; the use of solid waste from coal point of
view, when gangue and coal, representing a ratio of 8:2,
the amount of inoculum was 30%, we can be relatively
large concentrations of methane. In this regard,
however if the use of coal gangue, we have to consider
more factors in order to enhance gas production and
methane content of gas.
Mining of coal and residual coal seam can not be
a higher degree of metamorphism of coal,
bio-degradation is difficult, if these resources can be
fully utilized, it will be the focus of future research.
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Because of wood is one kind of the basic combustible material, a small scale compartment was built
for ultra-fine water mist restraining wood fire, and then the restraining efficiency and related factors
were investigated. The study found: the heat release rate and the volume fraction of O2 decreased
quickly, the production of CO2 increased in a short time and ultimately tended to be stable after
discharging the ultra-fine water mist. It showed that the ultra-fine water mist can effectively reduce
the heat release rate of wood and components generation rate. It was found that the restraining effect
relies on preignition time, mist flux, discharging time and so on.
Keywords: Ultra-fine water mist, Mist flux, Preignition time, Discharging time

1

INTRODUCTION

Because of environmental protection and high
efficiency advantages, the superiority water mist fire
extinguishing technology has become the main
alternative technology of halon fire extinguishing agent,
and in many fields it has got a wide range of
applications(1-3). Last 5 years, the second generation of
water mist fire extinguishing technology, ultra-fine
water mist(4) has been taken more attention by people.
Because of the droplet size is less than 50μm, ultra-fine
water mist can suspend and flow easily, and they could
bypass the obstacles to reduce the power of the fire
source, and the high concentration of droplet can also
stay for a long period of time in space, reduce the
oxygen concentration in the combustion region,
accelerate to cool the flame and smoke. At the same
time, ultra-fine water mist has a good heat-absorbing
properties. Its bigger surface area can speed up the
cooling of smoke, absorb the thermal radiation of
*
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flame. In addition, compared with conventional fine
water mist, ultra-fine water mistconsumes less water,
and it is much securer in some electrified places.
Currently, some foreign countries had already
launched studies of some related experiments on
ultra-fine water mist technology. British Naval
Research Laboratory held an experiment on ultra-fine
water mist fire fighting systerm in the submarine.
United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority and the U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration studied the
effectiveness of ultra-fine water mist in controling the
civil aircraft cabin fire.(5-6) Ndubizu(7) and others had
done the experiment of ultra-fine water mist to
extinguish polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) flame.
The experimental results showed that under a certain
speed at the beginning, when the mass fraction of
ultra-fine water mist increased to a valid value, the
flame became smaller, and gradually weakened, finally
extinguished; On the basis of the experiment, Ananth(8)
and others had done the numerical simulation of
ultra-fine water mist suppression to polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) flame. It showed that the
combustion heat release rate (or reaction rate)
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accompanied by the extinguishment of flame had
declined markedly. When the heat release rate lowered
to a certain critical value, the inhibition process of
ultra-fine water mist came to the end. K.C.Adiga(9) and
other people had put out the experiment on the
ultra-fine water mist suppression of space-constrained
cable fire. The results showed that the ultra-fine water
mist can successfully extinguish solid cable fire.
In all kinds of fire accidents, solid combustible
materials dominate the leading position, and the
quantity of them determines the spreading speed and
the final size of fire. Furthermore, wood is one kind of
the most normal solid combustible materials. Therefore,
avoiding the fire from spreading further by discharging
ultra-fine water mist, not only has important practical
significance, but also has the typical technology
advantage and good application prospect. This paper
will construct simulation experiment platform of
ultra-fine water mist, inhibit the effectiveness of
limited space wood fire, summarize its influencing
factors. In order to provide a theoretical basis and data
to the ultra-fine water mist suppression system, this
article would build a simulation platform for studying
the validity of the ultra-fine water mist suppression
system and would sum up its impact factors.
2
2.1

with a depth of 10mm. In the experiment, it was placed
on the electronic scale.
(4) Electronic weighing system. JA1103-type
electronic scale that can be accurate to
sub-thousand-bit is placed below the burning
containers directly, in order to measure the mass
changes of wood during the ultra-fine water mist
suppression process of wood combustion.
(5) Temperature acquisition system. In order to grasp
the temperature reduction effect of ultra-fine water mist,
the digital temperature acquisition device is used to
collect and record the temperature on the surface of the
combustible wood sample.
(6) Smoke analysis system. It can analyze smoke
composition, collect oxygen, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide and other gas components through the
dynamic measurement by using M-9000-type
combustion analyzer. Experimental units diagram is
shown in Figure 1.
2
4

1
5

EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM AND
WORKING CONDITION

3

10
9

Experimental device
Experimental apparatus and test systems mainly
contain ultra-fine water mist fire extinguishing system,
smoke analysis system, digital temperature acquisition
device, computer workstations and other equipment.
(1) Limited space. In this experiment limited
small-scale space is used(length 0.35m, width 0.35m,
high 0.62m).The steel structure is used for the
framework of limited space, at the same time, in order
to ensure a certain degree of insulation and sealing
effect, tempered glass is used to pack the faces.
(2) Ultra-fine water mist fire-extinguishing system.
Ultra-fine water mist fire-extinguishing system is
formed by power source, oscillator circuit, atomizing
device (atomization pool, fans, sprinklers and so on).
According to the circuit, it contains: power circuit,
oscillation circuit, the frequency of automatic tracking
circuit and a buffer circuit to improve the main
vibration of the peak loss. Internal ultrasound oscillator
equipment is used to vibrate water and then it can
generate 5~40μm ultra-fine water mist. Its essence is a
kind of high-power ultrasonic piezoelectric ceramic
oscillator, and its core tablets are atomization device
and the corresponding electronic circuit. Oscillator
frequency is determined by the natural frequencies of
the atomization device.
(3) Burning containers. Burning platform for this
experiment is 227mm diameter stainless steel fuel plate

6

8
7

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental compartment
1.Smoke analyzer probe; 2.Smoke analyzer; 3.Thermocouple
tree; 4.Smoke analyzer workstation; 5.Quality change
acquisition workstation; 6.Burning containers; 7.Atomization
pool and atomizer; 8.Electronic scale; 9.Thermocouples stent;
10.Digital temperature acquisition instrument

2.2

Experimental cases
By changing the mist flux, preignition time,
discharging time, the experimental cases are shown in
table 1.
Table 1 tested Cases
Cas
fuel
mist
preign discha
e
dischar
quantit
flux
ition
rging
Nu
ging or
y
(ml/mi
time
time
mbe
not
(g)
n)
(s)
(s)
r
1
367
N
－
－
－
2
240
Y
150
25
50
3
240
Y
150
65
50
4
330
Y
50
65
55
5
330
Y
150
65
55
6
342
Y
150
80
40
7
342
Y
150
80
80
8
367
Y
200
50
60
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3

EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS OF
ULTRA-FINE WATER MIST
SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
Poplar wood as the fire source was placed in the
center at the bottom surface of the confined space. In
order to ensure the stability of combustion, the surface
of wood was soaked by 3ml alcohol. The system
contained four thermocouples, which was marked 1～4
from bottom to top. No. 1 was 5cm far from the surface
of wood, and the thermocouple was 7cm far from each
other. The other side of thermocouple was digital
temperature acquisiton instrument, which was used to
display the temperature of the smoke layer at real time.
The mean temperature of smoke layer was calculated
by mathematical average method(10).
Tave 
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atomizers were set in the atomization pool, and the flux
of a single ultra-fine water mist atomizer was
50ml/min.
Smoke analyzer probe was set 33cm far from the
fire source in the experimental chamber. The data from
the smoke analyzer would be transported to the smoke
analyzer work station. It can collect O2, CO and CO2
concentration in the smoke under different cases at real
time.
Taking case 8 as an example, in the experiment,
367g wood soaked by 3ml alcohol was ignited and
taken into the burning containers at the bottom of the
platform, in the meantime, the smoke analyzers,
electronic scale, temperature acquisition instrument
and its associated workstations were started. 50s later,
the power of four atomizers was started to generate
ultra-fine water mist, 60s later, the power was turned
off. Smoke temperature, O2 and CO2 concentration in
the smoke were measured. In order to keep original air
condition after an experiment in the confined space,
35min would be lasted.



1
Tk 1  Tref hk 1  H i 
(2)
2
Among them, H r is the height of top wall; H i
is the height between the smoke layer and the bottom

air boundary; h j is the height between the
thermocouple and the top wall; T j is the temperature
reading of each thermocouple; Tref is temperature
reading of the boundary between the smoke layer and
bottom air; Tk is the temperature of the first
thermocouple under the boundary of the smoke layer
and the bottom air, here is No.1 thermocouple; Tk 1 is
the temperature of the first thermocouple above the
boundary of the smoke layer and the bottom air, here is
No.2 thermocouple; L is the quantity of the
thermocouple.
JA1103-type electronic scale was placed under
the burning container, then the data acquisition system
can directly measure the fuel mass changes during the
experimental process and convert to the mass loss rate
of fuel. The heat release rate can be computed by the
following formula:
（3）
Q  mH μ 

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

The experiment process analysis
Paragraph 2 is the drawing of the entire process of
ultra-fine water mist suppression system, and it
includes the scene at 55, 75, 95 and 115s. The
ultra-fine water mist was discharged at 50s. Because
the water mass concentration was between 3~4%, it
had a function of combustion-supporting, and the flame
of wood became larger at a short time. After 2~5s,
along with the increasing of the discharging time, the
flame of the combustible wood gradually became small,
and then extinguished at 104s. At the same time, ultra
fine water mist was diffused gradually in the confined
space. At last, the confined space was full of ultra fine
water mist, and the visibility was also reduced.

m means the coal mass loss rate with the unit

kg/s, H μ means the calorific value for wood
combustion, here is 1.27×107J/kg,  means the wood
combustion efficiency, and its value can be got from
the smoke analyzer automatically.
Atomization pool was set at the bottom of the
experimental platform with the length of 290mm,
width of 290mm. Center distance of atomization pool
to the wall edges was 175mm, four ultrasonic
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Fig. 2 The process of wood combustion restraining by
ultra-fine water mist
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wood combustion would consume a great deal of O2,
the oxygen content decreased rapidly. With the
decreasing of the flame temperature, small size
ultra-fine water mist also gradually entrained into the
flame region, thereby the flame temperature was
effectively lowered, the thermal radiation feedback of
smoke layer also significantly reduced, ultimately,
wood heat release rate decreased. In addition, on one
hand, the combustion of wood consumed part of O2, on
the other hand, ultra-fine water mist rapidly diffused in
the confined space, and the living space of O2 was
compressed, thus the concentration of O2 decreased
faster than without discharging ultra-fine water mist. In
the pre-50s, the wood still be able to burn fully, and the
generation of CO2 showed a slight increase in the graph.
Along with the decrease of temperature in the confined
space, ultra-fine water mist gradually entrained into the
flame region, the wood can not burn completely, the
concentration of CO2 gradually decreased.

22

Where  means the droplets survival time, or
completely evaporation time; d 0 means the original
droplet diameter; kv means the evaporation constant;
Formula 3 is shown as follows:
8  / c p  q v  c p T  Tb  
kv =
(5)
ln 

1
q
v



18
16

discharging mist
14



Where  means the air thermal conductivity; c p
means specific heat at constant pressure; 1 means
the density of water; qv means the latent heat of
water evaporation; T means the flame temperature;
Tb means the droplet temperature. The time when the
ultra-fine water mist came to the flame region was
identified as 1s, and then the original droplet diameter
can be got, d 0 =3.8mm.When the droplet diameter of
ultra-fine water mist was greater than or equal to
3.8mm, the droplet can pass through the flame region
to the wood surface and then realize the purpose of
cooling the wood. The experimental ultra-fine water
mist droplet size was 5 ~ 40 μm, far less than the value.
So, when ultra-fine water mist was discharged at the
early time, it would be taken to the upper part of the
flame region by fire plume. Under the influence of high
temperature smoke layer, it would evaporate rapidly.
Because the droplet size was smaller than normal fine
water mist, the specific surface area was big and the
heat absorption was also large. One high concentration
water vapor layer was formed outside the flame region,
O2 would not spread into the flame region. And the
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Fig. 3 Oxygen volume fraction variation curve with and
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without ultra-fine water mist
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K.C.Adiga and R.F.Hatcher(11) considered that O2
concentration near the fire source was essential for
understanding the value of ultra-fine water mist
extinguishing fire process, and three oxygen
measurements were made of the fire-entrained air in
order to compare the different measurement techniques.
It included the paramagnetic oxygen analyzer, a dry
oxygen molar concentration measurement, a wet
oxygen molar concentration measurement. Smoke
analyzer was based on the first method to draw the
changes in O2 concentration value. Taking Case 1 and
Case 8 as an example, O2, CO2 concentration and heat
release rate of the wood were compared. It was shown
in Figure 3,4,5,6.
First, the wood was ignited and put into the
burning container, meanwhile, the temperature in the
confined space was gradually increased. High
temperature smoke layer was formed in the
middle-upper part of the confined space, and then
thermal radiation that had a feedback effect was
generated. 50s later, the flow rate of 200ml/min
ultra-fine water mist was discharged to the fire. d2
law(12) is fit for ultra-fine water mist as well as normal
fine water mist. Formula 2 is shown as follows:
d2
= 0
(4)
kv
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Fig. 4 Carbon dioxide volume fraction variation curve
with and without ultra-fine water mist
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Fig. 5 Smoke temperature variation curve with and
without ultra-fine water mist

Fig. 7 Smoke temperature variation curve at
different preignition time
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Fig. 8 Heat release rate variation curve at different
preignition time

Fig. 6 Heat release rate variation curve with and
without ultra-fine water mist

4.2.2

4.2 Related factors analysis
4.2.1 Restraining effects of preignition time
As the application of fine water mist in the other
occasions, it is more effective to discharge the ultra
fine water mist in the early time of wood combustion.
Taking case 2 and case 3 as the example, the heat
release rate of fire source and the temperature of smoke
layer are illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In the
experiment, the mist flux was 150ml/min and the
discharging time was 50s. In case 2, the ultra fine water
mist was discharged at 65s while the smoke
temperature reached 67℃. Comparing to case 3,
although the mist flux in case 2 was big enough to
reduce the smoke temperature and heat release rate, the
descending rate of the smoke temperature and heat
release rate became obviously slowly. It was seen that
the flame length was longer than that in case 3. In case
3, the ultra fine water mist was discharged at 25s when
the flame length was short, and the shortest flame
length appeared at 59s.
It showed that the preignition time played an
important part in the ultra-fine water mist suppression
system.

Restraining effects of mist flux
When the fire source power, discharging time and
the preignition time were invariable, the volume flux
determined the inhibiting effect of wood combustion.
The mist flux can be stated by the ultra-fine water mist
flow rate. The more the flow rate was, the greater the
mist flux was.
Taking case 4 and case 5 as the example, the
preignition time was 65s and the discharging time was
55s. The smoke temperature and the fire source heat
release rate were compared in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
From the figure, the smoke temperature and the
heat release rate have barely changed after discharging
the mist for 55s under the flow rate of 50ml/min in case
4. However, for case 5 when the flow rate was
150ml/min, the flame length of wood became shorter.
Meanwhile, the descending rate of the smoke
temperature and the heat release rate decreased
significantly. It indicated that the flow rate of 150
ml/min can restrain wood combustion effectively.
It showed that sufficient mist flux was a key
factor in the ultra-fine water mist suppression system.
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4.2.3

50

Restraining effects of discharging time
The experiment also discovered that different
discharging time may lead to different suppression
effects. Taking case 6 and case 7 as an example, the
smoke temperature and the heat release rate were
described in Figure 11 and Figure 12. In the first 40s,
after discharging the ultra fine water mist, the wood
combustion can be suppressed under two cases. In case
6, the ultra fine water mist was stopped discharging at
120s. Because the evaporation and heat absorption
function disappeared, the smoke temperature stayed the
same. However, in case 7, the discharging of ultra fine
water mist was continuative, the smoke temperature
kept downtrend. Along with the increase of time, the
ultra fine water mist was accumulated on the surface of
the wood. Compared to case 6, the heat release rate
decreased obviously.
It was seen that the discharging time was another
factor to affect the function of ultra fine water mist
suppression system.

CONCLUSIONS

1. By the function of ultra fine water mist, the
concentration of O2 in the smoke decreased
continuously, the concentration of CO2 decreased
slowly until becoming stable. Along with the
extinguishment of the flame, the heat release rate
decreased, and finally, it became zero.
2. The ultra fine water mist suppression system was
related to the preignition time, the mist flux, the
discharging time and so on. In order to suppress the
wood combustion, the mist flux should be big enough.
3. For the sufficient mist flux, the shorter the
preignition time was, the better to suppress the wood
flame.
4. When the preignition time and the mist flux was
feasible, the more the discharging time was, the better
to extinguish the wood flame.
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Simulating Experiments Approaching the Impact on Groundwater
from the Filling-in Underground in Coal Mine with Gangue

Jidong ZHENG
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In order to discuss the possibility of the filling-in the underground caves with gangue with a large
scale, and based on Pingdingshan coal mine area, a case study is carried on to approach the impact on
the groundwater from coal solid wastes after the filling-in. Materials used in the experiments are
collected from the gangue hill of the 12th mine of the Pingdingshan Coal mine Group. The
experiments are mainly designed to stimulate the stripping characteristics or laws of the component of
gangue when it is submerged in coal mine groundwater under the hydrostatic condition. Indices
detected in the experiments include pH, F- and heavy mental elements include Cd2+, Cr6+, Zn2+, Mn2+,
Pb2+, Cu2+. The results indicate that the main influence on the ground water comes from pH and F-,
whilst the other indices coincide the national standard.
Keywords : Gangue, Leaching, Coal mine ground water; Impact on environment

1 INTRODUCTION
During the process of coal mining, large amounts of
solid wastes are produced, most of which are gangue.
The amount of gangue is very large, at present, it is
estimated that the amount is about 15 to 25 percent of
raw coal. For the total synthesis utilization amount is
less than 45%. Most of these coal wastes are piled
naturally, and form gangues with large numbers that
occupy vast area of soil. Under the interaction of
physical, chemical and biological process such as wind,
rain and self-burning for rather a long time, the
component of these coal wastes will transfer into
atmosphere, water and soil, cause geochemistry
abnormity in coal mining area, and lead to
environmental pollution and ecological destroy. At the
same time, a great deal of subside area need to be
renovated urgently, and also with the development of
environment protection, the policy to manage the
*

Henna Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo，China

discharge of solid coal wastes will be stricter and
stricter, for instance, the toll is 5 yuan per ton coal
wastes now. Therefore, it is very important to search
for techniques which can utilize large amount of
gangue; the technique will dispose coal wastes, solve
the problem of coal mining under buildings, under
water bodies or railroads, and improve the ecological
environment all at the same time. The utilization of
large amount of gangue to fill in the caves underground
can solve this problem effectively, but it may lead to
serious groundwater pollution and should pay great
attention on it(1~8).
In order to relax the pressure from the charge of the
discharge of the coal solid wastes, to solve the
environmental pollution problem of gangue hills and to
get back the utilization value of the soil and to improve
the ecological environment in coal mine area, this
paper design and carry through experiments to simulate
the mechanism and characteristics of the groundwater
when it is being polluted after the filling in the coal
mine underground with large amount of gangue, for
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example, in 12# coal mine of Pingdingshan coal mine
group company.
2

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDIED AREA

2.1 Production and discharge of coal solid wastes
In 2002, the output of raw coal of Pingdingshan coal
mine group attains 2300×104 tons. At present, there are
29 gangues hills in this area. The cumulated amount of
gangues accounts to 3211.85×104 tons, and occupy as
more as 45.5499×104m2 soils. And the amount of
gangues is still increasing continuously at a speed of
360×104 tons per year. Furthermore, up to now, no
safety engineering projects have been carried on to
keep the gangue hills from infiltrate, fly dust and
self-ignite. Therefore, there exist many hidden-troubles
such as collapse, self-ignite and burst. The production
and discharge of coal wastes of No.12 coal mine is
given in Table 1.
Table 1 The emission and utilization of gangue in 12th mine
Utilization
Store up
production
height
area
amount
amount
2
4
（10 t/a）
（m）
（m ）
（104t/a）
（104t）
40
12000
17.50
7.00
167.0

2.2 Chemical composition of the gangue
The chemical composition (Wt%) of the gangue in
the No.12 coal mine are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 The chemical composition of the gangue （%）
CaO
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
TiO2
1.25～
55.09～
15.79～
4.61～
0.84～
3.40
58.31
18.31
5.49
0.92
MgO
SO3
P2O5
K2O
Na2O
0.81～
0.28～0.84
0.044～
2.50～
0.80～
1.07
0.055
3.38
0.95

water from NO.12 coal mine.
The sampling process: according to the equidistant
five-spot sampling method rule, at the each depth of
0.5m, 3m, 5m from surface and at each different
position – top, middle and bottom of the hill, we take
3kg gangues on each point. And then crushing,
completely mixing and splitting until the total amount
is about 30kg, then drying for about 24 hours at the
temperature of 105℃. Then put it into bottle, and so,
the representative samples are prepared. The samples
are given serial numbers according to their particle
diameter as following: sample A (completely mixed),
sample B (3~25mm), sample C (0~25mm) and sample
D (0~3mm).
3.2 Experiments
1kg sample from each sample described above was
taken and dried dried at 105±5℃, then placed in the
polyethylene bottles (25L). De-ionized water or mine
water was added separately in each bottles and the ratio
of solid/liquid was kept at 1/10. Then the samples were
mixed round completely at every 6 hours with the time
and temperature being noted. The frequency of each
sampling and monitoring is once in 24 hours. About 1
hour before each tests, the samples was mixed round
completely. After the solution becomes clear, enough
amount of liquid was fetched and filtered with
quantitative filter paper (film of 0.45μm). The filtrate
was used to measure different kind of ingredient. The
tested indices and methods are given in Table 3.
Table 3 Analytical methods and items
Items

The method or
instruments

Cd2+、Zn2+、Mn2+、
Pb2+、Cu2+

Detection
limit
（mg/L）

Atomic absorption

0.001

As listed in Tab.2, the three main compositions are
SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3.A social survey on community
response to railway.
3

DPC
spectrophotometry
F－selective electrode
EDTA Chelatometry
Glass electrode
method
Conductivity
apparatus

Cr6＋
F
Total hardness
－

pH
Electrical
conductivity

THE EXPERIMENTS

The underground filling room in NO.12 coal mine
situated below the phreatic surface level in this located
area. So, after fill in the underground room, the gangue
will firstly be eluviated by the roof water. Then, it will
be submerged in mine water for rather a long time, and
during this period, some components such as heavy
mental elements is gradually stripping out and transfer
and transform in groundwater. The simulating
experiments of the mechanism about the impact on
groundwater environment were done as following.
3.1 Materials
The material selected come from the gangue hill of
the NO.12 coal mine. The lixiviation medium selected
in the experiments is de-ionized water and coal mine

4

0.004
0.05
——
——

RESULTS

4.1 The experiments with de-ionized water under
hydrostatic condition
The results of stripping experiment in de-ionized
water under hydrostatic condition were shown in Fig.1
to Fig.7; from the figures，it is concludes as following.
4.1.1 F－, electrical conductivity and pH value
(1) The value of pH varies from 8.4 to 9.4,
presenting alkalinity. With the leaching time lasting,
the pH value of sample A and C gradually increase
from 8.4 to 9 remaining to be alkalescent; the pH value
of sample B and D kept at the level 9 basically. These
value are all exceed the ground water-quality standard
(GB/T14848－9) and hygienic standard for drinking
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water (GB5749－85).
(2) With the leaching time lasting, the value of
electrical conductivity increased gradually.
(3) The concentration of F－varied from 0 mg/l to 1
mg/l and measure up to ground water-quality standard.
Only one group of data of sample D has a little of
deviation at the third measuring. After then, the value
maintains 1.0mg/l. The concentration of F－ of other
samples all gradually approach to 1.0mg/l.
4.1.2 The heavy metal ion
(1) The change tendency of Zn2+ is not obvious. It
shows from the curve: With the time lasting，the value
of Zn2+ is less than 0.1mg/l on the whole.
(2) The concentration of Mn2＋, are all below 0.1mg/l.
The values of sample D wave disorderly ， with a
tendency to approach 0.1mg/l.
(3) Cd2+、Cr6＋are all non-detected.
(4) The values of Pb2+ vary from 0 to 0.25mg/l.
Among these values, those of sample D fluctuate on
initial stage. But on the whole, the variations of these
four samples are all less than 0.05mg/l. The
concentration range of Cu2+ is among 0 to 0.05mg/l.
The change tendency of Cu2+ is not obviously on the
curve during the whole soaking period，it only shows
the concentration of Cu2+is accord with that of the
standard.

(1) Along with the lasting of leaching time, the
change of total hardness becomes distinctive with a
tendency to approach 3mg/l to 4mg/l. That is to say,
with the lasting of leaching time, the data of hardness
change less than less.
(2) With the lasting of leaching time, the
concentration of Ca2＋ come to be stable and is among
1 mg/l to 2mg/l.
(3) With the lasting of leaching time, the
concentration of Mg2＋ of sample A, sample B and
sample C approach gradually to 1.5 mg/l. While the
data of sample D tend to reduce.
4.2.2 pH value, F－ and electronic conductivity
(1) As is shown in the Fig.11, in the mine water, with
the lasting of leaching time, the values of pH of four
samples all approach to 7.8 on the whole.
(2) The electronic conductivity of some of one or
two samples is a little larger than normal at the initial
periods, but in general all the data has a tendency to
approach to 200μs/㎝ (Shown in Table.4).
(3) With the lasting of leaching time, some data of
the concentration of F－appear to be non-detected, but
most of which approach to 1.0mg/l and shows
stabilization.
4.2.3 The heavy metal ion
As given in table 4:

4.2 The experiments with mine water
4.2.1 Ca2＋, Mg2＋ and total hardness
As showed in Fig.8 to Fig.10:
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Fig.1 The leaching curve of pH values with
de-ionized water
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Fig.4 The leaching curve of Zn2+ with
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Fig.2 The leaching curve of electronic
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Fig.6 The leaching curve of Pb2+ with
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Fig.5 The leaching curve of Mn2+ with
de-ionized water
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Fig.7 The leaching curve of Cu2+ with
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Fig.11 The leaching curve of PH value with mine
water

(1) The concentration of Cd2+、Cr6＋、Zn2+、Cu2+ are
all non-detected at the beginning of the experiments.
And with the lasting of leaching time, some can be
detected occasionally, and the maximal value is not
exceeding 0.2mg/l. It shows the leaching characteristic
is not changed.
(2) Mn2+ can be leach out easily, for at the beginning
of the experiments, the curve lift to the highest spot,
and with the lasting of leaching time, the concentration
become less than 0.2mg/l and gradually approach to 0.
(3) Along with the lasting of leaching time, the
concentration of Pb2+ is almost not changed.
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Fig.10 The leaching curve of Mg2+ with mine
water
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Fig.8 The leaching curve of total hardness
with mine water
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CONCLUSIONS

The following main conclusions were reached in the
present study.
1. The value of pH is a little more exceed that of the
standard, it is alkalescent. This has a great effect on the
quality of groundwater and is fit neither for the growth
of crops nor for daily drinking. The pH value for
drinking water is among 6.5 to 8.5 and that for
industrial water is required among 7.0 to 8.5
to keep metallic equipments and pipes from
erosion.
2. With the experiments going on, the value of

the electronic conductivity exceed above that of the
standard, it indicates that the concentration of total ions
or salt content is higher than normal.
3. Compared with that of the national standard, the
quantity of F- is near to the super scale level, so more
controlling methods is needed.
4. All of the heavy metal ion, such as Cd2+, Cr6+, Zn2+,
Mn2+, Pb2+ and Cu2+, are accord with the requirement
of the standard or even non-detected. Thus some of the
indices should be adjusted in later experiments.
5. Considering that Ca2+ and Mg2+ are the most
important matters that lead to hard water, the test of
total hardness is added in the experiments. And the
result shows that both the total hardness and the
concentration of Ca2+ and Mg2+ are all not exceed the
standard, this shows that filling-in the underground
rooms has little effect on the hardness of groundwater.
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Isolation and identification of human skin fibroblast cell growth
factor (SFGF) from the scallop shells
Akane TORITA* , Naomi YOSETANI** and Yasushi HASEGAWA***

(Received 27 May 2009, Accepted 20 November 2009)

We have previously shown that scallop shells contain bioactive components. In particular, the scallop
shell extract promoted the growth of human skin fibroblast cells and increased in the synthesis of
collagen in the fibroblast cells. However, the bioactive substance in the scallop shell remains has been
unidentified. In this study, we performed the isolation and identification of human skin fibroblast cell
growth factor (SFGF) from scallop shell. The SFGF was purified by a gel filtration column
(G-2000SW) and subsequently reverse-phase column chromatographies (C4 and C18). The isolated
SFGF was presumed to be a glycopeptide with a molecular weight below 3000 Da. This is the first
report about the isolation of a bioactive substance from scallop shell.
Key words: efficient utilization, scallop shells, skin fibroblast cells

１

INTRODUCTION

Shells are composed of two kinds of CaCO3,
polymorphs of prismatic layer and nacreous layer. The
nacreous layer (pearl) has long been used as Chinese
medicine for keeping skin moist, counteracting poison,
and making the spirit stable from ancient times. The
nacreous layer is also used as cosmetics in Japan.1-3
Scallop shells of approximately 300,000 tons per year
are generated as industrial waste in Hokkaido (Japan)
and recycling of the scallop shells is strongly desired.
We previously reported that the scallop shell contains
organic components (scallop shell extract) which are
useful for protecting the skin. In particular, the scallop
shell extract showed growth-promoting activity for
human skin fibroblast cells in vitro.4,5 Skin fibroblast
cells secrete matrix proteins such as collagen and
*
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***
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elastin, which are necessary for the maintenance of
tensile strength of skin. Therefore, the SFGF may be
useful as a material increasing the amount of collagen
and elastin in skin. In this study, we report the isolation
and identification of SFGF from scallop shell.
２

MATERIALS AND METHODS

２．１ Materials:
Scallops were collected from Hunka Bay, Hokkaido.
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) and
Fetal calf serum (FCS) were purchased from Gibco
(New York, USA). The 3-(4,5-dimethyl) ethiazole
(MTT) was from Wako Pure Chemical Co. Ltd. (Osaka,
Japan). ABEE (p-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester)
labeling kit was purchased from J-Oil Mills (Tokyo,
Japan). Centrifugal filter unit (Ultracel YM3) was from
Millipore (Massachusetts, U.S.A). Human skin
fibroblast cells (TIG-103) were purchased from the
Japanese Collection of research Bioresources (Osaka,
Japan).
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２．５ Monosaccharide composition analysis:
The monosaccharide composition of the purified
SFGF was analyzed using an ABEE labeling kit. The
subsequent processes of acid hydrolysis, N acetylation,
and conversion with ABEE were carried out according
to the method of Yasuno et al.8 The resultant
ABEE-converted monosaccharide(s) in the aqueous
layer was analyzed by reverse-phase HPLC using a
Honenpak C18 column according to the manufacturer's
instructions. For quantification of monosaccharides, a
set of monosaccharides including glucose, galactose,
mannose, arabinose, ribose, fucose, xylose, rhamnose,
N-acetylglucosamine, N-acetylgalactosamine, and
N-acetylmannosamine was used as standards.9
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２．４ Amino acid composition analysis:
The purified fibroblast cells growth factor was
hydrolyzed at 110 degree under vacuum with 6 N HCl
for 24 h.7 The hydrolysate was analyzed on a
JLC-500V.

35

0
l

２．３ Cell culture:
The cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented
with 10 % FCS in atmosphere of 95 % air and 5 % CO2.
Growth assay of skin fibroblast cells was performed
according to the modification of the previously
described method.4 Skin fibroblast cells were seeded at
a density of 4 ⅹ 103 cells in a volume of 100 L per
well in a 96 well plate. After 24 h, the scallop shell
extract or each fraction after column chromatography
was added to culture medium at various concentrations.
The cells in growth phase were treated for 96 h with the
scallop shell extract or each fraction after column
chromatography, and then the cell numbers were
quantified by MTT assay.6 In brief, MTT (0.5 mg/mL
in phosphate-buffered saline [PBS]) was added to each
well and incubated for 4 h at 37 degree. The medium
were then carefully aspirated, and 150 L of 20 %
sodium dodecyl sulfate was added to solubilize the
colored product. After 24 h, absorbance at 570 nm was
measured.

extract on the growth rate of human skin fibroblast
cells. After the scallop shell extract was supplied to
culture medium for skin fibroblast cells, the number of
viable cells was investigated by MTT assay. We
previously reported that the treatment of human skin
fibroblast cells for 24 h with scallop shell extract did
not promote the cell growth rate.4 However, the scallop
shell extract could significantly enhance the growth
rate of fibroblast cells in a dose-dependent manner
when the fibroblast cells were treated with the scallop
shell extract for 96 h under the conditions described in
Materials and Methods. At a concentration of 535
g/mL (dry w/v), the scallop shell extract showed the
number of viable cells increased to approximately
190% compared to that of the control (Fig. 1). These
results suggest that the substance in the scallop shell
extract may act as growth factor for skin fibroblast
cells.

Abs5 7 0

２．２ Extraction of the scallop shell components:
Scallop shells (approximately 200 g) were brushed
clean in order to remove any adhered material, and then
crushed to a powder. The powdered shells were
completely decalcified using 5 % acetic acid as
described previously.4 The decalcified solution was
dialyzed against deionized water in order to remove the
acetic acid and lyophilized. The sample was extracted
again in deionized water and was employed as the
scallop shell extract.

scallop shell extract (mg/mL w/v)

Fig. 1 Effect of the scallop shell extract on the
growth of human skin fibroblast cells in vitro
Human skin fibroblast cells (TIG-103) were treated
with the scallop shell extract for 96 h. Control cultured
cells were treated with an equal volume of the vehicle.
The number of living cells was determined by MTT
assay. Human skin fibroblast cells were treated (1) in
the absence or (2) the presence of 0.0535 g/ml, (3)
0.535 g/ml, (4) 5.35 g/ml, (5) 53.5 g/ml, and (6)
535 g/ml of the scallop shell extract. Data were
combined from four wells of a 96-well plate and the
bars show the mean ± SE. Statistical significance was
determined by Student’s t-test. ** shows p <0.01
relative to vehicle alone.

３ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
３．１ Growth-promoting activity for human skin
fibroblast cells of the scallop shell extract
First, we investigated the effect of the scallop shell
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３．２

Purification of the SFGF
Scallop shell extract

Heat treatment

0.5
100
Abs215

Reverese-phase column
C4

Acetonitrile concentration (%)

*

Gel filtration column
G-2000SW

50

Fractionation using a centrifugal filter unit
(molecular weight cut-off of 3000 Da)

0

0

0

10

30

50

Retention time (min)

Reverese-phase column
C18

Fig. 3 The final purification step of SFGF

Reverese-phase column C18
Rechromatography

Fig. 2 Preparation scheme of SFGF.
Preparation scheme of SFGF are shown in Fig. 2. The
scallop shell extract was heat-treated at 100 degree for
15 min and centrifuged to remove the denatured
proteins. The growth-promoting activity was retained in
the supernatant, suggesting that SFGF is a heat-stable
material. Next the supernatant was separated by a gel
filtration column chromatography (G-2000SW) and
then
subsequently
a
reverese-phase
column
chromatography (Shodex 5C4). The fraction with high
viscosity was recovered and fractionated using a
centrifugal filter unit (Ultracel YM3) with a molecular
weight cut-off of 3,000 Da. Finally the fraction with a
molecular weight below 3,000 Da was separated by a
reverse-phase column chromatography (Megapak SIL
C18T-10) and the fraction showing growth-promoting
activity was recovered as a single peak (Fig. 3). After
the further purification by rechromatography , the
pooled fraction was used as purified SFGF in the
following analysis.

The fraction with a molecular weight below 3,000 Da
was separated by C18 reverese-phase column. The
column was equilibrated with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid
and the absorbed materials were eluted in a linear
concentration gradient of acetonitrile from 0% to 50%.
The peak showing growth-promoting activity was
represented by an asterisk.
３．３ Amino acid composition and
monosaccharide analysis of SFGF
The amino acid composition analysis showed that
SFGF was rich in Gly, Glu, Ser, and Asp residues. The
amino acid composition is similar to those of MSP-2
and MSP-SC, which we previously identified in the
scallop shell,7,10 suggesting that SFGF is derived from
scallop shell. The monosaccharide composition
analysis showed that this protein has sugars of glucose,
mannose, N-acetylglucosamine, and uronic acids (Table.
1). The structure of SFGF-bound oligosaccharide may
be new component, because few N-linked
oligosaccharides containing several glucoses are
known.
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Table. 1 The amino acid composition analysis and
monosaccharide composition analysis of SFGF were
performed as described in Materials and methods.
Amino acid
Gly
Glu
Ser
Asp
Thr
Ala
monosaccharide
Glc
Man
GlcNAc
GlcA or GalA
Gal
Fuc
４

mol ratio
4.1
3.8
2.8
2.4
1.2
0.85

(7)

(8)

(9)

mol ratio
5.4
4.2
2.0
1.7
1.3
0.86

(10)

CONCLUSION

In this study, we isolated SFGF from scallop shell.
The purified SFGF was presumed to be a glycopeptide
with a molecular weight below 3,000 Da. The amino
acid composition was rich in Asp, Ser, Glu, and Gly
residues and contained sugars of glucose, mannose,
N-acetyl glucosamine, and so on. Now we are trying to
determine the amino acid sequence and the
oligosaccharide structure of SFGF.
It will be necessary to investigate whether the purified
SFGF has abilities increasing of collagen content in the
skin and promoting the wound healing of skin in vivo.
In addition, we will clarify the action mechanism of
SFGF for fibroblast cells for the utilization as a
cosmetic material in future.
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ホタテガイ貝殻に含まれる皮膚真皮線維芽細胞増殖因子の単離･同定
部田

茜*、寄谷

直美**、長谷川

靖***

概要
ホタテガイ貝殻は毎年 30 万トンにも及ぶ量が産業廃棄物として処分されており、その有効
利用を目指し様々な試みが行われている。ホタテガイ貝殻は約 98%が炭酸カルシウム、残り
約 2%は蛋白質や糖等の有機成分（貝殻有機成分）で構成されている。我々は貝殻に含まれ
る有機成分に着目し、皮膚に関する生理活性作用の探索を行ってきた。特に貝殻有機成分が
培養ヒト皮膚真皮線維芽細胞の増殖を促進し、コラーゲン合成を増加することを明らかにし
てきたが、生理活性物質の同定には至っていなかった。今回我々は貝殻有機成分に含まれる
皮膚真皮線維芽細胞の増殖因子の単離、同定を試みた。その結果、低分子量の糖ペプチドで
あることが推定された。
キーワード：有効利用、ホタテガイ貝殻、皮膚真皮線維芽細胞
* 環境科学・防災研究センター、** 応用化学科、*** くらし環境系領域
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Reactivated Faults in Mining Area

Hongqing CUI, Zhipeng XUE and Xiaoliang JIA

(Received 27 May 2009, Accepted 20 November 2009 )

Taking some related cases as examples, the paper outlines that human mining activities have made
some faults reactivated in mining area. Reactivated faults could result in surface fissure, crown hole,
gas emission, coal and gas outburst etc. Some of these geological hazards could persistently occur
during tens of years even after coal mines have been abandoned. The direct causative factor of fault
reactivation should be surface movement in mining area. Coal extracting, ground water draining or
recharging could respectively play key roles in promoting surface movement at different developing
stages in mining area. A few research methods of reactivated faults have been introduced, and it is
emphasized that necessary forecast and prevention of reactivated faults should be taken account into
the rebuilding plans in current and abandoned coal mining areas.
Key words: Coal mining, Geological hazard,Reactivated fault, Mining area

1

WHAT IS REACTIVATED FAULT

Under the influence of human mining action, some
faults developed in geological history in mining area
could have changed their stress and strain states and be
reactivated or have reactivation tendency. The faults
with reactivated features or tendency in mining area
have been known as reactivated faults in the paper.
Even though more and more geological hazards
accompanied with reactivated faults have been found
all over the world, it has not yet been paid enough
attention on the fact that reactivated faults could result
in some geological hazards and could take place again
and again in a quite long period, even so long after end
of mining action in the area.
2

reactivation has been a common feature. The
reactivated faults could not only result in damage of
road and construction (Fig. 1, 2, 3), but also seismic
events (Fig. 4). The fault in Fig. 1 had been activating
even though the last coal mine in the area was closed
forty years ago. During coal mining, some accidents,
such as coal-gas outburst, roof falling and water

GEOLOGICAL HAZARDS RELATED
WITH REACTIVATED FAULTS

According to researches on some mining areas in
Ukraine (1), Great Britain (2) (3) and China (4) (5), fault

Fig.1 Fault step in Donetsk coal mining area, in
Ukraine (After L. J. Donnelly, 1994)

Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo Henan, P. R. China
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breakout, could be related with reactivated faults as
well. Besides, some linear damages on surface in
mining area, such as surface steps, crown holes and
fissures, could be induced by reactivated faults directly
or indirectly (Fig. 5, 6, 7).
Furthermore, the reactivated faults with tensional
mechanical nature usually provide channels, through
which the underground hazardous gases, such as carbon
monoxide and methane, could move up to the surface
and result in environmental pollution and tree death
(Fig. 8), even inflammation and blast.
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Fig. 4 The effect of pre-existing faults on seismicity in
the North Staffordshire Coalfield, UK
(After N. H. Al-saigh and N. J. Kusznir, 1986)

Fig. 2 Fissure on high way at Houghton, UK
(After B Young, 2001)

Fig. 5 Fault scarps in South Wales, UK
(After L.J. Donnelly, 2006)

Fig. 6 Aligned crown holes in Fuxin coal mining area,
Liaoning, China

Fig. 3 Structural damage in Staffordshire, UK
(After L. J. Donnelly, 2006)

3 ORIGINS – HUMAN MINING
ACTIVITIES
The human mining activities should be the direct
causing factor of reactivated faults because most of
them take place in mining area. According to Alejanoa
et al. (6), two types of ground movement and fractures
could be developed due to the extraction of a very
inclined coal seam (Fig. 9); otherwise, during extracting
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slowly inclined or flat coal seam, surface subsidence
varies with the distance to a basin’s center and the
thickness of extraction (Fig.10). That means that there
is a subsidence difference in mining area. The
subsidence difference results in local tensional or
trantensional stress fields and deformed zones in
mining area. It is explicable that mining-induced
redistribution of stresses causes significant deformation
within and around preexisted faults (7), and promotes
them reactivation.

subsidence; Mine water pumping or recharging makes
mine water levels variation, which could change the
underground effective stress and result in different
grades of subsidence at different developing stages in
mining area.
Figure 11 and 12 show the rebound underground water
levels at coal mines in Pittsburgh, USA. The
underground water levels rose up 75 m in 12 years and
60 m in 10 years at two different coal mines in the
examples(8).

Fissure in Jinchuan No. 2 nickel mine, Ganshu, China
(After X. Lia et al, 2004)

Fig. 9 Imaginative illustration of the two types of
ground movement, parallel and perpendicular to the
strata due to the extraction of a very inclined seam

Fig.7 Fissure in Jinchuan No. 2 nickel mine, Ganshu,
China (After X. Lia et al , 2004)

(After L.R. Alejanoa et al, 1999)

Fig.8 Dying trees induced by emission of gases
through a reactivated fault in Fuxin mining
area, Liaoning, China
Except of normal mining-induced subsidence, there
are other factors as well which result in subsidence
difference in mining area. Following are some
examples.
Volumetric shrinkage with degas and pillar failure
would develop renew subsidence and result in
subsidence difference in mining area; Evolution of
mining workings (Continuing or renewed subsidence of
underlying mine workings, such as collapses due to
roof fall and pillar failure) could affect on surface
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S: maximum subsidence within a subsidence
trough
M: extraction height or thickness
W: extraction width of longwall panel
h: average depth of coal seam
Fig. 10 Subsidence difference with the distance to a
basin’s center and the thickness of extraction
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Fig. 11 Rebound underground water level at Gateway
coal mine, USA (After J. J. Donovan, 2004)

Fig. 12 Rebound underground water level at Shannopin
coal mine, USA (After J. J. Donovan, 2004)

analysis in the mining area by tracking the active
geological features.
(2) Modeling and forecast
Numerical analysis theories and computer modeling
techniques, such as finite element, boundary element
and discrete element simulation, have been applied to
study on active faulting in mining area. By use of these
methods, the influence of faults on environment or safe
operation could be simulated in order to take necessary
measures in advance against possible hazards based on
some engineering designs. For example, Islam applied
finite element to model stress distributions around a
large-scale fault affected by multi-slice longwall
mining in Bangladesh, and gave a scientific forecast of
possible water hazard. (9)
(3) Geophysical exploration
Geophysical exploration approaches of reactivated
faults
mainly
include
seismic,
electrical,
electromagnetic methods. When reactivated faults have
cut through Quaternary deposits, shallow seismic
exploration could provide valuable information about
reactivated faults, such as their location, shape and
other natures. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) could be
applied to explore reactivated faults less than 30 m
deep. High-density resistivity method could be used to
investigate reactivated faults up to hundreds meters in
depth. The Fig. 13 is a real case of reactivated fault
exploration by use of high-density resistivity, showing
an obvious low abnormal zone of apparent resistivity
along a reactivated fault plane on the inversed image of
high-density resistivity exploration.

The subsidence difference could cause the
reactivation of preexisted faults and other weak
surfaces. Because there could be different main
influencing factors inducing subsidence difference at
different developing stages in mining area, fault
reactivation could take place periodically in a long time
even after mining activities have cleared away in the
area.
4

APPROACHES TO STUDY ON ACTIVE
FAULTING

The geological research methods of active faults and
faulting have been applied to reactivated fault study in
mining area. The common methods include geological
mapping based on GIS and GPS, modeling and forecast,
geophysical and geochemical exploration.
(1) Geological mapping based on GIS and GPS
Based on geological and mining maps, such as
topographic geological map, mining engineering map
and geological structural map etc, active geological
features are surveyed and mapped by use of GIS and
GPS. The active geological features include fissure,
fault step or scarp, crown hole and structural damage
on the surface in mining area. The distribution of
reactivated faults could be forecast through general

Fig. 13 The profile of high-density apparent resistivity
showing a reactivated fault under a falling hole

(4) Geochemical approach
Geochemical approach is to detect the abnormal
distribution of some elements and gases in soil and find
active faults. Some markers, including Rn, Hg, He,
CO2, SO2, O2, CH4 and other hydrocarbon, could be
helpful for exploring active faults (10). Some gas
isotopes, such as 13C and 3He / 4He, have been detected
as well for active fault exploration. CO2 and CH4 could
be more obvious for exploring insidious active faults in
coal mining area.
In addition to the above approaches, surface survey
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and seismic inspection could be used as well to explore
active faults in mining area.

(6)

5 PREVENTION OF REACTIVATED
FAULTS IN COAL MINING AREA
Because main origin of reactivated faults is human
mining activities, suitable prevention techniques during
coal mining should be applied in order to mitigate
geological hazards resulted from reactivated faults. The
following approaches have been proved impactful:
(1) Leaving coal column to separate fault
Coal column with suitable size could availably
prevent roof falling, coal-gas outburst and water
breakout in the faulting zone; therefore, it is helpful to
alleviate fault reactivation.
(2) Striding over fault with larger cross angle
When the coal excavating faces have to stride over a
fault, the cross angle between excavating face and the
fault surface should be as large as possible to reduce
uncovering area of fault at a single mining cycle.
(3) Injecting slurries
There are two important purposes injecting slurries
in faulting zone: the first one is to prevent surface
subsidence, and the other to keep the scale of fault
reactivation under control in order to avoid possible
destructive seismic events around the reactivated fault.
6

(7)

(8)
(9)

(10)

CONCLUSION

Under affection of human mining activities, some
faults have been reactivated owe to some causes, such
as difference of subsidence and change of underground
water level existed in mining area. The fault
reactivation has resulted in serious geological hazards,
including not only damages of structure, road and
cropland on surface, but also underground coal-gas
outburst, roof falling and water breakout. The
dangerous function of reactivated faults on safe
environment should be paid more attention both in
current and in abandoned mining area. While designing
rebuilding plan in mining area, necessary exploration
should be carried out and possible preventing measures
should be taken aiming at reactivated faults in order to
reduce geological hazards.
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概要
本論文では，関連するいくつかの事例を紹介することにより，人間による採掘活動が採掘地
域において断層を再活性化させることを概説する．
最活性化断層は地面の亀裂，王冠陥没，石炭ガス爆発などに繋がりえる．いくつかの地質的
な災害は，炭坑の閉鎖後も何十年にわたって持続的に発生した．石炭の抽出,地下水の排水や
再注水はそれぞれ，採炭地域における各開発段階で，地表の動きを促進する重要な役割を果
たした．いくつかの再活性断層の研究手法を紹介し，再活性断層の予測と予防が，採炭中お
よび閉鎖された採掘地域における再開発計画で考慮すべきであることを主張する．
Key words: Coal mining, Geological hazard,Reactivated fault, Mining area
Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo Henan, P. R. China 454000
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Analysis on Causes of Large-scale Ordovician Karst Water Inrush at
27080 Working Face of Eastern Caoyao Mine
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The large-scale Ordovician Karst water inrush occurred at 27080 working face in Caoyao Eastern Mine on
December 23th, 2006, the maximum water inflow arrived at 1693 cubic meters per hour. The source of this
water inrush was the Ordovician karst water; the dynamic condition was high hydraulic pressure; the water
conducted channels were formed by hydraulic pressure and rock pressure in the weak area of floor; and the
space of that was offered by excavation. The proposals for preventing and controlling water were put
forward.
Keywords: Mining face, Karst water, Water inrush, Grouting

1 INTRODUCTION
Eastern Caoyao mine, located in the middle of
Shanmian coal field, is one of the relatively small
mines belonging to Yima Coal Industry (Group) Co.
Ltd. Its designed mine capacity is 300 thousand tons
per year and the Permian Shanxi group coal has been
mined, the coal type of which is coking coal. The
thickness of coal seam changes from 0 to 13 meters,
averagely, 3.5 meters. And that the roof of coal seam is
the interbedded strata between sandstone and marl. As
for the source of water inrush, the sandstone water in
roof and marl water of the Taiyuan group in floor are
made. The average thickness of the artesian aquifer of
karst fracture, where the water-rich property is highly
uneven and which is closely associated with the
Cambrian aquifer, is 50 meters from roof to coal seam.
According to the recent pumping test of the
Ordovician and Cambrian marl, the permeability
coefficient is from 0.213 to 570.146 meters per day
and the unit water inflow is 0.001~71.092 L/(s﹒m),
*
Yima Coal Industry Group Co., Ltd, China.
** School of Civil Engineering, Henan Polytechnic
University, China.

thereby the mine would be threatened with the Karst
water inrush. Additionally, the annually average
normal water inflow is 211 cubic meters per hour, and
the mining hydrogeological condition is attributed to
the mid-complex type that the hydrogeological
condition of the low level is of simpleness but
complexity towards that of the deep level.
The 27080 working face is situated in the western
flank of the 27 district dip of eastern Caoyao mine.
The lengths of the strike and dip are 125 meters and 88
meters, respectively, and the thickness of coal seam,
being inner thick but outer thin, is from 1.8 to
5.9 meters, the average thickness 3.7 meters and the
reserves 56.9 thousand tons. The top and bottom of it
are respectively the 27060 and 27100 working face,
neither of which is mined (Fig. 1). The elevation of
working face is from 275 to 310 meters, respectively
corresponding to the ground elevation from 680 to 702
meters, and the mining depth is from 380 to 405
meters. The original water level of the Ordovician
aquifer is 538 meters, while the geological condition
of this working face is relatively simple and the
geological structure such as fault has not been
examined. The dip angle of coal seam is from 8 to 18
degrees, averagely 13 degrees. The 27080 working
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face commenced coal winning on November 13th,
2006, the length of which was 45 meters and the
workable reserves 25 thousand tons. In the process of
coal winning, the open-off cut needed to be made due
to the water inrush and caving of roof for two times.
While the length of the first district sublevel was 15
meters and that of the second and third one were not
more than 7 meters and 10 meters, respectively.
Furthermore, these two coal pillars did not both arrive
at 5 meters.
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Fig.1 27080 working face plane position sketch map
2 BRIEF ON PROCESS OF WATER INRUSH
The large-scale Ordovician karst water inrush
arose in goaf of the 27080 working face on December
23th, 2006. At 12 o’clock, the water inflow arrived at
121 cubic meters per hour, and after that inflow
increased to 270 cubic meters per hour. Henceforth,
the inflow rose constantly to the peak value of 1693
cubic meters per hour at 2 o’clock on 26th, following
that it remained steady at about 1400 cubic meters per
hour. Owing to water inrush, the water level of the
observation well for the Ordovician karst water, being
430 meters apart from the water inrush spot, had
dropped stably from the foregoing level of 538 meters
to the minimum level of 494 meters, so that the water
level fell over 44 meters and the water drained away
for 2.1 million cubic meters totally.
3 ANALYSIS ON CAUSES OF WATER INRUSH
3.1 Source of water inrush
The source of water inrush was the Ordovician
karst water on the bases as follows:
Firstly, the type of water quality was judged as
the saleratus water on the ground of the sampling
analysis, which exactly reflected the primary
characteristic of the Ordovician karst water(1).
Secondly, the water level of the observation well
under ground for the Ordovician karst water, being
430 meters apart from the water inrush spot, had
decreased continually by 44 meters totally, and that the
water level of the original well, being 15 kilometers
away from the water inrush spot, had also fallen over

15 meters, which all indicated that the depression-cone
had formed around the center of the water inrush spot.
Thirdly, the maximum water inflow arrived at
1693 cubic meters per hour and the steady inflow 1400
cubic meters per hour at the water inrush spot. Yet the
other aquifers did not hold such strong capacity of
water inrush.
Fourthly, the water level of the observation well
rose steadily over 20 meters for 1 month and
amounted to 37 meters for 4 months during the
evening of grouting for water-blocking.
3.2 Water conducted channel
The fault structure was not founded at the working
face when the mining activity was developed. The
water inrush, belonging to the retardation type,
occurred in goaf. Before exploration, the Ordovician
karst water experienced such high rock pressure that it
produced an initial ascending height in the
impermeable layer of floor as about 10 meters, and yet
the ascending height in the breaking district sublevel
was much greater. However, the small water
conducted zone or rock-pressure breaking zone was
formed by way of the longwall mining on the strike in
the floor of working face, which developed to the
depth of 10~15 meters(2). Since the caving technology
was employed at this working face leading to the
cutting height of 6 meters and the coal winning length
of 45 meters that had already been made was divided
into three district sublevels, which of them was 7~15
meters, all of them brought about the difficulty of
caving the roof and the state of suspending the roof in
some zones. The breakage of floor would also extend
to the deep zones under the circumstances. Thereby,
the water conducted channels were formed on
condition that the weak district sublevel of floor was
ripped by the combined effect of hydraulic and rock
pressure and the initial fractures brought by the
long-term hydraulic pressure in the impermeable layer
of floor connected with the above mining fractures and
expanded subsequently.
According to the boring check on grouting for
water-blocking, it implied that the working face was at
a distance of 43.5~67.33 meters from the Ordovician
roof and the water conducted channels were in the
vicinity of the 5th borehole, being in the middle of the
working face, where the fractures of floor fairly
developed and broke.
3.3 Dynamic condition
The karst water pressure exerted on the floor of
the 27080 working face was 2.5 MPa on the average,
so that it provided the dynamic condition for water
inrush.
3.4 Space of water inrush
Beyond doubt, the mining activity was a key
factor inducing the water inrush and offered the space
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of that.
3.5 Analysis on the coefficient of water inrush
The chance and strength of water inrush are both
controlled and determined by the factors including the
thickness and integrality of the impermeable layer of
floor, hydraulic pressure and the runoff condition of
groundwater. Here, analysis on the risk of water inrush
at the 27080 working face is to be made by applying
the computing formula for the coefficient of water
inrush as follows:
(1)
TS=P/(M-CP-Hd)
where, TS denotes the coefficient of water inrush,
MPa/m; P represents the hydraulic pressure, namely
the karst hydraulic pressure imposing on the floor,
MPa; M indicates the total thickness of the
impermeable layer of floor, m, since the chance of
water inrush is controlled by the thinnest area, the
minimum value of thickness may be substituted; CP is
the thickness of water conducted zone formed after the
floor losing the impermeable capability due to the
mining disturbance, m; Hd is the initial ascending
height of the impermeable layer of floor, m.
To consult other experiential data of mines, CP and
Hd are, respectively, adopted as 15 meters and 12
meters. The average hydraulic pressure of floor at the
27080 working face is 2.5 MPa and the distance from
coal layer to the Ordovician top is merely 43.5 meters,
and follows that substituting these data into Eq.(1), it
yields TS=0.1515 MPa per meters. Referring to the
nationwide practical information and Mine
Hydrogeological Regulations, it suggests that the
coefficient of water inrush at the breaking floor is
generally not more than 0.06 MPa per meters and that
of normal zone not more than 0.15 MPa per meters as
well(3). In contrast with above data, it is, however, not
difficult to find that TS of 0.1515 is more than 0.15
and far more than 0.06. By this token, even though the
floor is integrated at the 27080 working face, there
exists a risk of water inrush (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the
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Fig. 2 Analysis map of Ordovician karst water
inrush after mining
breakage of floor and the suspending roof or the
less-caving destructively extending to the floor are all

to raise the risk of water inrush.
Consequently, this water inrush was a result
associated with hydraulic and rock pressure which
jointly performed on the weak district sublevel of
floor，and the destructive depth of floor was also
increased by mining by areas. In conclusion, the
source of water inrush was provided by the artesian
aquifer of the Ordovician karst water, the dynamic
condition was the high hydraulic pressure and the
space of that was offered by the mining activity,
moreover, the water conducted channels were formed
by the combined effect of hydraulic and rock pressure
on the weak district sublevel of floor. By means of the
calculational analysis on the coefficient of water
inrush, the risk of water inrush at the 27080 working
face was validated as well.
4 CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Translate of mining hydrogeological condition
towards complexity
With the productive region extending to the deep
area, the karst water pressure imposed on the floor
rises continually so that the risk of water inrush
increases as well. Accordingly, there is a tendency of
translating the mining hydrogeological condition
towards complexity. Furthermore, a great mass of the
karst water pressure has already come to above 2.0
MPa in the current region, which is on the brink of
water inrush. If the mining site is in the rich water area
or runoff area, there would get the risk of water inrush;
and if there exists a fault structure, the increase of the
risk of water inrush would be made. Therefore, the
emphasis should be placed on the prevention of water
inrush for the future anti-water work.
4.2 Well-done exploration of hydrogeological
condition
In this mine field, the Ordovician aquifer is in
possession of the highly uneven water-rich properties
that there are some better water-rich areas and runoff
areas but worse water-rich areas in the major field.
Hence, only mining in the better water-rich area and
runoff area does the water inrush take place.
Consequently, the exploration of hydrogeological
condition must be well employed in the mine field and
working face. For the five years later, the Ground
Transient Electromagnetic Method will be firstly
utilized in the productive region and the extended
mine area for the sake of confirming the water-rich
area. Meanwhile, the underground geophysical
prospecting and boring will be implemented, which, in
detail, include the Direct Current Electrical Method (or
the Transient Electromagnetic Method) exploring the
water-rich situation of floor in the mined channel and
the Underground Electromagnetic Wave Perradiator
prospecting for the geological structure in the inner
working face. With regard to the abnormal
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hydrogeological area, it is extremely essential to take
further exploration and make comprehensive analysis
on the information of the geophysical prospecting and
boring for any possibility of water inrush in the future.

Yima Coal Industry Group Co. Ltd. for their financial
support of this work.

4.3 Grouting reinforcement in floor
By virtue of the comprehensive analysis on the
information of the geophysical prospecting and boring,
the grouting reinforcement should be performed in the
district sublevel accessible to the water inrush and the
fault structure may be sewn up(4). Moreover, the weak
district sublevel could be reconstructed for the
improvement upon resisting hydraulic pressure of the
impermeable layer. After above process, it follows that
the necessary countercheck of the geophysical
prospecting and boring could be also made in order for
the validation of the grouting effect, as well as
eliminating the threaten of the karst water inrush.

(1) PANG Yu-feng, ZHANG Huai-song, LIU Yu-liang, et
al., Coal Mine Water prevention Integrated Technical
Manual, Changchun(In Chinese), Jilin Audio-visual
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(2) WANG Yu-hai, JIANG Ben and XING Zhao-kai, Study
on Coal Seam Floor Pressure Bearing Capability during
Mining under Safe Water Pressure of Aquifer,
Zhuozhou(In Chinese), Coal Geology of China, No.5,
(2007), p44-47.
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Hydrogeological
Regulations,
Beijing(In
Chinese), China Coal Industry Press, 1984.
(4) Coal Mine Water Prevention Ordinance, Beijing(In
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本論文では，関連するいくつかの事例を紹介することにより，人間による採掘活動が採
掘地域において断層を再活性化させることを概説する．
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排水や再注水はそれぞれ，採炭地域における各開発段階で，地表の動きを促進する重要な
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Surface collapse pit and bench-shape collapse basin are the main forms of surface movement in
steeply-inclined coal-seam mining，and are also one form of mine secondary geological disasters.
Based on the mechanical principles and by using limit equilibrium conditions, this article studies the
subsiding mechanism，characteristics, the forms of hazard and determinant factors caused by
steeply-inclined coal-seam mining through multi-year analysis and summation of the materials
concluded by observing the surface movement. Besides, it also analyzes the characteristics of
temporal and spatial variation of Zhaogezhuang mining subsidence and offers different management
measures according to different types of subsidence so as to achieve the sustainable development of
economy and the environment in the mining area.
Keywords : Zhaogezhuang, Mining subsidence, Geological disasters, Management

１

INTRODUCTION

As the land of the mining subsidence does not
present itself the moment it is being dug, there is a time
difference from the goaf to the subsidence area. This
brings about subjective ignoring about the management
of goaf，that is, the insufficient estimate of the potential
hazard of the goaf. Zhaogezhuang coal mining history
has been over a century and the subsidence area has a
very bad and serious effect on its peripheral villages，
but it has been only several years’ time for managing
the goaf and doing research into it. How to formulate
the integrated control countermeasures and plans for
mining
subsidence
by
combining
different
characteristics of various mining subsidence areas is
*

School of Surveying and National Land Information
Engineering，Henan Polytechnic University，Jiaozuo
City，Henan Province，454003, China

now an urgent issue which should be deeply studied for
the management of our country’s collapsed places.
Therefore, the management of the mining subsidence is
confronted with great difficulties, many problems and
there is still a long way to go for it [1-3].
２

OVERVIEW OF ZHAOGEZHUANG MNING

The coal-bearing stratum of Zhaogezhuang mine is
extremely stable and there are seven levels of minable
seams. The vertical distribution of the coal seam is the
same as the superficial part ; the coal seam
approximately runs from east to west, tilts to the south
and it is divided into two flanks—the east and west
during the mining. The gently inclined coal seams and
the inclined seams lie in the east part and the
steeply-inclined coal seams mainly lie in the west part.
In the steeply inclined areas, the inclination angle of the
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seam is 45° and it gradually increases along with the
development of the coal seam towards the west.
The maximum angle of the inclination is above 85°.
Owing to the orogenetic movements，an inverted zone
in the coal seam has formed near the west boundary.
In mine，surface collapse pit is seen everywhere
(Fig.1), the mining subsidence area has been 3860
Chinese acres，the water catchment area is nearly 400
Chinese acres，the maximum water depth is nearly 5m
and hundreds of meters of subsidence area has formed
in the west mining area. Collective and individual
privately-owned small-size coal mines spread over
the mining areas from Jinzhuang to Xiaoguzhuang and
the boundaries of the well fields in the south of the
mining site, which not only destroys eco-geological
environment，but also blocks the roads and village
planning in the mining site and adversely affects the
surrounding residents’ normal life.

Fig. 1. Subsidence area plan view
３ MECHANSIM AND CHARACTERISTIC OF
FORMING SUBSIDENCE
３．１ Collapse Mechanism
The subterranean cavitations have formed during the
coal mining and they change the original mechanical
balance condition in the rock mass interior. The
movement and destruction starting from the nearby
stope expand to the surface when the mining area
reaches a certain scope. Meanwhile, the subsidence
area also increases gradually with the increase of the
mining depth and the mining scope. The insiturockmass
is at the complicated stress condition，but this is caused
mainly by the function of the self-weight stress and the
tectonic stress[5]. The rock layer gravity or the tectonic
stress makes the change of the rock volume and its
shape. The elastic energy gathered by the rock volume
compression is:
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In the formula: E- elasticity coefficient; G- ehear
elasticity; γ- cap rock average bulk specific gravity；Hcap rock thickness; μ- poison’s ratio.
From the above two formulas, if this kind of elastic
energy releases under certain conditions, it will then
cause movement and deformation of the rock mass.

After the steeply-inclined coal seam has been mined [6]，
when FT=Fx，the roof rock curves to fall and when the
falling rock begins to slide，it forms free space above
the goaf (Fig. 2(a)). When FT＜Fx，under the function
of gravity，ore column separates from the rock mass
along the weak rock layer, moves towards the dip-head
direction of the coal seam and forms the subsidence
funnel on the surface (Fig. 2(b)). If the rock and surface
soil which fall into the subsidence funnel are
insufficient to support other rock layers, namely，when
the subsidence funnel will expand further. When
F《F
T
x，
the position which is decided by the rock mass intensity
and the rock mass stress in the hanging layer or heading
side rock mass forms the tension crack and cutting
failure plane，adjacent rock in the hanging layer or
heading side will produce asymptotic in break and
inclined destruction，and even form the bench-shape
subsidence basin on the surface (Fig. 2(c)).

(a) original goaf (b) collapse funnel (c) step-shaped
collapse basin
Fig. 2. Asymptotic failure of surface cave in pit
３．２ Collapse Characteristic
Through collecting，analyzing and arranging the
material of the mining area，the characteristics of the
mining subsidence are summarized below :
1) The method of falling pile up mining coal law
(Irregular way of mining) is used by all levels and ultra
mining is not forbidden in the mine. Along with this
tendency, the amount of the falling coal increases, the
vertical height gets longer, the coal seam gradually
comes out and falls along the inclined direction. When
the height of pulling out braves reaches the height that
the rock layer appears (namely under the Quaternary
Period alluvium), the surface which is near the place
where the coal seam appears presents itself as seriously
and no-continuously destroyed ， thus it causes the
collapse pit which appears on the surface and is
inclined to the direction of the coal seam roof .
2) As repeated mining in the kilometer depth
attenuates rock characters of the upper rock layers.
Although the roof bottom boards of the ninth and tenth
level of the mining coal seam both belong to the
medium hard rock, the roof bottom board of the ninth
level is softer than the tenth level, so rock breaks down
very quickly after mining and will form regeneration
roof within a certain amount of time. Massive holes
form in the temporary structure which is formed
between the roof bottom boards. These non-stable
structures will cause momentarily possible surface
subsidence disasters with the time extension.
3) After the mining site experiencing coal seam
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mining for centuries，the surface subsidence、several
meters deep subsidence troughs、subsidence pits、open
cracks are found everywhere. The underground is very
deep and the stability is extremely bad. Engineering
geology and ground stability are also extremely bad，
and this kind of unstable state continues to extend and
expand unceasingly by the way of sudden and
intermittent activities. People living in the mining area
and the peripheral area suffer a great deal from it.
4) Under the “reverses” special geological structure
condition of Zhaogezhuang, the coal synusia with
steeply-inclined short distance causes the area that will
be affected relatively narrow and small. The place
where the coal seam cropouts breaks down braves
extremely fiercely and the deep trough type subsidence
pit is the main form in this place. The water area is
nearly 220 Chinese acres. The maximum water depth
is near 5m and the area that is affected by subsidence
forms several hundred meters long subsidence belt
along the coal seam trend (mainly north temple
subsidence belt). Along the coal seam trend in
QianJinzhuang Village’ southern roadside and outside
the west fence flank of Wang Nianzhuang township
government，subsidence pit and subsidence belt sink
unceasingly with the mining depth's extending and
form non-continuous subsidence destruction with its
typical forms of open crack and bench-shape around it.
４

INTEGRATED CONTROL
COUNTERMEASURE OF MINING
SUBSIDENCE

According to analysis of land influence characteristic
for Zhaogezhuang mining collapse ， the following
prevention countermeasure is proposed.
1) Perfect the rock movement observational network
in the subsidence area and grasp the subsidence rule so
as to provide the scientifically reliable data information
for the subsidence management after the mine is
deserted. Reasonably arrange the mine entire
construction distribution. When arranging the mining of
the working area, the strength of mining should be
emphasized as much as possible and the mining time
intervals between the coal seam should be cut down so
as to create conditions for the land reclamation in the
mining subsidence.
2) For the stable gentle slope, it can be smoothened
as the horizontal broadband terraced field，and for the
gentle slope near the water surface, it can be
transformed into the paddy field; for the shallow water
area whose depth is about 1m, it can be constructed as
an intensively cultivated fishing pond by using the
method of digging the deep areas and padding the
shallow areas or can be reclaimed as a paddy field or as
a piece of woods, fruits or vegetables’ land; for the
water surface with a large water area and a water depth
of about 2m, in the region that is near the bank, dams
can be built by using gangue or local earth or

intensively cultivated fishing pond can be constructed;
for the water area with a deep water depth and is far
from the bank, fish-farming by way of cage culture or
railing fish can be adopted.
3) For the unstable dynamic subsidence areas，the
effect of mining subsidence is limited and the ground
will not seeper. The farmland can still be cultivated
normally after doing some management. It is the best
opportunity for the management of the subsidence
mining when surface subsidence is quite obvious and
the ground seepers the entire year. By grasping this
opportunity, the shortcomings of big resilience and
construction difficulty while carrying out the
management in water can be avoided and the situation
that the subsidence land has not been managed and has
went out of cultivation for more than 10 mining years
can also be avoided. At the same time，the precious
pre-peeling plants plow earth can be stored up and used
for the field reclamation in the future, or used for
transforming the periphery low productivity or inferior
quality farmland.
4) To develop tourism industry by using the
subsidence reclamation. As to the mining subsidence
pits in the mining area，those with deep water, good
transportation and agreeable environmental conditions
can be chosen. Make a plan of and construct an aquatic
park (the north temple park has already been
constructed)，maintain a suitable water surface. On the
one hand, a holiday aquatic park can be provided for
the residents living in mining areas; on the other hand,
fishery can be developed by using the water surface.
５

CONCLUSIONS

1) On the basis of mechanical principles and by
using limit equilibrium conditions, this paper analyzes
the subsidence mechanism which is caused by
steeply-inclined coal seam mining and enriches and
develops the theory of mining subsidence.
2) This paper studies the characteristics of surface
movement and deformation and the particularity of
mining damage in Zhaogezhuang mine，which will
serve as an instruction on the management of the
mining damage，ecological environmental protection
and the sustainable development.
3) On the basis of summarizing coal collapse area
present situation of Zhaogezhuang mining subsidence
area，different integrated control countermeasure is
proposed for different subsidence area, which will be
a practical and feasible，effective government way for
mining planning and government.
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Xiaofang REN* and Wenzhi ZHANG*
概要
地面の崩壊孔と段状崩壊盆地は，急斜面の炭層の採掘における地表変動の大きな主な形式で
ある。そして，それらは採炭地区の二次的な地質災害の一つの形式である。この記事では，
力学的な原理に基づき，臨界平衡条件を考慮することによって，沈下の仕組み，特性，危険
の形成，決定要因について研究する。この他に，Zhaogezhuang 炭鉱の沈下の空間的時間的な
変化の特徴を解析し，そして，持続的な経済発展と採炭地域の環境を両立するような沈下の
種類に応じた管理指標を提供する。
Keywords : Zhaogezhuang, Mining subsidence, Geological disasters, Management
*School of Surveying and National Land Information Engineering，Henan Polytechnic University，
Jiaozuo City，Henan Province，454003
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In this paper the author discusses the techniques and methods of monitoring coal mining subsidence
using 3D laser scanning, respectively discusses data acquiring, data preprocessing, 3D modeling, data
analysis, and damage forecasting. The author points out that DTMs are the foundation of data analysis
and damage forecasting, the data of every period can build three kinds of DTM: Point cloud surface
model, irregular triangular mesh surface model and regular grid surface model. Variation of elevation
direction can be calculated through regular grid surface models, and variation of horizontal direction
can be calculated through irregular triangular mesh surface models, combine variation in elevation
direction and in horizontal direction, the regularity for change of the ground surface can be deduced
and the variation in the future also can be forecasted. The aim of constructing point cloud model is to
quest regularity for change of ground surface from another viewpoint.
Keywords : 3D laser scanning, Monitoring mining subsidence, DTM, Feature matching

１

INTRODUCTION

Ground subsidence caused by coal mining activity
brings havoc for ecological environment, even becomes
the decisive restraining factor of regional economies
sustainable development. In order to minimize losses,
variation and development tendency of ground surface
above mining goaf must be monitored timely and
accurately, and educe accurate forecast information, so
for a long time, mining subsidence observation is
considered as one of the most important research fields
of mine survey. Traditional mining subsidence
*
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observation is set monitoring points in subsidence areas,
and accurate survey these monitoring points regularly
or periodically, then simulate the variation of the whole
subsidence area according the monitoring information.
Though traditional mining subsidence observation has
proven technique, it has obvious disadvantage: high
cost, high labor intensity, and limited monitoring
information, and even more important is that
monitoring points are easy to be destroyed and not easy
to be recovered, the accuracy of monitoring and forecast
must be influenced.
In order to make up the disadvantage of traditional
mining subsidence observation methods, some new
methods and techniques are used in monitoring coal
mining subsidence: Close-range photogrammetric
technique acquire digital image pairs of coal mining
subsidence area, then work out the 3D coordinates of a
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series of feature points based on these image pairs,
using these feature points construct DTM of different
times, then contrastive analysis these DTMs,
characteristic parameters such as shape, depth, and
volume and so on of the subsidence area can be
calculated〔1,2〕; D-InSAR technique acquires satellite
SAR data of different times and process them use
differential interferometry method, and LOS
deformation figures are got, then covert these LOS
deformation figures into subsidence value, the
extension and evolution discipline of the monitoring
area can be analysed〔3,4,5〕. Robotic total stations as an
efficient data acquiring equipment general used in
landslide monitoring and strip mine side slope
deformation monitoring〔6,7〕; GPS-RTK technique is
also used in coal mining subsidence monitoring〔8〕.
3D laser scanning technique has the advantage of
high accuracy, high efficiency, and non-contact in data
acquiring, it can direct acquire 3D surface information
of the subject of study, there would be no doubt of that
3D laser scanning technique has distinctive advantage
in monitoring mining subsidence〔9,10〕. There need no
monitor points in using 3D laser scanning technique
monitoring mining subsidence, and area-scan data can
provide enough information for the monitoring and
forecasting, 3D laser scanning can acquiring 3D surface
information of the monitoring area of different periods,
after contrastive analysis of these information, ground
surface deformation of every differential regions can be
accurately worked out, variation discipline of ground
surface can be deduced and the deformation tendency
of the future can be forecasted. However, the studying
of monitoring mining subsidence with 3D laser
scanning technique is still at exploration stage, no
proven methods and techniques, no uniform operating
mode, and no uniform technical manual. In this paper,
the author will have a deep exploration on the methods
and techniques monitoring mining subsidence using 3D
laser scanning technique combine with practical
experience, and point out practicable solutions and
research ideas. This paper will have some promoting
effect for the applying and developing of monitoring
mining subsidence with 3D laser scanning technique.
２

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

The research of monitoring mining subsidence using
3D laser scanning technique covers a process of data
acquiring, data preprocessing, 3D modeling, data
analysis, and decision supporting. As every stage has
different way, and emphasis is distinct, now we will
discuss these methods and techniques respectively:
２．１ Data acquiring
Data acquiring of ground surface of the subsidence
area is the first step of the research process. Data
quality is in relation to the quality and effect of the
whole research work, and even affect the final

conclusion of the whole research work. The aim of
using 3D laser scanning technique is of its advantage of
data acquiring speed and data accuracy, so how to
acquiring data of the research object accurately and
efficiently is the first question to resolve. Data
acquiring has three steps: data collection and
reconnaissance trip, error estimate and control network
set up, instrument install and scan. At the first stage,
researchers should contact with mining unit and get
necessary information about the monitor area,
including mining position, geological condition, mining
progress and so on, then have a serious investigation
about the subsidence area, and work out a preliminary
scheme about the control network. At the second stage,
error estimate should combine the two sources of error:
errors from control network and errors from 3D laser
scanning data. The later not only related to instrument
properties of the laser scanner, but also related to
scanning range, data density, target reflectivity and so
on. After finish error estimate, control network should
set up on the spot. Control network mainly include two
parts: reference points and observation points.
Reference points are out of the monitoring area, they
are inbuilt in stable foundation soil, The function is for
spatial location basis reference. Observation points are
set in monitoring area, the function is for set up
instrument, provide reference for every observation
station. During the monitoring, positions of observation
points are constantly changing, so the positions must
re-observed before setting up laser scanner. The setting
up of observation points should keep on the following
principles: (1) Uniform distribution as far as possible;
(2) Reduce the number of observe points as far as
possible; (3) Observation points should be set up at the
places that fit for set up instrument and to acquire data;
(4) There should have some overlapping among
observation stations. At the third stage, the scanning
work should be finished in the shortest time, and the
data acquiring program should appropriate readjust. If
the terrain of scanning area is flat and have much bare
field, the density of scanning spot should be reduced; If
the terrain of scanning area is complex and covered by
superior vegetation, the density of scanning spot should
increase; If the shielding is severe, there should add
new observation station according actual situation.
２．２ Data preprocessing and 3D modeling
After the primary process, data acquired by the laser
scanner mainly including three parts: 3D coordinate,
textures and reflectivity information. 3D coordinate
convert point cloud into image, which is the main study
object, the other two kinds of information as auxiliary
information. Primary point cloud data contains some
noise, and also have many data holes, and the data
distribution is not uniform, there needs data processing
operation such as noise filtering, hole filling, spatial
interpolation and so on, then construct precise digital
terrain model, which is the basis of data analysis.
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２．２．１ Data reducing and data merging
3D laser scanning acquiring data at a equal angle
stepping mode, but the height of tripod, which is used
for set up laser scanner, is limited. This kind of working
mode leads to non uniform data density: The data
density is very high near observation station, and
exceed the requirement; As the distance increasing,
data density is diminishing; At the marginal area, the
data density is very sparse; Restricted by scanning
angle, there have no data in a small area around the
observation station. Not only non uniform data density,
but also large data seriously influence the speed and
efficiency of data processing. So it is necessary to
appropriately reduce data. The emphasis of data
reducing is the areas close to the observation stations.
Some data can be removed directly according to some
rule. After finish data reducing of every observation
stations, then merge all observation stations data
together, the data is stored in one file according to
coordinate, or stored in several data block. After data
reducing and data merging, some holes are filled, the
data density also balanced as a whole.
２．２．２ Filtering
3D laser scanner records all the information that can
be detectec without choice, including buildings,
structures, vegetation, water and bare soil. The main
task of data processing in prophase is accurately and
effectively filter cluttered information and reserve bare
land surface information. In laser point cloud image,
buildings, structures, trees and bushes have distinct
characteristic and easy to be recognized and filtered
automatically or artificially; Because of reflected signal
is very weak, water usually has no exploratory data and
leave holes in point cloud image, now the texture
information can be used to assist identify water; Low
bushes and weeds information is a headache thing, low
vegetation is of wide distribution and the configuration
is varying as time varying, so low vegetation filtering is
the emphasis and difficult point of 3D laser scanning
data processing in prophase. Textures and reflectivity
information can be used as ancillary information, deal
with point cloud data similar to supervised
classification of remote sensing image, research the
texture and reflectivity of different kinds of vegetation
at different distances, then extract vegetation from bare
land according to sample value. Vegetation is grows on
the ground, at a small region, vegetation point is higher
than bare soil, so divide subsidence area into many
small regions and project scanning points onto these
small regions, every small region is considered as one
unit and accept or reject the points lies in it following
some rule, as a general rule, reserve minimum elevation
point will get good result.
２．２．３ Hole-filling
Holes owing to obstruction during data acquiring and

filtering needs to be filled with some proper way, and
estimate missing data. There are many hole-filling
algorithms, different feature of the landscape should
select different algorithm. Subsidence area data
acquired by laser scanning is very huge, it is almost
impossible that all the data take part in calculation. So,
global-based algorithms is impracticable and
local-based algorithms should be opted, testing proves
that local cubic-fit-surface algorithms can get better
result.
２．２．４ Subsidence area modeling
After data preprocessing, digital terrain models
should be built, they are basic data for data analysis and
damage forecasting. There mainly three kinds of digital
surface models: Point cloud surface model, irregular
triangular mesh surface model and regular grid surface
model. Point cloud surface model is made up by point
cloud. It also has data structure, in addition to 3D
coordinate, every point has topological relation with its
surrounding points; Irregular triangular mesh surface
model is directly built by points after data
preprocessing according to some rules. It has the
advantage of describe local detailed characterization;
Regular grid surface model has simple data structure
and topological relation. Every point of square control
network is fixed. The elevation value is calculated by
the interpolation of its surrounding points.
２．３ Data analysis and damage forecasting
The ground variation of mining subsidence area is a
continuing and global process. In data processing, we
should breakthrough the restriction of traditional
mining subsidence monitoring pattern, and quest law of
mining subsidence from the viewpoint of global and
field, meanwhile, combine local and global. Surface
model is the foundation of data analysis and damage
forecasting: For any one period surface model, we can
get crosshatching of arbitrary direction and arbitrary
position, and also can get contour through data
transformation; For different period models, local
variation and global variation can be get through
comparative analysis among them, the regulation can
be deduced, and the variation in the future also can be
deduced. Regular grid surface modes of different
period have fixed horizontal coordinates. The
difference of elevation coordinate describes the
variation in elevation direction, the difference value
between two models also of subside model.
Comprehensive analysis of the models of subside and
the regulation can be found. Irregular triangular mesh
surface model can describe local detailed
characterization of the surface model. Comparative
analysis of two irregular triangular mesh surfaces through
feature matching algorithm and horizontal variation can
be calculated. Then combine variation in elevation
direction and in horizontal direction, the regularity for
change of the ground surface can be deduced and the
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variation in the future also can be forecasted. The aim
of constructing point cloud model is to quest regularity
for change of ground surface from another viewpoint.
３

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The author quest the techniques and methods of 3D
laser scanning monitoring coal mining subsidence. The
research mainly includs data acquiring, data
preprocessing, 3D modeling, data analysing, and
decision supporting.
The author points out that DTMs are the foundation
of data analysis and damage forecasting. The data of
every period can build three kinds of DTM: Point cloud
surface model, irregular triangular mesh surface model
and regular grid surface model.
Variation of elevation direction can be calculated
through regular grid surface model, and variation of
horizontal direction can be calculated through irregular
triangular mesh surface models, as it is based on feature
matching algorithm, and there has no efficient 3D
feature matching algorithm, so there still need a
breakthrough in theory. Using point cloud model to
detect variation is a novel idea and needs further study.
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Yongqiang LI*,**, Huiyun LIU* and Fengyuan WEI*
概要
本論文では，炭鉱の沈下を 3 次元レーザ走査を用いてモニタリングする技術と手法を議論す
る。ここで議論する技術は，それぞれ，データ収集，データ前処理，3 次元モデリング，デ
ータ解析，破壊予測等である。著者は，デジタル地形モデル(DTM)がデータ解析と破壊予測
の基本であることを指摘し，時刻毎のデータから 3 種類の DTM を構成する。それらは，そ
れぞれ，点群表面モデル，不規則三角形メッシュ表面モデルおよび規則的格子表面モデルで
ある。垂直方向の変化は規則的格子表面モデルによって，水平方向の変化は不規則三角形メ
ッシュ表面モデルによって計算され得る。垂直方向と水平方向の複合的な変化は点群表面モ
デルや地面の変化の規則性は推論され，未来の変化も予測される。点群モデルの構築の目的
は，別の視点からの地表面の変化に対する規則性を探求することにある。

Keywords : 3D laser scanning, Monitoring mining subsidence, DTM, Feature matching
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There are four types of retinal proteins in the membrane of Halobacterium salinarum.
Bacteriorhodopsin (BR) and halorhodopsin (HR) convert light energy into electrostatic gradients that
can be used by the cell as an energy source to produce ATP. Sensory rhodopsin I (SR I) and
phoborhodopsin (pR) enable the cells to migrate toward an environment optimal for light energy
harvesting while avoiding potentially damaging shorter wavelength light. In the present work, low
temperature photoreaction cycle of pR expressed in E. coli was studied. Comparing to the previous
results, the new findings in the present work are: (i) The K-like intermediate was found to be a
mixture of two photoproducts. (ii) Formation of an L-like intermediate (P482) was observed. (iii)
Upon light irradiation, formation of a long lived shorter wavelength photoproduct (P370) was
observed at 20℃.
Keywords: Phoborhodopsin, Sensory rhodopsin II, Photointermediate

1 INTRODUCTION
There are four types of photoactive retinal proteins
in the membrane of Halobacterium salinarum:
bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin are light-driven
ion pumps transporting protons or chloride ions across
the membrane, respectively; sensory rhodopsin I and
phoborhodopsin are photo receptors responsible for
the phototaxis of the bacterium. Among the four
retinal proteins, BR has been most extensively studied.
Light-activation causes the protein undergo a
photoreaction cycle with a series of intermediates
designated as K, L, M, N and O, during one photocycle
a proton is transported across the membrane(1). pR was
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first reported in 1985 as the fourth retinal pigment for
the photo-repellent response of the bacterium(2).
Although pR is a retinal protein with seven helical
structures like BR, there are many differences between
BR and pR: pR works as a photo-sensor, while BR
works as an ion pump; the absorption maximum of pR
is more than 80 nm shorter than that of BR; the time
required for the completion of the pR photocycle is
much longer than that of BR. It would be worthwhile to
study the molecular origin of these differences.
However pR is unstable under low ionic strength
conditions and the content in the cell membrane is
much lower than the other retinal proteins that made its
purification difficult. Thus the publications of the study
on pR are not so many.
Fortunately, an expression system of pR (designated
as spR hereafter) in Escherichia coli (E. coli) and
purification methods with a Ni-column were developed
recently(3), which enables the detailed studies on the
photochemical properties of spR. In the present work,
the low-temperature photoreaction of spR was studied.
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Based on our results a photocycle was proposed and
compared with previously published one(4).
2 METHODS
Construction of expression vector and preparation of
proteins. The sopII gene was amplified by PCR from
the extracted genome DNA from Halobacterium
salinarum. For PCR, the 5’-primer with a restriction
site
Nde
I
(5’-CATATGGCACTCACGACATGGTTTTG-3’) and
the 3’-primer with a restriction site Xho I
(5’-CTCGAGGTCGCCGTCCGGCGTTGGTTC-3’)
were designed.
Underlined bases indicate the
introduced restriction site.
The PCR products
obtained were purified and subcloned into the vector
pGEM-T Easy (Promega). The Nde I – Xho I
fragment from this plasmid were cloned in
corresponding sites of the vector pET21c (Novagen),
and the spR-expression plasmid (pET21c/spRHis) was
constructed. The sequences of the PCR products were
confirmed using an automated sequencer (377 DNA
sequencer, Applied Biosystems).
The expression and preparation of proteins were
essentially the same as those described previously by
E.coli BL21-CodonPlus
Mironova et al(3).
(DE3)-RP cells (Stratagene) were transformed by
pET21c/spRHis. The cells were grown in 2× YT
medium
supplemented
by
ampicillin
(final
concentration of 50 g/ml) to OD660 of 0.3–0.4 at 37 oC.
Induction was initiated by addition of 1 mM
isopropyl-1-thio-β-galactoside (IPTG) and 10 M
all-trans retinal (Sigma-Aldrich). After another 3 h of
cultivation, the cells were harvested by centrifugation
(4,700×g, 10 min, 4 oC) and suspended in Buffer A
(500 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 50 mM MES, pH
6.0).
The cells were washed by centrifugation
(3,300×g, 10 min, 4 oC) and resuspended in Buffer A,
followed by sonication on ice. The cell debris were
removed by centrifugation (3,300×g, 3 min, 4 oC) and
membrane
fraction
was
collected
by
ultra-centrifugation (106,000×g, 1.5 h, 4 oC). The
membrane was suspended in Buffer S (4 M NaCl, 50
mM MES, pH 6.0) and solubilized by 1%
n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) under stirring
overnight at 4 oC in the dark. The unsolubilized
materials were removed by ultra-centrifugation
(106,000×g, 1.0 h, 4 oC). The supernatant was
applied to a Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) column
equilibrated with Buffer S. The run of this column
was carried out in the dark to prevent the bleach of the
pigment by light.
The column was washed
thoroughly with Buffer W (4 M NaCl, 20 mM
imidazole, 50 mM MES, pH 6.0 and 0.05 % DDM) and
non-specific binding materials were removed. Protein
(spR) was eluted by Buffer E (4 M NaCl, 250 mM
imidazole, 50 mM MES, pH 6.0 and 0.05 % DDM).

Imidazole was, finally, removed by Sephadex (G-25,
GE healthcare) and the sample was concentrated by
ultrafiltration (Amicon Ultra-15, Millipore). During
the preparation of the pigment, we tried not to expose
the sample under light as much as possible.
Low-temperature spectrophotometry. For measuring
the absorption spectra at low temperature, the purified
spR in 4 M NaCl, 10 mM 7mix Buffer (mixture of
citrate, MES, HEPES, MOPS, CHES, Tris, CAPS, the
final concentration of each was 10mM), pH 5.0 and
0.05 % DDM was suspended with glycerol in a final
concentration of 66 %. Absorption spectra were
measured by MPS 2000 recording spectrophotometer
(Shimadzu) equipped with a glass cryostat as described
previously(5). The temperature of the sample was
monitored with a copper-constantan thermocouple
attached to the cell holder. The sample was irradiated
with light from 300 W halogen projector lamp passed
through an interference filter and/or cut-off filter. In
order to reduce heat of the light, the irradiation light
was passed through a 5 cm water layer.

Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of spR at pH 5.6 and 1.7 at
20 ºC. Inset shows the pH titration curve at 535 nm. spR was
suspended in 200 mM NaCl, 10 mM 7 mix Buffer.

3 RESULTS
3.1 pH titration of spR
Acidification of BR causes spectral red shift due to
the protonation of Asp85 which is the counter ion of
the protonated Schiff base. The pKa value of Asp85 of
BR is 2.6(6). The corresponding amino acid in spR is
Asp73. To determine the pKa of Asp73, we measured
the absorption spectrum of spR under different pH
conditions from 5.6 to 1.7. The absorption spectra of
spR at pH 5.6 and 1.7 and the titration curve are shown
in Fig. 1. The absorption maximum of spR at pH 5.6
was at 486 nm. It became 503 nm at pH 1.7 with a
decrease in the molar extinction coefficient. It is
noteworthy that the vibrational fine structure became
less prominent at pH 1.7. The calculated pKa of Asp73
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was 2.6±0.02 that is the same with that of BR (2.6) and
smaller than that of phraonis phoborhodopsin (3.5) (7),
a homolog of spR found in Natronomonas pharaonis.
3.2 Photoreactions of spR at -180 oC
The purified spR in the presence of 0.05 % DDM and
66 % glycerol showed its absorption maximum at 486
nm with three shoulders at 452, 419 and 392 nm at -180
o
C (curve 1 in Fig. 2). When irradiated with 450 nm
light, formation of K-like intermediate, P500, was
observed as previously reported (4,8). A photo-steady
state (PSS450, curve 2 in Fig. 2) was obtained by
prolonged irradiation with 450 nm light.

2) and PSS540 (consisting of P480 and spR; curve 3 in
Fig. 2) are perfectly photo-reversible.
Closer inspection of the transition from PSS450 to
PSS540 reveals that it was not as simple as P500
converted to spR or P480, it was appeared to be a
multiphase transition. The difference spectrum
of early transition and that of later one were calculated
and normalized (Fig. 3). The normalized difference
spectra showed that they are different especially in the
longer wavelength region.
We concluded that there exist at least two longer
wavelength photoproducts named P500 and P500’.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the difference spectra
Curve 1, normalized difference spectra between the
photoproduct mixture obtained by irradiating PSS450
with >540 nm light for 1min and spR. Curve 2,
normalized difference spectra between PSS540 and the
photoproduct mixture obtained by irradiating PSS450
with >540 nm light for 4min. Curve 1 represents the
early transition and Curve 2 represents the late
transition.

Fig. 2 Photoreaction of spR
Curve 1, spR. Curve 2, photo-steady state (PSS450) obtained
by irradiating spR (curve 1) with 450 nm light for 64 min.
Curve 3, Photo-steady state (PSS540) obtained by irradiating
PSS450 (curve 2) with >540 nm light for 32 min. Curve 4,
Photo-steady state (PSS450) obtained by irradiating PSS540
(curve 3) with 450 nm light for 64 min.

Subsequently, PSS450 was irradiated with >540 nm
light which was supposed to be absorbed mainly by
P500. The transition of the longer wavelength
photoproduct into a shorter wavelength photoproduct
was observed. The transition seems to be a reverse
reaction of P500 into original spR. However,
absorption spectrum of the photo-steady state mixture
(PSS540, curve 3 in Fig. 2) obtained by prolonged
irradiation with >540 nm light did not overlap with that
of spR. The maximum absorbance of PSS540 was at 483
nm that is slightly blue-shifted from that of spR, and the
extinction coefficient seems to be slightly small,
suggesting the formation of a shorter wavelength
photoproduct. The estimated absorption maximum of
this photoproduct was at 481 nm (data was not shown),
thus, it should be the shorter wavelength photoproduct,
P480, described by Imamoto et al(4).
Irradiation of PSS540 (curve 3 in Fig. 2) by 450 nm
light gave a photo-steady state (curve 4 in Fig. 2) that
was identical to PSS450 (curve 2 in Fig. 2) produced by
irradiation of spR with 450 nm light. Thus, PSS450
(consisting of P500, P480 and spR; curve 2 and 4 in Fig.

3.3 Thermal reaction of P480
PSS540, mixture of P480 and spR, was warmed to the
pre-determined temperature (-160, -140, -130 and -120
o
C) and immediately cooled down to -180oC to
measure the spectra. The absorption spectrum of the
mixture gradually shifted toward that of spR with the
temperature increase as reported in the previous
paper(6) indicating that P480 was thermally converted
to spR by the warming above -160 oC (data were not
shown).
3.4 Thermal reaction of P500 and P500’
PSS450 was warmed up and spectral changes by a
stepwise warming of 10 oC were recorded. Spectral
changes within-140 to -100 oC appeared to be small
and noisy (data were not shown).
We could not measure the spectra in the temperature
range between -100 oC and -80 oC, because of the
baseline change due to glycerol melting in the cuvette.
The spectra of thermal products above -80 oC were
o
measured at -80 oC. By warming to -60 C the
absorbance decrease in the longer wavelength region
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was observed (curve 1 in Fig. 4a). By further warming
up to -40 oC, absorbance decrease in the longer
wavelength region and a concomitant increase at 350
nm were observed as shown in curve 2 and 3 in Fig. 4a
indicating the formation of M-like intermediate, P360
as previously reported(8). It is noteworthy that the
shape of the negative bands of curve 1 is quite different
from those of curve 2 and 3. One of possibilities
causing this difference is the formation of a new
intermediate corresponding to L-intermediate of BR.
The estimated difference maximum of this
photoproduct is at 482 nm, thus we named it P482.
No obvious spectral change was observed by
warming to -30 oC or -20 oC (curve 4 and 5 in Fig. 4a).
By warming to above -10 oC, the formation of O-like
intermediate, P540 and a concomitant recovery of spR
were observed (curve 1 and 2 in Fig. 4b). The recovery
to spR completed at 10 oC (curve 3 in Fig. 4b).

reverted to the original spR in the dark at 20 oC with a
half time of 190 min (data not shown).

4. CONCLUSION
The photoreaction cycle was concluded in Fig. 6.
Comparing to the previous results, new findings in the
present work are listed as follows: (i) The k-like
intermediate (P500) was a mixture of two
photoproducts.
(ii) Formation of an L-like
intermediate (P482) was observed on the conversion
process from K-like intermediates (P500 and P500`) to
M-like intermediate (P360). (iii) On long irradiation
o
of spR at 20 C, formation of a new photoproduct
(P370) was observed and it decayed to the original spR
in the dark with a decay half time of 190 min. The
N-like intermediate was not detected under our
experimental conditions.

Fig. 4 Thermal reaction of PSS450 from -80 to 10 oC
Panel a: Curve 1-5 indicate the difference spectral changes
before and after each stepwise warming of PSS450 from -80
o
C to -60, 50, -40, -30, -20 oC, respectively. Panel b:
Curve 1-3 indicate the difference spectral changes before and
after each stepwise warming of PSS450 from -80 oC to -10, 0,
10 oC, respectively. Each time immediately after warming
to predetermined temperature, the mixture was cooled down
to -80 oC to measure the absorption spectra.

Fig. 6 Photocycle of pR
Wavy lines represent the photoreactions, straight lines
represent the thermal reactions. Px represents the photointermediates, x indicates the difference absorbance
maxima of them.

3.5 Formation of P370 by irradiation of spR at 20
C
Longer irradiation of spR with 450 nm light at 20 oC
caused formation of a new photoproduct with a
difference maximum at 370 nm (Fig. 5). This
photoproduct was tentatively named P370. It slowly
o
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Abstract
Continuing industrial and commercial growth in many countries around the world in the past
decades leads to rapid increase of both the municipal and industrial solid waste. Landfill is still
the primary and convenient method to dispose municipal solid waste. However, a large
amount of leachates will be generated inevitably from a landfill site, which has been treated as
a major problem of landfill disposal of municipal solid waste. Landfill leachate is a
high-concentrated organic wastewater in which complex components are contained.
Surroundings will be polluted severely if leachate was discharged out of landfill without any
treatment. Generation source and characteristics of waste leachate from Jiyuan landfill were
studied, the results show that leachate includes mainly water contained in waste itself, water
created by organism through aerobic and anaerobic decomposition, natural rain water and
runoff. The conclusion was drawn that merge treatment and leachate injection are feasible in
both technology and economy after testing its main component and analyzing several familiar
treatment technologies such as biological technique, physical-chemical method, land treatment
and group disposal techniques and so on.
Keywords: landfill leachate; component; treatment technology

1 INTRODUCTION
Amount of Urban garbage increases with a speed
of about 8~10% for the rapid urbanization process in
late ten years, and the predicted total value could reach
2.64 million tons in 2010, 4.09million tons in 2030, and
5.28 million tons in 2050[1]. Landfills is used widely
because it has a lot of advantages for example lower
cost, mature technique, easy management and so on,
and investigation for urban garbage landfill in 329
cities show that the amount of urban garbage treated by
this method account for about 87.5%[2]. As a product of
landfill, leachate is a kind of high-concentration poison
and harmful waste water for containing a mount of
organic matter, ammonian, bacterial, parasite, etc[3]. So
that it will pollute both underground and surface

water, and other surroundings if it is discharged directly
without any treatment. Thus, this paper will study
characteristics of landfill leachate and its suitable
treatment taking Jiyuan landfill leachate as example.
2

SOURCE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
JIYUAN LANDFILL LEACHATE
2.1 Source of leachate
Jiyuan landfill exists at Zaoshu ridge, Zhicheng
town,Jiyuan city, which is 10km from Jiyuan city, and
area is about 1,200,000 m2. Its designed treatment
amount is about 300 tons per day(110,000 tons per
year), and the storage capacity is about 1,500,000 m3.
The landfill construct has used technologies of
seepage-proofing, consolidation, overburdening and air
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Table 1 physical and medical properties of Jiyuan urban garbage
Density (㎏/m3)
Water ratio%
pH
N%
P%
K%
Ash content
480.30
13.24
7.20
0.56 0.36
0.74
55.03
462.10
15.65
7.10
0.62 0.38
0.97
52.57
435.70
19.80
7.40
0.67 0.41
1.21
50.61
459.40
16.23
7.20
0.62 0.38
0.97
52.74

time
2000
2001
2002
average

guiding. The urban garbage will be innocent treated
Jiyuan landfill mainly treats the garbage frombefore put
into landfill. Jiyuan city. Main medical segments are
shown in Table 1. And garbage types are a lot, which
include food, garden, paper, plastic, rubber, leather,
textile, wood, metalwork, glass, ceramic, dust, brick bat,
riprap, mud, and so on.
Jiyuan landfill leachate are composed of
(1)mainly water contained in waste itself, (2)water
created by organism through aerobic and anaerobic
decomposition, through aerobic and anaerobic
decomposition,(3)natural rain water and runoff, and
recharging water. Raining is the main one of above four
sources. The garbage will decompose, dissolve out, and
ferment when they meet the water. That is the cause
why there are a lot of organic nitrogen and many kinds
of heavy metal in the leachate, in which there are 22
kinds of matter has been added in key –control list. One
of them is carcinogen and 5 of them could contribute to
the formation of cancers.
2.2 main component of landfill leathate
Landfill leathate component is always divided into
following 4 classes. They are respectively (1) Organism.
COD TOC, and BOD5 are always used to measure its
quantity, but some dangerous and small-amount
organism contents for example phenol need be
measured alone; (2) Common inorganic metals. For
example Cd, Mg, Fe, Na, NH3, CO32-, SO42-, Cl-, and so
on;(3) Trace metals. Such as Mn, Cr, Ni, Pb, etc.(4)
Microorganism. Component of JIyuan landfill leathate
is shown as Table 2(Cu,Cr and Mn are undected)
Table 2 component of JIyuan landfill leathate
Pollution factor

pH

COD

contents

8.33

840

Ni

Pb

0.04 0.08

Zn
0.01

2.3 features of landfill leathate
Component of landfill leathate is affected by
component of garbage, local climate, hydrology, buried
time, burying method, and so on, and it has following
features:
(1) Concentration
organism
is
high.
The
organicmatters in landfill leathate could be divided
into three categories; they are fatty acid and humus
with low molecular weight, carbohydrate with
higher molecular weight, and Curling factor with
middle molecular weight.

Ammonian content is higher.
Phosphorus, especially the dissolvable phosphate
content is lower.
(4) Metal ion content is higher. landfill leathate consist
of many kinds of metal ion, but their content
depends on garbage component and buried time.
(5) Content of dissolvable solid is higher. the
dissolvable solid content change with time, and
reach peak value in 1.5~2.5 years. at the same time
the leathate contain a large amount of dissolvable
abio-salt like Na, K, Cl, SO4, Fe and Mg. Then, the
content will decrease till it reaches a stable level.
(6) Chroma of leathate is higher and is usually sandy,
puce and black with heavy putrefactive odor.
(2)
(3)

3 COMMON TREATMENT TECHNOLOGIES OF
LANDFILL LEATHATE
The investigation for 292 middle or large landfill
show that there are 61% of total landfill has leathate
treatment system, in which 49% of landfill treat the
leathate before discharging them, but not yet reach the
corresponding national standard. Other 12% of landfill
do some treatment and the discharged water could
reach 3-class standard. Leathate could bring
face-source pollution and be divided into 3 methods
including inside landfill treatment, outside landfill and
combining treatment. Inside landfill treatment is to
spray the leathate circling in landfill or set up an
independent treatment system; outside landfill
treatment is to add the leathate to the urban sewage and
treat them at same time; and combining treatment is to
add pretreated leathate to urban sewage and retreat
them together with urban sewage. In total, common
treatment technologies of landfill leathate include
biological treatment, physiochemical treatment, land
treatment and group technology, etc.
3.1 biological treatment
（1）Aerobic treatment
Aerobic treatment includes process of activated
sludge process, aeration stabilization lagoon,
biomembrane, biofilter and bio-fluidized bed. The
practice of using activated sludge process at home and
abroad shows that the method of lowering organism
loading to enhance sludge concentration has a satistring
effect.
（2）Anaerobic treatment
Anaerobic treatment has advantages of less energy,
simple operation, lower running cost, lower sludge
ratio and enhancing biochemical ability of wastewater,
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so it can be used for landfill leathate with higher
concentration of organic matters and bad biochemical
ability. And the methods include UASB, anaerobic
touching pool, up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket and so
on.
（3）Aerobic and Anaerobic combine treatment
For high concentration landfill leathate, it is difficult to
reach discharge standard only by adopting anaerobic
treatment, so it need aerobic treatment also, which is
called as Aerobic and Anaerobic combine treatment
3.2 physico-chemical treatment
Physico-chemical treatment method includes
coagulating sedimentation, charcoal absorption,
chemical oxidation, ion exchange, Reverse Osmosis,
electrodialysis, Air stripping，ultrafiltration，and so
on, in which physico-chemical treatment method is not
influenced by variance of water quality and quantity,
and quality of discharged water is stable comparably
specially for landfill leathate which is difficult to be
treated by biology treatment method for containing less
ratio of BOD and COD (0.07~0.2). However,
coagulating sedimentation need stable water quality,
and wide variance of water quality will cause a
unstable coagulating effect and a lot of chemical sludge.
charcoal absorption, Oxidation by ozone, reverse
osmosis and ultrafiltration have good Treatment effects,
but they are expensive too. So, physical-medical
treatment is only used as pretreatment or combining
other methods in practice.
3.3 land treatment
Land treatment uses mainly physical, chemical
and biochemistry function of soil and conludes two
method of constructed wetland and tificial recharge. It
can reduce leathate production through transforming
organism and ammonia and avaporation by using the
self adjust-control mecnanism and composite purify
function of terrestrial ecosystem of soil-microbe-plant.
Constructed wetland has advantages of lower cost,
convenient management, and so on. But it changes
with seasons and can only deal with water containing
lower-concentration organisorganic matters. So, it can
be used in south zone where plant has a longer period
and grows egonic, but it is not suitable to be used in
north zone.
Tificial recharge treat landfill as a biology filtering
bed filled with waste. When leathate is recharged into
landfill, it pass through overburdening soil layer and
waste layer orderly and degradation and interception
will happen to leathate by physical, chemical and
biochemical function.
4 DISCUSS ON JIYUAN LANDFILL LEATHATE
TREATMENT
Leathate collecting system of jiyuan landfill is
used to collect and transport leathate from landfill for
further treatment. Height of standing water on

compound backing should be sure to be less than 30 cm
and which can thus lighten the population to
groundwater. Leathate-collecting system include
leathate discharge layer, collecting channels,
multiaperture collecting pipes, collecting pool,
enhancing pipe, pump and leathate storing pool. Landfill
bottom should be made as a series of slope-shaped
steps for stopping the leathate to storage on the landfill
bottom. Outline bordor and structure of landfill bottom
must enable gravity water flow to lowest point, and
both two-stage leathate collecting system should feed
the above requirement. But Jiyuan landfill leathate is
less, so there is no need to set up special leathate
gathering unit, we can use following two methods to
deal with leathate.
4.1 combining treatment
We can use special cars to transport leathate of
Jiyuan landfill to Jiyuan waste treatment plant and treat
them with waste water. This method has been used
from the time that the landfill was set up to 2006. But it
is expensive and has some other problems. Combing
treatment could enhance slightly biodegradability of
leathate, but the problems led by adding the leathate
can not be ignored, it mainly includes that
accumulation of heavy metal in biology sludge will
affect the application of waste matter in agriculture, and
most harmful, poisonous and hard to be degraded
matters like TOX can not be removed, they are only
transported into discharged water in the dilution
process, which will further threaten the environment
4.2 recirculation treatment
Recirculation treatment is used in practice widely
abroad but comparably less home. In fact, recirculation
treatment treats landfill as a biology filtering bed fill
with waste, and has function of accelerating landfill
stability. When leathate is put back into landfill, it will
pass through overburden soil layer and waste layer and
will be degraded or intercepted by a series of biology,
chemistry and physical reaction. Recirculation
treatment effects depend on recirculation style, quantity,
OLR, frequency, and waste grain size, porosity.
Interrelated research abroad and home shows that
leathate recirculation has following advantages: (1)
accelerating stability of leathate quality and water
quantity reduction by surface evaporation and biology
degradation, (2) accelerating stability of landfill waste
component, (3) lessening the maintenance period and
cost after closure of landfill, and the maintenance cost
is only 45% of leathate solely treatment by estimate,
and (4) accelerating landfill gas yield, and enhancing
the recycling economical viability. But recirculation
also has some problems：(1) The circulation of leathate
in waste layer leads to unceasing accumulation of
ammonia, heavy metal, organism acid and other
minerals, and adoption of heating, pH value adjustment,
inoculation will raise operating cost. (2) Not all
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Leathate after recirculation can reach first or second
grade of national standards, they need further
treatment.(3) The environment, healthy and safety
problem such as fetor created in the spraying process of
recirculation and acceleration of landfill gas output and
productive rate need to be solved. (4) High-quantity
suspended
matter
or
microorganism
excess
reproduction will lead to surface blockage, so that it
need a pretreatment for TSS in leathate or lose the
recirculation surface regularly. (5) Mature production
engineering and operational experience is still not
enough to deal with recirculation at different stages, so
that problem is easy to happen in practical operation.
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ごみ処理場から排出される濾過液の特性と処理技術の研究

Caixia TIAN and Yanli LI
概要
全世界の多くの国々において、過去 10 年間に渡る産業と商業の連続的な成長は、都市と産
業の廃棄物の急速な増加をもたらした。ごみ処理場の存在は、都市廃棄物の処分地として、
一次的で簡便な方法である。しかしながら、ごみ処分場からは必然的に非常に大量の濾過液
が発生し、それは都市ごみ処分の主要な問題として取り扱われて来ている。ごみ処理場から
排出される濾過液は複雑な成分を含む、高濃度有機廃液である。もし濾過液が何らの処理も
なく、ごみ処理場から排出されたならば、その周辺地域は激しく汚染されるであろう。JiYuan
ごみ処理場からの濾過廃液の発生源と特性について研究が行われた。その結果、以下のこと
が示された。濾過液はそのもの自体に含まれる水分を主に含んでおり、その液は好気性と嫌
気性の分解、天然水と地表を流れる雨水を通して、有機物により作られる。溶解処理と濾過
液注入が技術と経済性の両面において、主な構成要素の試験と生物学的技術、物理化学的方
法、土地処理とグループ処理技術等のような良く知られた 2、3 の処理技術を解析した後、実
行可能であることを結論付けた。
Keywords: landfill leachate; component; treatment technology
School of Resource and Environment Engineering,Henan Polytechnic University, Gao Jiaozuo city,
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The pollutant treatment of water supply in Henan Oilfield

Yong FU

(Received 27 May 2009, Accepted 20 November 2009 )

Abstract
The polluting situation of water supply in Henan oil field has been investigated. The pollutant sources
have been analyzed. The treatment measures of water supply pollution include developing new water
supply, saving on water, controlling groundwater level descending, enhancing management and
formulating strict rules and regulations.
Key words: pollutant sources, treatment measure, Henan oil field

1

INTRODUCTION

With the developing of industry and agriculture,

supply and so on, as shown in Fig. 1. Weigang water

water has been polluted, and the situation has been

supply locates in the zone between Tanghe river and

getting worse [1-2], especially in the oilfield.

Baihe river, where the Quaternary System is developed

Henan oil field is a pearl in central of China. Since

widely with the thickness of 250 m. The shallow

the oilfield is explored and developed in 1970s, drilling,

groundwater is pore-crevice phreatic water with clay

mining, transporting and refining industries are

(Q2). The water yield is very small and the flow

developing quickly, and various organizations and

direction is consistent with the landform. The deep

hospitals and stores are set up, the population increased.

groundwater is pore confined water with gravel (Q1),

Also water yield is increased every year concequently,

the aquifer thickness is 30-40 m, the buried depth

polluted water are supplied as industrial and topwater,

30-48 m, the groundwater recharge is crossrange runoff

so that the pollution of water supply became serious.

and shallow groundwater leakage. The regional cone of

Therefore it is significant to research pollutant sources,

depression is formed. At present, there are 31 water

and set up the measures of prevention and treatment.

wells in the water supply, the well depth is about 150 m,
the extracting section is 40-120 m, and water yield is
40,000 m3/d.

2 OUTLINE OF WATER SUPPLY

Shuanghe
There are 188 water wells in Henan oil field, which
distribute in Weigang water supply, Shuanghe water

water

supply

locates

in

the

pre-mountain of Tongbai mountain. Neogene System
develops well, and thickness is about 230 m. Shallow

supply, Guotan water supply, and Xiaermen water

Henan Polytechnic University, Henan Juozuo, 454000
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Figure 1 Distribution of water supply in Henan oil field
groundwater is pore phreatic water with gravel (Q , Q4)

by industrial pollution and domestic sewage. The main

in terrace or riverbank and pore phreatic water with

pollutants are oil, chloride, nitrate, ammonium nitrate,

muddy gravel (Q2) in hill area. Deep groundwater pore

and so on. The moderately polluted zone is around the

artisian with muddy gravel(Q1, N), aquifer thickness

heavily polluted zone, and the main pollutants are

30-50 m, the groundwater recharge is mainly crossrange

nitrate, chloride, phenol, and oil, and so on. The lightly

runoff and shallow groundwater leakage. At present

polluted zone distributes in north of the oil field, and no

there are 27 water wells in the water supply, the well

industry is mainly polluted by agricultural pollution.

depth is about 300 m, the extracting section is 20-290 m,

The main pollutants are nitrate. The deep groundwater

and water yield is 38,000 m3/d.

in Weigang water supply is polluted softly and most

Other water supplies are smaller, water yield is less
3

area are lightly polluted The main pollutants are nitrate

than 10,000 m /d. Their environmental geologic and

and fluoride. The moderately polluted zones distribute

hydrogeologic conditions are the same as Shuanghe

in hospital, mechanic repairing plant, and water and

water supply.

electric plant. The main pollutants are lead, oil and
phenol.

3

POLLUTING SITUATION

The shallow groundwater has been moderately
polluted in Shuanghe water supply. The main pollutants

The

groundwater

quality

is

inspected,

and

are chloride, nitrate, phenol, oil, and so on. The

groundwater level is observed in all water supplies in

pollution of deep groundwater is higher than Weigang

Henan oil field since 1984. A large amount of

water supply. The main pollutants are nitrate, oil and

information has been gotten and the polluting situation

organic matter and so on.

of water supply has been recognized clearly.
Most shallow groundwater has been polluted heavily

4

POLLUTANT SOURCES

or middlely in Weigang water supply, and some have
been polluted lightly in local section. The heavily

4.1

Industrial pollutant sources

polluted zones distribute in main industrial area of the

Henan oil field is a developing oil industrial base.

oil field, for example, Jungaozhuang, Wuyicun and

The industrial types are simple. The main industry is oil

Xiaohuzhuang and so on. The groundwater is polluted

mining, and secondary industries are oil refining and
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mechanic repairing. The pollutant sources are mainly

0.91 m3/d, far over the country’s standard. With oilfield

industrial waste water, others are well tube fracture, oil

developing, groundwater level would draw down

leakage of pipeline and so on.

continuously and water quality would deteriorate every

The most harmful industrial waste water is de-oil

day if we did not save on water.

sewage in combined station, secondary are waste water
in refinery factory and well washing water and so on.

5.2 Enhance management and formulate strict rules

The discharge capacity of industrial waste water is

and regulations

3

3

2,049 m /d in Weigang district, 2,710 m /d in Shuanghe

(1) Work out water demand quota for every unit and

district. The main pollutants are sulphate, phenol,

every staff, let everyone have a consciousness to save

cyanide, chromium and oil and so on. The industrial

water.

waste water have not treated except for oil.

(2) Deep groundwater stop mix-extracting with
shallow groundwater, and water wells must be sealed.

4.2

Living pollutant sources

The abandoned water wells must be sealed with clay.

The living pollutant sources are mainly rubbish and

(3) Prevent well tube fracture and oil leakage of

domestic sewage from organization, company, school

pipeline in oilfield development. The abandoned oil

and residential area. The rubbish is collected by farmers

wells must be sealed with clay.

to be the fertilizer. A part of

domestic sewage is

discharged partly to rivers and to ponds. Most of field

(4) Stop building ponds in river terrace, stop
irrigating field using sewage water.

near the residential area are irrigated by domestic

(5) Control discharge capacity and quality of sewage.

sewage. Therefore, domestic sewage pollutes the water

Stop discharging sewage water that do not reach

sources heavily. The discharge capacity of domestic

discharge standard.

3

3

sewage is 19,402 m /d in Weigang district, 4,921 m /d
in Shuanghe district. The harmful components in

5.3 Build up pollutant prevention area, control

domestic sewage are phenol, ammonia water, arsenic,

pollutant dispersion.

cubic, lead, zinc and so on.
The urinal, pond, pesticide and chemical fertilize are
all the major sources of groundwater pollution in
countryside.
5

TREATMENT MEASURE

Based on the analysis of water supply pollution in

REFERENCES
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a public supply well in a Karstic aquifer to contamination.
Groundwater, 2009, 47(3):438-452.
(2) TONG Changshui, WU Jichen, MIAO Jinxiang, et al. A
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Henan oilfield, the following treatment measurement
has been performed..
5.1

Developing new water supply and saving on

water, let groundwater level stop descending
(1) Strengthen the exploration and development of
new water supply, provide reserve water supply for the
oilfield developing.
(2) Save on water and control groundwater yield. At
present it is very heavy to waste water in production
and daily life. For example, the washing water is 1000
m3/d in refinery factory, about 2-4 times of standard.
Water demand for living is generally 0.5 m3/d, highest
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Henan 油田における供給水の汚染処理
Yong FU
概要
Henan 油田の供給水の汚染状況が調査されている。汚染源が解析された。供給水の汚染処
理対策には新しい水供給減の開発、水の節約、地下水面の減少制御、厳密な規則や法律を定
め、管理を強化することを含んでいる。
Key words: pollutant sources, treatment measure, Henan Oilfield
Henan Polytechnic University, Henan Juozuo, 454000
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Development of a Spiral Propulsion Mechanism in Wetlands
-Relation between Torque and Load

Qunpo LIU*, Yoshito HAYASAKA*, Naohiko HANAJIMA**, Kunio KAWAUCHI***,
Mitsuhisa YAMASHITA**, Hiromitsu HIKITA** and Toshiharu KAZAMA**

(Received 27 May 2009, Accepted 20 November 2009 )

This paper addresses load properties of a spiral propulsion mechanism in wetlands. Recently, area of
wetland has been decreasing due to farmland development and so on. The phenomenon is becoming
one of the major environmental conservation concerns. The project of investigation of the current
state and its degradation trend of the marshland has been started. The most significant challenges to
the field surveys focus on the development of locomotion mechanism to carry measurement devices
in wetland. One of the authors has proposed spiral propulsion mechanisms for movement in wetlands.
Fundamental experiments have been performed in the bank of a river, where was covered with dried
long-stem plants, and the traction properties of the spiral propulsion mechanism in wetlands is
investigated. We have proposed a simple formula which describes the relation between torque, load
and traction. The data of the experiment fit the formula well in range of less than a certain value of
load.
Key words: Wetland, Spiral, Environment at investigation, Coil

1

INTRODUCTION

Environmental protection has been people's
concerns for a long time. The problem of reduction
of wetlands’ area is becoming one of the most
important environmental conservation concerns. In
Kushiro mire, which is the largest wetland in Japan,
the distribution areas of Alder forests or veitchii
are increasing. The project of the nature restoration
has been started. First of all, the investigation of
the current state and its degradation trend of the
marshland are critical to the project.
Many efforts are made for field surveys. We can
obtain spatially wide data by remote-sensing system
such as radar images or visible images from
satellite. However, field survey is mandatory if we
*

Division of Mechanical Systems Engineering

**

College of Design and Manufacturing Technology

*** College of Environmental Technology

want to obtain more precise physical data, and lots
of tools should be carried. It’s very hard for people
to walk around huge area in muddy soil of the
wetlands with heavy tools. At the same time,
vehicles are restricted to enter into wetlands.
Therefore the most significant challenges for the
field surveys focus on the development of
locomotion mechanism to carry measurement
devices.
New and exciting applications continue to be
found for mobile robotic systems. One of the most
important trends of the past decade has been the
increased use of mobile robots in rough,
unstructured terrain, such as underground mines,
forests, disaster sites, and planetary surfaces. And
recently many robotics researchers shift their focus
from developing robots that operate in laboratory
settings, to those that can successfully overcome the
real-world challenges associated with rough terrain
operation. New locomotion mechanism suitable for
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the wetlands, which suppress damages of the
vegetation and do not sink in the mud, has been a
high-priority goal in the robotics community.
In this paper, we describe a spiral propulsion
mechanism and its experiments. It threads its way
through vegetation by spinning itself. The spiral
keeps its trajectory when spinning. Therefore it
would not exert strong force on the vegetation.
Since the spiral makes plural points of contact with
ground and its load is distributed, it mustn’t be easy
to struck in the mud. We made a spiral as prototype
and investigated relation between torque, load and
traction.
2

MODEL OF THE SPIRAL PROPULSION
MECHANISM AND FORCE ANALYSIS

The spiral propulsion mechanism is a mechanism
that rotates the spiral shaped structure in the grasses,
and converts the torque to the thrust force. Here the
model of the spiral propulsion mechanism and force
analysis are presented, as illustrated in Fig.1 and
Fig.2.

Fig.1 Diagram of a proposed spiral
propulsion mechanism.

As shown in Fig.1, the spiral receives a reaction
force from hard stem plants when the part of the
spiral pushes on them. In the same way, it receives
the reaction force from them if the spiral wades in
mud and water. If both of the normal component
and the reaction force balance to each other, the

resolved into its tangent and normal components
(Fig.2). The spiral has radius of r and a mass of m.
An angle of friction is denoted by and a lead
angle .A coefficient of friction which act
between the spiral and ground, is indicated by .
Gravitational acceleration is denoted by g.
Taking those parameters into consideration, force
balance equation for the system in Fig.2 can be
written as :

T  N tan     mg
r

It aims to clarify the relation and the
characteristic between torque, load and traction,
which is necessary for the generation impellent of
the spiral rotation. Issues related to thrust force
traction N were discussed in references [1]. This
article focused on the relationship between torque T
and load.
3

EXPERIMENT AND DEVICES

Experiment has
been performed in
the bank of a river
to confirm eq. (1),
where was covered
with
dried
long-stem plants.
Density of the
grasses was about
342 stems per
Fig. 3 Aluminium pipe
square
meter.
spiral in wetlands
Average length and
mean radius are around 2.14[m] and 5.28[mm],
respectively.
Torque wrench
carrier
Spiral

Fig.2 Relation of forces in locomotion

only tangent component will remain. Therefore the
spiral revolves along a path formed with its own
shape and moves along the center axis (as shown in
Fig1.). Finally the translational movement produces
thrust force, N (as shown in Fig2.). Therefore in
rotating, the spiral receives frictional force from the
plants and the mud, and.
Seven parameters are required to define the
configuration of the spiral propulsion mechanism in
Fig.2. A torque T is applied at the central axis of the
spiral in order to create rotation. The force F，
which is generated by T on a small part of spiral, is

(1)

Load

Fig. 4 Experimental system structure

Fig.3 and Fig. 4 show the experimental setup of
the spiral propulsion mechanism. The spiral was
made by curving the aluminum pipe of 32mm in the
diameter and 2mm in the thickness. The outside
diameter of the spiral was 500 mm, the rolling
number, 4.5, the total length, 1000 mm, and the
0.138 rad.
So as not to bend the grass, the spiral was set up
in the grass. A torque wrench was installed directly
on this spiral axis. The torque to rotate the spiral
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was exerted and measured with the torque wrench.
To change the load on the spiral, weights were put
on a balanced carrier. The load was increased from
0 to 14 kg by 1.0 kg each, and then the force to
rotate the spiral was exerted to the torque wrench.
Immediately after the spiral began to rotate, the
gage of the torque wrench was read as the torque T.
Fig.5 shows graphs of the load versus the torque.
The graph marked by shadow represents
experimental data and a straight-line linear
regression model. It is observed that the graph fits
eq. (1) well. From the linear regression model we
obtained  = 0.919.
According to the experimental results the
following conclusions can be drawn.

4

CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the background of the
research work in field surveys. In view of
bottle-necks and difficulties in this field at present,
a countermeasure analysis was made and a spiral
propulsion mechanism suitable for wetlands was
described. Based on the essential relationship
between the starting torque, the traction and load,
experiment was performed and considered, and the
relational expression was confirmed. The
experiment result supported that the equation
concerning the force balance between the torque,
the thrust and the friction was suitable. Concerning
the findings, interpretations and discussions are
raised, and suggestions are put forward for the
advance of the research work.
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Fig. 5 Relation between Torque and Load

Firstly, value of which is coefficient of friction
between the spiral and ground, will depends on
vegetation circumstances conditions. Therefore, the
same torque will be converted into different thrust
force N in the different vegetation circumstances.
Secondly, comparing with the coefficient of
friction between clayey loam and an off-road tire,
0.45,  = 0.919 is more than double.
Relevant solutions should be put forward to reduce
the losses caused by frictions for efficient
locomotion.
Third, owing to special shape and uneven
environment,
spiral
propulsion
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mechanism is very easy to rollover. The carrier,
with suitable shape and location, should be
designed to adjust the center of whole-system’s
gravity.
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The distribution characteristics and the speciation of heavy
metals pollutants in soil along roadway in JiaoKe，Jiaozuo
city, China
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Abstract: The heavy metals pollution in farm soil around the transportation skeleton line in Jiaoke
was investigated.14 soil samples were collected and treated with HNO3-HF-HCLO4,then the contents
of Cd、Cr、Cu、Ni、Pb 、Zn and As were determined by ICP-MS and assessed systematically, forms
of the heavy metals were analyzed by Tessier method. The results indicted that the soil belonged to
polymetalic compound pollution in which As、Cd and Pb were the most serious pollutants. The
pollution was the heaviest in farm soil that 15m apart from the transportation line, with Nemerow
index 6.1465. We found that the Nemerow index reduced with the increase of the distance. Forms of
the heavy metals showed: the valid state percentage of heavy metal in soil followed the order of Pb＞
Ni＞Cr＞Cu＞Cd＞Zn＞As. The forms of Ni,Cd,Zn and Pb in farm soil showed: residual fraction
＞Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction＞organic fraction＞exchangeable fraction＞acid extractable fraction,
The forms of Cu and As in farm soil showed: residual fraction＞organic fraction＞Fe-Mn oxidizable
fraction＞exchangeable fraction＞acid extractable fraction ; The forms of Cr in farm soil showed:
residual fraction ＞ Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction ＞ organic fraction ＞ acid extractable fraction ＞
exchangeable fraction. The higher valid state and lower residual fraction percentage of Pb in soil
implied that it should be paid attention to potential effects of heavy metals on regional ecosystem.
Key words: farm soil; heavy metal; the roadway in JiaoKe; speciation; Nemerow index

1

INTRODUCTION

As one of the most important natural resources, the
soil is supporting all kinds of pollution from the human
activity while improving the production forces for the
humanity. The heavy metal elements may enter the soil
by transportation, industrial emission, municipal
administration and atmospheric subsidence. The
accumulation of the heavy metal in soil is not only
affecting growth of the plant and animal, making huge
threat to the terricolous ecosystem and affecting the
plant the output and quality[1], moreover, because the
speciation of the heavy metal is different, the heavy
metal may be released to the water body from the soil,
so the surface water and groundwater will be polluted,
finally, health of the human will harmed by food chain.
Institute Of Resources & Environment
Henan polytechnic university P.R.China,454003

The pollution of the soil and the agricultural
product around the highway has been concerned[2].
Some scholars thought that the traffic can make
pollution of the soil and the crops around the roadway,
the heavy metal pollution around the highway has been
reported in our country[2-4]. The influence to the
farmland and the crop has not been valued in the
countryside that the numbers of vehicles are relatively
small. Jiaoke roadway is the throat to outward transport
of the coal of Sanxi, by the development of road
transportation in JiaoKe, which makes the heavy metal
pollution quite clear, but the research of the pollution
and speciation of heavy metal is still less. So, this
article chooses the topsoil around the roadway in
Qinyang as the object, and make analysis to the
distribution characteristics and the speciation of Cd，Cr，
Cu，Ni，Pb，Zn and As in soil along roadway, and grasp
the environmental quality to prevent the soil pollution.
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2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1

sampling site description
Soil sample came from farm around the
transportation skeleton line in Jiaoke, sampling cross
section is vertical to the roadway, which is wide and
flat, we layed sampling site away from the roadbed 5,
10, 15, 25, 35, 50, 75, 100, 150m in sampling cross
section, comparison spot is away from the roadbed
500m in the north of sampling cross section, which had
not pollutant source, the type and use way of soil are
completely consistent with the monitoring point.
2.2

sample preparation
After the sample were air dried at room
temperature, the samples were crushed to pass 1mm
sieve, homogenized and stored in plastic bags prior to
laboratory analysis.
The digesting procedure for the soil samples was
as follows. A 0.5g pretreated sample was heated with
10ml HCl in a PTFE pot on the electrothermal plate
until the final volume became 5ml, then 15 ml HF and
5 ml HClO4 were added continuously heated to
yellow-white pasty, after cooling down. 10ml HNO3
and heated on the electrothermal plate. The digested
sample was then poured into a 50ml volumetric flask
and subsequently diluted to the mark with distilled
water.
The speciation of the heavy metals were analyzed
by Tessier sequential extraction.

The samples were determined by ICP-MS. The
detection limits of Cd，Cr，Cu，Ni，Pb，Zn and As were
0.005, 0.074, 0.071, 0.04, 0.009, 0.052 and 0.367 ppb,
respectively.
2.3 evaluation method
2.3.1 evaluation method of single factor index of
pollution
Single factor index (Pi) = Ci / Si
Where
Pi=single factor index of i heavy metal in sample
Ci=the concentration of i heavy meatal in sample
Si=the limit values according to standard for soil
2.3.2 evaluation method of integrated index of
pollution
The soil generally is been polluted by many kinds
of heavy metals, so, the evaluation of soil
PN pollution should be made by integrated index.
There are many kinds of integrated index, Nemerow
index generally is adopted.

 

2
2
PN  ( max Pi )  Pi  2



Where

PN =integrated index of soil pollution
max Pi =the most single factor index of pollution

P i =the arithmetic average of all single factor index
of pollution
The classification standard for the soil studied(Table 1)

Table 1 The classification standard for the soil studied
Classification The standard of pollution
Polluted level

Index of pollution
PN≤0.7

1

Safe

Clean

0.7＜PN≤1

2

Warning line

Still clean

1＜PN≤2

3

Light pollution

Light polluted

2＜PN≤3

4

Polluted

Polluted

PN＞3

5

Heavy pollution

Heavy polluted

Table 2 Heavy metal assessment standard for soil
Environment quality specification
Heavy metals

As

Cd

Cr

Cu

Hg

Ni

Pb

Zn

pH＜6.5

40

0.3

150

50

0.3

40

250

200

6.5＜pH＜7.5

30

0.3

200

100

0.5

50

300

250

pH＞7.5

25

0.6

250

200

1.0

60

350

300
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Table 3 Heavy metal concentrations in soils of farm
Distance of the sampling sites from the road way edge/m

Elements

5

10

15

25

35

50

75

100

150

350

Cu

34.132

34.357

35.478

34.2665

34.2665

36.342

35.1456

39.783

38.792

35.324

Pb

38.0123

41.1478

53.6423

34.0695

38.1789

24.531

23.0423

21.1476

20.1443

14.378

Cr

57.774

58.893

58.891

58.893

59.642

59.425

48.321

44.478

30.057

27.341

Ni

31.678

36.899

34.631

30.7775

26.521

24.829

23.667

22.145

20.565

19.428

Cd

1.1324

1.1678

1.2713

1.1495

1.1321

1.087

0.9891

0.8307

0.7812

0.3456

As

203.17

205.32

212.31

205.74

176.54

154.31

120.78

108.15

90.5

46.78

Zn

305.728

345.98

367.95

337.942

324.15

305.17

300.478

302.561

301.756

284.356

Table 4 Heavy metal assessments in soils of farm
Distance of

Single index of pollution

the sampling
sites from
the way edge (m)

Cu

Pb

Cr

Ni

Cd

Integrated
As

Zn

Index of
pollution

Pollution
level

5

0.17066

0.108607 0.231096 0.527967 1.887333

8.1268

1.019093 5.874454 Heavy pollution

10

0.171785 0.117565 0.235572 0.614983 1.946333

8.2128

1.153267 5.941976 Heavy pollution

15

0.17739

0.153264 0.235564 0.577183 2.118833

8.4924

25

0.171332 0.097341 0.235572 0.512958 1.915833

8.2296

35

0.171332 0.109083 0.238568 0.442017 1.886833

7.0616

50

0.18171

0.413817 1.811667

6.1724

1.017233 4.478306 Heavy pollution

75

0.175728 0.065835 0.193284

0.39445

1.6485

4.8312

1.001593 4.279151 Heavy pollution

100

0.198915 0.060422 0.177912 0.369083

1.3845

4.326

1.008537 3.151985 Heavy pollution

150

0.19396

0.057555 0.120228

0.34275

1.302

3.62

1.005853 2.646207

350

0.17662

0.04108

0.3238

0.576

1.8712

0.070089

0.2377

0.109364
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1.2265

6.146542 Heavy pollution

1.126473 5.950143 Heavy pollution
1.0805

5.115225 Heavy pollution

pollution

0.947853 1.384821 Light pollution

Yanli LI and Dongyan LI

2.4

evaluation standard

was the heaviest in farm soil that 15m apart from the

The land around the transportation skeleton line is

transportation line, with Nemerow index 6.1465.

farm, which belongs to typeⅡKind of soil application

Pollution levels of Cu，Pb，Cr and Ni is safe. Pollution

function,

of

level of Cd away from the way edge is polluted.

therefore

“environment

the

secondary

Quality

standard

specification"

Pollution levels of Cd in other sampling site are light

(GB15618-95)(Table 2),was adopted to classify the

polluted. Pollution levels of As in all sampling site are

Nemerow index of pollution to assess.

heavily polluted. Pollution levels of Zn in all sampling
site are lightly polluted. From Table 4, we found that

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

the concentrations of Cu，Pb，Cr and Ni reduced from
the way edge 50m, the four heavy metals may come

The digested soil sample was be measured by

from tyre wear, coal ore losing and vehicle exhaust.

ICP-MS, and analyzed with software. Heavy metal

But the concentrations of Cu has not obvious drop from

concentrations and assessments in soils of farm around

the way edge, and the mean value is only 1.487 times

the roadway are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

than the soil environment background (24.1), so the

Pollution levels of Cd，Cr，Cu，Ni，Pb，Zn and As in

pollution level of Cu is low, which is because of high

the soil are listed in Table 4. The results indicted that

environment background value. The pollution levels of

the soil belongs to polymetalic compound pollution in

Zn are light polluted, the mean value is 4.519 times

which As, Cd and Pb are the most serious pollutants.

than the soil environment background level, which may

The pollution level away from the transportation

come from coal ore losing and tyre wear. Moreover,

skeleton line 0-100m belongs to heavy pollution, all

single index of As and Cd is high , which may be

Nemerow indexes are more than 3, and integrated

correlative with the use of farm chemical and sewage

index and the Nemerow index increased firstly then

farming.

reduced with the increase of the distance. The pollution
Table5 the chemical speciation of some Heavy Metals in topsoil that 15m apart from the transportation line
Heavy metals
speciation
Cu
Pb
Cr
Ni
Cd
As
Zn
exchangeable

concentrations(mg/kg)

0.8035

0

1.4115

0.9145

0.082

0.3455

5.105

fraction

%

2.3091

0

2.3967

2.9713

7.1335

0.1679

1.5106

acid

concentrations(mg/kg)

0.5255

0

2.923

0.7245

0.0065

0.1765

3.302

%

1.5102

0

4.9632

2.354

0.5655

0.0858

0.9771

concentrations(mg/kg)

3.0925

12.865

8.850

6.8

0.1745

0.887

31.265

%

8.8874

37.761

15.0273

22.094

15.1805

0.4311

9.2516

organic

concentrations(mg/kg)

5.03

4.1845

4.1585

2.9685

0.043

1.281

17.27

fraction

%

14.4555

12.2822

7.0611

9.645

3.7408

0.6226

5.1103

residual

concentrations(mg/kg)

25.345

17.02

41.55

19.37

0.8435

203.05

281

fraction

%

72.8378

49.9567

70.5517

62.9356

73.3797

98.6925

83.1504

extractable
fraction
Fe-Mn
oxidizable
fraction

According to the tessier sequential extraction, we
found that five chemical speciations of Cd，Cr，Cu，
Ni，Pb，Zn and As（Table 5）.
Exchangeable fraction is most active, which is
easily be absorbed, used, leaching loss and moved. The
concentration of exchangeable fraction of the heavy

metal is lower than other fraction,
form of
exchangeable fraction percentage of the total quantity
in soil followed the order of Cd(7.1335%) ＞
Ni(2.9713%) ＞ Cr(2.3967%) ＞ Cu(2.3091%) ＞
Zn(1.5106%)＞As(0.1679%)＞Pb(ND)；
Acid extractable fraction of the heavy metal is
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sensitive to soil environment especially pH, when pH
dropped, the heavy metal is easily be released to the
environment. On the contrary, the elevatory pH is
favorable to the carbonate and co-precipitation in
carbonate minerals[5]. Form of acid extractable fraction
percentage of the total quantity in soil followed the
order of Cr (4.9632%)＞Ni(2.354%)＞Cu (1.5102%)＞
Zn (0.9771%) ＞ Cd(0.5655%) ＞ As (0.0858%) ＞
Pb(ND).
Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction is bound by mineral or
by fine particle existence, specific surface of the
high-activity Fe-Mn oxidizable is large, which easily
absorb positive ion and negative ion or form or
co-precipitation. pH and REDOX of soil environment
are influential to Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction. High pH
and REDOX is favorable to Fe-Mn oxidizable
fraction[5]. The concentration of Fe-Mn oxidizable
fraction of Pb，Ni，Cd，Cr，Zn and Cu are high, the
percentage of form of Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction in the
total quantity in soil follows the order of
Pb
(37.761%) ＞ Ni(22.094%) ＞ Cd(15.1805%) ＞ Cr
(15.0273%) ＞ Zn (9.2516%) ＞ Cu (8.8874%) ＞
As(0.4311%). The proportion of Pb，Ni，Cd，Cr are
more than 10%, which explained that the four elements
are more active.
The percentage of form of organic fraction in the
total quantity in soil followed the order of Cu
(14.4555%) ＞ Pb (12.2822%) ＞ Ni (9.645%) ＞ Cr
(7.0611%) ＞ Zn(5.1103%) ＞ Cd (3.7408%) ＞
As(0.6226%).The concentration of organic fraction of
Cu is most highest, because Cu is easily combined with
organic matter like rock debris and mineral particle and
is easily released to soil solution. There are all kinds of
organic matter, like animal and plant remains、the
humus and the mineral particle package which has the
ability to chelate heavy metal ion, and can adhere to the
surface of the mineral particle, so surface nature of
mineral particle was been changed to increase the
ability to absorb heavy metal[5].
The concentration of residual fraction of Cd，Cr，
Cu，Ni，Pb，Zn and As are the highest, the percentage
of form of residual fraction in the total quantity in soil
followed the order of As (98.6925%)＞Zn (83.1504%)
＞ Cd (73.3797%) ＞ Cu (72.8378%) ＞ Cr(70.5517%)
＞Ni(62.9356%)＞Pb(49.956%), the residual fraction
of heavy metal primarily come from soil mineral and is
stable, which is not easily be released under the natural
environment and not easily be absorbed by the plant, so
that the impact to the food chain is little in the whole
soil-plant system[5].
Forms of the heavy metals showed: the valid state
percentage of heavy metal in soil followed the order of
Pb＞Ni＞Cr＞Cu＞Cd＞Zn＞As. The forms of Ni，Cd，
Zn and Pb in farm soil showed: residual fraction＞
Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction ＞ organic fraction ＞
exchangeable fraction＞acid extractable fraction, The
forms of Cu and As in farm soil showed: residual
fraction＞organic fraction＞Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction
＞exchangeable fraction＞acid extractable fraction ;
The forms of Cr in farm soil showed: residual fraction
＞Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction＞organic fraction＞acid
extractable fraction ＞ exchangeable fraction. The
topsoil environment of Jiaoke is oxydic, so, organic
fraction is easily absorbed by the plant. The higher
valid state and lower residual fraction percentage of Pb
in soil implied that it should be paid attention to
potential effects of heavy metals on regional
ecosystem.
4

4.1 The results indicted that the soil belonged to
polymetalic compound pollution in which As 、
Cd and Pb were the most serious pollutants.
The pollution was the heaviest in farm soil that 15m
apart from the transportation line, with Nemerow index
6.1465.
4.2 Forms of the heavy metals showed: the valid
state percentage of heavy metal in soil followed the
order of Pb＞Ni＞Cr＞Cu＞Cd＞Zn＞As.
The forms of Ni，Cd，Zn and Pb in farm soil showed:
residual fraction＞Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction＞organic
fraction ＞ exchangeable fraction ＞ acid extractable
fraction, The forms of Cu and As in farm soil showed:
residual fraction＞organic fraction＞Fe-Mn oxidizable
fraction ＞ exchangeable fraction ＞ acid extractable
fraction ; The forms of Cr in farm soil showed: residual
fraction＞Fe-Mn oxidizable fraction＞organic fraction
＞acid extractable fraction＞ exchangeable fraction.
The higher valid state and lower residual fraction
percentage of Pb in soil implied that it should be paid
attention to potential effects of heavy metals on
regional ecosystem.
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The corrosion mechanics of reinforced concrete have received extensive attention. Taken the surface
of structures in the Pingdingshan Coal Group as example, mining area environment have been
investigated in the paper. Based on the analysis on atmospheric environment, water environment and
solum environment, the main pollution factors have been obtained. The conclusion that the
carbonization and destruction of concrete by freezing and thawing are the main external factors for
influencing the concrete durability has been obtained. Furthermore, structures service life is internal
factor in designing the building, especially some structures service for resource. Some improving
structures durability measures were presented in the paper correspondingly.
Keywords : Mining Area Environment, Reinforced Concrete, Corrosion Mechanics

1

INTRODUCTION

Since the emergence and first practical user of
concrete as a building material for industrial purpose in
the late nineteenth century, concrete has become one of
the most versatile and widely produced materials in the
world. Although normally considered by engineers the
most durable and soundest of materials, concrete must,
under certain conditions, be listed as vulnerable due to
various example causes which result in cracking,
corrosion of the steel or the chemical deterioration of
the paste and the aggregates. In recent years various
examples of unsatisfactory durability of concrete
structures have been reported. Especially the number of
concrete structures exhibiting signs of premature
deterioration is rapidly growing.
The durability of concrete can be defined as its
resistance to deterioration resulting from external and
internal causes. The external causes include the effects
of environment and service conditions to which
*
**

School of civil engineer, Henan Polytechnic University, China
Jiaozuo Jinhui Architecture Design Company, China

concrete is subjected, such as weathering, chemical
action and wear. reaction. Many reasons have
contributed particularly chlorides, sulphates and
aggregate to corrosion, as stated in Durability Design
of Concrete The internal causes are the effects of salts,
alkali Structures and Construction Guideline
(hereinafter referred to as “Guideline”), it can be
classified into five categories depending on different
corrosion mechanism of the environment of structure
on concrete materials.
However, main corrosion factors are bound to exist
in particular environment. At present, more attention is
paid on studying of durability of hydraulic architecture
and buildings construction in cold region than
corrosion of structure in mining area environment.
Taking Pingdingshan coal mine environment as an
example, this paper makes analysis on corrosion
factors of concrete components of ground structure to
determine the corrosion mechanism of components in
mining area, which services as a basis for reinforcing
of structure, also provides reference for new structure
design of mining area.
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Pingdingshan mining area is located at transitional
zone from subtropical zone to warm-temperate zone,
which is characterized with transitional climate,
monsoon climate is obvious and the four seasons are
distinct. Pingdingshan mining area is not only an
important base of our country, but also an old mine
which is constructed early, currently, with 21
production mine, and through 50 years of coal mining,
part of production buildings in mining area have been
corroded severely and needs reinforcing as soon as
possible.
2

ANALYSIS ON EXTERNAL FACTOR OF
CORROTION

2.1 Carbonization of concrete
Under atmospheric environments, the interaction
between CO2 and alkaline substance in concrete is a
complex physical and chemistry process. Because
concrete is a porous body, there are capillary, hole,
bubble with different sizes, or even flaw inside it(1).
When CO2 in the air infiltrates into the void of concrete,
it reacts with carbonatable substance in the hole and
produce carbonate or other substance, which can
decrease the original strong basicity of cement(2).
Carbonization can decrease the basicity of concrete,
especially the basicity of maskant of concrete and
weaken the protection on interior reinforcement, and it
is likely to cause corrosion of reinforcement finally(3).
In order to study the corrosion different between
production construct and civil architecture, on-site test
was carried out on the carbonation depth of buildings
in the same construction era, as showed in Table 1.

annual generating capacity of 2300000 KW. As shown
in documentation (4), while generating 1GWh electric
energy, coal-fired power plant could emit 664 t CO2,
from the above data, we learn that only the thermal
power plants can generate 1527.2 t CO2, in addition,
spontaneous combustion has occurred in 17 of existing
refuse heaps in mining area to different extents, which
account approximately for 23% of the total refuse
heaps. At present, main refuse heaps and coal gangue
in Xixie conveyor field near railway are undergoing
spontaneous combustion. Coal gangue can release CO2
in spontaneous combustion process, which is the main
source of CO2 in mining area, non-energy activities in
mining area can also generate CO2, which accounts for
less than 10% of the total emission, and therefore we
can approximately calculate the annual emission of
CO2 is 1700t in mining area. Such a large quantity of
the emission of CO2 is not only the reason for
acceleration of carbonization of concrete, but also an
important reason for decreasing of durability of
buildings.
2.2 Influence of polluted gas on buildings
The mining area is in an industrial production
environment, and a large number of polluting
substance can be emitted, in order to study the
influence of such pollutant on concrete components,
we made monitoring on the air environment in mining
area. The result is as following table2:
Table. 2

environment

Table 1 The Result of Concrete Member Carbonation Depth
nature

component category
column in first floor

civil

testing position
corner

column in second floor east approaches

architecture column in third floor
concrete beam
production concrete column
construct
concrete beam

The Monitoring Data of Pollutants in mine
mg/m3

SO2

NO2

Cl2

H2S

maximum value

0.121

0.066

0.03

0.009

average value

0.043

0.034

＜0.03

0.005

carbonation
depth（㎜）
3-6
2-5

wast approaches

2-4

average value

2-4

mine building

6-8

main shaft

9-12

leather belt column

9-14

mine building

6-9

In accordance with the influence degree of
gaseous medium on buildings materials as stated in
Code for Anticorrosion Design of Industrial
Constructions （GB50046-2008）, the data with relative
humidity of 60～75% is abstracted and showed in the
following table3:
Table. 3 The Corrosiveness Level of Gaseous agents on The Parts
Structural Material

Parallel comparison of civil architecture in the same
construction era, it is found that the depth of
carbonation is higher in mining area. Taking such
factors as concentration of carbon dioxide, ambient
humidity, types of cement, water cement ratio as well
as construction quality, etc which can influence
carbonization of concrete into consideration, the most
possible influencing factor is concentration of carbon
dioxide. Therefore we make an investigation on the
surrounding environment of mining area. It is found
that there are 6 thermal power plants in this area with

medium

reinforced concrete plain concrete

content(mg/m3)
Cl2

0.1～1

slight

slight

NO2

0.1～5

slight

slight

H2S

0.01～5

medium

slight

SO2

0.5～10

slight

Slight

As revealed in monitoring data, chlorine, the
maximum value of nitrogen dioxide and sulfureted
hydrogen do not exceed the lower limit as stipulated in
the Code. Thus it is supposed that these corrosive gases
have made little contribution to concrete materials
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failure. The maximum value of sulfur dioxide slightly
exceeds the lower limit, however at most time and
place the value does not exceed the limit, so it is
supposed that sulfur dioxide has little impact. The
monitoring result indicates that mining area
environment do not reach extreme pollution standard,
the components of buildings in mining area are not shot
at right angles by waste gas, that is atmospheric
environment in mining area has little impact on
concrete components.

atmospheric precipitation environment in mining area.
The result reveals that the pH value of rainwater is 8.31,
and the pH value of melt water is 8.11, alkalescent.
Other indicator in atmospheric precipitation such as the
content of SO42-, Cl- and NO3- does not exceed the
standard at which it would erode concrete materials.
We can assume that the influence of atmospheric
precipitation on concrete is slight. It is concluded that
in specific environment, the influence of water quality
of atmospheric precipitation on concrete is very slight.

2.3 Freezing and thawing failure of concrete
The environment of concrete structure which is
featured with alternation of positive and negative
temperature, more water content inside the concrete,
under such circumstance, freezing and thawing cycle
would happen on the concrete, which will lead to
fatigue failure (5, 6). Accordingly, freezing and thawing
failure of concrete is one of the typical indictor which
can influence the durability of concrete. In order to
study freeze thawing failure of buildings in mining area,
firstly, we collect meteorological data in recent years, it
is showed that: in recent 40 years, the highest
temperature is 42.3 ºC, the lowest is -17.9 ºC within
one year, annual average temperature is 15 ºC,
year-to-year precipitation difference is great and it is
distributed evenly in a year, the maximum annual
precipitation 1288.5mm, the minimum is 408.2mm,
and 62.5% of annual precipitation is mainly in
June-September, the days of annual average
precipitation is 118 days, annual average evaporative
capacity is 1488.6mm, average relative humidity is
67%, the ice period is usually in November of the
current year to March of next year, with the longest
period 170 days.
As revealed in documentation (7) the place with
average temperature in the coldest month of -3～2.5 ºC
belong to gentle frozen, general freezing and thawing
environment; when average temperature is higher than
60%, it belongs to medium and high humidity
environment, and even more rainfall in this region, it
belongs to frequent rainfall region. Therefore, the
buildings in mining area are mainly in dry and wet
alternation and freezing and thawing environment, the
corrosion of natural environment on buildings can not
be ignored.
Another test is made on part of buildings in mining
area, such phenomenon as microcrack, shrinkage on
surface, flaking, cracking, aggregate exposure reveal of
reinforcement are found on the concrete. It is
concluded that the buildings in mining area have been
in general freezing and thawing environment.

2. 5 Influence of chloride
The single freezing and thawing failure of concrete
is actually physical process of hydration product from
compact to loose media(8). However it can be deemed
as very serve freezing and thawing failure if the failure
of concrete is caused by combined action of salt
compounds and freezing and thawing. Its failure degree
and speed is several times larger than general freezing
and thawing. In northern part of our country, some
salt-ice is sprayed on the road to melt the ice in order to
prevent slipping in the winter, which leads to severe
denudation of roadway, or even erosion of
reinforcement.
Although the mining area does not belong to marine
environment, and there is no need to spray salt, but it is
necessary to detect of concentration of chloridion of
concrete components in mining area. The method is
make sampling through drill core, detect the invasion
depth of chloridion, and determine the content of Clthrough microcosmic test of X diffraction.
Through analysis, the main ingredients of sample
are silicate hydrate, silicon dioxide and calcium
carbonate, and no Cl- is detected, combining with that
no white salt crystals is found in the crack of detected
components, the possibility of erosion of chloridion
can be excluded basically. Except that mining area
environment is seldom influenced by chloride, it has a
bearing on the flyash added in original materials of
concrete without sea sand in mining area.

2.4 Influence of water quality of atmospheric
precipitation on buildings
The acid rain has serious impact on the buildings,
and the acid rain area in our country is expanding
100,000 km2 each year, thus we make monitoring on

2.6

Influence of solum environment on buildings
The bad stability of the earth's surface due to coal
mining causes such geologic hazard as surface collapse.
Presently, collapsed land is more than 400,000 km2 all
over the country, 0.2km2 would collapse for 10,000 ton
coal mining averagely. In Pingmei mining area, the
collapsed area is 185.4km2 at present, the total area
influenced by coal mining is 15520hm2 the sinkage
depth of the earth's surface is usually 2～6m, the
maximum sinkage depth can reach l0m.
The influence of mine goaf on buildings is: after
underground mine is extracted, a space is formed inside
the lithesome and the original balancing of stresses of
its surrounding is destroyed. The stress shall be
distributed again until new balance is established. This
complex physical mechanics changing process is also a
process of moving and destroying of terrane and the
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earth's surface(9). When the area of mine goaf expands
to a certain scope, the moving of terrane extends to the
earth's surface, enabling the earth's surface to move and
deform.
Two main influence factors contribute to the
deformation: the first is geological conditions, such as
formation lithology, geologic structure and layers,
thickness, attitude, embedding condition of coal bed,
the second is production technique of mining area, such
as mining method, strata control method and advance
direction and speed of working face.
At present, the deformation area caused by mine
goaf in Pingmei mining area is approximate to 620km2,
it not only include the buildings that the influence of
foundation deformation does not be considered when
designing, but also include the architecture on which
destabilizing factors appear although technology
measures are taken. The number of victims therefrom
reaches 100,000 and 258,438,000 Yuan has been
compensated.
3

ANALYSIS ON INTERNAL FACTOR OF
CORROTION

3.1 Investigation on service life of structure in
mining area
As one of the large- scale coal mining enterprise
found at the earliest in our country, Pingmei Group, in
construction of mining area, due to limitation of design
standard and various technology forcing as well as the
performance and types of raw materials, combined
with little experience in coal ground system
construction and deficiency of comprehensive
consideration in design and lack of long-term
production plan, short-term consciousness is obvious.
Table 4 shows the service life of part of mines in
Pingmei mining area:
From the table 4, we can see that the structures in
mining area are beyond service life and lack of regular
maintenance, which leads to decreasing of durability,
part of structures can not meet the requirements as
prescribed in prevailing national standard specification,
which can endanger security or can not be used
normally, and measures are required to be taken.
Table 4 T Investigation of Parts Mines
Production
year

original
service life

produced the
year number

a

a

NO.1 mine

1959

30

47

NO.2 mine

1957

20

49

NO.5 mine

1958

20

48

NO.7 mine

1959

24

47

3.2 Non-destructive inspection of structures in
mining area
Considering long service time of structures in
mining area, it is determined to make non-destructive

inspection, which mainly adopts elasticity tester to
make intensity measurement. Ultrasonic-rebound
method is applied in individual components for
correction and the measurement on reinforcement is
made by applying reinforcement admeasuring
apparatus. Inspection and test is made on ground
production structure of Pingmei Group, which can be
conducted by three steps: preliminary investigation,
detail investigation and supplementary investigation.
The main content for such test contains: structure
layout of workshop and brace system, bearing structure
(structural element, structural texture and joint
structure) as well as space enclosing structure. As for
structure layout, inspection mainly focus on the
rationality of layout and load path, the correctness of
structural style and type selection of structure, the
reliability of structural texture and joint. As for
reinforced concrete components, inspection mainly
focus on cracking breakage, structures and joint,
deformation as well as intensity of concrete,
carbonization, corrosion, reinforcement corrosion, etc.
As for space enclosing structure, inspection mainly
focus on roofing system (waterproof and drainage),
setup of wall beam, space enclosing wall (cracking,
breakage, corrosion and deformation), door and
window (cracking, breakage, deformation) ground
apron and underground drainage system. The results
show that part of buildings in mining area could
endanger security or can not be used normally, and
measures are required to be taken.
4

CONCLUSION

This paper make analysis on the corrosion
mechanism of concrete components one by one
according to five categories as listed in Guideline.
Excluding the corrosion factor such as chloride and
other chemical substances, we can conclude that the
main factors of concrete corrosion in Pingmei mining
area are carbonation, alternation of wetting and drying
and general freezing and thawing environment. The
main factors shall be taken into consideration when
constructing production buildings thereafter.
4.1 Consideration of design working life of
structures
The designed lifetime of structure is service
period of structure or components of structure
stipulated in the design which can be used for specific
purpose without overhaul (10). As for production
structure in mining area, it is necessary to consider its
service life, that is because if designed lifetime is too
long, it will cause waste of structure, if it is too short,
although the service life can be extended through
reinforcing, however from the point of repair, it will
pay greater price if it is repaired when the materials
deteriorate seriously(11). Therefore, the design of
structure in mining area must combine with service life
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of mine, and the development potential shall be taken
into consideration.
4.2
Consideration of measures resisting of
environment corrosion factors
With regard to the characteristic that
concentration of carbon dioxide in mining area is
higher, adding various ornamental surfacing can be
taken into account in order to suspend carbonization
speed and delay the corrosion time of reinforcement,
considering that Pingmei mining area belong to general
freezing and thawing environment and alternation
environment of wetting and drying, it is a routine
method to introduce bleed air to prepare durable
concrete, at the same time, all person in mining area
shall cooperate actively to carry out integrated control
of environmental pollution in order to alleviate
pollution corrosion and provide a favorable ecological
environment.
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鉱山地域環境での建物表面の腐食メカニズムの研究
Jianfei LIU, Weihong CHEN

概要
鉄筋コンクリートの腐食メカニズムは広く注目を集めっている。PingDingshan 鉱山グループ
の建物表面を例として、鉱山地域環境に関する研究をこの論文では行っている。大気、水、
土壌環境の解析に基づき、主たる汚染のファクターを得た。コンクリートの炭酸化を凍結融
解による破壊の進行がコンクリートの耐久性に影響を与えている外的な要因であることが
わかった。さらに、建物の耐久年数は建物の設計、特に材質の構造の寿命は内的な要因であ
ることがわかった。耐久年数を改善する手法についてさらに議論している。
キーワード：鉱山地域環境、鉄筋コンクリート、腐食メカニズム
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Numeric Simulation of Damage Pattern Growth
in Heterogeneous Brittle Material
Li WANG*, ShiBo LI** and Zheng-yi WANG*
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The study of damage pattern growth in brittle material is of fundamental importance for
understanding the gestation mechanism and occurring conditions of catastrophe of the great structures.
It is especially important in understanding the dynamic catastrophe in rock, such as seismic, rock
burst, shock bump, and the three kinds of outburst which are the outburst of water, gas and coal in
coal underground mining. In the paper, damage pattern growth in a 2-D sample of heterogeneous
brittle material is simulated, which is based on the principle that the damage evolution is irreversible,
and the lattice finite element is used for the numeric model. The simulation showed that the complex
damage pattern was formed by deduction, which was controlled by the simple dynamic law of the
individual element and the strong interaction between elements. The damage pattern grows from dots
to lines and to a fractal of which geometry dimension is between lines and a plane.
Keywords : damage pattern, numeric simulation, heterogeneous brittle material, lattice finite element,
catastrophe prediction

１

INTRODUCTION

Failure in solids is a problem of scientific and
technological importance and is a complex and
fundamental problem dealing with a wide range of
disciplines including mechanics, physics, and nonlinear
science. Especially, the research of damage evolution
induced catastrophe in brittle materials has great
importance in disaster mitigation. And it is the theory
foundation of prediction of dynamic disasters in great
civil structures. In mechanics, damage evolution
induced catastrophe was known as a problem that
involves multi-scale mechanical problem. In the paper,
a numerical method was suggested to simulate the
course of damage evolution in a rock sample, and the
damage pattern was displayed for a whole course which
*

Department of Civil Engineering of Henan
Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo, 454000, China
** College of Resource and Environment of Hebei
Polytechnic University, Tangshan, 063000)

from the micro-damages distributed in random mode to
fracture bands. We hope it could give some help in
understanding the course of disaster gestated in the
engineering structures.
Pattern can be regarded as a kind of space structure,
such as geometry feature and symmetry. It was used in
all kinds of physical phenomenon. In the paper, pattern
was used to represent a time-space structure. The
complicated mechanism of damage evolution can be
described with pattern growth and formation,
competition and choosing, gradual change and
catastrophe. According to the principle of irrepressible
damage evolution, the growth of damage pattern of a
2-D plate made of rock was simulated on the model
of lattice finite elements, which was loaded in a
self-adaptive mode. The result showed that the damage
pattern grows in fractal which began with spotted damage
and ended with run-through cracks. The mechanism of
damage of meso-elements is based on the rule of max
tensile strain, and numerical program was developed on
the platform of ANSYS.
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２

MESCOPIC DISORDER AND LATTICE
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The complicated and variable pattern of damage in
brittle materials is rooted on the two fundamental
factors[3]:
(1)The system of structure of brittle materials is
disordered,
trans-scale
inhomogeneous
and
discontinuity, that is it’s a multi-scale disordered
structure.
(2)The system with damage and fracture usually is
non-equilibrium, especially when external forces were
loaded.
So the growth of the damage pattern in dynamic
mode can be done by irreversible and non-equilibrium
iterations of a disordered system. The disorder in
mesoscopic is introduced like this: The plate was
scattered into discrete elements of very small size
(Fig.1), which was regarded as a RVE(Representive
Volume Element) of the material. The elastic modulus
E of the RVEs satisfied Weibull probability distribution
function:

f (E) 

mE
 
Eˆ  Eˆ 

m 1

ˆ

e ( E / E ) m

(1)

In which Ê is scale parameter, m is shape factor of
Weibull. The random values of the elastic modulus
were produced by the method of Monte Carlo
simulation.
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When
，the elements was in a state
of compression，and the maximum strain is also still the
variable controlling the damage development, the
damage law is:

 0

D    t 0
1

I

 I   t0
 I  t0

(3)

In which，I is the maximum principal strain of the
element；tu is the strain threshold of damage； is the
factor of remain strength in tensile state；tu is the limit
tensile strain.
Here, we assumed that the effect of the
micro-damage on elastic modulus of the element is
same in all directions, so the elastic modulus of the
element after k steps iterative calculations is written as:

E (1  D ( k ) )  E (1  D(1) )(1  D( 2 ) )  (1  D( k ) )
The irreversible damage evolution is written as:

D ( k )  1  (1  D(1) )(1  D( 2 ) )  (1  D( k ) )

(4)
(5)

In which D(k) represents the accumulated damage after
k steps iterative calculation;
D(k) represents the relative damage at step k, is
determined by formula (3) and (4).
４
(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. (a)2-D sample of rock under uniaxial
compression test , (b) the lattice finite model
３

CRITERION OF MESOSCOPIC DAMAGE
AND IRREVERSIBLE EVOLUTION

Thought in macroscopic, the mode of fracture and
post peak curve of elastic-plasto are variable, and so
they are the whole behavior of the system. In
mesoscopic, the damage mechanism of each element is
simple. As for rock, the damage mechanism of
maximum tensile strain should be reasonable. Consider
a mesoscopic element under complex stress state of
(1, 2, 3), the stress state can be divided into two
cases according to twin-shear strength theory[9]:
When
 1 3 ，the elements was in a state of

2 

1 

tensile deformation，the damage law is:

ITERATIONS OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM AND
ADAPTIVE LOADING

At a certain load step, damage and fracture of
elements result in bearing capacity decreases, which
causes redistribution of stress in the structure. As a
result, the stress around the damage zones increase, and
further, the elements around the damage zones will
damage and crack under the increased stress. This is a
course of damage pattern and stress pattern coupling
with each other. They are alternatively expanding and
stopped. In numeric method, the stress redistribution is
carried out by non-equilibrium iterations, and adaptive
displacement load simulates the real load.
４．１ Non-equilibrium Iterations
At the load of step k , the finite element equation is:

K (k )a (k )  P (k )

(6)
In which a(k) is the displacement array of step k; P(k) is
node load array; K(k) is the overall stiffness matrix, it is
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assembled by element stiffness matrix:

K

(k )

  (K

(e) (k )

)

e

each element, then the load factor is defined as [11]

   B ( D ) BdV
T

e

(e) e

(7)
In which B is strain matrix, (D(e))(k) is element stiffness
matrix of stepk , it is expressed in tensor as:

( D ( e ) ijkl ) ( k )  ( 2G ik  jl   ij  kl )

e

Ve

(10)
~ ( e ) ( k ) is constitutive matrix of the
In which ( D
ijkl )
damaged element, it is written as in tensors:

~
( D ( e ) ijkl ) ( k )  ( D ( e ) ijkl ) ( k ) (1  D ( k ) )

(11)
Keep the Load and boundary unchanged, approach
equilibrium by iterative calculation, the stress was
redistributed:
~
(12)
K ( k ) a ( k )  P ( k )
The displacements was resolved as

a~ ( k )  a ( k )  a ( k )

The accumulated displacement is

~ ( k )  Ba~ ( k )

a~ ( k )

(13)

~ ( k )

(14)

Use formula (3) and (4) to each element, and
calculate their damage value, then enter the formula
(12) ～ (14). Repeat this course, until no damage
produces. Then the step k calculation ends and the
program enter the next step calculation.
４．２Determination the Step Size of Adaptive Load
In order to simulate fracture under quasi-static load,
adaptive load was used. In the step k, load is written as:
(15)
(k )
(0)
(k )

P

P

 P

P (0)

is the initial displacement determined for a linear
elastic phrase. P (k ) is the increment of displacement
load at step k. The method of adaptive load is to adjust
the increment P (k ) automatically as the displacement
load increases so that the structure can not breakdown
rapidly because of a large increment of displacement
load, and also, the program will not do calculation
repeatedly because of too small increment of
displacement load.
The adaptive increment P (k ) of load is determined
as the following: at step k, a small initial increment
P0( k ) of load is given, substitute it to (15) and (6), the
initial stress corresponding to P0( k ) is resolved, further,
calculate the maximum principal stress ( ( e ) ) ( k ) for

(16)

The increment of load at step k is expressed as

P

(k )



P0( k )

 (k )

(17)

In which  b(e ) represents the tensile strength of
element calculated by initial elastic modulus and limit
tensile strain.
５

~
~
~
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In which G,  are Lamei constants.
The non-equilibrium load result of element damage
is
~
(9)
( K (k )  K (k ) )a (k )  P (k )
~ ( k ) is the overall stiffness matrix because
In which K
of damage at step k

 ( I( e ) ) ( k ) 

(e)
 b


 ( k )  max 

Ve

RESULT OF SIMULATION

A plate made of brittle rock, which size is 10m×5m,
was divided by 120×60 into 7200 elements. The
position rate is 0.29. The plate was fixed at one end and
loaded at the other end (see Fig. 1). The damage
parameters are: t0=5×10-3，tu=8×10-3，=0.5，=0.1.
５．１ The Growth of Damage Pattern
The whole course of damage pattern growth is
shown in Fig. 2, in which the Webull parameters
are: Eˆ  45GPa ， m  1.2 . The damage element
was painted black. The whole course of pattern growth
can be divided into four phases:
The first phase is microdamage emerge and growth.
It is R6~R17 in the Fig. 2. The microdamage emerges
in the plate randomly. The difference between their size
is very small.
The second phase is the microdamage growth,
connection into large size damage. It was showed in
R18～R23 of Fig. 2. At this phase, multi-scale damages
coexist, and the large size damage is superior in
growth.
The third phase the crack is formed, and connected
quickly. It is R24～27 in the Fig. 2.
The fourth phase is the crack connection and
run-through. It is R28～R35 in the Fig. 2.
The correspondence between the number of
micro-damage and bearing stress during damage
evolution was shown in Fig. 3. Each microdamage
could be regarded as a sonic emission. The
correspondence between accumulated number of
micro-damage and bearing stress was shown in Fig. 4.
５ ． ２ The Affection of Disorder On Macro
Mechanical Quantity
The Fig. 5 showed that the bearing capacities are
greatly different because of the Weibull parameter m
difference, though the samples look the same.

I
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of the course of growth of damage pattern
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Fig. 3. The curves of stress and number of
micro-damage related to strain on the top of the sample

Fig. 5. Curves of stress-strain on the top of the sample
at different parameter, m
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Fig. 4. The curves of stress and accumulated number of
micro-damage related to strain
６

CONCLUSIONS

The simulation showed that the complex damage
pattern was formed by deduction, which was controlled
by the simple dynamic law of the individual element
and the strong interaction between elements. According
to the theory of complex system[13], the system
consisted of a great amount of mesoelements
spontaneously evolves to self-organized criticality.
Appropriate to the evolution, the growth of damage
pattern was called dynamics of fractal growth of
Laplace., which the boundary of damage pattern moves
outward in fractal.
The damage pattern grows from dots to lines and to a
fractal which its geometry dimension is between lines
and a plane. At the end of a large crack, the microcrack
distributes in clusters, and its domain direction controls
the direction of the large crack. At a certain mode of
load, the cracks parallel arrange just like the flying
array of wild gooses, this can be proved in many paper
such as Art[14].
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脆性物質の破壊形状成長に関する数値シミュレーション
Li WANG*, ShiBo LI** and Zheng-yi WANG*
概要
脆性物質の破壊形状成長に関する研究は，その形成の仕組みと崩壊の生じる条件を理解する
上で基礎的な重要性を有する。特に，岩盤で生じる動的な激変，たとえば，地震，破裂，衝
撃隆起，水，ガス，石炭による爆発などの理解は重要である。本論文では，不均質の脆性物
質の 2 次元サンプルにおける破壊形状の成長が，破壊の進展が非可逆であるという原理に基
づいてシミュレーションされる。シミュレーションでは，格子有限要素が数値モデルとして
用いられ，複雑な破壊形状を，単一要素の単純な力学法則と要素間の強い相互作用によって
統制されていると見なして，推論によって求めている。破壊形状成長は，点から線，そして
幾何学的次元が線と面の間であるフラクタル形状にいたる。
キーワード : 破壊パターン，数値シミュレーション，不均質なもろい物質，格子状有限要素，
カタストロフィー予測
*Department of Civil Engineering of Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo, 454000, China,
**College of Resource and Environment of Hebei Polytechnic University, Tangshan, 063000)
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Photoelectrocatalytic degradation of phenolic pollutants with
simulated sunlight by TiO2-film electrodes
Juan YANG and Jian-tong LI
＊
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The supported nano-TiO2 electrode was prepared in laboratory, and the photoelectrocatalytic
degradation of phenolic pollutants at different experimental conditions under simulated sunlight by
using a xenon lamp was investigated carefully. The characteristics of the TiO2 film were
characterized by means of X-ray diffraction, and scanning electron microscopy techniques. The
effects of external bias potential, initial pH and dissolved oxygen on the photoelectrocatalytic
degradation of phenol pollutant were researched. The results showed that phenol in alkaline
solution was degraded faster than that in acidic solution whereas dissolved organic carbon removal
presented an opposite order in dependence of pH. In the meantime, it was found that the role of
dissolved oxygen on the phenol and its intermediates mineralization with the TiO2 film was
significant by the examination of total organic carbon.
Keywords : TiO2-film, photoelectrocatalytic, phenol, pH, dissolved oxygen

1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, many researchers have paid attention to the
photoelectrochemical methods for the degradation of
the organic pollutants under UV irradiation (1-4), their
fundamental aims were to enhance photogenerated
electron/hole separation and photocatalytic degradation
efficiency by an anodic potential bias. In these studies,
photoelectrocatalysis has been used under UV
illumination and the photo-generated electrons in the
excited TiO2-film anode are taken away via the external
circuit, and consequently, the photo-hole (h+) is left at
the surface of the TiO2 electrode. Therefore, it is
possible to improve the efficiency of oxidation (i.e.,
reaction with holes) at the semiconductor-electrolyte
interface. Most of the photocatalytic degradation
reactions are taken place in the presence of water,
oxygen, TiO2 and target contaminants. The
photoelectrochemical degradation mechanism has also
been examined in these studies. However, most of them
Department of Physical Chemistry, Henan Polytechnic
University, Jiaozuo 454003, China
E-mail: yangjuan@hpu.edu.cn

have only emphasized the enhancement in the
formation of hydroxyl radicals or holes, and their roles
for the degradation of organic pollutants (5-7), but
neglected the roles of dissolved oxygen and related
species. Therefore, the obtained conclusion and
mechanism are incomplete and unconvincing to some
extent.
In this study, we highlight the photoelectrochemical
method on the application for the investigation of
photocatalytic mechanism of the degradation of phenol
under simulated sunlight by using a xenon lamp. By
using TiO2 film prepared on TCO glass as a working
electrode, we have carefully researched the effects of
external bias potential, initial pH and dissolved oxygen
on the degradation kinetics and organic carbon removal
of phenol.
2

EXPERIMENTAL SECTIONS

2.1 Materials
Conducting glass sheets (<20 Ω/square, Lanbao
Technologies Limited, transparent conductive oxide
coated glass plates of fluorine-doped SnO2) were
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Morphology and structure of nano-TiO2 film
The morphology of TiO2 film was examined by SEM
and its image was shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that
the nano-film uniformly consisted of TiO2 particles of
about 40-50 nm in diameter. The XRD pattern of the
nano-TiO2 film calcined at 450℃ was analyzed, as
shown in Fig.2. The TiO2 film had characteristic peaks
at 25.32°(101), 37.58°(101), 47.95°(200), 53.80°(211),
and 62.67°(220). According to the XRD peaks and
JCPDS number (211272), the crystal form of TiO2 film
was mainly anatase phase. From the SEM and XRD
results, it can be confirmed that the well-coated TiO2
particles well spread on the conductive glass substrate
successfully during the sol-gel and hydrothermal
process.

Figure 1 Surface images of TiO2 film by SEM
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2.3 General Instrumentation
Kinetic runs were analyzed by HPLC. Samples of
approximately 0.5 mL were taken out before photolysis
and at regular intervals during the irradiation. The
concentrations of phenol and the hydroxylated products
were measured by HPLC using a Dionex HPLC with a
UVD 340S diode-array detector and a Dionex P580
pump. Substances were routinely quantified from their
absorbance at 230 nm. The eluent was 55 % aqueous
methanol and 45 % phosphate buffer solution (0.1 %,
v/v). The flow rate was 1.0 mL min-1. The
identification of the intermediates by HPLC was
preformed by comparing the retention times and UV
spectra with those of standards. Pseudo-first-order
decays were obtained from plots of concentration of
phenol vs reaction time. Relative standard errors of the
fits were all <5 %.
GC-MS analyses were carried out after the
silylation(9) of intermediates by a Finnigan Trace GC
ultra gas chromatograph using a 25 m DB-5 column,
coupled with a Finnigan Trace DSQ mass spectrometer.
The injector port was set for split operation at 250 ℃.
The temperature program of the column was as follows:
at 80 ℃, hold time = 2 min; from 80 to 200 ℃, rate =

3

2θ = 25.32

2.2 Degradations
The photoelectrocatalytic degradation experiments
were performed in a two-compartment reactor and
standard three-electrode mode. A porosity glass frit was
used to separate the two compartments while allowing
electrolyte (0.1 M Na2SO4) to permeate. The electrodes
consisting of a TiO2 working electrode, a Pt foil (0.5 ×
4 cm2) counter electrode and a saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) as reference. TiO2 film electrode was
prepared and characterized according to the method
described in our earlier study (8). The cell was sealed
with rubber stopples in the gas-sparging experiments.
The photoactive area of the TiO2 electrode was 6 cm2.
The reference electrode and counter electrode were
separated from the working electrode and were not
exposed to illumination. A potentiostat model DJS-292
was used to bias the TiO2 electrode and to measure the
photoelectrochemical parameters. Irradiations were
carried out using a 300W xenon lamp.

10 ℃/min.
The surface morphology and crystal composition of
the anodic TiO2 film were examined by the S-4300F
field-emission scanning electron microscopy and
Rigaku D/max-2500 X-ray diffraction measurement.
Total organic carbon was measured by a Tekmar
Dohrmann Apollo 9000 TOC analyzer.

Intensity/CPS

employed as substrates for TiO2 film coating. Titanium
isopropoxide was obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co.
1, 2, 4-benzentriol, phenol, catechol, hydroquinone,
benzoquinone, and all other chemicals were of
analytical reagent grade and used without further
purification. Glycolic acid, maleic acid, succinic acid,
fumaric acid, malic acid, muconic acid, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3,
3-hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS), chlorotrimethylsilane
(TMSCl) and anhydrous pyridine were purchased from
J&K Chemical Ltd. and used as received. Deionized
and doubly distilled water was used throughout this
study. The pH of the solutions was adjusted with dilute
aqueous solutions of HClO4 and NaOH.

60

70

80

2θ / °

Figure 2 XRD patterns of the TiO2 film on SnO2:
F-coated glass substrates
3.2 Photoelectrochemical degradation of phenol
In the photoelelctrochemical cell, external potential
always plays a crucial role on the degradation of
various organic pollutants. For example, our earlier
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study has indicated that under visible-light irradiation,
cathodal bias can significantly accelerate the
degradation and mineralization of cationic dyes in the
TiO2-film photoelectrocatalytic system, due to the
improvement of generation of superoxide radical
anions (8). To select an appropriate bias potential, we
determined the photocurrent yielded by using different
external potential. After 10 min of UV irradiation, the
photocurrent reached a maximum and kept constant in
a relative long time. The maximum photocurrent
density was plotted against applied potential bias. It can
be seen from Fig. 3 that anodic bias (0.3 Vvs SCE) was
adequate to efficient separation of photogenerated
2.0

2

j ( μ A/ c m )

2.5

1.5

Δ

1.0
0.5
0.0

-0.6

-0.3

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

External Potential (V vs SCE)

Figure 3 Photocurrent density after 10 min of UV
irradiation by using different external bias
b

1.0

C / C0

0.8

a

0.6
d
0.4

electron/hole. But to ensure the capture of
photoelectrons by bias potential instead of oxygen
molecule and avoid the electrolysis of water with a
relative high external potential, we chose 0.6 V in the
whole photoelectrochemical experiments unless noted
otherwise.
The organic substrates may undergo decomposition
driven by electrolysis, photocatalysis and synergic
photoelectrocatalysis in the photoelectrochemical
system. The degradations of phenol, which is the
simplest and representative aromatic pollutant, under
various conditions are shown in Fig. 4.
accurately, the initial process of degradation was
irrespective to the presence or absence of oxygen in the
photoelectrochemical cell. In all the above systems,
little degradation of phenol was observed in the
counter-electrode (Pt) compartment, indicating that Pt
electrode exhibits little electrolytic activity for the
degradation of phenol at the present bias potential, and
that the transformation of phenol between the two
compartments of photoelectrochemical cell is
negligible.
The initial phenol (2×10-4 mol/L) contains 13.5
ppm of TOC. After the adsorption of phenol on the
surface of TiO2 electrode, the TOC values in the
supernatants dropped slightly to 13.2 and 13.0 ppm for
the O2-bubbling and Ar-sparging systems, respectively.
In the Ar-sparging case,
14

c

12

0.2
50

100
150
time (min)

200

250

Figure 4 Degradation of phenol (2×10 -4 mol/L, pH ≈
10) under different conditions: a) only under UV
irradiation; b) at bias of 0.6 V in the dark; c) under UV
irradiation and at a bias of 0.6 V; d) the same as c)
except continuously purged with argon.
When no external potential was applied, the
illumination with UV light resulted in the degradation
at a rate constant of about 6.87×10-3 min-1(curve a),
estimated by pseudo-first-order kinetic mode. Direct
electrochemical degradation of phenol without UV
irradiation exhibited slow rate constants of 1.04 × 10-3
min-1 (curve b). In contrast, about 93% of phenol
disappeared by applying + 0.6 V to the TiO2 electrode
after 240 min of UV irradiation, and a much greater
rate constant of 1.10 × 10-2 min-1 was observed (curve
c). All of the above experiments were carried out in
oxygen saturated aqueous solution. When the
photoelectrochemical cell was purged with pure argon
throughout the experiment, phenol decayed away at a
rate constant of about 1.04 × 10-2 min-1 (curve c), which
is very similar to the oxygen-saturated system. It is
indicated that the degradation of phenol, more

TOC (ppm)
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4
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200
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300

Irradiation time (min)

Figure 5 Temporal changes in total organic carbon
(TOC) of the degraded bulk solution during the
photoelectrocatalytic degradation of phenol under UV
illumination and 0.6 V bias potential
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Figure 6 Effect of initial pH on the kinetics of
photoelectrocatalytic degradation of phenol
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Table 1. Effect of pH on the phenol degradation and TOC removal after 240 min UV irradiation
Degradation of phenol

Initial pH

Final pH

k / min

1
2
3
4

2.8
4.2
6.5
10

2.2
2.5
3.0
4.5

0.006
0.008
0.011
0.015

(%)

Removal yield of
TOC (%)

92
95
96
99

82
75
72
68

intermediates of phenol.
In our case, the higher pH about 10 selected in the
phenol photoelectrocatalytic degradation may be
attributed to three reasons: (1) more ·OH radicals are
formed at this pH with more OH－; (2) the transference
of phenol and intermediates to the TiO2 electrode is
also possible on the effect of externally positive bias,
although there is electrostatic repulsion between
negative organic compounds and the TiO2 surface at
this pH; (3) more stable intermediates, especially
acyclic acids, can be detected at the pH to explore the
photocatalytic pathway, since acidic condition is more
favorable for the mineralization of these acidic
products (9, 10).
3.3

Product Distributions
In the absence of oxygen, the photoelectrocatalytic
degradation of phenol mainly generated hydroxylated
intermediates detected by HPLC. The experiments
were carried out by continuously bubbling argon in the
working electrode compartment. The hydroxylated
products with retention times of 2.55 min, 3.14 min,
4.27 min and 6.01 min were identified as
1,2,4-benzenetriol, hydroquinone, benzoquinone and
catechol by comparison to authentic samples. Fig. 7
indicated the kinetics of the disappearance of phenol in
the argon-saturated aqueous solution along with the
formation and subsequent transformation of these
intermediates in the TiO2 working electrode
compartment.
a---1,2,4-benzenetriol
b---catechol
c---benzoquinone
d---hydroquinone

250
200
[phenol] (uM)

TOC in the solution displayed limited and slow
decrease during the irradiation period. In fact, less than
11.2 % of TOC was removed after nearly 5 h of
irradiation, indicating that mineralization of phenol
occurred only to a slight extent under the conditions
used. However, in the oxygen-saturated system, TOC
decreased more than four times faster relative to the
Ar-sparging case (4.60×10-3 min-1 versus 1.14×10-3
min-1). After a 4 h irradiation period, ca. 68% of TOC
was removed from the bulk solution in the
oxygen-saturated condition.
Solution of pH is one of the most important
parameters that influence the photocatalytic reactions.
To study the effect of pH on the photoelectrocatalytic
degradation of phenol, we have carried out the
following comparison and experimental data are
indicated in Fig.6.
When the initial pH at 2.8, the kinetics constant is
only 6.0×10-3 min-1, estimated by pseudo-first-order
kinetic mode. The solution pH changed finally 2.2 from
the initial 2.8 after the illumination for 240 min.
However, at the initial pH about 10, the degradative
rate constant is about 15×10-3 min-1, which is enhanced
by a factor of 2.5 at initial pH of 2.8. Similarly, the pH
of phenol solutionWhen the initial pH at 2.8, the
kinetics constant is only 6.0×10-3 min-1, estimated by
pseudo-first-order kinetic mode. The solution pH
changed finally 2.2 from the initial 2.8 after the
illumination for 240 min. However, at the initial pH
about 10, the degradative rate constant is about 15×10-3
min-1, which is enhanced by a factor of 2.5 at initial pH
of 2.8. Similarly, the pH of phenol solution decreased
to 4.5 from the initial 10. It can be seen from Table 1,
the higher initial pH is propitious to the degradation of
phenol, and some acidic intermediates are generated
during the photoelectrocatalytic degradation.
From the experimental data in Table 1, we can also
see that the initial pH has influence in the removal of
TOC. However, compared to the influence of kinetics
constant, the effect of initial pH in the removal yield of
TOC has the opposite trend. For example, at the initial
pH of 2.8, the rate constant is only 6.0×10-3 min-1, but
the removal yield of TOC reaches 82% after 240 min
irradiation. Whereas, at the initial pH about 10, the
removal yield of TOC is only 68%. These experimental
results demonstrated that the acidic condition is prone
to the following degradation and mineralization of the

-1
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50
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a
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Figure 7 Concentrations of phenol and intermediate
degradation products in an argon saturated solution at
an applied of +0.6 V
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The identical hydroxylated intermediates were
detected in the oxygen saturated photoelectrocatalytic
system. Difference from that of no oxygen was the
relative quantity and decay kinetics of these products.
Most importantly, analyses of the silylated mixtures
carried out by GC-MS indicated that the decomposition

by continuously bubbling oxygen yielded large amount
of alkyl intermediates. These products mainly included
some of diacid and hydroxyl substituted dicaid and
almost all of them were confirmed with samples of
authentic material that was processed in the same way

Table 2 Products results from the photoelectrocatalytic degradation of phenol, observed as TMS derivatives by GC-MS.
Peak No.

Intermediate

0

OH

R. T. min

F. W.

2.09

166

m/z values (relative abundance) EI
65 (6.9), 73 (7.8), 77 (6.3), 91 (9.1), 93 (8.5), 135
(5.3), 151 (100), 152 (15.1), 153 (4.9), 166 (31.9)

1

HO 2C CO 2H

2.24

234

66 (9.4), 73 (100), 74 (9.0), 133 (4.5), 147 (99), 148
(14.3), 190 (4.7), 219 (3.3)

2

HOOC-CH2-COOH

4.87

248

66 (4.5), 73 (24.8), 75 (7.9), 147 (100), 149 (16.9),
233 (5.0)

3

HOOC

COOH

5.95

260

73 (36.4), 75 (8.9), 93 (11.8), 133 (3.4), 147 (100),
148 (16.7), 170 (7.0), 245 (7.8)

OH

4

6.05

254

166 (10.9), 239 (6.4), 254 (20.8), 255 (4.7)

OH

5

6.12

HOOC

262

6.58

HOOC

260

OH

7.31

254

HOOC

COOH

7.43

336

OH

9

73 (81.9), 112 (10.0), 147 (5.6), 223 (7.2), 239
(91.3), 240 (18.8), 254 (100), 255 (24), 256 (9.7)

HO

8

73 (45.2), 133 (5.7), 143 (26.0), 147 (53.6), 155
(4.3), 245 (100), 246 (18.3), 247 (8.3)

COOH

7

73 (40), 74 (6.3), 75 (38), 129 (8.5), 147 (100), 148
(14.6), 247 (13.6), 262 (3.5)

COOH

6

73 (100), 74 (8.4), 136 (8.3), 147 (6.8), 151 (15.2),

221 (6.2), 292 (12.2), 321 (6.3)

HOOC

9.12

HO

350

COOH

10

73 (100), 75 (32), 133 (7.2), 147 (76.9), 190 (11.5),
233 (22.1), 234 (4.7), 307 (4.6), 335 (10.6)

10.10

CO2H

286

CO2H

73 (73.5), 95 (7.9), 147 (53.5), 153 (6.2), 169 (100),
170 (11.6), 196 (5.2), 271 (8.6), 286 (2.7)

OH

11

73 (88.9), 75 (18), 133 (7.2), 147 (100), 148 (9.0),

OH

10.81

342

73 (89.3), 74 (9.2), 147 (12.5), 239 (36.9), 254
(10.0), 328 (6.9), 342 (100), 343 (26.5), 344 (15.2)

HO

12

HO

HOOC

COOH

11.73

440

OH

73 (100), 74 (8), 75 (11), 93 (6), 147 (66), 148 (10),
149(7), 189 (7), 219 (7), 227 (5), 292(13), 293(7)
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that showed the same chromatographic and MS
behavior, except the hydroxyl malonic acid. The mass
spectra data for these intermediates were given in Table
2. Then these carboxylic acids were again catalyzed by
the TiO2 electrode and underwent rapid oxidation,
hydrolyzation, and decarboxylation to the final
conversion into carbon dioxide and water.
4

CONCLUSION

In summary, the photoelectrocatalytic degradation of
phenol was researched carefully to reveal the reaction
process under simulated sunlight by TiO2-film
electrode. These experimental results showed that
phenol in alkaline solution was degraded faster than
that in acidic solution whereas dissolved organic carbon
removal presented an opposite order in dependence of
pH. It was also found that the role of dissolved oxygen
on the mineralization of these intermediates with the
TiO2 film was significant by the examination of total
organic carbon.
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Study on Trace Elements of Water in Xiaolangdi Reservoir,China
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As one of the strategic projects, Xiaolangdi Dam Project has many functions, including flood control,
water supply for municipal and irrigation, etc. And water quality of Xiaolangdi reservoir will directly
affects industrial and agricultural production and health of residents in the reservoir area and
downstream areas. So the fate of toxic heavy metals in water of the Xiaolangdi is highly concerned.
Samples of surface water from Mingzhudao and Zhangling in the Xiaolangdi reservoir，were analyzed
to assess the water quality. Nine trace elements, including Hg, Se, Cd，Cr, Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn and F were
determined. Concentrations of As, Cr, Cu, and Zn were lower than the detection limit in the Xiaolangdi water.
The mean concentration of mercury in the studied areas was higher than the III class of Chinese
surface water quality standards limit, while other elements were lower than the limit. And the
concentration of mercury increases as water depth increases，it may be due to sedimentation of
mercury micro-organisms or biogeochemical cycle of mercury. Se and Cd in the Xiaolangdi
Reservoir were distributed evenly, and their contents changed little with water depth.
Keywords : Xiaolangdi, Trace elements, Water quality

１

INTRODUCTION

Xiaolangdi Multipurpose Dam located at the Jiyuan
conty, Henan province，China. The reservoir, with a
capacity of 12.65 billion m3 at the elevation of 275 m,
extends to the dam toe of Sanmenxia dam which is
away from 130 km upstream of Xiaolangdi in the
middle reached of the Yellow River. The downstream
area is the Huang-Huai-Hai plain. It can provide many
functions, such as flood control, water supply for
municipal, power generation and irrigation, etc.
So the water quality of Xiaolangdi reservoir will
directly affect industrial and agricultural production
and health of residents in the reservoir area and
downstream areas. And the fate of toxic heavy metals
in water of the Xiaolangdi is highly concerned.
*

Institute of Resources and Environment, Henan
Polytechnic University

Yan Gui-Yun [1] has studied the status of water
quality in Xiaolangdi reservoir. Results show the major
pollution indicators in the reservoir are petroleum,
NH3-N, Hg, CODMn and NO2-N. Water quality between
the Sanmenxia and the Xiaolangdi is IV~V. In 2003
Zhou Binglee and others according to Xiaolangdi
Reservoir monitoring results throughout the year, found
that the main pollution factors are chemical oxygen
demand, permanganate index, dissolved oxygen. And
in the same year monitoring result of heavy metals (Cu,
Pb, Zn, Cd) in the water of the Yellow River studied by
He Jiang, showed that Pb, Cd and other heavy metals in
the sediment of the Baotou Section of the Yellow River
have greater potential environmental hazard. Niu
Yongsheng and other pairs had a comprehensive
analysis on the Yellow River Basin water quality status
and found that the concentrations of Hg, As, Cd, Cr +6 had
been higher than the limit in the Yellow River Basin
water, and the large areas were influenced by Hg, Cd,
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the concentration of
Cd(mg/l)

As, and Cr+6. Numerous scholars have done a great deal
of research on the water of Huanghe and Xiaolangdi,
while study on trace elements in the water of
Xiaolangdi reservoir is less. Therefore, the thesis
Xiaolangdi vertical distribution of trace elements,
spatial distribution and toxic and hazardous trace
elements in biogeochemical cycles has a certain
theoretical and practical significance.
The purpose of this study is to examine the
concentration of trace element with depth in Xiaolangdi
reservoir, and access the water quality and providing a
basis for improving the ecological environment.
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concentration of Fe(mg/l)
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２ METHODS
２．１ Sampling and preservation
Two sites (Fig. 1), which are Mingzhu Island and
Zhangling, were selected to sample the surface water
using SCD-1 sampler for deep water. Mingzhu sample
site is located in the interchang of main watercourse
and Longfeng tributaries. Zhang Ling is located about 5
km upstream of dam. The distance between two
sampling sites is about 30 km. We sampled the first
sample in the depth of one meter and then sampled next
water sample every 2m to the depth of 41m. The total
water depth of the sample site is about 140m. We only
collected water samples to a depth of 41 meters due to
limitation of sampler.
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Fig. 1. The location of the sampling stations in
Xiaolangdi reservoir

water depth(m)

concentration of Se(mg/l)

0.0018

The water samples were acidified using superior
grade pure concentrated HCl, glass containers were
soaked in Aqua regia for more than 24h and washed
with distilled water twice during the sampling and
analysis process.
２．２ Sample analysis
An atomic fluorescence detector (AFS) was
employed for mercury, arsenic and selenium
determination in water samples from Xiaolangdi
reservoir. The apparatus was equipped with two
independent peristaltic pumps for the continuous
fluorescence measurements; a drier unit, a gas–liquid
separation chamber, a photomultiplier tube and a data
acquisition system . The limit of detection was

Zhangling

Mingzhu iland

0.0016
0.0014
0.0012
0.001
0.0008
0.0006
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41
water depth(m)

Fig. 2. The concentration of trace elements in
Xiaolangdi water column with water depth
0.04ug/L for Hg in the original sample. The cadmium
in water was measured by a graphite furnace atomic
absorption spectrometry. A flame atomic absorption
spectrometry was used for the analysis of iron,
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manganese, copper and zinc in water. A
spectrophotometer was used for the analysis of total
chromium in water.
３

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

３．１ Trace element concentration in surface
water
The mean concentrations of Se, Cd, Fe, Mn and F
were shown in Fig. 2. Concentrations of Hg, Se, Cd, Fe,
Mn and F ranged between 0.3 and 0.5µg l-1(mean
0.49±0.058µg l-1), 0.9 and 1.5µg l-1(1.41±0.15µg l-1),
0.9 and 1.1µg l-1(0.999±0.062µg l-1),0.03 and 0.08mg
l-1
),0.04
and
0.06µg
l-1(0.05±0.012mg
-1
-1
l (0.05±0.006µg l ) and ＜ 0.05 and 0.57mg
l-1(0.51±0.01µg l-1), respectively, in the Mingzhudao
water. Concentrations of Hg, Se, Cd, Fe, Mn and F
ranged between 0.0 and 0.3µg l-1(mean 0.19±0.08µg
1.0
and
1.6µg
l-1(1.33±0.15µgl-1),
l-1),
-1
-1
0.93and1.12µgl (1.00±0.05µgl ), 0.0 and 0.07µg
l-1( 0.04±0.015µg l-1),0.02 and 0.04µg l-1(0.03±0.006µg
l-1) and 0.52 and 0.59mg l-1(0.56±0.01 mg l-1),
respectively, in the Zhangling water column.

The concentration of Hg( mg/l)

３．２ Variable concentration of mercury with
water depth
(1) The mean concentration of mercury in Zhang
Ling water column is higher than that of Mingzhu
Island(Fig. 3). From the sampling map we know that
there is a tributary at the Mingzhu Island - Longfeng
gorge, while without tributaries at Zhang Ling. Higher
content of mercury in the Mingzhu Island water column
can be explained by water column of Longfeng gorge
which is likely rich in mercury.
0.0006

４ CONCLUSION
(1)The mean concentration of mercury in the studied
areas was higher than the “surface water environmental
quality standards” III class, while the others were lower
than the limit.
(2)The concentration of mercury increased with water
depth. It may be due to sedimentation of mercury
micro-organisms or to geochemical properties of
mercury. Se and Cd in the Xiaolangdi Reservoir were
distributed evenly, and thoes concentrations changed
little with water depth.
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0.0005
0.0004
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depth of 1m was the lowest (0.0001mg/L), at a depth of
31m was the maximum (0.0003mg/L), mean
concentration was 0.00019mg/L.
(5) Zhang Ling terminal is without tributaries. The
tributaries do not impact on the mercury content, but it
has been impacted by the water flow. With the increase
of water depth, mercury content layered increased. The
sampling area is divided into three layers: within a
depth of 1-15m, the mercury content was 0.0001 mg/L;
within a depth of 17-29m, the mercury content was
0.0002mg/L; within a depth of 31-41m, the mercury
content was 0.0003mg/L.
(6) Comparing with the drinking water standard,
surface water environmental quality standards for Class
III - the standard set forth in mercury content is not
higher than 0.0001mg/L [10]. From Fig. 3 we can see
that mercury content in Mingzhu Island has been
excessive, therefore, it can not serve as drinking water
source; Zhang Ling terminal compliance mercury
content in water depth of 15m or more, the water of
more than this depth can be used as drinking water.

Zhangling
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Fig. 3. Water depth vs content of Hg in Xiaolangdi
water column
(2) The mercury content in Xiaolangdi reservoir
increased with the increase of water depth. It may be
due to geochemistry of mercury, or due to
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Xiaolangdi 貯水池の水中の微量物質に関する研究
Qiaoli LIU*, Shunlin TANG*, Junmiao XU* and TaoWANG*
概要
戦略的なプロジェクトの一つとして，Xialoangdi ダムプロジェクトは洪水調整，都市の水供
給，かんがいなど多くの機能を持っている。Xiaolangdi 貯水池の水質は産業および農業製品
や貯水池，さらにその下流域の住民の健康等に影響を与える可能性がある。それゆえ，
Xiaolangdi 貯水池の Mingzhudao および Zhangling での表流水のサンプルを分析し，水質を評
価した。9 つの微量物質，水銀，セレン，カドミウム，クロム，銅，亜鉛，鉄，マンガン，
フッ素，を特定した。ヒ素，クロム，銅，亜鉛の濃度は検出限界以下であった。水銀の平均
濃度は中国の表流水の環境基準のクラス III よりも高かったが，他の微量物質の濃度は低く
なっていた。水銀濃度は水面が深くなるにつれて高くなっており，これは水銀の微生物への
沈着あるいは水銀の生物・地球化学的循環によると思われる。セレンとカドミウムは広く分
布しており，水面の深さにはほとんど影響を受けていなかった。
キーワード : Xiaolangdi，微量物質，水質
*Institute of Resources and Environment, Henan Polytechnic University
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In this paper the bad geological characteristic and the huge disaster caused by expansive soil are
elaborated. When constructing the road in expansive soil area, the origin and performance of roadbed
disease such as slope stability failure，roadbed settlement，mud pumping，ballast bag and so on are
elaborated emphatically. Meanwhile, the expansion and shrinkage mechanism of expansive soil have
been studied from such aspects as physical-chemistry-mechanics effect, material composition and
microscopic structure, external influencing factors and so on. Then, in view of the roadbed disease of
highway in expansive soil area, such expansive soil treatment and reinforcement methods as physical
improvement, chemistry improvement, physics-chemistry improvement, biological improvement are
summarized and proposed.
Keywords : Expansive soil, Swell-shrink mechanism, Roadbed disease, Treatment theory and
technique

１

INTRODUCTION

In the world there are more than 40 countries where
exists the expansive soil which spreads six continents.
In China the expansive has such outstanding features
as broadly distribution, more types, complex
characteristic and so on. The expansive soils create the
extremely huge harm. In America, the loss of the
expansive soil is more than double of the loss
sum created by such disasters as flood, hurricane,
earthquake and so on. Also, the economic loss for the
expansive soil question approximately amounts to
above ＄15 billion every year. In China railway
*

Henan Provincial Transportation Research Institute
Com. Ltd, Hanghai Middle Road No.219,
Zhengzhou City, China
** School of civil engineering & architecture,
central-south university, Changsha City, China

engineering, the expense used for treatment the
expansive soil reach several million Yuan each
kilometer. Therefore, research into the treatment theory
and technique for expansive soil of geological disasters
have the significant economic significance and project
practice value(1).
２

THE EXPANSIVE SOIL ENGINEERING
CHARACTERISTIC AND ITS
SWELL-SHRINK MECHANISM

２．１ Characteristic of expansive soil
Expansive soil distributed broadly, formed in the
natural geological process, is one kind of more
crevasses and having remarkable swell-shrink
characteristics geologic body, and its distribution are
very widespread. The clay ingredient of expansive soil
is mainly composed of the strongly hydrophilic mineral
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montmorillonite and other clay mineral. As one kind of
high plastic clay is sensitive to the environment
moistheat change, its chief feature is that the expansive
soil is polydisperse particle, rich water affinity clay,
richly big the liquid limit, big swell-shrink
characteristics, absorbing water swell and softening,
dehydration shrink and hard crack, overconsolidation
and more crevasses, distortion repeatedly and so on. In
the soil body, the crevasse disorderly distribute, and do
the special harm to all kinds of shallow light
engineering construction(1,2,3,4,5).
２．２ Basic swell-shrink mechanism of expansive
soil
The swell-shrink of expansive soil, in fact, is the
soil body mechanics characteristic change caused by
the soil water’s “gain and loss”. The expansive soil
moisturemovement
is
the
quite
complex
physical-chemistry-mechanics effect action process. It
is not only decided by its material composition and
microstructure characteristic, but also having close
relation with the environmental condition at which it
locates. The explanation theory of expansive soil’s
swell-shrink mechanism mainly includes the crystal
lattice expansion theory, the double-electrode layer
theory, the microstructure theory and so on.
２．２．１ Crystal lattice expansion theory
The reason about swell of expansive soil is that in
the expansive soil there are expandable crystal lattice
structures (Fig. 1). Among the crystal lattice, there is
the van der Waal’s force interconnection, so the
hydrone easily enter between the unit cell and form the
water film interlayer; thus the unit cell’s distance
increases, and these results in the soil body volume
expansion. But the crystal lattice expansion theory
limits merely in the crystal interlayer, and the wedging
action of adsorption bound water film, smectites having
expansion crystal lattice structure. This theory does not
considered the adsorption bound water action among
the clay particle and the aggregate(1,2,4).
２．２．２ Double-electrode layer theory
There are some negative charges on the clay surface,
as a result of electrostatic attraction's function. In the
water solution, the cation will be attracted to come up
on the soil particle surface, the clay mineral particle
with negative charge will adsorb hydration cation, and
ganging together is called the electric double layer. In
the electric double layer, the ion has the adsorptive
capacity to hydrone, which makes directional
arrangement under electric field action of force, and
forms the superficial bound water in clay mineral
pellet's periphery, hydration shell. Because the binding
film accumulate and wedge to open the earth particle,
this increases the distance between the solid particles
and swell the soil body. Based on bound water film
thickness’s change between the electric double layers

on the clay particle surface, the electric double layer
theory has explained the clay swell-shrink phenomenon
(Fig. 2).
The electric double layer theory has made up
insufficiency of the crystal lattice expansion theory to
explanation swell-shrink reason about cohesive soil,
and developed the application of bound water film in
expansion theory. The electric double layer theory
enables us to have the possibility to change the
counter-ion ingredient and density of electric double
layer on the clay particle surface through the
electro-chemical means or the ionic exchange action.
Also, the electrochemistry character of the clay mineral,
and this reduce diffusion layer's thickness and bound
water's quantity, so as to lower the swell-shrinkage
distortion of expansive soil.

Fig. 1. Main clay minerals lattice structure chematic
drawing

Fig. 2 Electric double layer(hydrated shell) action
mechanism schematic drawing
２．２．３ The microstructure theory
The electric double layer theory has the universal
practicability, but cannot explain phenomenon the swell
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distortion of some expansive soil whose ingredient is
mainly the illite, which is reverse bigger than that of
the expansive soil whose ingredient is mainly the
montmorillonite. Through macroscopic and the
microscopic synthetic study on the expansive soil,
Shiwen LIAO pointed out that the reason and the
mechanism that expansive soil produce swell-shrink
distortion is decided not only by the material ingredient,
but also spatial microstructure characteristic of these
material ingredient; and it is believed that the material
ingredient of expansive soil is material base which
produces distortion, the microstructure characteristic is
the spatial condition which forms swell-shrink, when
the above intrinsic factor is met, namely the expansive
soil will swell when gaining water and shrink when
losing water.
２．２．４ physical-mechanics theory
The physical-mechanics theory about expansive soil
includes mainly effective stress theory, capillary vessel
theory, elastic theory and so on. These theories thought
that the swell of the expansive soil is caused by the
physical-mechanics effect which produced by the
water-soil interaction under certain external process.
After fractional saturation of expansive soil absorbing
water, the soil pore water pressure and the effective
stress will change, the capillary vessel potential energy
and the surface tension change accordingly, and caused
the pellet elasticity effect, and the volume of the
expansive soil increase.
３

THE HIGHWAY SUBGRADE FAILURES IN
EXPANSIVE SOIL AREA

In highway engineering, because of surface layer
weathering effect, swell with wet and shrinkage with
dry effect, as well as the insufficient compaction or
protection and so on, the many highway subgrade
distress will be created frequently(6,7). The performance
and origin of common roadbed distress in expansive
soil area are as follows.
３．１ Failuer of expansive soil embankment and
slope
When surface layer of expansive soil’s cutting slope
is severely-weathered and is soaked the water, it easy to
occur such yield flow failure phenomenon along the
slope face downward as local slide collapse, local
slippery and large-scale landslide. Since the side slope
destruction of the expansive soil has long term latentcy,
many road unceasingly occurred the landslide after
operating for 3~5 years later. And the side slope failure
has the shallow layer characteristic, generally in 1m
thickness, with no obvious sliding face and crack,
shorter distance, and it usually can stabilize voluntarily
on the slope face. Yet many landslides, which are
1.0~3.0m thickness, have obvious slippery bed, and
have gentle frontal steep rear wall in the slippery bed,

so more landslide appear with pullbehind and occur in
groups, present lengthwise and imbricate shape, some
landslides towed from toe to the top of slope, and those
have substantially destructiveness. The scope of
expansive soil landside mass relate closely with the
depth of atmospheric influence, the type and structure
of soil, but does not relate obviously with the slope
contour and size, therefore slow down slope gradient or
lower slope altitude cannot enhance the slope stability,
so fundamentally preventing landslide, people should
adopt effective slope protection, draining water and
waterproofing measures. Meanwhile people should
carry on the modification or reinforcement processing
to the expansive soil mass in slope.
The wave-form settlement distortion
３．２
pavement and subgrade
In construction and operation period, after the
expansive soil roadbed suffering weathering and
soaked by rain, under the action of swell with wet and
shrinkage with dry effect, the soil body will occur the
disintegration, together with non-uniform change of
water content in the subgrade. All of these factors will
cause earth pad produce the unequal settlement, and the
road surface will present the wave form distortion. The
wave-form settlement distortion of embankment is
more obvious, the embankment becomes higher and
accordingly the settlement bigger, and this may cause
the road surface distortion destruction when the
distortion is serious. The wave-form distortion of
pavement directly restricts vehicles' travel speed and
influences riding comfortableness, simultaneously the
traffic accident's blasting fuse has also been buried.
３．３ Mud pumping of roadbed
Under the wet cyclical effect in the dry season and
the rainy season, by the vehicles travel load's action,
the expansive soil roadbed which is not replaced or
sealed treatment will be caused superficial relaxation.
After pavement water seepage and subgrade soil
soaked rain water, the soil body disintegrate and the
intensity reduces, and the topsoil of bedding come
about sliming. Under the vehicle’s load cyclical action,
the soil pore water pressure accumulates unceasingly,
the sliming roadbed soil pushes in the granular base
and splashes along pavement crack and expansion joint
and so on. This causes the roadbed to produce mud
pumping phenomenon. The roadbed mud pumping
phenomenon is often followed by the roadbed bigger
settlement and the pavement wave distortion, therefore,
it seriously influence traffic safety and cause the traffic
interruption.
３．４ Ballast pouch of roadbed
After subgrade soil sliming, base course's crushed
stone and so on are easy to fall into or pushed in
foundation bedding soil and forms the saccate structure.
The ballast pouches will destroy the pavement structure,
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at the same time, those become the water seepage
channel and water carrier in the roadbed. Further those
cause deep soil body wet and sliming, namely
intensifying the ballast pouch's development, finally
those result in the vicious circle.
Road border longitudinal crack and
３．５
collapse
Usually, because the mechanical roller compaction
not arrive the road border section, the later settlement
of road border become bigger. Also, because of its free
face, it is specially sensitive to the atmospheric physics
action, therefore after water loss the shrinkage strain of
road border is far bigger than that of dike body under
the alternation of wetting and dry action. The
investigation found out that the expansive soil road
border apart from the outer edge approximately on the
0.5~1.0m of it is easy to produce longitudinal crack
phenomenon. Road border longitudinal crack
phenomenon occurs more in the dry season, it may
amount to several dozens of meters even over a
hundred meters long, generally 20~40mm wide,
approximately 1.0~1.5m deep. After the road border
has the longitudinal crack, although it does not
immediately influence road's security of service, but if
it is not repaired promptly, the longitudinal crack forms
the seep channel of roadbed, causes the surface water
very easily permeate roadbed, and causes the road
border collapse. The height of road border collapse is
more in 1m, and may be bigger than 1m when collapse
is serious.
４

TREATMENT METHODS OF EXPANSIVE
SOIL ROADBED

At present, in domestic and foreign according to its
improvement mechanism, the methods of expansive
soil improvement may divide into two types; one is the
physical property improvement methods, for example
to add non-expansive coarse sand filling materials and
so on, and the other is chemistry improvement methods,
for example, adding lime, cement, gypsum, sodium
silicate and so on, in order to play the good role to
reduced or the permanent control disease.
４．１ Physical property improvement methods
The physical improvement methods include such
many methods as soil replacement method, humidity
control method, compaction control method, totally
closed method, mixing sand method, Geocell or
Geogrid
reinforcement
method,
Geotextile
reinforcement method, soil nail wall reinforcement
method, the pile foundation reinforcement method and
so on(5,6,7).
Soil replacement method is to dig out the part
expansive soil and enclosed with the unexpansive
cohesive soil or coarse-grained soil. In the replacement
roadbed soil thickness, it should consider that the soil

water content rapid change zone's depth which is
caused by rain, generally the depth may be 1.0~2.0m
deep, namely the replacement thickness of strong
expansive soil is about 2.0m, and middle expansive soil
is about 1.0~1.5m. The slope protection effect of soil
replacement is closely related with such construction
factors as the soil water content, dry unit weight, soil
type, soil block size, laying soil thickness, rolling
quality and so on. If the quality of replacement soil
meets each technical specification requirement and
some supporting measures are taken, this method is
really effective to the roadbed stability of slope.
Humidity control method includes two methods,
prewetting method and maintaining stable water
content method. In order to control the change of
expansive soil water content, to maintains water
content little evaporation and prevent rain water to
permeate in the roadbed slope or the foundation soil
during construction, some necessary measures should
be adopted, for example, in the construction process
reserving covering layer, before lining soaking the
expansive soil and controlling critical humidity and so
on, sometimes using the plastic membrane or the
asphalt to cover on expansive soil slope face.
Compaction control method is to make the expansive
soil’s compaction to the request density. The method
can effectively reduce the swell of expansive soil when
it is in low dry density and high moisture content, but
the high water content's expansive soil is very difficult
to gain compaction, when soil body roller compaction
is lower than the volume weight, and the strength of it
is smaller. Similarly, it cannot meet the engineering
need. The compaction control method has low expense,
but has certain sphere of application, generally it is
suitable for the weak expansive soil ground. After
expansive soil compaction its dry density will increase,
moreover the cohesion and the angle of internal friction
will also increase, ground bearing capacity will
enhance.
Totally closed method is also named ladlecover
method, is to fill in the expansive soil in the core of
bank and encircle the dike body with the non-swelling
earth. The thickness of ladlecover soil layer should not
be smaller than 1m, and the ladlecover soil layer should
be built tightly and totally close the expansive soil in
order to restrict the temperature change in the dike,
namely waterproof and preservation moisture. But the
side slope spot is often the construction roller
compaction weak spot. If the closed soil layer and the
embankment soil are constructed in layered filling and
roller compaction together to reach the similar
compactness, then the treatment effect will be better.
Mixing sand method is improvement of the
expansive soil through adding non-expansive coarse
sand filling materials and so on, the main role is to
change the constitutive property, particle combination
of the natural or disturbed expansive soil, and make the
expansive soil to become the non-swelling earth or to
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reduce its swell-shrink characteristics. If mixed the
sandy gravel in the lime to synthetically treat expansive
soil embankment, the swell-shrink characteristics of
expansive soil is eliminated in chemistry, the grain
composition is optimized in physics and its compaction
character and bearing capacity is improved. Before
applying mixing sand method, the reasonable mixture
ratio of mixed material must be determined, and the
construction
technology
feasibility
must
be
demonstrated. The experiment proved that for the
expansive soil, as a rule the swell potential will reduce
with granulated substance content percentage's increase.
The influence of sand mixed in expansive was
considered to be caused by lots of soil pores capillary
vessel channels which reduce the soil siphoning to
correspondingly.
Geocell or Geogrid reinforcement method is that
through laying the level Geocell or Geogrid in the
expansive soil embankment of construction, to make
the best of the friction force and the snap-in force
between Geonet and filling soil, to increase the
shearing strength of the soil body, to restrict expansive
soil’ swell distortion, and finally to achieve the stable
roadbed the goal. Because expansive soil
embankment's weathering depth is generally in 2m,
adding Getnet length in the soil is within limits slope
surface certain scope, and the construction is
convenient. At the same time, after adding Geonet in
the earth, adopting the steep ratio of slope may save the
land compared to the normal filling embankment, the
technology and the economic effect is all good. It is a
kind of method which is worth using and promoting.
About the Geotextile reinforcement method, soil nail
wall reinforcement method, the pile foundation
reinforcement method and so on is no longer discussed
in detail here.
４．２ Chemistry improvement methods
Using chemical methods to improve expansive soil,
in the one hand, compound itself may consolidate the
soil body and play the role of cohesive soil particle. On
the other hand, the compound with the earth can carry
on a complex physics-chemical reaction and change
hydrophilcity of expansive soil (8,9,10). It includes the
following method.
In chemical improvement fluid method, through the
microscopic analysis and the physical mechanics
experiment to the soil mass improved by modifier, we
know that certain organic positive ion compound can
change the charge distribution of the montmorillonite
mineral crystal structure, weaken the negative
electricity repulsion, and stop hydrone to enter the
crystal layer and the granule, increase adsorption and
the cementation between the loose particle keep down
the swell-shrink distortion of the expansive soil. After
improvement the expansive soil's shearing strength
parameter also has comparatively large degree
enhancement. Simultaneously, the organic chemistry

grouting material is one kind of non-toxic, tasteless,
odourless liquid. After chemistry solution is firmly
adsorbed by earth, it will not drained and not create
the environment pollution. Chemistry modifiers include
such organic and inorganic compounds as the alkyl
benzyl pyridine compound, the polyhydroxyl
polynitrogen atom polymer, Conder SS, the mulching
plastic net's polymer, the phosphoric acid, the acrylate
series, the liquid polybutadiene, the solution of NaCl,
AlC13, CaCl2 and so on.
Lime stabilization method is the most
commonly-used improvement methods in engineering
practice. The lime solidification appears as a result of
the base exchanges, the cementation, interaction of clay
particle and lime. The reinforcement mechanism of
lime stabilization foundation soil is mainly because
expansive soil contains major content dissociation
aluminum silicon ions, after mixed with lime, the
expansive soil carry on the cation exchange action,
aggregation, solidification like the cement effect, after
the curing the plastic limit of the soil may be enhanced
greatly and its plasticity index may be reduced great
degree, finally the swell-shrink behavior of expansive
soil is eliminated. The lime action on earth level relates
to the lime dose, degree of grinding of soil and lime,
mixing uniformity, age and so on, particularly lime
dosage influence is more remarkable to the lime soil
properties, soil-lime should be determined by such
experiments as physics and mechanical properties,
swell-shrink characteristics, water stability and so on.
Mixing cement improvement method, the cement
chemical composition is mainly Tricalcium silicate,
Dicalcium silicate, Tricalcium aluminate and so on.
After these mineral of clinker in the cement meeting
the water, they have the chemical reaction, hydrated
reaction, and produce such main hydrated products as
Calcium silicate hydrate, Calcium hydroxide, hydrated
Calcium aluminate, hydrated Calcium ferrite, hydrated
Calcium sulphoaluminate and so on. These hydrates
have the cementation, with the lapse of time, they has
had the congealment and induration, enable mixture
strength to have great degree enhancement. the cement
solidification action is due to the mutual cementation
among of calciate, the aluminous hydrate and the grain,
agglutinate gradual dehydration and the neogenic
crystallization, thus reducing the liquid limit and bulk
strain and increasing the shrinkage limit and shearing
strength. When the cement content increases, the
improvement earth's expansion ratio reduces, the
reducing reason is similar to the lime, but the cement
will have the bigger condensation which transforms the
clay into the even more granular earth, thus cause the
expansion rate to decrease, but lime is more effective
than cement with aspect to reducing the expansion rate.
Fly ash, cement, lime mixed modification method.
There are lots of active SiO2, A12O3, Fe2O3 and CaO
and so on in the fly ash, the pellet is quite even and
belong to poor grain size distribution, and the density is
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low, through adding fly ash, to mainly change the
expansive soil the gradation and the coherency and to
reduce its expansibility. The cement, lime mixed
modification method is one kind of quite ideal
improvement method, the proportion of two additives
should be decided according to the improvement
earth’s request. In this kind of mixed chemical additive,
the lime obviously reduces the earth expansion rate and
the cement increases the earth the strength
characteristic. The quicklime, fly ash mixed
improvement method. After fly ash and the quicklime
mixed, under certain moisture content condition they
has a series of hydration reaction, and produce such
compounds which is water-fast stable crystallization
resultant as hydrated Calcium silicate, hydrated
Calcium aluminate, as well as hydrated Calcium ferrite
and so on, these compounds may harden gradually in
the air and water, and play the reinforcement role to
expansive soil so as to limit its expansibility.
Mixing slag composites improvement method. Such
composites as expansive soil, slag, cement, lime, sand
and so on is called “the slag composites earth” which is
put into mortar as slope protection material. The
expansive soil improved by slag composite may
basically lose the expansibility. The slag composites
earth’s strength changes with the age, the strength of
age one year is 3-8 times of age 28d, when carried on
the soaking quick shear test under no vertical stress
condition. The cohesive strength value with the slope
face is 17~52kPa, moreover the slag composites earth
have good property to resist swelling with wet and
shrinkage with dry(10).
The pressure injection grouting improvement method
is to apply the lime white or the cement mortar
injection scheme to reinforce expansive soil slope,
under the high pressure the lime white enters the earth
from lateral and longitudinal direction of grouting hole,
along the soil body crevasse or the new fracture face
caused by grouting precipitate and form many lime
arteries or the lime thin layer. Bulk soil body among the
crevasses is all wrapped up by the lime white, the
chemical reactions react unceasingly along crevice
between the lime and the earth, and this cause grout
arteries to play the role of anti-water, thereby prevent
the water content to change and enhances the integrated
intensity of soil body. Using jet grouting, directional jet
grouting or sprinkler irrigation, the grout under high
pressure form not only the pulpous state structure, but
also may form the lime or soil cement coagulation
bodies which have certain structure and shape, or forms
the boards and piles composite anti-slide body which
can adapt to the bigger distortion. The commonly used
grouting materials include lime, cement, sodium
silicate, resin, polyacryiamide and so on.
４．３ Other improvement methods
Physics-chemistry improvement reinforcement
method is applying both physical and chemical effect to

improve the expansive soil. It refers to according to the
certain proportion mixing expansive soil with lime,
cement, fly ash, slag as well as the mixture of them,
and adding ration active catalyst to promote modifier
and earth to react each other, and finally achieving the
goal to stabilize expansive soil.
The biological improvement method is to make use
of the biology surface active agent to attach on the clay
mineral surface, so it can reduce the liquid level tension,
cause the clay mineral surface hydrophobization, and
break down mineral surface hydration shell or cause it
to become thin, thereby cause the intergranular
cohesive force to increase, enhance the earth shearing
strength, and finally reduce the swell-shrink
characteristic of expansive soil.
５

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

On the part of the expansive soil question's treatment
technology, many further deep researches need to be
done. Aiming at the key question of expansive soil
embankment fill, based on preserving moisture and
anti-seepage, carry on the expansive soil embankment
filling technology deep study. To deepen expansive
soil’s modification experimental study on optimizing
mixing lime, fly ash and firming agent, in order to
determine the best mixed dosing and effective
construction technology all kinds of expansive soil
distribution area. To carry on modification expansive
soil research through the manual mixing soil, namely to
research mixture filling possibility of mixing the
non-expansive soil with the different rank's expansive
soil, including the whole mixing method, sandwich
method, totally closed method and so on, to be built by
contract the law three kinds, to study separately the
performances adopting different methods to fill
embankment, and to determine reasonable mixing ways
and construction methods. To develop the Geotextile
reinforcement expansive soil embankment's technology,
and to research into reinforcement design methods,
construction technology and the suppression
swell-shrink effect of adopting Geogrid and Geonet
crushed rock pile to reinforce roadbed in lateral and
longitudinal direction. To research into measures of the
slope excavation, combined reinforcement, protection
technology of expansive soil cutting slope, and to pull
off the long-term stabilization of cutting slope under
downloading and wetting-drying cycle condition.
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Determined the new technology of element leaching in fly ash’s utilization---- “dip in one acid
twice/unite two kinds of alkalis” through comparison tests, the technique consist of four phases: acid
leaching、alkali dissolution, calcination and second acid leaching, the maximum fine utilization rates
of silicon, aluminum, iron are respectively 97.07%, 86.67%, 96.54%, the total utilization rate is 100%.
Analyzed the micro-changes of fly ash in the utilization process by X-ray diffraction and scanning
electron microscope, the results show that: (1)there are mineral changes exist in acid leaching process,
and some amorphous active substance is dissolved, it destroy the surface structure of fly ash,
conducive to the conduct of following response; (2)after alkali leaching, most of the amorphous SiO2
is dissolved, crystalline SiO2 (quartz) has not changed; (3)after calcination with sodium carbonate, all
the mine phases are transformed into nepheline and a small amount of pyroxene which are layer
(film) structure , except a small amount of residual quartz crystal;(4)after the second acid leaching,
the fly ash is transformed into silica II which mainly constitute by the amorphous SiO2.
Keywords : Fly ash, X-ray diffraction, Scanning electron microscopy

１

INTRODUCTION

At present, fly ash was mainly applied to the
construction (1,2), building materials, transport and soil
improvement, etc., only a small number of fly ash was
applied to the environmental protection(3) and chemical
industry(4,5). Although construction and transportation
need a large quantity of fly ash and improve the
utilization rate of fly ash in short time, these were all
low value-added product, the fly ash potential value
was not taken use of and economic benefit was low,
therefore, developing high value-added products of fly
ash was the main technology research directions of fly
Henan Polytechnic University, 454003, Jiaozuo,
China
** NO.11 Geological Party, Hebei Bureau of Geology
and Mineral Resources, Xingtai, 054000, China.

ash resource recycling. In this paper, we introduced the
utilization of fly ash in environmental protection and
chemical engineering, improved the traditional
acid-leaching and alkali dissolution method by using
exploratory experiment, at last determined the new
technology of element leaching in fly ash’s
utilization--the technique of “dip in one acid
twice/unite two kinds of alkalis” method. The main
components (silica, alumina and iron oxide) of fly ash
was basically all used with this method, no waste
residue and waste liquid, obtained the harmony of
economic, social, and environmental effectiveness.
２
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EXPERIMENT MATERIALS AND
METHODS
Experiment materials

The Micro-Changes of Fly Ash in the Utilization of “Dip in One Acid Twice/Unite Two Kinds of Alkalis”

In this experiment, the raw materials of fly ash was
obtained from the second phase of power plants of
Pingdingshan Coal Industry Group, the chemical
composition shown in Table 1, other raw materials such
as hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, soda ash are
all analytically pure and chemically pure.

parameter of orthogonal experiments, filter, according
to one to one mixed dregs with sodium carbonate,
following is the same as Plan one.
Plan three: Mix alkali leaching fly ash with not alkali
leaching sodium carbonate to roast, then do acid
leaching. Weigh drying fly ash 10g, then do dissolution
for 2 hour with 25 percent concentration of sodium
hydroxide under the conditions of 100 degrees Celsius
heat, filter, according to one to one mixed dregs with
sodium carbonate, following is the same as Plan one.
Plan Four: Mix alkali leaching and do acid leaching fly
ash with sodium carbonate to roast, then do second
time acid leaching. Weigh drying fly ash 10g, then do
acid leaching according to confirmed acid leaching
parameter of orthogonal experiments, filter, then do
dissolution for 2 hour with 25 percent concentration of
sodium hydroxide under the conditions of 100 degrees
Celsius heat, second time filter, according to one to one
mixed dregs with sodium carbonate, following is the
same as Plan one.

２．２ Determination method
In this experiment, the determination methods of the
main indicators are shown in Table 2.
２．３ Experiment Method
Based on the previous experiment, we design four
plans:
Plan one: Mixed fly ash with sodium carbonate
acid leaching after roasting. After drying, weighed fly
10g of fly ash is mixed with 10g sodium carbonate,
then it is lapped and placed in muffle furnace in 900
degrees Celsius heat preservation 2 hour. After natural
cooling, it is added one to one hydrochloric acid in 80
degrees Celsius heat and dissolution, and lifts down
and agitates with water, then it is filtered. Constant
volume filtrate at 250ml, is measured, and the
concentration of silicon, aluminum and iron in filtrate ,
at last calculated their contents.
Plan two: Mix acid leaching fly ash with not acid
leaching sodium carbonate to roast, then do second
time acid leaching. Weigh drying fly ash 10g, then do
acid leaching according to confirmed acid leaching

３ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
３．１ The determination of Technology program
According to the use of intermediate products
derived from experiment, the results of four kinds of
programs’ data processing are obtained (see Table 3).
As can be seen in Table 3, for the preparation of PAFC,
the highest leaching rate of aluminum and iron is
program 4 in the four kinds of programs (Al leaching

Table 1. The chemical composition of fly ash
Project
Contents
(%)

silicon
dioxide

aluminum
oxide

ferric
oxide

titanium
dioxide

calcium
oxide

magnesia

sodium
oxide

kalia

Loss

54.65

29.12

5.98

0.76

4.31

1.26

0.42

1.10

2.4

Table 2. The determination method of experiment
Analysis Project
Fe3+ and Al3+
SiO2
mineral constituent
micromechanism

determination method
fluoride to replace the EDTA titering process
eeduction of silicon molybdate
X- diffraction analysis
scanning electron microscope analysis

primary instrument
electric stove, buret
722 spectrophotometer
D8ADVANCE X-diffraction analysis analyzer
JSM-6390LV scanning electron microscope

Table 3. The analysis of Si, Al, Fe of four improved programs
Use

PAFC

Silica I

Silica II

Source

Solution A+ Solution C

Solution B

Residue C

Index

Al (%)

Fe (%)

Si (%)

Al (%)

Fe (%)

Si (%)

Al (%)

Fe (%)

Si (%)

Scheme 1

74.07

88.06

4.43

——

——

——

22.86

8.65

92.79

Scheme 2
67.81
92.13
8.35
——
Scheme 3
59.96
90.35
5.20
2.35
Scheme 4
86.67
96.54
1.67
4.32
Note:
Solution A—the solution after acid leaching;
Solution B—the solution after alkali dissolution;
Solution C—the acid leaching solution of residue B

——
——
28.66
6.57
89.25
3.45
6.52
34.43
3.5
85.37
2.84
43.22
1.02
1.25
53.85
calcinate with sodium carbonate;
Residue C—the acid leaching residue of residue B
calcinate with sodium carbonate.
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Quartz $G A, syn; Sanidine
Sanidine; Spinel
Lime, syn; Sanidine; Spinel

Sanidine
Sanidine

Sanidine; Spinel

Quartz
Spinel$GA, syn; Corundum - synthetic; W \PIstite, syn; Sanidine
Corundum - synthetic; Sanidine
Sanidine
Quartz $G A, syn; Lime, syn; Sanidine
Sanidine; Spinel
Quartz $G
$GA,
A, syn;
syn; Corundum
Sanidine - synthetic; Sanidine
Quartz

Lime, syn; Sanidine

Quartz
$GA, -syn;
Lorenzenite, syn; Sanidine; Spinel
Corundum
synthetic;
Lorenzenite,
syn;syn;
Sanidine
Lorenzenite,
SanidineLorenzenite, syn
Sanidine
Lorenzenite, syn; Sanidine
Sanidine
Quartz $G A, syn; Sanidine

Quartz $G A, syn; Lorenzenite, syn; Sanidine
Lime, syn;
Lorenzenite,
syn; Sanidine; Spinel
Corundum
- synthetic;
Sanidine
Quartz $G A, syn; Sanidine
Lorenzenite,
syn; Lorenzenite,
Sanidine
W \PIstite, syn;
syn
Quartz $G A, syn; Sanidine
Corundum - synthetic; Lorenzenite, syn; Sanidine

25

Lorenzenite,
Lorenzenite, syn
Sanidine
Sanidine

Sanidine

100

Quartz $G A, syn; Lorenzenite, syn; Sanidine

YH.CAF

Corundum - synthetic
Quartz $G A, syn; Lorenzenite, syn; Sanidine
syn; Sanidine

adding the sodium carbonate roasting
(records
roasting clinkering),the ash dregs of after second acid
pickling(records silica II). Through contrast the
X-diffraction patterns and scanning electron
microscope image of five states for fly ash, from the
mineral composition and micro-structural analysis the
change process of fly ash in these technical programs.
(1) Primitive ash

Sanidine

rate is 86.67%, iron leaching rate is 96.54%). Moreover,
silicon content in the solution produced by preparation
of PAFC in program 4 (solution A + solution C) is the
lowest, only 1.67%，and will not affect polymerization
of aluminum and iron, so program 4 is the best option.
For the preparation of silica, Al-Fe content of residue C
in program 1, 2 and 3 is too high, which can not obtain
silica products directly. In contrast, Al-Fe content is
less in program 4, and silica II can be obtained from
residue C through drying, besides, the silicon leaching
rate is 43.22% in the alkali-soluble process, a higher
quality silica I can be obtained, the utilization of SiO2
in the preparation of silica is as high as 97.07%, so
program 4 is the best program.
By the exploration of above-mentioned four kinds of
improvement programs, program 4 is the best option.
Based on program 4, the overall program flow is
designed as shown in Fig. 1.
The technology program has two major
characteristics: (1) Fly ash is fully used, namely
utilization rate is 90%, and the remaining 10% is used
as building material additives; (2) Fly ash is used as
chemical raw materials recycling in various process,
which obtain not only cost saving but energy efficiency
and emission reduction, which is in line with clean
production requirements.
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Fig. 2. X-diffraction patterns of primitive ash
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Fig. 1. The overall use technology of Fly Ash
３．２ The micro-change analysis of fly ash in the
use of process
In the whole utilize project the fly ash experience four
phases: acid pickling, alkaline leaching, adding sodium
carbonate to help dissolve and the second acid pickling.
Before and after the four phases, there are five states of
existence for fly ash, Respectively the original fly ash
(records primitive ash), the ash dregs after acid
pickling(records dregs A), the ash dregs after alkaline
leaching (records dregs B), the clinkering of after

From X-diffraction patterns of primitive ash, it can
be seen that they have a clear hill-like peak and diffuse
peak, therefore, the primitive ash contains more
amorphous material and amorphous vitreous, also
through an analysis of the characteristic peaks can tell
that of primitive ash crystalline mineral are quartz,
mullite, magnetite, anhydrite, hematite, glassy feldspar,
lorenzenite and spinelle.
By the scanning electron microscope image can be
seen the primitive ash are sharply divided on the shape
and size, some of particle surface smooth(as ①)but
some rough(as ②), gather together form a collection
particles with large angular. From the micro-structure,
this is became that the fly ash contains more
amorphous material and amorphous vitreous and this is
consistent with X-diffraction analysis. These vitreous
bodies assume micro beaded, sponginess and so on
anomalous shape, even if some crystal also assumes the
non-regular shape, as mullite is the small acicular
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Al2O3+6HCl
Fe2O3+6HCl
CaO+2HCl
MgO+2HCl
Na2O+2HCl

Sodalite, syn; Magnesioaxinite

225

25

Goeschwitz, Mica

100
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Quartz

B.CAF
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Sodalite,
syn
Sodalite,
syn
Quartz
Quartz

Fig. 4. X-diffraction patterns of dreg A
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70

Corundum, syn
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Sodalite, syn; Goeschwitz, Mica
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Quartz; Sodalite, syn
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Quartz
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Sodalite, syn; Corundum, syn
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As can be seen from Fig. 5, after acid leaching, some
small particles in the fly ash are dissolved by acid
(dissolved constituents and response equation, see
Equation 1), large and small particles surface that has
not been dissolved are subject to a certain corrosive
effect, which lay the foundation for the next step
alkali-soluble.
(3) Dreg B

Quartz; Sodalite,
syn; Goeschwitz, Mica
Corundum,
syn

10

(Formula 1)

Sodalite, syn

0

2AlCl3+3H2O
2FeCl3+3H2O
CaCl2+H2O
MgCl2+H2O
2NaCl+H2O

Magnesioaxinite
Sodalite, syn; Corundum, syn; Magnesioaxinite; Goeschwitz, Mica
Quartz; Sodalite, syn
Sodalite, syn; Corundum, syn
Magnesioaxinite
Quartz
Quartz;
Magnesioaxinite;
Goeschwitz, Mica
Quartz
Corundum, syn; Magnesioaxinite
Quartz; Magnesioaxinite; Goeschwitz, Mica
Sodalite, syn; Corundum, syn

Quartz; Corundum - synthetic; Hauyne

Hauyne
Magnetite

Hauyne

Quartz; Hauyne

Magnetite; Hauyne
Hauyne

Corundum - synthetic

Quartz; Hauyne

Quartz
Hauyne

25

Hauyne
Quartz

Hauyne
Magnetite; Hauyne
Quartz
Hauyne
Corundum - synthetic
Quartz; Hauyne
Quartz
Hauyne
Corundum - synthetic
Quartz

Quartz

100

Hauyne
Corundum - synthetic

225

Magnesioaxinite
Sodalite, syn; Magnesioaxinite

Quartz

A.CAF

dissolved or partially dissolved into magnetite phase,
that part of anhydrous gypsum, transparent feldspar,
silica sodium perovskite and spinel can be partially
dissolved into a blue square stone mineral phase. Some
active materials of amorphous mineral phase react with
the HCl (chemical equation see type 1). This series of
reactions can greatly undermine the structure of the
surface of fly ash particles, and increase its surface
areas，which are conducive to the follow-up reaction.

Sodalite, syn
Magnesioaxinite

crystal adhere to the vitreous body surface, or by
vitreous body package; From the forming process, this
is because ash particles into the furnace combustion
chemical composition, shape, particle size are different,
the degree of combustion in the furnace and the
discharge means also have differences, therefore, the
formation of fly ash particle composition are also very
unstable.
(2) Dreg A
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Fig. 6. X-diffraction patterns of dreg B

Fig. 5. SEM chart of dreg A
From the X-diffraction of residue A，it can be seen
that there was a marked hill-like peak and dispersion
peak. So the same residue A and the original ash
contains more amorphous material, and the analysis of
characteristic peaks revealed that the crystalline
minerals of residue A are quartz, mullite, magnetite and
blue square stone. Compared to crystalline minerals of
the original ash, those can be drawn: In the acid
leaching process ， three crystalline mineral
phases(quartz, mullite, and magnetite)has not changed,
which indicates that they are insoluble, or insoluble for
the acid, and their mineral phase can not be dissolved
or changed using acid leaching. For hematite,
anhydrous gypsum, transparent feldspar, silicon and
sodium titanium spinel, the role of acid leaching is still
relatively large, that hematite can be completely

Fig. 7. SEM chart of dreg B
By the analysis of characteristic peaks of Slag
B-diffraction pattern ， it can be shown that the
crystallize minerals phase in slag B are mainly quartz,
sodalite, illite. And compared to their crystallized phase
in slag A, those can be known: After alkali dissolution,
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formula 2 and 3.
Calcination stage:
Na2O+ CO2
Na2CO3
Na2Si(Si3O9)
(Formula 2)
Na2O+4SiO2
2NaAlO2
Na2O+Al2O3
3Na2O·Al2O3·2SiO2
3Na2O+4SiO2+3Al2O3·2SiO2
Acid leaching stage:
NaCl+AlCl3+H2SiO3+H2O
NaAlSiO4+4HCl
2H2SiO3+CaCl2+MgCl2
CaMgSi2O6+4HCl
2H2SiO3+CaCl2+FeCl2
CaFeSi2O6+4HCl
(Formula 3)

Cristobalite $GB, syn; Periclase

Periclase
Cristobalite $GB, syn

Cristobalite $GB, syn

Lime

16

4

Cristobalite $GB, syn

36

Cristobalite $GB, syn

Cristobalite $GB, syn

1-1.CAF

Lime

As can be seen in Fig. 9, after acid leaching and
alkaline leaching, the mixture by fly ash and sodium
carbonate mixing and calcining is layer (sheet)-like
structure, because quartz, illite, sodalite and sodium in
slag react with carbonate at high temperature，and form
nepheline and pyroxene which are layer (sheet)-like
structure.
(5) Silica II

Quartz; Nepheline, syn

Quartz; Nepheline, syn
Nepheline, syn
Nepheline, syn
Quartz; Nepheline, syn; Augite

Quartz; Nepheline, syn; Augite

Nepheline, syn; Augite
Nepheline, syn

Quartz; Nepheline, syn
Nepheline, syn Nepheline, syn
Nepheline, syn; Augite
Nepheline, syn; Augite

Quartz; Nepheline, syn
Nepheline, syn; Augite

16

Nepheline, syn; Augite
Augite
Nepheline,
syn
Quartz;
Nepheline,
syn
Nepheline,
syn
Nepheline, syn
Nepheline, syn; Augite

Nepheline, syn

36

Nepheline,
syn
Nepheline,
syn; Augite
Augite
Nepheline, syn; Augite

64

Quartz; Nepheline, syn; Augite

Na2CO3.CAF

Nepheline,
syn
Quartz; Nepheline,
syn
Nepheline, syn

the amorphous SiO2 is completely dissolved, while the
mineral phase of crystalline SiO2 (quartz) has not
changed. Blue square stone, glassy state of alumina and
magnetite are changed into sodalite and illite under the
conditions of alkali dissolution. The main chemical
Na2SiO3+H2O.
reaction formula: SiO2+2NaOH
As can be seen in Fig. 7, after alkali dissolution, the
micro-structure of ash has undergone great changes,
appear as spherical particles of the similar size, shape
and smooth surface bonds with each other, because in
the process of alkali dissolution, amorphous SiO2 and
materials soluble in alkaline are almost completely
dissolved. While the blue square stone, glass state of
alumina，magnetite and others changed into sodalite
and illite under the conditions of alkali dissolution，
which structure is relatively regular mineral phase.
(4) Soda slag
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Fig. 8. X-diffraction patterns of Soda slag
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Fig. 10. X-diffraction patterns of silica II

Fig. 9. SEM chart of Soda slag
By the analysis of characteristic peaks of sodium
carbonate slag X-diffraction pattern，it can be known
that crystallize minerals phase is quartz, nepheline and
pyroxene after adding sodium carbonate and mixed
roasting，which small amount of quartz and pyroxene,
nepheline dissolve in acid easily. Thus, after second
acid leaching，silicic acid is obtained mixed with a
small amount of impurities, and dried then is silica II.
The main chemical reactions have been given by

Fig. 11. SEM chart of silica II
Fig. 10 shows the X-diffraction pattern of silica II，
and also the last remnants of this program. As can be
seen from the figure, silica II makes a steamed bun
peak between 2θ10～30, which shows its composition
is mainly amorphous SiO2, while there are still a small
amount of crystallize minerals phase, such as quartz,
periclase，but because of less quality, their impact
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would be smaller for the quality of silica II.
It can be seen by scanning electron micrographs of
silica II: the product is disordered amorphous structure,
and is similar with X-diffraction analysis. The size and
shape of particle are different, two kinds of spherical
and flaky, and there exists villous materials, which are
similar to the reported in the literature (6).
4

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Determine the improvement programs through
tests: acid leaching alkali leaching adding sodium
carbonate and roasting
second acid leaching, after
improvement the maximum utilization of silicon,
aluminum and iron are as follows: silicon 97.07 %,
aluminum 86.67%, iron 96.54%.
(2) On the basis of experiments ， designing the
program about overall utilization of fly ash，which
makes that a comprehensive utilization of fly ash is up
to 100% (well-utilization is nearly 90%, the other 10%
is used as building material additives). Chemical raw
materials recycling saves the cost and obtain the
response of energy efficiency and emission reduction.
(3) After first acid leaching, physical phase of quartz,
glass state of alumina and magnetite do not change，
while hematite is partial dissolved and changed into
magnetite phase, while anhydrous gypsum, transparent
feldspar, silica and spinel is also partial dissolved and
changed into blue stone. Some active substance of
amorphous mineral phase has been dissolved，besides，
acid leaching destroyes the surface structure of fly ash
particles, and increases the specific surface area，which
is conducive to the follow-up reaction.

(4) After alkali leaching, amorphous SiO2 is almost
completely dissolved, blue square stone, glass state of
alumina and magnetite change into illite and sodalite,
which structure is relatively regular mineral
phase(similar size, shape and smooth surface, spherical
particles bond with each other), while quartz has not
changed.
(5) Adding sodium carbonate and calcining, the
others are changed into layer (sheet)-like structure of
aragonite and a small amount of pyroxene，except less
amount of quartz crystal.
(6) After second acid leaching，residues are mainly
constituted by amorphous SiO2, and mixed with a small
amount of quartz, periclase impurities, this is one of the
products about the program - silica II.
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Slope Stability Analysis Considering
Sliding Effect of Upper Body
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Owing to the human engineering activities, the phenomenon that new landslide happen on the upper
part of the old sliding body can be found everywhere. This kind of slope consisting of two sliding
bodies, which are upper body and lower body, is named as double-sliding-body slope. Its stability is
usually analyzed according to two slopes. However, the effect of new landslide movement on the
stability of entire slope system is not taken into account. In this paper, sliding effect of upper body is
analyzed, and the formula considering sliding effect of upper body is derived based on Sarma method
for analysis of entire slope. Theoretical analysis and a case history indicate that the spasmodic motion
of upper body has bad effect on the lower body stability; Sliding along the top face of lower body, the
effect on the lower body is disadvantageous during starting instant. Nevertheless, the bad effect will
disappear and transform as the advantageous effect as descending of the slope gradient and sliding
acceleration. For the slope controlling, the sliding effect of upper body should be considered in the
stability analysis of double-sliding-body slope, thus it will help us recognizing and mastering or
forecasting the evaluative trend of double-siding-body slope. Further reliable scientific basis can be
provided in order to make effective controlling measures.
Keywords : Double-sliding-body slope, Upper body, Lower body, Sliding effect, Sarma method

１

INTRODUCTION

Old sliding bodies can be found everywhere (1,2). On
the upper part of the old sliding body, New landslide
happen commonly, such as Baiyian landslides in Three
Gorges Reservoir area(3,4), Dijiapo Slope in Baoji City(5)
and Linjiaya Landslide in Xi’ning City(6). Will the new
landslide movement induce the reactivation of old
sliding body or the part of old sliding body? Sometimes,
sliding does not start in total sliding range but expand
in its plane scope. The start of different parts could
exist time difference. The expansion in slope surface is
*

School of Civil Engineering, Henan Polytechnic
University, Jiaozuo, China

obvious, but we don’t know or notice whether the
expansion exist in depth range. This is because the
expansion is invisible in depth range, maybe due to the
very short interval time between new sliding body’s
movement and induced sliding body’s reactivation.
However, in mechanics terms, the new landslide must
has effect on stability of the lower part of the old
sliding body. There are many case histories during
Wenchuan Earthquake in 2008(7). In order to prevent
and reduce disaster effectively, correctly recognizing its
influence law is very important.
This kind of slope in which a new sliding body exist
on the upper part of the old sliding body is called
double-sliding-body slope. Namely, double-sliding-
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body slope comprises two superimposed sliding bodies.
The new sliding body is named as upper body and the
body below upper body is called lower body. Both of
them have their own sliding face or potential sliding
face.
A double-sliding physical model for accumulation
soil slope is established by He Keqiang in 1992(8). In
this model, the first sliding face is the interface between
accumulation soil and bedrock, and the sliding face
located inside accumulation soil is the second sliding
face, and the activities of double-sliding body can be
induced each other. The generation condition of the
second sliding face is established based on the limit
equilibrium theory. According to this theory, The
movement in Jiangjiapo region of Xintan landslide
belongs to double-layer sliding(8). A new method
considering interlayer interactions for analysis of
multi-layers landslides was put forward by Yao Tao in
2005(9). In 1995, on the base of his tens years’ research
on slope, Hu Guangtao summed up a series of the
dynamic law on development, sliding, disunity, running,
inactivity, perish and renewal of sliding body during
the slope formation and evolutionary process (10).
In this paper, based on Sarma method, the formula
for the stability analysis is derived considering sliding
effect of upper body. Selecting Linjiaya double-sliding
landslide as an example, the sliding effect law of upper
body is analyzed.
２

SLIDING EFFECT OF UPPER BODY

There are three stages during a slope movement,
such as start, running and stagnation. The sliding of the
upper body will have effect on stability of lower body
during the two earlier stages.
２．１ Starting instant of upper body
At starting instant of upper body sliding, its effect on
lower body can be expressed by two forces; one is the
normal component of upper body’s weight acted on top
face of the lower body, and the other is one paralleling
to the sliding face of upper body which is equal to
dynamic shear strength in size. Because of the different
peak-residual strength fall or superposition of seismic
motion on the sliding face, the force acted on lower
body obviously varies in size at the starting instant of
upper body sliding. At the same time, starting velocity
of upper body sliding also varies widely(7,10,11). For
simplicity, the paralleling force is assumed to be equal

KC 

to peak-shear strength on sliding face, or dynamic
peak-shear strength under earthquake situation.
２．２ Running of upper body
There are two basic forms of upper body movement,
i.e., the along-slope sliding and spasmodic motion.
(1) Along-slope sliding. Supposing the top-face of
lower body is relatively flat, the sliding of upper body
is shown as along-slope sliding. According to
equivalent static analytical method, the forces acted on
the lower body by the upper body include both normal
component N s of upper body’s weight and sliding
friction force f . Sliding friction force f can be
represented by following formula

f  N S  tan  d
where  d is a kinetic friction angle related to sliding
velocity.
(2) Spasmodic motion. The spasmodic motion of the
upper body happens when top-face is obviously
irregular. Meanwhile, the force acted on the lower body
will exist only when both bodies collided. Tremendous
impulse is produced while the upper body collides with
lower body. The impulsive force can be represented,
based on the principle of energy conservation:

F  t  m  V or F  m  V / t
where F is the impulsive force acted on the lower body,
t is the collusion time, m is the mass of upper body, V is
the colliding velocity of upper body, which can be
calculated by the formula in literature (10).
３

SARMA FORMULA CONSIDERING
SLIDING EFFECT OF UPPER BODY

Above analyses indicate that a set of force will acts
on the lower body due to sliding of the upper body.
Generally, it can be shown by normal force and shear
force which are perpendicular and parallel to top face
of lower body, respectively. Supposing that the parallel
force is denoted by F and the perpendicular force is
denoted by N s , Fi and N si are used to denote the
corresponding forces on the ith slice of the lower body.
Mechanical and geometric models for the ith slice
are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2, respectively. According
to the basic principle of Sarma method(11), the
following mathematical formula can be derived.

E1e2 e3  en  a 2 e3 e4  en     a n 1en  a n  E n 1
p1e2 e3  en  p 2 e3 e4  en     p n 1en  p n

ai  Qi [Wi sin  Bi   i   Ri cos  Bi 

Si 1 sin  Bi   i   i 1   Si sin  Bi   i   i 
 Fi cos Bi   i   i   N Si sin  Bi   i   i ]
ei  Qi sec  Si cos  Bi   i   Si   i 
Qi  cos  Si 1 sec  Bi   i   Si 1   i 1 
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S i 1  C Si 1  PWi 1 tan  Si 1
Ri  C Bi bi sec  i  U i tan  Bi
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where Bi , CBi , Si , C Si are internal friction angle, cohesive
strength on base and side of ith slice respect- tively.
PW i and PW i  1 are forces due to water pressure on
the slice sides. U i is uplift force due to water pressure
on the slice base. Wi is weight of the ith slice.

Fig. 1. The mechanical model of ith slice

4. saturated state + earthquake.
The soil parameters are shown in the Table 1. Analysis
result from traditional Sarma method (Table 2)
indicates that the upper body is more unstable than the
lower body. Because being influenced easily by
environment, it is quite possible to slide firstly. We
show a strong interest in the following problems: will
the upper body’s sliding lead to the lower body’s
sliding? How much effect on the stability of the lower
body?
The testing data of sliding soil show that the soil
strength is obviously different between in dry and
saturation state, besides the ratio of the peak strength to
the residual strength is higher. Due to high gradient of
the upper body and larger environmental impact, on the
base of the study of Professor Hu Guangtao(10), the
upper body will start and run at high speed once sliding.
Because the top-face gradient varies slowly on the
lower body, we deem that the potential sliding form of
the upper body is along-slope sliding or small skip
movement. To the Linjiaya landslide, we infer that the
upper body will cause the greatest effective on the
stability of the lower body in the starting instant of the
upper body. Table 2 shows the stability factor of the
entire slope at the start sliding of the upper body, which
is deduced from the writer’s software and the static soil
strength instead of dynamic strength. At the starting
instant of the upper body, the stability factor of the
entire slope is clearly fall and lower about 10-15% than
the result from the traditional Sarma method.

Fig. 2. The geometric model of ith slice
４ CASE HISTORY
Linjiaya landslide is developing in the quaternary
eluvium and talus. There are gravel-bearing gypsum
and clay in its upper, and mixture of clay with gypsum
in the lower part. The sliding bed is mainly composed
of the tertiary mudstone, sandstone and gypsum. The
quaternary talus and diluvium are in front edge of it,
and the sliding zone is constituted by clay. The
exploration shows that the groundwater mainly comes
from infiltration of atmospheric water. Due to soluble
salt in the sliding body, the water will make the soil
strength fall rapidly. It is worth noting that a new small
landslide In occurs in its posterior border. Obviously,
this landslide system belongs to double-sliding-slope.
We use In and I to denote upper and lower body
respectively. A computing section of the slope is shown
in Fig.3. Four conditions are considered in their
stability analysis:
1. natural state.
2. natural state + earthquake.
3. saturated.

Fig. 3. The computing profile and sliced lower body of
Linjiaya landslide
① mixture of gravel-bearing gypsum with clay; ②
clay and gypsum; ③ talus and proluvium; ④
mudstone, sandstone and gypsum; In,I denoted upper
and lower body respectively.
５

DISCUSSION

The process of the landslide is divided into the
following three stages: the start, the running and the
stagnation. If stoping on the lower body, upper body
may play a role of giving a press to the foot of lower
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Table 1. The parameters for computing stability of Linjiaya landslide
Sliding body
Sliding face
Sliding body name and
state
c/kPa
φ/(°)
γ (kN·m-3)
c/kPa
φ/(°)
natural
45.0
38.0
20.7
34.0
22.2
I
saturated
40.0
30.0
21.0
27.8
18.0
natural
35.0
25.0
20.0
33.5
19.67
In
saturated
30.0
20.0
20.5
26.2
14.08
Table 2. The computing results of Linjiaya landslide stability
scheme

Upper body

Lower body

Sarma method

method in this paper

1. natural

1.028

1.227

1.106

(1.106)

2. Natural + earthquake

0.850

1.020

0.971

0.843

3. saturated
4. Saturated+earthquake

0.732
0.607

0.975
0.809

0.875
0.722

0.759
0.667

body or inducing a slip of lower body, otherwise has no
effect. Slope stability at the third stage, which belongs
to the static problem, is not discussed in this paper.
For Lijiaya slope, the relations between the safety
factor of the lower body and horizontal distance of
upper body sliding are shown in Fig. 4. For a landslide
controlling and treatment, its minimum stability factor
should be pay more attention to. At computing, we
presume that the lower body does not move and the
upper body sliding on top-face of the lower body at
constant speed. The computing safety factor of the
lower body is also one of entire slope system under this
condition, which is taken as the vertical axis in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, the level dotted by lines mark the safety
factors of the lower body of Linjiaya slope in condition
of no upper body. From the figure, we know that the
sliding effect is different in the different scheme at
different sliding stage: the upper body has the most
effect on the landslide system at the start instant, but
disadvantageous effect may be changed into beneficial
effects during the running stage, finally the effect
vanish due to the upper body out of the lower body.
The effect of upper body is related to the grading angle
of top-face of the lower body.

Enlarging thickness (weight) of the upper body will
make the sliding effect more evident. Figure 5 show the
curves of safety factor corresponding 5 times or 10
times of the upper body’s weight. It can be seen that the
safety factor curves are stretched far from factor line of
the lower body. The stability of the entire slope system
is descending with the upper mass’s scale enlarging at
the starting instant.
It is known above that the effect of the upper body
on the lower body is denoted by nomal force and
tangential force during sliding on the top-face of the
lower body. As the top face dip is the same as slope, the
normal force is beneficial to the entire slope, yet the
tangential force is unfavorable. While the effect of the
tangential force is more unfavorable than that of the
normal force, the security of the entire slope system
will go down. Lijiaya landslide is just the case. For the
skip movement, there is only one force acted on the
lower body. If the sliding face dip of the lower body is
the same as force direction, it will make the entire
slope’s stability factor descend.
To sum up, the sliding effect of the upper body is
very complex, its effect on the stability of the entire
slope should be analyzed with method in this paper.

Fig. 4. The sliding effect of the upper body

Fig. 5. The upper body’s scale effect on sliding effect
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It is only through analysis that the characteristics and
trend of entire slope can be better understood, and that
the better prevention and countermeasure can be made.
６

CONCLUSIONS

Double-sliding-body slope (system) is common in
nature, and its stability analysis is a barely noticeable
problem. The sliding effect of the upper body is
analyzed in this paper, and stability analysis formula
considering the sliding effect of upper body is derived
in the base of Sarma method. Theoretical analysis and
computing examples show that the upper sliding body’s
skip movement is an unfavorable effect on the stability
of the lower body, but it is disadvantage at the starting
instant and early stage during along-slope sliding.
Accompanied with the gradient falling and the
accelerated sliding, the unfavorable effect gradually
vanish and change into the favorable effect. From the
view of landslide prevention and controlling, the
sliding effect of the upper body should be considered
for stability analysis. Thus is helpful to understand and
forecast the development trend of the double-slidingbody slope (system), also provide reliable scientific
basis for make effective method of prevention and
controlling.
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Hydrogen generation from greenhouse gas
by discharge plasma
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CH4 is decomposed by a low-pressure DC glow discharge, and partial pressures of H2 and other byproducts are measured by the mass spectrometry. The decomposition rate of CH4 and H2 conversion
rate are calculated from the partial pressure, and the effects of mixed gases with CH4 on the
decomposition characteristics of CH4 and H2 conversion rate are investigated. It is found that CH4 is
completely decomposed in the DC glow discharge, and that 80%, 75% and 70% of hydrogen atoms
contained in CH4 are converted into H2 in CH4-Ar mixture, pure CH4 and CH4-CO2 mixture,
respectively. It is also found that CO, which can be used as fuel, is produced in the DC glow
discharge by the decomposition of CO2 in CH4-CO2 mixture.
Keyword : hydrogen production, low pressure glow discharge, greenhouse gas, CO2 removal, clean
energy

１

INTRODUCTION

Global warming due to greenhouse gases is one of the
most serious environmental issues in the world. CO2
and CH4 are considered to be major cause of the global
warming, and it is urgent to reduce the release of those
gases in the air and to shift from the consumption of
fossil fuel to the utilisation of clean energy like
hydrogen.
Since discharge plasma generated by a high voltage
application between electrodes contains energetic and
highly reactive species, such as electrons, ions, excited
molecules, etc., the discharge plasma has been used for
material synthesis, decomposition of contaminants,
surface modification, etc. using the species. In this
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Technology, 27-1 Mizumoto, Muroran 050-8585, Japan
*2 Center of Environmental Science and Disaster Mitigation
for Advanced Research, Muroran Institute of Technology,
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work, we develop a method using the energetic and
highly reactive species in the discharge plasma for
generating hydrogen from a greenhouse gas, CH4. A
low pressure DC glow discharge is generated in CH4,
and products in the glow discharge are investigated by
mass spectrometry, and then hydrogen conversion rate
from CH4 is deduced. Further, the influence of CO2 or
Ar additive on hydrogen generation in the glow
discharge is investigated. Okazaki et al.[1] reported that
about 40% of hydrogen atoms in CH4 are converted
into hydrogen molecules by a barrier discharge with
Ni/Al2O3 catalysis. In this work, hydrogen conversion
efficiency only by discharge plasma is examined.
２

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
CONDITIONS

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of
experimental apparatus. Parallel-plate electrodes of 60
mm diameter and 14 mm separation are placed in a
discharge chamber of 155 mm in inner diameter and
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where, [CH4]0 and [H2] represent the initial partialpressure of CH4 and the partial pressure of hydrogen,
respectively. The electrical-energy input (discharge
current × applied voltage) to the glow discharge is
measured every second.

Fourier Transform
Infrared
Spectrophotometer

３ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows the variations in partial pressures of
CH4 and H2, and that in H2 conversion rate, as a
function of the electrical input energy. There is no
significant difference in the variation in the
decomposition rate of CH4 when CO2 and Ar are added
to CH4. However, the partial pressure of H2 clearly
increases by Ar additive and it decreases slightly by
CO2 additive. The conversion rates deduced by eq.(1)

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of experimental
apparatus.
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Fig.2 The variations in partial pressures of CH4
and H2, and in H2 conversion rates as a function
of input energy.
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300 mm in height. The lower electrode and the
discharge chamber are earthed, and a negative DC
voltage is applied to the upper electrode to generate a
glow discharge. Pure CH4, and CH4 mixed with CO2
and Ar are introduced in the discharge chamber, and
then a glow discharge is generated with a constant
discharge current of 2.5 mA. The initial partialpressure of CH4 is kept at the constant value of 26.6 Pa
through all experiments, and the initial partial-pressure
of CO2 and Ar, which is added to CH4, is 26.6 Pa. The
purities of CH4, CO2 and Ar used in this work are 99.0,
99.9 and 99.999%, respectively.
Gas sample is extracted from the glow discharge
region through a 0.1 mm diameter orifice fitted at the
centre of the lower electrode, and the mass spectra of
the gas sample are measured using a Quadrupole Mass
Spectrometer (QMS : Anelva M200QAM). The partial
pressures of molecules in the sampled gas are deduced
from the mass spectra, and then H2 conversion rate is
calculated by the following equation.
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Fig.3 The variations in mass balance of
carbon atoms as functions of input energies.
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are 80%, 75% and 70% in CH4-Ar mixture, pure CH4
and CH4-CO2 mixture, respectively. It is, therefore,
found that H2 conversion from CH4 is promoted by Ar
additive.
The H2 conversion rates, measured by the same
experimental apparatus used here, for (CH3)2CO,
CH3OH, C6H6, C7H8 and C8H10 are respectively 65%,
61%, 12%, 13% and 14%; therefore, hydrogen atoms in
CH4 are found to be effectively converted into H2 from
CH4 in the glow discharge. It is also found that
hydrogen conversion rates from CH4 in the glow
discharge are higher than that obtained using the barrier
discharge-Ni/Al2O3 catalysis reactor[1] and by organic
hydrides[2].
Figures 3(a), (b) and (c) show the variations of mass
balance for carbon atoms contained in CH4, CO2 and
by-products (CO, C2H2 and C2H4) as functions of the
input energies. The number of carbon atoms in the unit
of Pa is calculated by multiplying the number of carbon
atoms in each molecule of CH4, CO2 and the byproducts by the partial pressures of those molecules.
Since the total number of carbon atoms contained in
gaseous molecules decreases with the partial pressure
of CH4 when the glow discharge is generated in pure
CH4, the carbon atoms are found to deposit on the
electrodes and the wall of the discharge chamber.
When the glow discharge is generated in pure CH4, the
discharge tends to be unstable with time.
This can be due to decreasing the secondary electrons
by the change of electrode surface condition by the
deposition, and increasing breakdown voltage by the
reduction of gaseous molecules in the discharge region,
which is typical phenomenon in the region below the

Paschen minimum.
In CH4-CO2 mixture, the carbon atoms in CH4 and
CO2 are converted into CO, and the total number of
carbon atoms in gas molecules does not change with
the input energy. This leads that the greenhouse gases,
CH4 and CO2 are decomposed into H2 and CO, namely,
clean energy resource and combustible material,
respectively.
In CH4-Ar mixture, some of the carbon atoms in CH4
are converted into C2H4, and deposit on the electrodes
and the wall of electrode. However, the glow discharge
is stably sustained in the residual gas, Ar.
４ CONCLUSIONS
CH4 is decomposed in a DC glow discharge, and the
influence of CO2 and Ar additive on H2 generation
from CH4 is investigated in this work. It is found that
the highest H2 conversion rate (80%) is obtained in the
glow discharge in CH4-Ar mixture, and those of 75%
and 70% are obtained in pure CH4 and CH4-CO2
mixture, respectively. It is found that those conversion
rates are higher than H2 conversion rates from
(CH3)2CO, CH3OH, C6H6, C7H8 and C8H10. It is also
found that CO, which can be used as combustible
material, is produced in an artificial greenhouse gas,
CH4-CO2 mixture.
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Effect Assessing for Closed Mine Reclamation
and Its Index System
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The systematic theoretic study on quantitative evaluation of mine closure is still blank, although some
experts and scholars have taken unceasing efforts to the research of assessing theories and methods,
and achieved some successes. Effect assessing index for closed mine reclamation are direct reflection
of implementation of mine closure planning and relevant circumstances, being used to describe
feature values of overall quantity and quality of the planning contents. The principles to establish the
index system are made. The classification and contents of the index system are discussed. According
to the values range of various index, and contrasting to background value related to quality index, the
result grades of elements assessing can be divided. The whole result grade of assessing can be taken.
This is the basic of mine closure planning, being applied to the course of whole reclamation scheme
formulation and its implementation, taking great significances to closed mine reclamation.
Keywords : Effect assessing, Mine closure, Closed mine reclamation, Index system

1

INTRODUCTION

Each mining enterprise has to suffer the
responsibility of various impacts as its mining
activities until the end, which can not be drawn with
the ended termination of that. The destroyed mine
environment must be restored, with the land reclaimed
to be stable in 1 production capacity for local
communities and public administrative authorities [1,2].
Mine should be properly shut down with effective
measurements to the pre-and after-treatment. As a
result, how to supervise and manage mine closure
affairs and evaluate the renovating effectiveness, has
become one key issue of current domestic and foreign
mine renovating.
Mine closure relates to multi-discipline and
*School of Surveying & Land Information Engineering,
Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo 454100, Henan, P.
R. China.

multi-sector including environment, biology, physics,
chemistry, geography, geology, economic etc. The
solution schemes deal with pollution and disaster
prevention,
land and ecological environment
rehabilitation, long-term division of mining
responsibilities, socio-economic problems, the
disposal or switch of the original facilities, staffs
arrangements, keeping of the file information, cost
estimates, the assets settlement and so on.
In the past, many mining enterprises took the mine
closure as accidental things in non-plan. However,
long-term mineral development practices put the
thinking of sustainable development strategy deeply
into the hearts of the people. Currently, if mining
companies can not be proved to be good for their
duties in environment protection, they may be
punished or even be prosecuted for one's criminal
liability [3]. People in mining industry will cognize
increasingly the essentiality to take effect assessing for
closed mine reclamation and establish the
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corresponding scientific index system.
2

SUMMARY OF EFFECT ASSESSING OF
CLOSED MINE RECLAMATION

2.1 Theory and Methods of Assessing
The systematic theoretic study on quantitative
evaluation of mine closure is still blank in domestic
and foreign, although some experts and scholars have
taken unceasing efforts to the research of assessing
theories and methods, and achieved some successes.
The relevant theories and methods to effect
assessing of closed mines remediation can be broadly
summarized into three categories. The first one links
to theories and methods based on mathematics, which
takes rigorous quantitative description and calculation
for assessing system based on mathematical theory
and analytical methods. The second relates to
statistical-based theories and methods, which takes
statistical data to establish assessing model for projects
that only is done through feel not accurately measure.
The third connects to the theories and methods of
decision support [4].
2.2 Completion criteria of mine closure
Completion criteria of mine closure means the
agreed standards or effect index to indicate that the
mine is closed successfully. Before the completion
criteria of mine closure is drafted, the post-mining
land use must be consulted by all related parties and
recorded explicitly in document in detail.
Generally, post-mining land use is basically to
restore its original one in order to maintain natural
ecosystems. However, post-mining land use may
include grazing, agriculture, aquaculture, forestry,
industry and other purposes, also leisure land or
reservoir etc. Correspondingly, the effectiveness index
should be formulated not only in line with the specific
conditions of the mining area but also to achieve the
completion of a comprehensive mine closure standards
before lease lifting.
The completion criteria should be made as
document in the beginning period as possible, and
involve climate, geological conditions, and the
chemical and physical properties of minerals[2].
Various issues should be taken into account as
follows.
(1) Restore the land to the agreed conditions.
(2) Restore the land to the state in accordance with
aesthetic view point.
(3) Remove all abandoned or unused buildings and
structures.
(4) Adopt approachs of taking out or burying to deal
with all scrap metal, broken bricks and stones, garbage
and other wastes.
(5) To prevent water erosion and pollution.
(6) The treatment and disposal of sewage.
(7) To prevent and control air pollution.

(8) To restore the original special tree species.
(9) The establishment of animal communities, and so
on.
All the above criteria should have their specific
effect indicators, which can do quantitative assessment
to the achieved effect in case of subjective evaluation.
Each effect indicator should be clear, specific and
measurable, also achievable.
Completion criteria of mine closure can be used to
guide the required work that achieves all targets of
mine closure, and to prove that the work has been
successfully implemented. The completion criteria,
which is definited from quality and quantity, should be
able to objectively evaluate mine closure and
post-remediation results being good or bad.
The development of criteria will help the entire
industry to achieve consistency in the development of
mine closure planning standards, which bring
significant benefits to shareholders of mining
companies. For example, they can more firmly
implement the government-set standards, and thus
more easily adjust the mine reclamation and accept the
monitoring of the relevant departments. This also
provides a good activities space for mining enterprises,
because mining enterprises can get the local
community greater confidence from that.
The diversity of mining activities requires
formulating appropriate different closure criteria for
different mining areas, because it is still a very
difficult task to precisely definite mine's overall
situation and its specific attributes despite that many
mines have some similarities. It can be said that
mining activitiy in every mining area is unique, which
are all carried out under special economic and social
environment. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a
set of completion criteria of mine closure not only
having general characteristics but also being suitable
to a specific mine, in order to be applicable to a wider
variety of mining enterprises with eliminating the
contradiction between the various indicators.
The work of assessment and monitoring should
strictly abide by the completion criteria of mine
closure of mine closure, including the specific regional
characteristics for the mine. Finally, the assessment
and monitoring should be submitted to the relevant
departments with detailed evaluation report.
Completion assessment of mine closure and lease
relinquishment shows as Fig. 1.
2.3 Analysis to mining-land use planning
As land is the fundamental part of a mine, to research
mining-land use planning and mine closure’s
economical efficiency takes quite important
significance to play fully effects of mine closure
investment and mining land conservation. Technical
and economic analysis to mine closure planning
generally include land use analysis, technical and
economic indicators, and effect assessment of mine
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economic coditions of the location and man-made
materialized labor inputs at different sections, land
quality and land revenue are also different. Thus, by
analyzing the location of land, investment, natural
conditions, the extent and frequency of economic
activities and so on, the land quality and land revenue
differences can be revealed so that better land is used
well when worse one used clever in mine closure
planning, in order to reasonably determine the use
nature and intensity of different sections, laying an
important foundation for regulating land use with
economic means to improve use efficiency.
when planning mine closure, land use balance table
need be made. The roles of that are to make
comparative analysis to the status of land use as one of
the basis for the mine site and planning, to compare
the programs for testing the economy and rationality
of the allocation of mine land as one of the bases for
mine closure planning and design programs. The
model table of mining land use balance shows as Table
1.

mining enterprise renovates
the mine environment

No
Whether
or
not
attain the standard
of mine closure

Yes
Bring forward the circumstance
remediation apply of agreement to the
charge department of environment

No
Whether the charge
department agree the
application or not

Yes
Refer the final
impact report

invironment

Environment remediation
Lease lifting

Table 1 Balance table of mining-land use
Using type of
the land

Fig.1 Flowchart of mine closure
assessment & lease relinquishment

Actuality
Area（ha）

Proportion（%）

Programming
Area（ha）

Proportion（%）

Agriculture

completion

Mining
Building

closure, etc.
(1) Mine land evolvement and economical
characteristics
Mining land environment is an open system that
includes static and dynamic time, space and other
factors in constraints associated with each other,
having the general nature of other systems. It has more
characteristics in the dynamic changes and spatial
structure. The former has relatively large magnitude
and scope, such as extraction of mineral resources→
surface subsidence→land destruction→remediation,
restore or abandon. The later has intuitive spatial
variation structure with continuously variable from
underground to surface[5]. In addition, coal mining is a
long process, in which there are more influence factors
in wide scope, and broad prospect, with quick change
in land use types and very complicate evolution of
ecological system. To study the evolution laws of
mining land and its economy, can give land
reclamation and ecological system specific content
combining with various characteristics in different
stages of the mine development, so that the evolution
of the land and ecosystems is put in virtuous circle
state from the beginning, in order to ensure sustainable
land use in mining area. That has important scientific
and practical significance to study the use and
protection of land resources at all stages of of mine
closure planning, and remediation programming.
In mining area, due to the differences in natural and

Road and ditch
Others

The data in land use balance table are the main
indicators to land use control in mine closure planning,
being the most important data to measure the
reasonableness of land allocated. By adopting the
spatial measurement and statistical functions of GIS,
the land balance state of this area can be calculated
out.
(2) Rationality analysis to land-occupied proportion in
different period
Mining-land use structure displays as not only
different spatial combined relations and for the space
different combinations of relations and constitute
pattern, but also temporal evolution and process,
which is impacted by various mining activities in the
course of its formation and development.
When the role intensity of various natural factors
and human factors reaches a certain level, or the role
time reach certain period, the mining land system will
happen fluctuation, which means the land attributes
will change resulting in the land structure succession.
Mine closure planning at all stages must be
reasonable to adjust the ratio of various mining land
types. If the land imbalance, it will bring adversely
affect to normal production activities of mining
enterprises. Mine is a particular geographical area. In
the early stages of mining, the proportion of mine land
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for construction purposes is a smaller, with unlarge
land destruction. However, with ongoing mining
activities, the areas of construction land, surface
subsidence, and other covering accounts increase
sharply. If not taking certain measures, the proportion
of mining sites will become more unreasonable. Land
reclamation is an effective way to change this situation.
In ongoing process of mining activities, it is very
important to reclaim timely the destroyed land, which
can be reclaimed as construction land or agricultural
land so as to maintain the dynamic balance of mine
land. It is also an important composed part of mine
closure planning.
3

BUILDUP OF EFFECT ASSESSING INDEX
SYSTEM FOR MINE CLOSURE

Effect assessing indicators for mine closure are the
basis for mine closure planning, which will be applied
to the formulation and implementation process of that.
To make scientific plan for mine closure work,
implement accurate control, adjustment and feedback
in order to achieve coordinated development in society,
economy and environment, it is very necessary to draft
a set of index system, which is scientific and can
reflect the regional environmental quality status of
closed mine area and socio-economic development etc.
Nevertheless, to build such a set of index system is
extremely complex, as it involves almost all aspects of
human activity in the mining area.
Effect assessment index or factor of mine closure is
the feature value that directly reflects mine closure
planning and implementation as well as relevant
circumstances, being used to describe the content of
the overall quantity and quality. It includes two
meanings. The first is the part to express the
connotation and the scope of the content of the
assessing index, being the name of that. The second is
value of the quantity and quality characteristics of the
assessing index, being the data obtained through
survey and compiling in summary.
Following extensive research and in-depth analysis,
the index system of effect assessing for mine closure is
gotten as fig. 2. The building process of that are
described below.
3.1 Principles to build up index system of effect
assessing for mine closure
To build up index system of effect assessing for
mine closure, is to give a series of indicators that can
reflect the phenomena, features and contents linking to
all the aspects of closed mine reclamation work. In
order
(1) Integrity principle
The index system should be integrated and
comprehensive, having not only environmental
indicators reflecting the remediation effect of a closed
mine, but also ones of sciety and economy and other

used in the course of mine closure planning and
implementation.
(2) Scientific principle
The index system should be established following
scientific methods, as only according to scientific
assessing index can the mine closure planning be done
scientifically and the targets be realized.
(3) Normativeness principle
Effect assessing index system for mine closure is a
system composed of a number of indicators. Because
the nature and characteristics of these indicators are
not quite similar, every assessment indicators should
be classified and processed with normativeness in
order to have unity for their meaning, scope,
dimension and calculation methods. Moreover, they
should remain unchanged over an extended period to
ensure the accuracy and comparability of the effect
assessing indicators for mine closure.
(4) Feasibility principle
Effect assessing index system for closed mine
reclamation must be set up based on mine closure
planning requirements, determined depending on the
contents of a closed mine planning, having feasibility
in the design and implementation of mine closure
planning programs.
(5) Adaptivity principle
Effect assessing index system for closed mine
reclamation, needs to adapt to the mine closure
planning requirements on the one hand, also those of
the mine daily work on the other hand, while take into
account of the actual possible conditions. If the intact
of indicators is emphasized in the one-sided, it will
bound to increase the workload of indicators statistics,
which beyonds the capacity of the statistics
department in labor, finance, and material, and bring
more adverse effects to effect assessing index system
for closed mine reclamation
(6) Selectivity principle
The effect assessing index system for closed mine
reclamation should pay attetion to select those
indicators with a realistic, independence and necessity,
particularly ones of comprehensive remediation with
the representativeness and comparability, truly
reflecting the comprehensive remediation level of
closed mine area and make it to be objective and
accurate assessment.
3.2
The classification and contents of effect
assessing index system for mine closure
(1) Index model
Closed mine area is a complex system with
multi-variable, multi-objective and multi-level. To
establish effects assessment model for mine closure,
the systematic remediation model should be build up
at first in order to test and describe the interactional
quantitive relations among the various elements of
mine remediation, as well as the various quality
parameters or the relements of the various elements.
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On this basis, the index model of effect assessing for
mine closure is then established. Commonly used
indicator models are as follows. 1) Remediation
pressure - remediation state - countermeasure model; 2)
Driving force - state - response model; 3) Completely
mixed model, etc. [6]
(2) Index types
1) Individual indicator. Individual indicators focus on
the description of the basic conditions, the data
integrated is in the lowest level, with the features in a
large list or menu for indicators, whose quantity is
more.
2) Thematic index. Thematic index is based on
integrity and simplified requirements. The role things
are selected in each theme. Based on principles of
comparable weight, a unit is built up asto establish of
effectiveness as effect assessment criteria and thematic
equivalent for mine closure, which are further
re-integrated internally into assessment equivalent.
Such indicators are more easy to be operated than the
individual indicators, but it is difficult to select the
more applicable thematic equivalent and evaluation
weight[7].
3) Systematic indicators. Systematic indicators are the
ones that large number of related information are
synthesized and integrated in a certain framework to
form clear meaning. They are similar to exponent for
information’s integrated level. The difference is that
the exponents are taken from simple weighting to
similar exponent in low-level.
3.3 Effect assessing factors for mine closure
The key to assess the effect of mine closure is to
determine the assessment factors that can represent
various remediation elements. Assessment factor is a
multi-unit, multi-type, multi-variable, multi-level
complex mixture, being impacted by the assessing
object,
purpose,
requirements,
environmental
conditions and monitoring technologies and other
reasons, which depend on the specific circumstances.
From the study, the effect assessing factors are
summarized as five main categories in first grade
index, part of which are as follows.
(1) To determin assessment factors
1) Physical-chemical indicators include 2-level ones:
soil erosion control rate (%), surface subsidence, soil
pollution, compliance rate of mine waste treatment
(%), compliance rate of heavy metal ions treatment
(%), geological environment, etc. These include in
detail: atmosphere, such as sulfur dioxide, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, particulate matter, soot,
dust, etc.; water bodies, such as the hydrological water

quality, surface or bottom of water, PH value, heavy
metals, etc.; soil, such as soil degradation, soil erosion,
soil pollution, soil saline sand-based, ground softening
corrosion; geology, such as surface water, dewatering,
ground subsidence, landscape damage, landslides,
mudslides, and other geological disasters, etc.; noise,
such as the sound source, sound intensity, mode of
transmission, noise disasters etc.
2) Eco-environmental indicators include 2-level ones:
re-vegetation, wildlife conservation, mine ecological
landscape construction, human health, etc. That
specifically include green area, plant and animal
diversity, radiological effects, agriculture, forestry,
animal husbandry and fishery conditions, local
residents’ disease status.
3) Resource utilization indicators: the amount of the
remaining minerals, the resource utilization of
remaining mine facilities (%), mine resource
utilization after mine closure (%), resource utilization
of mine water (%), that of waste rock and tailings(%),
etc.
4) Socio-economic indicators: revenue of mining
enterprises (million yuan), per capita GDP in mining
area (yuan), natural population growth rate in mining
area (%), investments proportion of fiscal revenue
accounted for mine closure, etc.
5) Implementation and management indicators:
comprehensive remediation rate of mine environment
(%), land reclamation rate (%), investment progress,
mine closure monitoring, and public satisfaction rate
(%), etc.
(2) To determin factors weights
In a specific region of closed mine, the various
elements have different impactions or reflections to
mine closure effect, whose importance can be
expressed with weight value. With regards to this, the
weight-determinating methods system towards various
elements has to be established to determin the weight
value of different factors in different levels.
To the abstract assessment factor, expert scoring
method or survey one are used to determine the weight
value. To the concrete and micro-factors assessment
factor, we should try our best to use objective
quantitative data as weight-determinating factors. To
do that can also apply sequences integrated, formula,
artificial neural network and simulation and other
advanced technological methods.
3.4 Quality classification of the effect assessing
for closed mine reclamation
Quality of every elements are classified at first.
According to the values range of various elements
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Comprehensive treatment rate of land and water run-off

Surface subsidence

Soil pollution

Physic-chemical
index

Rate of reaching standard of three wastes treatment（%）

Rate of reaching standard of heavy metal ion（%）

Geologic environment

Anew vegetation

Eco-environment
index

Wild animal protection

Mine ecology scene construction

Body health

Remain mine quantity

Effect
Assessing
index
system
for
closed
mine
reclamation

Resource utilize rate of remain facilities（%）

Resource utilization
index

Mine resource utilize rate after close（%）

Resource utilize rate of mine water（%）

Resource utilize rate of desposed rock and tailings（%）

Financial income of mine corporation（ten thousand

Socio-economic
index

Per capita GDP of mine（yuan）

Natural population growth rate（%）

Investment ratio of mine closure to mine financial income

Comprehensive treatment rate of mine environment（%）

Land reclamation rate（%）

Implementationmanagement index

Investment schedule

Mine closure monitoring

Public satisfaction rate（%）

Fig.2 Index system of effects assessing for closed mine reclamation
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index, and contrasting to background value related to
quality index, the result grades of elements assessing
can be divided. Based on single element of the quality
classification, with the same principles and methods,
the whole result grade of effect assessing for closed
mine reclamation can be taken.
4
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閉鎖鉱山再生に関する評価結果とその指標システム
Changhua LIU *, Lei ZHANG *, Shidong WANG *, Xin ZHAO *
概要
鉱山閉鎖の定量的な評価に関する組織的な理論研究はまだなされていない。けれども数
人の専門家や研究者は評価理論と方法の研究に絶え間ぬ努力をしており、2,3 の成果もあ
る。閉鎖鉱山の再生についての評価指標は鉱山閉鎖計画や適切な状況の履行の直接的反映
であり、それは計画内容全体の質と量についての特徴的値を記述するために用いられる。
指標システムを確立するための原理が作られ、指標システムの分類と内容が議論される。
さまざまな指標値の範囲に従い、そして質的指標と関連する背景値を対比させ、評価要素
の等級結果が分類されることが出来る。全体の評価等級結果がなされることが出来る。こ
れは鉱山閉鎖計画の基本であり、全体の再生計画の公式化や履行方針に応用され、閉鎖鉱
山再生に大きな意義を与える。
Keywords: Effect assessing, Mine closure, Closed mine reclamation, Index system
*School of Surveying & Land Information Engineering, Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo
454100, Henan, P. R. China.
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Response of Coarse Root Distribution of Populus euphratica
Oliv. to Soil Moisture in Extreme Arid Region China
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Abstract
Generally root systems of tree are divided into coarse root system and fine root system. As
well as fine root system, coarse root system is important to well growth of tree too. Based on
the data observed at Ejina Banner Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, China from May to
July of 2006, using fractal theory and statistical method, the relationship between coarse root
system distribution of Populus euphratica Oliv. and soil moisture in root zone was analyzed.
Root system of tree has a typical fractal characteristic. For a fractal system, its exterior form is
complex, while the fractal dimension (D) is a constant. So we computed D of coarse root
system and mean soil moisture (E) in root zone of each sample tree, got a function between D
and E. This function shows how does the coarse root system of Populus euphratica Oliv.
change in different soil moisture in root zone. So we can judge coarse root distribution of
Populus euphratica Oliv. by the function. If E is less than 11.02%, then root fractal
dimensions increase with E; if E is more than 11.02%, root fractal dimensions decrease with E.
Based on the function, we got an interval of E, (5%, 24.5%), in which Populus euphratica
Oliv. grows more well.
Keywords : extreme arid region, Populus euphratica Oliv., root distribution, soil moisture,
root fractal dimension

1 INTRODUCTION

patterns feed back on the soil characteristics through

The ability of plants to use different sources depends

changes in uptake (Diggle, 1988). Quantification of

on their root systems (Squeo et al ., 2006). Root

roots distribution also contributes to an improved

system can be regarded as the result of the

understanding of chemical fluxes in the vadose zone

accumulated effects of growth and branching

in both ecological and hydrological studies (Somma

responses by individual root tips and the root tissue

et al ., 1998), as well as their control by vegetation.

behind these root tips to local soil conditions and the

Since 1970 there are many studies related to root

overall state of the plant. Root growth characteristics
change in response to local soil
1
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conditions, and the resulting differences in root
Kang, et al., 2001, Smith & Roberts, 2003), but most
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studies focus on crop root systems. In recent years,

contents, in which soil water availability is the prime

some studies began to pay more attention to the root

factor limiting the number and size of perennial plant

systems of tree (Katul et al., 1997; Green et al., 1997;

species and thus is the main constraint in

Vrugt et al ., 2001; Zhu et al ., 2001; Zhang et al .,

permanently controlling ( Hadley et al ., 1981;

2004; Gong et al., 2006). For tree, root systems are

Berndtsson and Chen, 1994; Berndtsson et al ., 1996;

generally divided into fine root system (root diameter

Southgate et al., 1996; Li et al ., 2004). It is necessary

is less than 2 mm) and coarse root system (root

to

diameter is more than 2 mm) (Green et al., 1999).

distribution of P. euphratica Oliv. and soil moisture.

Compared with the research of fine root system of

Many phenomena in nature, such as physiognomy

tree, the research on the coarse root system of tree is

evolution of basin, morphology of geological disaster,

especially rare (Diggle, 1988; Pages et al ., 1989;

have fractal characteristic. Fractal theory provides a

Coelho et al , 1999; Vercam bre et al., 2003). In fact,

new way to study these complex phenomena (Sulitan

coarse root system is also very important to well

et al ., 2004; Li, 2005, Li, et al ., 2006). The root

growth of tree. In this study, choosing Populus

systems of plant have typical fractal characteristic, so

euphratica Oliv. in Northwest of China as research

we compute fractal dimension of coarse root system

object, we investigate the distribution of coarse root

of P. euphratica Oliv., and farther the nonlinear

system of tree in extreme arid region, in the hope that

relationship between fractal dimension of coarse root

valuable reference and theory foundation on the

system and soil moisture is analyzed in this paper.

investigate

the

relationship

between

roots

research of the law of root uptake water and the
influence of arid environment can be supplied.

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Populus euphratica Oliv. is a tree growing naturally

Experimental site and plant material

in arid desert oases. Most P. euphratica Oliv. trees

The experiment is conducted at Erdao Bridge

grow in China, Iran, Iraq, Syria, Turkey, Pakistan,

Protected Area of Populus euphratica Oliv. forest in

Spain and Central Asia countries. The area of P.

Ejina Banner, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region,

euphratica Oliv. Forest in China occupies 61% in the

China (see Figure 1), over eight-weeks period (18

world. P. euphratica Oliv. trees can endure saline and

May to 12 July, 2006). Ejina drainage basin, an arid

humid environment, moreover it can resist aridity

desert oasis, is one of main areas of P. euphratica

and windstorm. So P. euphratica Oliv. forest favors

Oliv. forest in China. This region is one of the driest

the balance of the ecosystem in arid desert oases,

areas in China, in which mean annual precipitation is

protects

of

only 42 mm, while mean annual evaporation is 3755

of

mm. In the Protected Area of P. euphratica Oliv., the

global warming, population growth , human damage

shade density of P. euphratica Oliv. forest is 0.8, and

and so on, P. euphratica Oliv. forest has deteriorated

the population density is 500 trees ha-1. Most P.

in the world since the mid-20th century. Many

euphratica Oliv. trees are young and adult. The

resuming measures have been adopted, whereas the

region’s soil type is a poplar soil, varying from aclay

effect is not good. So it is important to study the root

loam to sand. Organic matter content is 0.72 % in the

systems distribution of P. euphratica Oliv. forest for

0-30 cm soil layer and 0.13% in the 30-200 cm soil

both breeding P. euphratica Oliv. forest and helping

layer. Ground water levels ranges from 1.5-3.5 m in

to better manage irrigation system. Due to desert soil

depth. The understory includes the species Sophora

in an arid environment has low and limited water

alopecuroides Linn. and Tamarix

dweller

and

agriculture-stockbreeding.

the

production

However,

because
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Table 1 DBH of each 20 sample trees
Sample tree

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

No.6

No.7

No. 8

No. 9

No. 10

DBH(cm)

16

14

11

13

10

11

12

13

12

11

Sample tree

No. 11

No. 12

No. 13

No. 14

No. 15

No. 16

No. 17

No. 18

No. 19

No. 20

DBH(cm)

12

10

13

13

12

14

15

13

15

15

roots distribution and soil moisture in root zone,
ramosissima Ledeb.

data of soil moisture during five years (from 2001

200 P. euphratica Oliv. trees in the Protected Area

to 2005) of the experiment site are showed (see

are sampled at random, and which DBH (diameter

Table 2.).

at breast height) is measured. By the frequency of

Data procession method

DBH, we consider that the distribution of DBH of P.

To study the relationship between roots distribution

euphratica Oliv. nearly obey normal distribution,

and soil moisture in root zone, quantitative analysis

and mean value of DBH is 12.65 cm, standard

of them should be conducted. For a fractal system,

deviation is 2.2 cm (see Figure 2.). Among them we

the exterior form is complex, while the fractal

select independently and randomly 20 P. euphratica

dimension is a constant (Falconer, 1990). Roots

Oliv. trees and numbered them from 1 to 20, which

distribution

DBH are between 10 cm and 16 cm (see Table 1.).

characteristic, thus, the root fractal dimension

There are no

should depict the characteristic of roots distribution.

Observation of the root system

In order to compute the root fractal dimension of

Root excavation is conducted from May 18 to July

each sample tree, coarse root system is classified

10, 2006. In order to observe the size and direction

into four types: root diameter is between 0.2-2 cm,

of the coarse root system, excavation is done

2-5 cm, 5-8 cm and >8 cm. Amount of roots under

around

different types are recorded. Ditto for all 20 sample

the

tree

firstly,

which

radius

is

of

tree

has

a

typical

fractal

approximately 2 m, and its depth is 1.5 m. Secondly,

trees. According to fractal theory, if

a section is excavated along the direction of coarse

CF∝RD-D

root system (i.e. main roots direction), which is 6 m

then D is fractal dimension of root districution.

long, and 1.5 m wide and 1.5 m deep (see Figure 3

where RD is root diameter, CF is cumulative

(a)).

frequency of root amount in corresponding root

Measurements of soil moisture

diameter.

(1)

Soil moisture is measured using a TRIME-FM time
domain reflectometry (TDR) tube probe in five

D

That is,

glass fiber tubes, which are 100 cm, 200 cm, 300

ln(CF )
ln( RD)

(2)

cm, 400 cm and 500 cm away from the tree trunk

Table 2. Soil moisture during five years of the

along the main roots direction in horizontal radial.

experiment site

Access tubes of 120cm length were installed for the
TRIME-FM TDR tube probe at positions as shown
in Figure 3 (b). The vertical profile of soil moisture
in every tube was determined from measurements

Soil
depth
(cm)

Soil moisture
3

-3

(cm ·cm )
Mini.

Max.

value

value

Soil
depth
(cm)

Soil moisture
(cm3·cm-3)
Mini.

Max.

value

value

of soil moisture at 20 cm intervals. Ditto for all 20

20

0

29.65%

80

2.3%

34.0%

sample trees.

40

0

21.3%

100

7.45%

36.7%

On the other hand, owing to the maximum and

60

1.3%

24.4%

120

6.55%

46.05%

minimum value of soil moisture in root zone are
very useful in studying the relationship between
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Figure 1 Location of the study area and observation site.
other P. euphratica Oliv. trees around every sample tree (the centre is the trunk of each trees, and radius is 600
cm), and the soil type of each tree is sandy loam mainly.

Figure 2 Frequency of DBH of 200 sample trees
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Figure 3. (a) Sketch map of excavation section of coarse root system; (b) Cross-sectional view of the
distribution of TDR probes use for monitoring soil moisture.
In order to explore the relationship between root
3

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

fractal dimension and soil moisture in root zone,

Distribution characteristic of coarse root system

mean soil moisture of every sample tree is

P. euphratica Oliv. trees have enormous root

computed. (Table 6).

systems, but amount of the coarser roots which

By the data from Table 4 and 5, we get the function

diameters excess 5cm is few, only 6.01% (see Table

between D and E (see Figure 6):

3). There are developed side roots which extend all

D

f

=
5

4

(E)
3

2

=

directions from 20-120 cm in depth. However, the

5769.6E -7411.5E +3603.5E -809.22E +78.405E-0

coarser roots extend along the direction of river.

.6247，R2=0.80 (4)

Fractal dimension of coarse root system
We computed the fractal dimension of coarse root
system of each sample tree (for example, the
computation of sample tree No. 1) as following. The
data of sample tree No. 1 are listed in Table 4. By
fractal

theory,

the

root

distribution

fractal

dimension of sample tree No. 1 is 1.6004. Using the
method as the same above, we get the coarse root
systems fractal dimensions of all the sample trees
(see Table 5).
Soil moisture in root zone
Soil moisture of 20 sample trees is different, such
as sample trees No. 2, No. 3, No. 11, and No. 15
(see Figure 5).
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Table 3. Root frequency of samples in different diameters
Samples

Root frequency in different diameters
1-2cm

2-5cm

5-8cm

>8cm

No. 1

74

16

5

3

No. 2

63

7

2

No. 3

62

2

1

No.4

39

4

No. 5

33

No. 6

Samples

Root frequency in different diameters
1-2cm

2-5cm

5-8cm

>8cm

No. 11

52

2

1

1

2

No. 12

10

4

1

1

1

No. 13

29

2

1

1

2

1

No.14

21

2

1

1

2

1

1

No. 15

76

7

2

1

30

12

3

1

No.1 6

68

5

2

2

No. 7

86

8

2

1

No. 17

50

9

5

3

No. 8

27

6

1

1

No. 18

34

7

4

2

No. 9

9

3

2

1

No. 19

82

9

3

1

No. 10

37

4

2

1

No. 20

86

6

2

1

Table 4 Cumulative frequencies of roots in different diameter of sample tree No. 1
RD*

>1 cm

>2 cm

>5 cm

>8 cm

CF

98

24

8

3

*RD is ab. of root diameter; and CF is ab. of cumulative frequency.
Using regression analysis, we get the relationship
between RD and CF (see Figure 4):

ln CF  1.6004 ln RD  4.4885 ， R 2  0.9879 (3)

Figure 4 The relationship between RD and CF of sanple tree No. 1
Table 5. Fractal dimensions of samples (D)
Samples

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

No. 6

No. 7

No. 8

No. 9

No. 10

D

1.6004

1.6519

1.8469

1.5974

1.6025

1.7721

2.0861

1.6865

1.4195

1.6821

Samples

No. 11

No. 12

No. 13

No. 14

No. 15

No. 16

No. 17

No. 18

No. 19

No. 20

D

1.7775

1.5164

1.5542

1.437

2.0205

1.6376

1.3864

1.4058

2.0462

2.0506
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Figure 5. Soil moisture distribution of sample trees. Figure a, b, c, and d describe soil moisture distribution of
sample trees No.2, 3, 11, and 15, respectively. Scales of Figure a and b are same, so do Fig. c and d.
Table 6. Mean soil moisture of each sample (E)
Samples

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

No. 6

No. 7

No. 8

No. 9

No. 10

3

E(cm ·cm )

0.1697

0.0505

0.1644

0.1946

0.0527

0.1635

0.0889

0.1693

0.2131

0.1209

Samples

No. 11

No. 12

No. 13

No. 14

No. 15

No. 16

No. 17

No. 18

No. 19

No. 20

3

0.153

0.0541

0.1514

0.1964

0.0427

0.06

0.2001

0.2103

0.1402

0.1304

-3

-3

E(cm ·cm )

Figure6 The relationship between D and E Nonlinear analysis of the relationship between D and E
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The above result shows that soil moisture in root

and minimum value of expectation of soil moisture,

zone affects roots distribution of P. euphratica Oliv.

respectively.

3

-3

directly. The value 0.011 cm ·cm of E is a turning
point. If E is less than 0.011 cm3·cm-3, then D



Then f (E ) is similar to f (x) , that is

increases with E; if E is more than 0.011 cm3·cm-3,



then D decreases with E. We know that root
excavation surely does a lot of damage to root
systems, especially to plant in arid region. However,

0.287

0.031

f  ( E )dE  1

(7)

So it is got that:
0.26

by equation (4), only know soil moisture in root

P{0.05  E  0.245}  

zone, can we deduce the distribution of coarse root

where P is probability.

system of P. euphratica Oliv. approximately.

Using probability theory (Sheng, et al., 2001), we

The more developed root distribution is, the bigger

consider that the interval (5%, 24.5%) of E is one

fractal dimension is, namely, smaller fractal

of the suitable intervals, in which P. euphratica Oliv.

dimension reflects that the branch-ability of root

grows well.

0.05

f  ( E )dE  0.8 (8)

system is lower. Thus, from Figure 6, it is know
that if soil moisture is low (E< 0.011 cm3·cm-3),

4

CONCLUSIONS

then the root’s branch-ability of P. euphratica Oliv.

(1) Soil moisture in root zone changes any time,

increase with soil moisture; if soil moisture is high

while growth of root system is slow, thus it is

3

-3

(E> 0.011 cm ·cm ), then the root’s branch-ability

jadish to study the relationship between soil

of decrease with soil moisture. That is to say, in a

moisture and coarse root system of one tree.

certain interval of E the growth of P. euphratica

That is to say, the study should include the

Oliv. is well.

whole P. euphratica Oliv. trees. So choice of

Suitable inter val of E

sample trees is the key factor to success of the

In Probability theory, probability density function

experiment. Firstly, 200 P. euphratica Oliv.

has a property:

trees in the Protected Area are sampled at
random, and mean value (  ) and standard







f ( x)dx  1 ,

where

(5)

error (  ) of DBH of each sample tree is

measured. By analysis above, we know that the

f (x) is probability density function.

distribution of DBH obey normal distribution,

Data of soil moisture during five years (from 2001

among them we select independently and

to 2005) of the experiment site are analyzed, and

randomly 20 P. euphratica Oliv. trees which

the maximum and minimum value of soil moisture
are ascertained, that is, Emin=0.031 cm ·cm and

DBH
are
belong
to
the
interval
(  -3  ,  +3  ). Then sample trees are

Emax=0.287 cm3·cm-3. So the interval of E is (0.031,

representative (Sheng, et al., 2001).

3

-3

(2) Generally P. euphratica Oliv. trees grow better

0.287).
In order to determine the suitable interval of E,

from May to July in a year. Moreover, the

probability density function is used in the paper.

period is a water supply intermittent period by

Firstly, let

Heihe River upriver, so the change of soil

f  (E) 

f (E)



0.287

0.031

f ( E )dE

moisture is small. Then the experiment is

(6)

reasonable from May to July.
(3) For a fractal system, the exterior form is

f (E ) is the function between D and E (see

complex, while the fractal dimension is a

equation (4) ); 0.287 and 0.031 are the maximum

fractal characteristic, thus, the root fractal

where
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dimension should depict the characteristic of
roots distribution. The more developed root
distribution is, the bigger fractal dimension is.
In the paper, we compute fractal dimension (D)
of coarse root system of 20 P. euphratica Oliv.
trees.
(4) Using fractal theory and statistical method, the
function between fractal dimension (D) of
coarse root system of P. euphratica Oliv. and
mean soil moisture (E) in root zone is set up.
That is, with mathematical method we depict
the response of coarse root distribution of
Populus euphratica Oliv. to soil moisture in
root zone. To study root system by root
excavation surely does a lot of damage to root
systems, especially to plant in arid region. Now,
by the function, only know soil moisture in root
zone, can we deduce the distribution of coarse
root system of P. euphratica Oliv.. And we get
one of the suitable interval of mean soil
moisture, that is (5%, 24.5%), in which P.
euphratica Oliv. grows well. So we should
judge the health state of root system by this
interval.
(5) The methods and conclusions in the paper are
helpful both to preserve P. euphratica Oliv.
foresty, as well as the other plant and to use
water resource effectively in the extreme arid
region.
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中国極乾燥地帯における土壌水分に対する Populus euphratica Oliv.の根の分布応答
Jianlin LI, Qi FENG, Jianhua SI, Zongqiang CHANG and Yan WANG
概要
一般的に樹木の根は主根，側根システムと根毛システムに分かれる。根毛システムと
同様，主根，側根システムは樹木の生長にとって重要である。2006 年 5 月から 6 月
にかけて，中国内モンゴル自治区 Ejina Banner で観測したデータをもとに，フラクタ
ル理論と統計手法を用いて Populus euphratica Oliv.の主根，側根分布と根の領域の土
壌水分の関係を解析した。樹木の根は，フラクタル特性を有する。根の形状は複雑で
あるが，フラクタルであるためフラクタル次元（D）は一定である。そこで標本抽出
したそれぞれの樹木の主根，側根システムの D と平均土壌水分（E）を求め，D と E
の関係を得た。その結果，Populus euphratica Oliv.の主根，側根分布が，その領域の土
壌水分の違いによりどのように変化するかを関数で示すことができた。この関数によ
り，Populus euphratica Oliv.の主根，側根の分布を判定することができる。もし E が
11.02%以下であれば，フラクタル次元は E とともに増加し，11.02%以上であれば，E
とともに減少する。この関数をもとに，Populus euphratica Oliv.がより成長する土壌水
分量区間（5%，24.5%）を見いだした。
Keywords: extreme arid region, Populus euphratica Oliv., root distribution, soil moisture,
root fractal dimension
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Study on Flow Model for Binghamian Grouts in Tilted Single
Fracture

Pingping LUO*, Songying LI ** and Bo FAN *

(Received 27 May 2009, Accepted 20 November 2009 )

In accordance with the Navier-Stokes equation between planar plates, the equation of motion of the
Binghamian grouts is deduced in smooth and inclined fissures. The model indicates that the velocity
of flow gradually reduce with the development of time. And the greater the pressure is, the greater the
speed is, as a result, the Binghamian grouts has a further infiltration. The velocity of flow of
Binghamian grouts has nothing to do with fissure inclination. In addition, in the circumstance of the
same parameters, the wider the fissure is, the slower the velocity of flow of Binghamian grouts is; the
bigger the viscosity of grouts is, the slower the flow is; the smaller the initial shear strength is, the
slower the flow is; the bigger the Binghamian grouts density is, the slower the flow is; and vice versa.
Keywords: Fractured rock mass, Grouting, Flow model, Binghamian grouts

1

2

INTRODUCTION

Because of the complicated distribution of fractures
in crude rock mass, at present, the fractured rock mass
grouting theory only limits to study on the seepage law
of grouts in single smooth fracture. Assuming that the
grout is Newton fluid, many scholars study the
penetration law of grouts in cracks. Liu Jiacai(1) derived
the diffusion equation of the Newton grouts radial flow
along the fracture surface. Baker(2) assumed that the
grouting hole horizontally passes through a smooth
fracture; at last, he obtained the penetration law of
Newton grouts by Graphic method. In addition,
Wittke(3), Lombardi G(4) and Amadei(5) studied the flow
law of Binghamian grouts in fractures. But their
researches ignored the influence of fracture angle on
penetration law of Binghamian grouts. This paper
detailedly studies the influence of fracture angle on the
seepage law of Binghamian grouts.
*

College of Civil Engineering, Henan Polytechnic
University, China.
** Yima Coal Industry Group Co. Ltd., China.

THEORETICAL STUDY ON FLOW MODEL

The rheological curve of Binghamian grouts is not a
straight line through origin of coordinate. It is a typical
plastic fluid. When its yield stress is not less than the
applied shear stress, it appears a deformation which is
similar to the elastic deformation of solid. Only when
the shear stress exceeds the yield stress of Binghamian
grouts, the grouts can flow. Its rheological equation is
(6)
:

when
when

 0
 0

   0  
  0

(1)

Where τ is the shear stress of Binghamian grouts,  is
the shear rate corresponding to τ, τ0 is the initial shear
strength and μ∞ is the ultimate strength.
Most clay slurry, some chemical grouts and the
cement grouts that of W/C ratio is less than 1.0 also
belongs to Bingham fluid.
On the assumption that grouts flow between two
smooth parallel plates of infinite length, b is the
spacing of the two plates, θ is the inclination, r0 is the
radius of grouting hole, and yb is the radius of flow
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core. The diffusion model is displayed in Fig.1. Based
on the differential momentum equations of
incompressible viscous fluid in the Cartesian
coordinate system, the flow equations in the x-direction
yield:
Differential continuity equation:

u
0
x

(2)

Combination with Eq.(5), Eq.(9) takes the form:

 0   g ( J  sin  ) yb

Where J is the hydraulic gradient in the x-direction,
and J  

dh
.
dx

We can write Eq.(10) as:

Differential momentum equation:

 xy

u
p 
  gx   x 

t
x x
y

2yb
ts
grou

0

r

 xy   0  

(13)
When y= -yb, we can get the velocity of plug flow ub:

(4)

u
y

(5)

Where u denotes the velocity of grout in the x-direction,
ρ is the density of grout, gx is the weight component of
unit mass of grout in the x-direction, σx and τxy are the
stress components borne by grout in the unit area, μ is
the dynamic viscosity, τ0 is the initial shear strength of
grout, p denotes the pressure borne by grout.
On the basis of above definition, giving:

g x   g sin 
has

a

(6)
longer

period,

u t can be neglected, combination with Eq.(6), thus,

Eq.(3) becomes:

d ( p   gx sin  ) d xy

dx
dy

(7)

Here we introduce a parameter p*：

p*   g (h  x sin  )

(8)
Integrating the Eq.(7), and taking into account the
symmetry, using τxy=0 at y=0, thus Eq.(7) becomes:

 xy 

(12)

 b2
1
b 

u
 g ( J  sin  )   y 2  2 yb  y   
2
2 

4

x

grouting

(11)

Integrating the Eq.(12) from -b/2 to y (y is less than
or equal to -yb), using u=0 at y= -b/2, the calculation is:

 x  ( p   0 )

the

 g ( J  sin  )

du
J
  ( y  yb )
dy


x

Fig.1 Diffused model of grouts in tilted single fracture

Because

0

Substitute Eq.(9) and Eq.(10) into Eq.(5), there
results:

θ

0

yb 

(3)

Constitutive equation:

y

(10)

dp*
y
dx

ub 

1
b
 g ( J  sin  )(  yb ) 2
2
2

(14)

Combining the Eq.(11), in the end, we can acquire
the average velocity u of Binghamian grouts flowing
between two slantwise parallel plates of infinite length:

u

b
 03
gb 2
( J  sin  )  0 
12
4 3 b  2 ( J  sin  ) 2

(15)
Where ν is the coefficient of kinematical viscosity of
grout, and v=μ/ρ, γ is specific weight.
If grouts penetrate from the upper part of crack to
the lower part, we can easily acquire:

b 0
 03
gb 2
u
( J  sin  ) 

12
4 3 b  2 ( J  sin  ) 2
(16)
Eq.(15) and Eq.(16) are the velocity formulas of
Binghamian grouts in single slantwise fracture when
the effects of grouts gravity were taken into account.
If we neglect the effects of gravity of grouts, or
when the fracture is level, then Eq.(15) and Eq.(16) can
be simplified to:

(9)
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 kJ
Where k 

(17)

on the flow core also increases.

b 0
 03
gb 2


.
12 4 J 3 b 2 J 3

Eq.(17) is the same as formula referred by Yang
Mi-jia(7). But he thought ν is the dynamic viscosity, in
fact, ν should be kinematical viscosity.
Thus, average flow quantity of grouts unit time q
is:

b 2 0
 03
gb3
q  ub 
J

12
4 3 2 J 2

(18)
Fig. 2 Flow velocity versus time when grouting pressure
changes

If initial shear strength is neglected, that is, τ0 is
equal to zero, then Eq.(18) can reduce to:

q

gb3
J
12

(19)

The above formula is the flow equation of Newton
fluid in single smooth and horizontal fracture.
3 ACADEMIC ANALYSIS FOR PENETRATION
LAW OF BINGHAMIAN GROUTS
On the basis of Eq.(16), analyzing the penetration
law of Binghamian grouts in single smooth crack. The
calculated results are shown in Fig.2 to Fig.7.
Parameters adopted during calculating are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1 Calculated parameters
b
ρ
θ
τ0
ν

/mm /kg/m3 /
/Pa /Pa.s

Sort

g
/N/m2

Fig. 2

9.8

1

1350

Fig. 3

9.8

1

1350

Fig. 4

9.8

Fig. 5

9.8

Fig. 6
Fig. 7

30

13

0.028

13

0.028

100

0.028

100

1350

30

13

1

1350

30

13

9.8

1

1350

30

9.8

1

30

h
/m

13

100
0.028

100

0.028

100

Fig.3 Flow velocity versus time when fissure inclination
changes

It is obvious that we can almost neglect the fissure
inclination when using the model to simulate grouting
in fractured rock mass.
Fig.4 shows that, under the same grouting pressure, the
wider fissure width is, and the slower flow velocity is,
and vice versa. The results displayed in Fig.5 indicate
that, with the increase of viscidity of grouts, the
average flow velocity gradually reduces. It will have a
influence on radius of diffusion and groutability. It
indicates that, the greater initial shear strength is, and
the faster grouts flow as shown in Fig.6. On the
contrary, the smaller initial shear strength is, and the
slower grouts flow.

Fig.2 shows the curve of flow velocity versus time
when grouting pressure h changes. From the Fig.2, we
can find that, with the development of time, the
velocity of grouts gradually decay, and the higher
grouting pressure is, the bigger velocity of grouts is. It
is proved, the greater pressure is, and the further grouts
spread.
Fig.3 shows the curve of flow velocity versus time
when fissure inclination change. The result shows, the
fissure inclination has no evident relation with velocity
of grouts. When the fissure is horizontal, the initial
velocity of grouts is the greatest. When the fissure
inclination is equal to 30 degrees, the later flow
velocity is the greatest. It seems to indicate that, with
the increase of fissure inclination, the resistance acting
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Fig.4 Flow velocity versus time when fissure width
changes

Pingping LUO, Songying LI and Bo FAN

the inclination is ignored, then the model is the same as
the model referred by Yang Mi-jia(7). After a series of
calculations, the results show:
1. With the development of time, the flow velocity of
grouts gradually slow and becomes gently. The
stronger pressure of grouting is, and the greater flow
velocity is. It is evident that the grouts will spread
longer under greater pressure.
2. The fissure inclination has no evident relation
with velocity of grouts. In addition, the steeper the
fissure is not, the greater the flow velocity is.
3.Under the circumstance of the same other
parameters, the wider the fissure width is, the slower
the flow velocity is; the greater the viscosity and the
density are, the slower flow velocity is; but the velocity
of flow will quicken if the initial shear strength
gradually increase.
The advantage of the model is that the influences of
fracture inclination on penetration law of grouts are
taken into account. The lack of the model is that the
influences of water, gas and roughness on penetration
law are ignored. We expect all of these problems can be
resolved in later research.

Fig.5 Flow velocity versus time when grouts viscosity
changes
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傾斜した亀裂内でビンガム流体状グラウトの流れモデル
Pingping LUO*, Songying LI ** and Bo FAN *
概要
平行板間の Navier-Stokes の方程式により、ビンガム流体状グラウトの運動方程式を滑らかで傾斜し
た亀裂内について導出した。モデルは流速が時間とともに減少することを示している。また、圧力
が増加すると、流速が増加し、結果として、ビンガム流体状グラウトはさらに浸透する。ビンガム
流体状グラウトの流速は亀裂の傾斜との関係はない。さらに、同じパラメータ環境では、グラウト
の粘性が大きくなると、流速は小さくなり、ビンガム流体状グラウトの密度が大きくなると、流速
は小さくなり、それらの逆もまた成り立つ。
キーワード：亀裂性塩盤体、グラウチング、流れモデル、ビンガム流体状グラウト
* College of Civil Engineering, Henan Polytechnic University, China.
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Abstract
Localized cross-border management of environmental issues is a growing trend. This paper focuses
on a pair of nested questions regarding such management using a Delphi Methodology applied to a
panel of local decision makers along the United States – Canada border. First, in response to the past
threat of overstressing the shared air-shed is a trans-border consensus emerging among decision
makers? Second, if true, might Cross-Border theory and the applied model of the International
Watershed Initiative provide insight into how cross-border management might evolve? The study
answers each of these affirmatively. However, when the panel is asked if a similar consensus exists
across the general public of the transnational - region, panelists are split. Half clearly in the
affirmative and half in disagreement, but the bifurcation is not based on nationality. Clearly this is
the next area for investigation.
Keywords: International Environmental Consciousness, Cross-border region, Cross-border Resource
Management, Delphi Methodology
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１

INTRODUCTION

Between 1999 and 2006 a very divisive cross-border
dispute erupted in the heart of the American-Canadian
macro level cross-border region referred to as
Cascadia1 over the proposed development of an illfated 660mw electrical generation plant adjacent to the
American side of the border using imported Canadian
natural gas. The plant was slated for construction in
Sumas, WA less than a kilometer from neighboring
Abbotsford, BC.
Given the close and cordial
relationships of politicians in these two places and a
long history of mutually benefiting from the border
paradox (Knotter, 2002-2003), the sudden grass roots
revolt against the plant, which spread like wildfire from
the US side to Canada, caught city fathers on both sides
of the border scrambling. The key complaint of both
populaces was the potential for increased stress to a
confined and shared air-shed in the surrounding Fraser
Lowland (Map 1). However, it is not the purpose of
this paper to detail the events surrounding this dispute
and its resolution, which eventually drew state,
provincial, and national actors into the fray before it
was solved. The authors have done that elsewhere
(Buckley and Belec, 2009). Instead, this paper seeks to
shed light on the future rather than recount the past. It
asks the following question: in light of these recent
events are the local decision makers on both sides of
the border coming to a common consensus over joint
resource management like the shared air-shed or not?
That is, is there an understanding emerging of the need
for a common regional consensus among local decision
makers; one that will evolve in such a way as to
decrease, address, or even eliminate contentious issues
like the one presented above before they become
disputes requiring the direct intervention of outside
provincial and/or national actors?
To address this question the study uses a Delphi Panel
of local decision makers and experts to evaluate
whether or not a common vision is emerging in the
immediate environs of the Sumas-Abbotsford
flashpoint on addressing cross-border environment and
resource management issues. Specifically, one that
favors a proactive eco-regional approach rather than a
reactive politically bounded and charged one. Further,
this research begins by presenting a possible model for
such change, the International Watersheds Initiative
(IWI), a pilot project of the International Joint
Commission (IJC) instituted in 1998 under the 1906
Boundary Waters Treaty (IJC, 2005, 2009). Key to the
eco-region based IWI is its proactive approach to
1

The Cascadian Cross Border Region or simply Cascadia is
region focused on the corridor extending from Portland, OR,
through Seattle, WA, north to Vancouver, BC. Beyond this
Pacific Northwest coastal alignment its full north-south and
inland extent is debatable. Many observers suggest it
extends as far north as Alaska, inland to Alberta and
Montana, and south to Oregon border.

addressing cross-border resource management issues at
the local level before they become international
disputes requiring intervention by the national level.
Essential to the success of such a mechanism is the
development of a local cross-border consensus and
consciousness. However, it should be noted that the
IWI by design is primarily a management tool for water
resources within defined water basins. Thus, to expand
beyond this and demonstrate how a method like the
IWI relates to a variety of other resource management
and cross-border issues, such as the one above, this
research places the IWI into the context of the broader
cross-border region (CBR) theory (Jessop, 2002, 2005;
Leresche and Saez, 2002; Perkmann and Sum, 2002;
Scott 1998, 1999, 2002). The CBR approach allows for
a much more flexible set of geographical bounds,
scales of governance, and goals which easily subsumes
watershed based eco-system management, as well as
providing the potential to extend joint local
management to socio-economic issues as well. In
addition, a CBR relies on a form of paradiplomacy as
the active expression of a common cross-border vision
both as an initiator and outcome of its success. This
enables us to ask a second question; does CBR theory
and especially the IWI applied example provide insight
into how cross-border resource management might
evolve in the Abbotsford-Sumas region?
The results of the Delphi study demonstrate that the
expert panelists hold a great deal of commonality in
identifying resource management issues in need of
attention. Further, they favor the evolution of existing
institutions to address these cross-border issues with a
place at the table for local and regional representatives
as well as national ones and a public-private
partnership, much like the IWI approach. From this a
common
cross-border
consensus
is
clearly
demonstrated among the expert panelists. However,
when asked about the development of such a consensus
across the region by the public in general they are split.
Roughly half, regardless of nationality or background,
see such a consensus as currently in place at a strong
level and half see it as still only weak to moderate,
however both see it growing modestly stronger with
time. Thus, the results demonstrate that local decision
makers and experts appear ready and anticipating an
IWI type of locally focused cross-border management
of resource issues, yet half feel that the general public
is not yet on board.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; the
next section discusses two cross-border concepts that
underlie the future of cross-border resource and
environmental management; the currently applied IWI
and the broader theory of CBR governance and a form
of paradiplomacy. All of these are premised on the
development of a localized common cross-border
vision and cooperation. Section three then describes
how the Delphi method was utilized to search for such
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a common vision. Section four provides a summary of
key outcomes of the Delphi study. Section five then
analyzes and discusses the results in the context of the
IWI model and CBR theory and addresses the question
of whether the Abbotsford-Sumas sub-region seems to
be moving towards an eco-regional based management
scheme. Finally, the last section summarizes the results
and suggests areas for future investigation.
２

CROSS-BORDER RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

The IWI is an applied example of how cross-border
natural resource and environmental issues are being
managed within a targeted water resources framework.
Locating this approach as a sub-category of the broader
CBR theoretical approach, provides a greater
understanding of how such an eco-system approach can
address issues as occurred in the Abbotsford-Sumas
area in a much more flexible and complete fashion than
simply the IWI.
Finally interwoven within and
cementing this management approach is the concept of
a form of paradiplomacy, or cross-border international
relations initiated by non-national entities for their own
benefit; or simply a means of furthering the
development of a cross-border consensus. This section
will develop and link these topics.
２．１ International Watershed Initiative (IWI)
Over the past fifty years under the 1909 Boundary
Waters Treaty the International Joint Commission (IJC)
has assisted the United States and Canadian
governments in managing boundary waters and their
watershed environments. During the past decade the
geographical and ecological focus of such activity has
evolved from merely managing water quantity and
quality within specific borderland rivers and lakes
taken in isolation to an eco-system based approach.
This new approach focuses on the complex
interrelationships within entire borderland watersheds.
Besides this ecological/spatial shift, under the IWI the
IJC has favored bottom-up local initiatives over top
down national ones. The guiding principle is that with
the appropriate assistance and information “…local
people and institutions are often the best placed to
anticipate, prevent or resolve many problems related to
water resources and the environment, and to take
shared actions towards shared sustainability
objectives.” (IJC, 2009, 3)
The IWI pilot program began in 1998 and currently
includes four cross-border watersheds. Although it
stresses localized bottom-up solutions as the best way
to prevent issues from escalating into international
disputes requiring the intervention of the national
governments, its creation has been very much a topdown exercise. After identifying three and later four
test watersheds, the IJC merged existing water boards

within each watershed. Prior to this boards had specific
mandates which could be limited to either water
quantity or quality issues or even be focused on a single
control or diversion feature along a lake or stream. The
result was the creation of international watershed
boards (IWBs) that are perceived as better integrated,
more locally participatory, and proactive in anticipating,
preventing, and resolving local issues.
However, the development of the IWBs is much more
than simply spinning-off problem solving activities
within watersheds. It is a training ground to create a
competent and motivated set of local experts who both
augment and extend the historical activities of the IJC
with the goal of not only good management but also
long term sustainability and the prevention of disputes.
In a sense it works much like voluntarily bundling
together massive numbers of individual computers to
address problems too daunting to be reasonably
addressed by a single centralized unit. But it is much
more than that. Beyond leveraging the strength of
numbers it also exploits the advantage of local
knowledge, contacts, and commitment. Its goal is to
create a system capable of independently evaluating
and solving local issues without the need for recourse
to centralized, national institutions. Much like the cells
of an organ in a body operate independently yet in
harmony with larger systems, only requiring outside
intervention when issues go beyond their capacity, like
a major infection; so too, the IWB is to exercise a great
deal of local autonomy yet maintain harmony within
the greater whole. Thus, possible circumstances for
appealing to the IJC would be when issues over-tax
their expertise or resources, their ability to compromise
locally, or extend beyond their boundaries.
Critical to the success of such a radical departure from
the old top-down system is the development of
seamless cross-border information and databases, local
expertise and experience, and common cross-border
visions. Seamless cross-border databases and models,
a critical first step, are currently being developed
through generous federal grants. Experience and
expertise only comes through providing IWB members
opportunities to learn and to work together in structured
formats while tackling issues, again an area fostered by
the IJC and federal level institutions. It is the last point
which requires the greatest local buy-in. Setting
agendas based on common values. The development of
a cross-border consciousness and implementing
common values regarding resource management is a
bottom-up activity. This can be encouraged but not
mandated from above. It must evolve locally. A key
assumption of the IJC is that by providing the IWBs
with structure, watershed based knowledge, expert
assistance and training, and an opportunity to plan and
manage locally such a common cross-border vision will
be a natural outcome.
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To kick-start the IWI pilot projects the two national
governments have provided seed money and grants.
However, it has been made clear that no new line item
will be added to budgets for the creation of a new level
of bureaucracy. Although membership on the IWBs
requires approval by the IJC, members serve
voluntarily without salary, and although they are often
drawn from government institutions they are not to be
representatives of the same. They serve as independent
agents focusing on the good of the whole.
In summary, IWBs are issue based, watershed bounded
bodies assisted and broadly overseen and designed by
the IJC, but acting in a very independent local capacity
for first and foremost the good of their eco-region but
in harmony with the greater good along the border. In
addition, as localized entities they are both very
responsive and open to input from their local crossborder public.
２．２ Cross Border Region (CBR) Theory
CBR is defined to be …" a territorial unit that
comprises contiguous sub-national units from two or
more nation-states… (where) the construction of crossborder regions has become a more or less explicit
strategic objective pursued by various social forces
within and beyond the border" (Perkmann and Sum,
2002,3). Scott (1998) adds that this operates as a form
of cross-border paradiplomacy2. However, such
international activity operates within bounds "…senior
governments and nation-states – unilaterally, bilaterally,
or within multilateral cooperation contexts – define the
basic parameters of cross-border regionalism" (Scott,
2002, 205). In some instances, such as in the European
Union, national and the supra-national institutions
actually provide financial incentives and other
inducements for the creation of CBRs. As a result,
Scott concludes that CBR identity is not by design a
challenge to the existing nation-states, but instead the
beginnings of the creation of pragmatic local
institutions to address unanswered cross-border issues.
Finally, it should be noted that there is no single form
for a CBR. Scott (1999) identifies seven different and
overlapping parameters on which CBRs can differ.
They are:

2

Duchacek (1992) defines paradiplomacy as cross-border
diplomatic activities by local areas to promote their own
interest that are parallel and often complementary to and
coordinated with national efforts, although there is always
the potential for conflict between local and nation goals.
Spatially, he further refines it into three separate types of
paradiplomacy dependant on scope of activity regional,
transregional, and global. A CBR focuses on the first of
these three.









local context
degree of regional self-awareness
local identities
ideological discourses
level of material incentives for integration
level and types of threats or issues faced
logics of supranational economic and political
integration in a region.

Historically, CBRs arose with the winding down of the
Cold War and the ascent of global capitalism, but they
encompass much more than economic issues. The
national scale as the "natural" unit for planning, policy
and decision making changed as the supra national
organization (e.g. multinational trade and/or political
organizations like the European Union or NAFTA) and
the CBR at opposite ends of the spectrum began to
supplement and also complement the nation state
(Leresche and Saez, 2002). As a result, there has been
a …"relativization of scale" (Jessop, 2002, 2005).
Economic, political, social, and even environmental
relations are no longer controlled solely at the national
scale; instead a proliferation of scales has emerged
ranging from the global to the local. This has been
causing governance to migrate to the scale both
institutional and geographic most appropriate to the
issues. Leresche and Saez (2002) describe this as a
multiplicity of overlapping scales with variable
geometry. Rather than decisions being made based on
a "topocratic" logic (a logic based on an authority in a
single defined stable territory, i.e. nation-state) a multiterritorial "adhocratic" logic has emerged, where
…"adhocratic logics are based on reference territories
of variable geometry, with vague and multiple
boundaries that change according to scale on which
problems are treated" (2002, 95).
Operating in parallel with these geographic logics are
institutional logics. On the one hand is the affiliation
logic related to identity with the traditional political
territory. On the other hand, there is the more
efficiency based network or functional logic which can
emerge from and/or help create the CBR. What then
results is "multilevel governance and problem solving."
Under this new rubric the old national scale is not
simply replaced or usurped by a new scale but instead
coexists with a variety of new scales that overlap,
parallel, replace, or are contained in all or part of the
old. In a similar fashion, the new functional logic
augments the affiliation logic in issues that can be
"multiterritorial, multisectoral, and multi-institutional".
Also, under this new cognitive regime, it is the problem
that helps define the scale(s) at which it will be dealt,
not simply the scale that defines and dictates the
solution to the problem as the old national topocratic
method had done. However, as Leresche and Saez
emphasize, CBRs by their ad hoc nature face a
regulatory weakness in enforcing decisions they make.
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Thus, successful governance in these regions relies on
recognition of interdependencies and cooperation
between all parties as they pursue joint strategic
objectives and a common vision.
In the post-war era, Leresche and Saez propose that
there are three successive eras of governmentality
regimes in borderland political frontiers which relate to
the type and locus of control exerted by the overlapping
scales affecting CBRs. Further they suggest that these
three eras or regimes: government, crisis of
governability, and governance, have appeared
chronologically over the last several decades but are
not strictly linearly evolutionary.
The government regime reflects the top down,
centralized national scale which typified control over
borderland public activities until the waning of the cold
war. In this regime cross-border issues are treated as
international affairs, and the boundary is both a defense
against outside intrusion and a definer of national
identity. In such a core-periphery structure, the local
border regions have little room for autonomous
independent movement or even influence on national
decisions.
The crisis of governability regime is defined more as an
interlude than stable end point, a period of crisis,
conflict, and change where the national scale attempts
to continue to control and even dam-up the evergrowing demands of a cross-border region which are
beginning the process of overflow across the border.
Here, if we think of the three political regimes as part
of a continuum or balance beam, and there is more
stability when the ends dominate (border as primarily
barrier or primarily contact point), this regime
represents a period of transition (overflow) where the
national scale still attempts to exert absolute control,
but is not equipped to address the burgeoning local
needs. Meanwhile, the local region has only begun to
exert itself, and is neither independent enough nor
focused enough to exert much control over its local
destiny. The local scale has begun to discover that to
plan for its future as a CBR it must be more
independent of the national scale than the center is
willing to permit and also more open to building long
term trans-national paradiplomatic ties with
neighboring regions than it is often prepared to do,
especially if cultural and economic differences are
substantial
The governance regime emphasizes the emergence of
governing cooperation and coordination networks
across borders in an ad hoc and episodic fashion. A
term used by Leresche and Saez to explain the
underlying operational logic of this regime is synapsis,
a borrowed biological term which is defined as
…"'very fine communication between neighboring cells

through small networks in a membrane' or 'a point of
contact between two neurons'" (Dictionary Robert,
reported in Leresche and Saez, 2002, 88). Basically
this stresses the functionality of public and/or private
actions and relationships located on an organic network
extending across the border. In the case of a CBR the
informal networks occur at multiple and overlapping
scales (local to national), geographies, and institutions
both public and private formal and informal with the
goal of furthering the strategic objectives and are
activated in an ad hoc fashion based upon a local issue.
Note that what is being stressed here is the mechanism,
not the place, a mechanism that overcomes the
problems of ineffective “…government institutions and
the somewhat unsystematic activism of the social
actors…" (2002, 88), as noted in the crisis of
governability regime. The spatial extent of a CBR is
thus not pre-ordained nor does it have a hard border. It
is episodic and ad hoc. Through the evolution, growth,
and decline as well as broadening and thickening some
of the synaptic networks -- cross-border informal
relationships -- slowly become formalized as a form of
paradiplomacy that can be linked to public and private
institutions at a variety of scales creating a maze of
geometries with the CBR emerging from its core.
However, much like we draw atoms with fixed orbital
paths for electrons even though they are actually better
understood as cloud like probabilistic structures, we
find researchers using fixed boundaries to define CBRs.
In summary, CBRs exist where issues spread across
international boundaries and tax the ability of national
governments to effectively and fully address them due
to lack of resources and/or interest. Second, they
require the development of a common cross-border
vision and commitment to address them. Third, this
vision is fostered through localized paradiplomatic
efforts.
Fourth,
supra-national
and
national
governments set the parameters within which such
cross-border activity can occur and can provide
incentives to encourage it. Fifth, no single pattern,
institutional nor geographic, exists for the
establishment of a CBR, rather local conditions effect
what emerges. Sixth, in recent years under the
influence of globalization and relaxed international
tensions (at least among the more developed and
rapidly developing countries), borderland regions have
been moving away from an era of top down centralized
control within hard boundaries to local issue based
governance with flexible issue based bounds. Finally,
issues that are initially addressed are of an episodic
nature and handled in an ad hoc fashion; however
institutional evolution and development can occur as a
result of the broadening and thickening of informal
synaptic networks especially when issues prove to be of
more persistent rather than of a temporary acute nature.
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２．３ Discussion
Using a point by point comparison it can be shown
that the IWI program in many respects closely parallels
CBR theory. First and foremost, it is premised on the
concept that cross-border watershed issues are best
addressed at the local level which limits the need for
national level intervention and resources and instead
leverages local efforts and resources. Second, such
issues can be successfully addressed only through the
development of a common eco-region based vision.
Development of such a vision is a defined goal of
IWBs and the IWB provides an ideal platform for such
a paradiplomatic effort. The IJC along with the
governments of the US and Canada provide financial
incentives and expertise for the successful operation of
an IWB, and also indicate the bounds within which the
IWBs operate. Finally, IWBs represents an evolution of
an existing transnational institutional structure to
replace earlier ad hoc episodic attempts to address
chronic cross-border watershed issues.
However, there are a number of ways in which the IWI
does not fully reflect CBR theory. First, this is a top
down initiated program and the establishment of IWBs
has been the result of IJC decision making. Although
in principle there is nothing preventing a watershed
from petitioning on its own to become a designated
IWB. However, again focusing on the top down nature
of the IWI, it should be noted that many CBRs in
Europe were stimulated and fostered by EU material
incentives. Second, although synaptic networks can
interact with the IWBs and may be fostered by their
existence, the IWBs are not a direct result of the
broadening and thickening of such activity. Third, hard
boundaries both spatial and institutional are drawn by
the IJC. Watersheds certainly reflect one of the
physical characteristics of a given cross-border region,
but this limits the flexibility of local actors to work on a
more issue defined set of bounds. In addition, creating
a specialized institution to focus on watershed issues
may inhibit the ability of a cross-border region to
holistically address a variety of resource management
or other issues not falling neatly into this narrow
mandate. However, before leaving this point, it is
important to note that when most CBRs are defined in
the research field they are assigned existing political
bounds, and quite a number of cross-border institutions
established in EU CBRs are linked directly to existing
political institutions on each side of the border.

In conclusion, we have here the classical battle between
theory and practice. It is clear that the IWI as a
practical experiment is a bit different from a CBR as a
theoretical exercise; however, not so different as to fail
to see a very strong relationship. Thus, we argue that
an IWI type approach is a potential part of a CBR, one
stimulated in a top down manner, but one that will only
operate successfully if it develops its own cross-border
vision, an outcome that clearly is more bottom up. It is
now that we turn to our exploration for such bottom up
vision building in the Abbotsford-Sumas area.
３

THE DELPHI METHODOLOGY AND
APPLICATION

The Delphi method (Adler and Ziglio 1996, Dalkey
1972, Gupta and Clarke 1996, Sackman 1975) is a
controlled anonymous qualitative information gathering
and generating technique that draws upon the combined
knowledge of a panel of experts by eliciting and
refining information from the panel through a series of
rounds. As rounds progress panelists are asked in
addition to discussing their own ideas to rank and order
all the ideas submitted by members of the group as a
whole. This allows for the airing of all positions
including contradictory or unpopular ones and for
evaluating the level of their impact. In addition, a
Delphi does not require the panel to eventually agree to
a single set of answers. Thus, a Delphi will report on
issues both discursively and quantitatively.
Given the location and region of potential impacts of
the power plant controversy, it was decided to seek
Canadian panelists from the eastern portion of the
Fraser Lowland, and Americans from northeastern
Whatcom County on a transect that ran from
Chilliwack, BC, through the border crossing of
Abbotsford, BC, and Sumas, WA, southwest to
Bellingham, WA (refer back to Map 1). Eighteen
panelists were recruited for the study seven Canadians
and eleven Americans. One American dropped out
after the first Round and a second American skipped
the third round resulting in 16 to 18 valid responses per
round, split between the two nations.
Panelists
included political leaders, planners and academics,
business people, and environmentalists (Table 1). All
of this information was kept confidential during the
study to prevent bias.

Table 1. Background of Delphi Panelists

Category

number of panelists

Academics and Planners

8

Elected Officials, past and present

5

Environmentalists

3

Businessmen

2

TOTAL
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4

RESULTS

Three types of results are reported here: major issues
facing the region, suggested institutional means for
addressing them, and perception of a cross-border
consciousness by the general public. In each case
panelists had two or more rounds within which to make
evaluations, discuss them, and score them. The
advantage of multiple rounds is that in later rounds
panelists are anonymously informed of the earlier
responses and thoughts of their colleagues and given
the opportunity to defend their own response as well as
to change them if they desire. Note also that panelists
did not have to respond to each item. Hence, the
number of responses can vary.
Issues: In round one each panelist was asked to
identify, describe, and discuss up to three of the most
pressing environmental issues facing the study area.
The researchers reviewed all responses and identified
nine major issues underlying the panelist’s responses.
In rounds two and three panelists evaluated, discussed,
and scored these. To create a relative score indicating

the relative importance of each issue panelists were
instructed to first rank the issues from most important
to least and then assign a maximum value to 1,000 to
the issue they ranked as most important. Next, they
were to proceed through the full list in declining order
comparing each issue to the most important one and
assign a relative score ranging from 999 down to 0
based on how important each issue was relative to the
top issue, ties were allowed. The results provided a
scoring system of greater depth and comparability than
a simple ordinal ranking. Second, it insured that all
panelists began at the same maximum point 1,000 and
provided ample room to differentiate between issues.
Table 2 lists the issues in order of declining importance
from round three and reports on each issue’s mean,
median, standard deviation, as well as minimum and
maximum value for each and number of responses. In
addition, Figure 1 provides histograms for the first six
of these (the last three were not included in interests of
space, but also because their distributions were quite
flat thus not adding much to the understanding).

Table 2: Major Cross Border Environmental Issues

Round 3 Results
Issue

Shared Water Resources
Shared Air Shed Management
Population Growth
Open Space
Economic Growth
Spillover of Environment Impacts
Pandemic Diseases
Border Security
Impact 2010 Winter Olympics

Variable Code
R3 Water

Mean

Median Std. Dev. Min. Max. Cases
156.0 375 1000
17
883.4
930

R3 Airshed

876.3

900

225.8 300 1000

17

R3 Pop Growth

785.0

830

289.5 200 1000

17

R3 Open Space

763.8

775

235.5 300 1000

17

R3 Econ Growth

671.9

740

231.2 275 1000

17

R3 Spillover

604.7

600

318.7

0 1000

17

R3 Disease

595.3

600

289.5

75 1000

17

R3 Border Security

556.6

550

306.6 100 1000

17

210

339.1

17

R3 2010

349.1
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Means of Addressing: In rounds three and four
panelists were asked to consider, discuss, and rate three
facets of addressing the issues with the rating based on
a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 10 (see Table 3). The

results include mean, median, standard deviation and
are presented in Table 4 and graphed as histograms in
Figure 2.
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Table 3. How to Address the Issues

Variable
Question
R4 Existing vs 1. To what degree
New

should existing versus new
organizations be used to address the issue?

Answer Range
1= New, 5=
combination,
10= Existing
1= Public, 5=
Partnership, 10=
Private.

R4 Public vs
Private

2. To what degree should public versus private
organizations be used to address the problem? Or do
we need a public-private partnership?

R4 Voluntary
vs Informal

3. To what degree should the organization be informal 1= Voluntary, 5=
Combination of
and voluntary versus formal (such as a government
actors, 10=
agency, business associations, national environmental Formal.
group…)?

Table 4. Addressing the Issues -Descriptive Statistics
Round 4 Results
Variable
Mean Median Min. Max. Std. Dev. Cases
R4 Existing
7.06
8
2
9
2.048
16
vs New
R4 Public vs
5.73
6
3
9
1.944
15
Private
R4 Voluntary
vs Formal
7.56
8
5
10
1.548
16
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Level of Public Consensus: In rounds one and two
panelists were asked to judge and discuss the current
and expected future (ten years hence) degree of cross
border identity or consciousness of the general public

in the study area. This data was collected on a Likert
scale with the number 1 being the maximum of very
high and 10 being little to none. The results are
reported in Table 5 and Figure 3.
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Table 5. Level of Public Consciousness

What is the current degree of cross border identity or consciousness
among people living in our local cross border region?

PERCEPTIONS
Present Time -- 2006
Future Time -- 2016

５

Mean Median Min. Max. Std. Dev. Cases
5.7
5
2
9
2.47
17
5.3
5
1
9
2.89
16

DISCUSSION

５．１ Analysis
Issues: The nine critical environmental issues
proposed in round one were given to the panelists in
alphabetic order: border security, conversion of open
space and more impervious surfaces, economic growth,
pandemic diseases, population growth, spill over of
issues, stressed air shed, water resources, and winter
Olympics 2010. Sorting and clustering them based on
their assigned importance after round three results in
the following listed in decreasing order:
 Issues one and two: The shared physical
resources of water and air are highest in
the minds of local actors, with means in
the very high 800’s on a 1,000 point scale.


Issues three and four: Population growth,
a prime mechanism for stress, and the
physical resource of open space, a
resource impacted by such stress as more
people congregate in a confined area,
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represent the second cluster of issues with
means in the very high 700’s.


Issue five: Economic growth, a key
precursor and resultant of population
growth as well as an issue that produces
an impact on the physical environment,
follows the above in the high 600’s.
Much of the discussion surrounding this
issue by the panelists focused not on
growth itself but on type of growth and its
footprint.



Issue six and seven: The impact of cross
border spill-over of environmental
impacts in general and pandemic disease
in particular (such as recent outbreaks of
avian flu in poultry flocks) clustered
together around the value of 600. This
seems to show a lower level of concern
that events on either side of the border
will inordinately spread across. However,
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it does indicate that such issues are
important and cannot be ignored.


Issue eight: Border security, perhaps a
surprising issue to raise in the context of
the environment, demonstrates that the
border itself remains an important factor
in searching for solutions. However, it
has a fairly low mean of roughly 550,
indicates that this is hardly the most
critical area the local actors feel they face,
but it cannot be completely ignored.



Issue nine: Finally the very low value
assigned to the 2010 Winter Olympics, at
less than 350, indicates that this one time

event, although not inconsequential, is
dwarfed by far more pressing and longer
term issues in the region.
A more complete discussion of each of these issues and
why they were chosen is provided elsewhere (Buckley
and Belec, 2007). However, in this research the focus
is on the question of how similarly or differently the
panelists scored these issues as a measure of a
developing cross-border common vision, at least at the
level of the issues that need addressing. To evaluate
this question a Mann-Whitney U exact test was used,
given the small sample size and lack of normality, to
explore for any significant difference between the
scoring of importance for each issue by American
versus Canadian Panelists (Table 6).

Table 6. Test for Independence between American and Canadian
Panelists -- Cross Border Environmental Issues Scores
Scores

Round 3

MannWhitney U
Exact Sig.
(2-tailed)

R3 Water R3
Score
Airshed
Score

R3 Pop
Growth
Score

R3 Open R3 Econ
Growth
Space
Score
Score

30.5

20.0

13.5

30.5

28.5

27.0

0.940

0.234

0.056

0.939

0.781

0.933

A quick look at the significance levels for issues clearly
demonstrate that none of the issues were scored
significantly different based upon nationality of the
panelists. The only one that even comes close is a
significance level of 0.056 for population growth which
might reflect the considerably different growth
mechanisms on each side of the border. In Canada the
growth is heavily fueled by a very aggressive federal
pro-immigration policy, one in which British Columbia
in recent years has been among the strongest
proponents to overcome labor shortages. On the
American side the population growth has been
primarily internal migration from other American states.
However, some so-called “drawbridgers” have
attempted to dissuade further in-migration on the
grounds that what makes a place like Washington State
so attractive, especially environmentally, will be
damaged by a higher population base. Nevertheless,
these results demonstrate a great similarity of thought
among decision makers on both sides of the border.
Means of Addressing: When asked how to address the
issues, generally, panelists favor the use of existing,

R3 2010
R3
Score
Border
Security
Score
24.0
18.0
17.5

R3
R3
Spillover Disease
Score
Score

0.663

0.165

0.243

formal organizations that combine public and private
representatives. As one panelist stated:
“It should be ‘agreement-based’ where
objectives and obligations are well-defined
and focused.
Existing organizations are
preferred, as new organizations tend to
be detached from the existing
bureaucracy. Most likely, the latter will be the
one to implement adopted (international)
agreements and a ‘two solitudes’ situation will
only lead to inertia, incommunication (sic), or
worse, power struggle. A ‘culture of new
solutions’ or ‘new era’ must start with the
existing bureaucracy, which also happens to
be where the resources and expertise are
readily available.”
A Mann-Whitney U analysis of American versus
Canadian responses (Table 7) demonstrates no
significant difference between these two groups’
responses. So, not only are they favoring building on
current institutions, partnerships, and formality but both
sides envision this approach equally.
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Table 7. Test for Independence between
Canadian an American Panelists -- Means of
Addressing Issues
Round 4
R4
R4
R4
Existing_vs_New_ Public_vs_Private_ Voluntary_vs_Formal
Organizations
Organizations
_Organizations

Mann-Whitney U
Exact Sig. (2tailed)

28

26

22

0.758

0.867

0.351

Level of Public Consensus: Based on statistical
averages, cross border consciousness falls at the center
of the range indicating it is rather moderate today (5.7
mean and 5.0 median) with not much expectation of
change a decade from today (5.3 and 5.0). However,
bi-modality is evident in both “consciousness”
histograms (i.e., 2006 and 2016). There are clearly two
groups of respondents, with nearly equal clusters
between those perceiving a fairly high level of cross
border consciousness and a nearly equal number
answering that the consciousness is fairly low.
A
decade in the future, the year 2016, the spread of results
increases slightly while migrating slightly towards an
increasing cross border identity. The histograms

indicate a much more complex situation than was
apparent in the descriptive statistics alone.
When tested for significant difference between
American and Canadian respondents, none is found
(Table 8). This indicates that it is not nationality that is
causing these two distinct clusters of responses, but
something else. Additional attempts were made to
categorize the data by panelists’ background or
profession (results not provided here in the interests of
brevity), but none of these showed significant
difference. Hence, we conclude that there are two
views among our panelists regarding the general
public; and, views that are not currently undergoing
much change.

Table 8. Test for Independence
between Canadian an American
Panelists -- Public Cross Border
Consciousness
Round 2 – Score
R2 Identity 2006 R2 Identity 2016
Score
Score
Mann-Whitney
Exact Sig. (2tailed)

５．２ Relationship to an IWI model and CBR
theory
The major premises of the IWI approach are that
local actors are better positioned to address local issues
and that such issues are best addressed at the ecoregional level. CBR theory goes a bit beyond this in
anticipating that local actors will actually be the driving

27.5

23

0.49

0.471

force that demonstrates how much better issues can be
addressed locally, and that issues create their own
geographies. Hence, if it is a watershed that best
addresses an issue, then it will be addressed at that
level both institutionally and physically.
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The clear difference between the IWI model and CBR
theory is that the IWI is a top down applied experiment
by an existing cross-border institution with the full
support of the national governments. On the other hand,
CBR theory is an attempt to explain what has occurred
or hopefully could occur independent of a centralized
stimulus.
What we wish to suggest is that both
dynamics are part of a continuum. In some instances
local actors will demonstrate enough cohesion,
commitment, and foresight to start the process and then
seek the necessary support to carry through a mission.
In others, a centralized organization will willingly
recruit and/or designate such actors through material
incentives and support, shared assistance and expertise,
and the promise of more targeted and localized
solutions. In either case the outcome is perceived as
beneficial to all parties. Much like private-public
partnerships have become the rage for more flexibly
and completely addressing issues, some combination of
top-down and bottom-up is what is being suggested
here. Local areas should not be shy about suggesting
cross-border solutions and upper level institutions
should not be afraid to spin off and assist solution
building through the active recruiting of local groups.
We find the Abbotsford-Sumas region at a critical
juncture, what is described by Leresche and Saez as the
era of crisis in governability. Given the fact that the
power plant issue was fought to a standstill not to a
long term solution by involving more and more distant
actors (the plant was only stopped after local actors
made appeals for intervention by a variety of state,
provincial, and national institutions) and also by simply
delaying construction (as time passed economic
conditions changed making the project look less
profitable), there is the need for a more formal way to
address this type of issue. Clearly the major decision
makers and actors in this region recognize a common
set of issues and subscribe to a similar manner for
addressing them; and, it should be noted, in a manner
that fits well within an IWI/ CBR type of approach.
However, the local actors seem unprepared to currently
initiate these cross-border issues by themselves, as was
demonstrated by the power plant dispute and its failure
to define new policy. Likewise, regional and national
institutions were rather reluctantly drawn into this
battle (Buckley and Belec, 2009). Finally, for the
general public, it is not clear what their level of crossborder consciousness is, Two distinctly different
viewpoints are expressed here.
So where do we go from here? The evidence presented
in this study suggests the leadership is primed and
ready to address a wide variety of cross-border resource
management issues. The general public, on the other
hand, may still require some educating before they are
fully on board. Based on the results here we would
suggest a three pronged approach: (1) Local institutions

and organizations should encourage the broadening,
widening, and thickening of cross-border synaptic
networks and paradiplomacy, as a means of both more
completely understanding the issues as well as a way of
developing common visions and the structures for
addressing them. (2) At the national or state/provincial
scale, more experiments like the IWI should be
encouraged. For example air sheds provide another
ideal spatial structure around which to fashion a
management team, however as noted from CBR theory
an issue itself could suggest the bounds. So flexibility
of geography is valuable. One problem with such
experiments is that there are few, if any, comparable
cross-border organizations to the IJC to address things
like cross-border air shed issues. Even the IJC itself
has looked at air shed issues as ancillary to water
quality. Nonetheless, finding ways to channel resources
and expertise to local cross-border actors and
encouraging their direct participation could be
extremely valuable. (3) For the general public a little
education is never a bad investment. Even if the more
optimistic assessment of their level of cross-border
consciousness is correct (the higher cluster), it still is
only about a 3.5 with a value of 1 as the perfect score.
Thus, there is undoubtedly plenty of room for
improvement here.
６

CONCLUSIONS

Three broad conclusions can be drawn from the results
in this study:
1.
2.

3.

There is a consensus between American and
Canadian panelists concerning the important
issues to be addressed.
The manner in which to address these issues,
also consensus based, favors the use of
existing
institutions,
a
public-private
partnership, and in a formal rather than
voluntary fashion.
Two different opinions are expressed
concerning the emergence of a cross-border
consensus by the general public. Half see a
robust consensus existing, half see it as
modest to weak, and neither sees much change
over the near-term. However, this split is not
related to the nationality of the panelist.

The first two of these points resoundingly respond to
our research question of whether local decision makers
on both sides of the border are coming to a common
consensus over joint resource management. They
identify with the same issues, all of which have crossborder consequences, and they suggest similar means to
address them. Further, these means resonate well with
an IWI type of approach, by suggesting that a solution
draw upon existing structures open to participation
from both the public and private sector and formalized.
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Given the range of issues raised, panelists demonstrate
the need to take a holistic approach to resource
management which recognizes socio-economic aspects
to issues as well as environmental ones. Also, each of
the issues has its own geographic extent, showing the
need to expand beyond the rigid boundaries of the IWI
approach and be more flexible as suggested by CBR
theory.
One final point is raised, are the publics on each side of
the border ready for a more holistic cross-border
approach to resource management? Here the experts
are clearly split. Half sees it as already existing, half
don’t, and nationality has nothing to do with this
difference in opinion. This area clearly cries out for
further research and definition. How can such clearly
different opinions exist? Are they interpreting the
question in slightly different ways or do the facts stand
for themselves? Only additional research can shed
light on this, certainly an important question to be
addressed prior to attempting any IWI type of solution.
Thus, the next logical steps in this research are several.
One is to conduct a broad based survey of the general
public and determine how closely their opinions match
those of the expert panel and whether or not they are
coming to a common consensus. Second could be a
similar Delphi exploration based on a panel of local,
regional, and national decision makers and actors to
determine if there is broad based support for IWI/CBR
methods of addressing local cross-border issues, thus
preventing future disputes in the Abbotsford-Sumas
region.
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In this paper the natural environment geology disasters of mountainous area highway are firstly
elaborated, and such geological disasters and their origin as collapse, landslide, mud fluid, Karst,
flood damage, special soil, earthquakes and so on is analyzed emphatically. At the same time, such
environment geological disasters easily caused by people as roadbed of filling and cutting,
constructing bridge and tunnel, changing water course, and so on, are elaborated in detail during
constructing mountainous area highway. In view of the construction and operation of mountainous
area highway faced by the natural and artificial environment geological disaster, it is proposed that
forecasting and preventing geological disaster and effectively developing environmental protection
countermeasures.
Keywords : Mountainous area highway, Environmental geological disasters, Environmental
protection, Protection countermeasures

１

destruction along the line(1,2).

INTRODUCTION

２
For a great quantity excavations and backfill volume
of earth and rock, the mountainous area highway
construction
changes
the
natural
ecological
environment, induces environment geology question,
causes the environment geology disaster, like the
collapse, the landslide, the mud fluid and so on, often
result in the serious ecological damage, the life and
property heavy loss. Geological disasters relate not
only to natural condition but also to the human factor.
Therefore, when constructing mountainous area road,
Effective preventive measures should be taken in order
to avoid or the reduce geology disasters influencing
traffic and destroying the ecological environment
*
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MOUNTAINOUS AREA ROAD NATURAL
GEOLOGY DISASTER

Inside and outside dynamic geological action of
nature produces such environment geology disaster as
the earthquake, the collapse, the landslide, the mud
fluid and so on, these disasters are caused by natural
factors, and have the mutual relation, mutual influence,
mutual restriction with the highway engineering,
moreover immediately influence the geological
environment and operation environment of highway.
２．１ Collapses and its origin
Giant clod under action of gravity on the high and
steep slope suddenly violently falls, topple, roll,
collapse downward, this phenomenon is called the
collapse. The collapse is the common disaster in
mountainous area highway, its oncoming force is swift
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and violent, often destroys the roadbed and bridge,
blocks in tunnel entry, wrecks the vehicle, causes the
direct harm to the road. Both the natural factor and the
human factor can cause collapse's occurrence (Fig. 1).
The collapse predominant type includes: falling
rocks, landslide, bank failure, collapses. The origin of
inducing collapse is as follows (Fig. 2):

Fig. 1. Disruption traffic for Collapse

Fig. 2. Collapse schematic drawings
Firstly, Landform condition is the basic factor
causing collapse, certain slope and the altitude
difference are the basic conditions which the collapse
occurs. According to the investigation, when the
gradient is bigger than 50° or 60° or the altitude
difference is bigger than 50 meter, the slope composed
of the hard rock possibly give rise to collapse. Sloping
fields which is composed of the loose material may
presents the collapse when the slope surpasses it’s
angle of repose, generally, when the gradient is bigger
than 45° and the altitude difference is bigger than 25
meter, the slope possibly present the small collapse, the
altitude difference is bigger than 45 meter, the slope
possibly present the large-scale collapse. The collapse
may occur in loess area when the slope gradient is
above 50°. The mountain canyon, the cliff, and the
steep coast are sector where the collapse easy to occur.
Secondly, Geological condition: The lithological
character and the geologic structure are also the
important conditions which the collapse occurs. The
slope composed of complete bedrock which have the
compact structure and no crack cannot cause collapse
even if the slope is very steep. Otherwise the broken
rock with loose structure is easy to have the collapse.

When the hard rock alternate with the soft rock, the
slope is easy to cause the collapse as a result of the
differential weathering which causes the hard rock to
be prominent and creases the free face. The existence
of the massive jointings or the fault will accelerate the
weathering and disintegration process of the rock, and
as become the important condition under which the
collapse will occur. The rock layer structure, including
fault plane, clearage plane, layer plane, schistosity
surface, the combination of these, is collapse's another
important condition. When the tendency of the rock
stratification plane or the divisional plane consistent
with the slope tendency, the inclination angle is big and
under free face, the rock is easiest to have the collapse
along the tectonic plane. Speaking of the new regional
tectonic movement characteristic, the area where the
tectonic movement is quite intense, and where the
stratum is compressed to be broken, and where the
earthquake is frequent, is the region where collapses
mostly take place.
Third Climatic conditions: The intense physical
weathering is the foundational condition which the
collapse occurs. Because temperature difference is big
in arid, half arid area and the freezing and thawing
process is intense in high and cold mountainous area,
the rock weathering is intense in these areas, and the
cliff, steep slope is easiest to present the collapse. The
rainstorm, the rain of day after day, and the snow and
ice melting and so on, often are collapse's triggering
factors, with the moisture content massive permeating
in the rock mass and the soil body, the load of slope is
increased, simultaneously, the rock mass internal
structure is also greatly affected, finally, the collapse is
caused to occur. The rainstorm and the rain of day after
day are also easy to cause the flood, and cause the wide
range bank failure, result in serious disaster. The
mountain highway along the river bank road section is
much longer, the bank failure is very big traffic threat
to the road.
Human factor: During constructing or reconstructing
road, As human excessively excavates the mountain,
quarry an excess of earth and rock in the toe of slope,
the sustaining power of the toe of slope is weakened
and the collapse may cause to occur. Moreover, in the
broken region of rock mass, the big explosion will also
cause the collapse. During road designing, constructing
and operating process, according to above conditions,
engineers should analyze comprehensively, decide
sector and time where collapse easy to occur, take the
corresponding prevention measures in order to
guarantee that the construction and operation security,
and to protect the ecological environment.
２．２ Landslides and origin condition
The so-called landslide, is refers to phenomenon that
the massive soil bodies or the rock mass in the slope
under the action of gravity and influence of other factor,
slide downward wholly along certain sliding surface or
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belt. The landslide is one geological disaster which is
met frequently in the mountain road construction
(Fig.3). The landslide generally is composed by such
three major parts as landslide wall, the sliding surface
and the landside mass (Fig. 4). The large-scale landside
mass's structure is quite complex, its front end is the
landslide tongue and the landslide drumlin. In the
landside mass there are landslide terrace, basin, lake,
crack etc. The harm degree of landslide varies with the
scale of it, the large-scale landslide's harm is quite
serious, may amount to even several billions cubic
meters, destroy the road, jam the river course, deposit
the reservoir, and the landslide origin is as follows.

Fig. 3. Road failure caused by landslide

Fig. 4. Landslide schematic drawing
First, Geological condition: The landslide mainly
appears in the loose deposit layer. Loose deposit,
particularly after clay and loess immersion, the
cohesive force decrease and the slide increases greatly.
Bedrock area landslide often relate to such weak rock
as shale, clay stone, marl, slate, phyllite, schist and so
on. When the lithological characters composed of slope
varies, landslide is easy to produce, especially the
above is loose deposit and the bellow is the hard rock.
The sliding surface of landslide are most weaken plane

of structure, such as stratification plane, fault plane,
fault crushed zone, divisional plane, plane of
unconformity and so on. Moreover, it is also helpful to
produce landslide when the tendency of rock layer
consist with the tendency of the slope.
Landform condition: Looking from the landform
characteristic, the small slope, the gentle fluctuation,
the good vegetation cover hillside, is quite stable and
not easy to produce landslide; high and steep slope or
cliff, cause weaken plane of slope to form free status,
the upside soil body or the rock mass are at the
non-steady state and are easy to produce the landslide;
The concave bank steep ridge where the river water
corrodes intensely is the sector where landslide easy
occur; The both banks in loess area often present the
giant landslide belt.
Precipitation and ground water condition: The
precipitation and the water from the snow and ice
melting are often triggering conditions of the landslide.
The majorities of landslides happen during rainfall time,
generally the heavy rain results in the big landslide, the
light rain results in small landslide, and no rain no
landslide. The ground water is also important cause to
urge the landslide occurs, the overwhelming majority
landslide produce along the weaken plane of rock mass
saturated ground water.
Other conditions: The earthquake is important
triggering condition of the landslide. Also the human
factor that influence mainly the landslide presents to
four aspects, excavating the toe of slope destroyed
steady state of natural slope; piling up the waste or
building house on the top of slope enlarge the load; not
suitable big blasting for construction; improperly
draining water and so on.
２．３ Mud fluid and origin condition
The mud fluid is one kind of mighty torrent, which
includes such massive solid matter as silts, stone and so
on, suddenly burst, last short, the oncoming force is
fierce, has the formidable destructive power. It buries
villages, destroys the cities and transportation, cause
the huge disaster. The mud fluid is various to be having
the direct harm to roadbed, bridge and culvert and the
structure attached to them, mainly by such ways as
burying and filling, covering with mud and silt,
washing and hitting and so on. Simultaneously, the mud
fluid deposit often compress and the jam river course,
cause the water level to rise, submerge roadbed along
upstream river, or force main riverbed to change flow,
wash out roadbed on the opposite shore, create the
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Fig. 5. Burying road and tunnel for mud fluid
indirect flood damage (Fig. 5). The reason that the mud
fluid cause huge harm is mainly because its
disintegration, the transporting, and the deposition is
extremely intense and changing surface of the ground is
very big. The mud fluid mainly include such two kinds
of as the coherent mud fluid which refer to the solid
matter occupy 40% above total quantity of mud fluids,
and the thin mud fluid which refer to the solid matter
occupy 40% total quantity of mud fluids.

Fig. 6. Mud fluid forming schematic drawing
The mud fluid occurrence is decided by three
conditions, firstly, rich solid detritus; secondly, the
massive water bodies which is not only mud fluid
constituent but also important dynamic condition;
thirdly, the suitable landform condition. Therefore, the
standard mud fluid basin may divide into three areas,
the upstream formative region three side of which is
surrounded by mountain and one side of which is exit,
and where solid detritus and water source composing of
mud fluid is mainly collected area; The middle flow
area, which is the channel by which the mud fluid
release outside, where is the big deep ditch in the
terrain; the downstream stack area, where the mud fluid
material stop (Fig. 6).
２．４ Several other kind of natural environment
geology disaster
Karst: The karst phenomena grow much in southwest
and the Central South of China, it can cause the
roadbed settlement, destroy the smooth road surface,
affects the roadbed stability. The karst’s influence upon
the road geological environment is mainly includes, In
the scope of the roadbed stress, if there are the
limestone cave, the underground river etc., the
limestone cave roof collapse and causes the roadbed to
sink suddenly under the action of additional load and
the vibration function; Such different forms as Karst
limestone cave, solution channel, clint, funnel and so
on cause the bedrock surface to be big fluctuation, or
there exists the soft soil and causes differential
settlement of roadbed; when foundation is embed in
bedrock, if there lies solution groove, the vertical karst
crevasse, swallow hole and so on, they will cause the

rock layer bellow foundation to glide along the
tendency to weak structural plane and produce new
geological disasters(3,4).
Road flood damage: The road flood damage is a
phenomenon and process that refers to the road and
engineering facility along the road suffered by water
and to be seriously destructed, it occurs under such
combined factor action as climate, hydrology, geologic,
and the human activity, it is a universal question which
coexists all over the worlds and belongs to one kind of
common natural disaster. The light flood damage
causes roadbed and pavement to damage, and affects
the highway passing through capacity; the heavy
washes away the bridge, the culvert, and the protection
project, interrupt traffic, brings about quite serious loss.
Statistics indicated that in western region the repair
expense for highway flood damage emergency every
year is total to￥5 million equally, moreover the road
flood damage is getting more and more serious(5).
Special earth geology disaster: Because our country
is vast in territory, some regional special soil type are
often met with in the project practice, for example,
collapsible loess, expansive soil, saline soil, the soft
soil, frozen soil, laterite and so on, these special soil
types have respective special engineering geological
characteristic. When carrying on the construction in
these areas, some special engineering geology question
will be encountered. From example, expansive soil
widespread in western area of China, because the water
content non-average change, it causes the non-average
swelling and shrinkage of expansive soil, and result in
the roadbed having the intense crosswise wave
distortion, the pavement cracking, the roadbed
collapsing(6,7).
Earthquake: When the earthquake occur, it may
cause such road construction damage for vibration as
twisting the road and bridge, resulting in the ground of
the road and bridge to lose stability and function,
causing the ground to liquefy and collapse etc.
Simultaneously, the earthquake is also one of the
important reasons to induce collapse, landslide, mud
fluid. In mountainous area, the road geology disaster
and loss caused by the collapse, landslide and the mud
fluid which are induced by earthquake is more serious
(8)
.
３

MAN-MADE GEOLOGICAL DISASTERS IN
MOUNTAINOUS AREA HIGHWAY
CONSTRUCTION

According to the authoritative department statistics,
the economic loss caused by geological disaster reaches
￥ 27.4 billion every year. After a great deal of
investigation and research, now approximately 50% of
geological disaster having taken place is relative to the
human activity.
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３．１ The environment geological disaster induced
by filling and excavating the roadbed
Destruction slope stability: The soil and rock mass
though which the road passes remains a quite complex
residual stress during their forming process, when the
residual stress is not be influenced and destroyed by the
external force, it keeps the rock and soil mass natural
balance to be stable. During excavating or filling in
roadbed process, no matter what kind of construction
steps and the way is adopted, Constructing the road
may changes the original shape and natural balance of
rock and soil mass to a certain extent, long-term, the
repeated load of vehicles and the action of the ground
water or the rainfall will induce the slope failure as a
result of fatigue.
Destruction hydrogeological conditions: Because a
great quantity of earth and rock is excavated during
highway construction process, highway construction
will cause the shallow the water-bearing stratum to be
cut off by the highway roadbed, and will cause the
shallow layer groundwater system to be destroyed, and
enables the ground water not to flow downstream, and
will destroy such water supply systems as well and
springs etc. and some ground water to appear at the
hillside where the road cut off, thus causes the roadbed
and slope stability to be failure. When the deep cutting
is excavated, if the water level of the roadbed is lower
than that of groundwater, water level of groundwater
will drop, and causes the entire local water level of
groundwater to drop, will also influence the neighbor
watershed to be changed, will affect the recharge and
flow of groundwater in the water supply system of
neighbor area, moreover, the ground water which enter
the cuts also seriously affect the intensity and stability
of roadbed.
Siltation and erosion: The highway construction is
very easy to cause the rivers, the drainage ditch, or the
irrigation and drainage system to produce siltation and
erosion, the deposit material is from embankment,
borrowing area and the spoil of the new constructed
road section. Before excavation and road surfacing, the
siltation question is most serious. The water discharged
from the road surface and the embankment and the
redistributed surface water can urge the land and river
erosion function in the neighboring area, produces the
deposit which is led in the rivers, causes the river bed
deposition, reduce the seepage coefficient of river bed;
Also possibly causes the natural river course to change
the direction, increases the flood disaster, and raises the
sediment concentration of the water supply system. At
the same time, if the highway design is unreasonable,
the road will also suffer the corrosion from river or the
influence from the unusual flood, and the new
geological disaster is caused to occur.
３．２ The induced environment geology disasters
from constructing the bridge and tunnel

Foundation excavation of bridge will cause the
distortion destruction which is mainly the slope
collapse, sometimes will result in the mountain
massif’s slipping. After the bridge has been finished, it
inevitably has the hindrance function to the running
water, causes the river deposit and the corrosion action
change, aggravates side erosion action, further, the side
erosion can pull out the embankment, causes the dike to
collapse and to be in flood, and causes the massive
sedimentation deposited river bed, and result in
aggrading stream to destroy the farmland or the
highway facilities.
The excavation of the tunnel must change original
stress balance system of the mountain massif, change
the mountain massif hydrogeological conditions, if the
choice of tunnel location were not good, and design is
unreasonable, the methods of construction is improper
and so on, such environmental geological disasters as
rock burst, roof collapse, landslide, ground settlement,
water inflow, and poison gas leakage etc. come into
existence. Moreover, if the massive waste residue
produced by tunnel excavation is improperly piled up,
such environmental geological disasters as slope failure,
collapse, landslide, mud fluid, or soil erosion will
produce, and result in silting up the river course,
pollute the water source.
３．３ The environment geology disaster as a
result of changing the river course
During the highway construction, sometimes, the
river course is inevitably changed mainly for the
improvement goal of road, the bridge. it is finished
with deepening, broadening, bending improvement the
river, getting rid of the vegetation and gravel, masonry
dike and the protection project. After the river course is
change, the new corrosion-depositional cycle starts, and
strengthens stream trenching. The stream trenching
causes the river bed to become deep, and directly
influence stability and security of abutment, bridge
piers and other highway structures, and if the vertical
corrosion cause water level of river to drop, will result
in failure of the irrigation, drainage, and supply system,
causes the hydrology condition to change obviously
and the side erosion will be strengthened, causes the
river bed to swing in horizontal direction, cause the
dike to collapse unceasingly and the rivers route will be
changed, causes the highway structure and the farmland
is threaten. The river siltation action will result in the
channel sedimentation and the jamming irrigation and
drainage and the water supply system, will produce the
new environment geology question.
４

THE PREVENTION COUNTERMEASURES
OF
MOUNTAINOUS
AREA
ROAD
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY DISASTER

The road geology disaster will not only create the
enormous direct economic losses, but also the indirect
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economic loss which is difficult to estimate and the bad
social impact because of the disaster interrupting traffic.
According to road geology disaster's present situation
and the space-time distribution characteristic in China,
the disasters induced by the natural factor or the human
factor, become more serious year by year, therefore the
prevention disaster's occurrence is also become more
important.
４ ． １ The geological disaster prevention and
controls
countermeasure
during
highway
construction process
４．１．１ insisting on geological selection line for
construction the mountainous area road
While highway route is selected, the detailed survey
of the engineering geology and the hydrology geology
should be carries on. Regarding such serous geological
disaster road section as the collapse, landslide, rock
deposit, mud fluid, karst, soft soil, the mire, expansive
soil earth and so on, engineers should insist on the
geological route selection principle, in general, and
should try to keep away from them. if the route must
pass through them, according to the geological
conditions engineers should choose appropriate
position to reducing the scope, and takes the necessary
engineering control measure. While selection the road
route, we should protect the mountain massif balanced
system as far as possible, and avoids excavating and
filling in greatly.
４．１．２ Strengthening geological prospecting
and optimization engineering design
The road environment geology disaster is closely
related to the engineering geology and the
hydrogeological conditions. The bad area of the
engineering geology and the hydrogeological
conditions is where the geological disaster occurs
mostly. Geological environment directly influence the
stability, construction cost, benefit of highway
engineering. We must strengthen the engineering
investigation and cooperate mutually with roadbed
designer, and combining the profile section design the
roadbed agreeing to the reality. According to the
geological situation, we design synthesis draining water
measure in a corresponding way. Makes use of local
materials and construct protection project, and combine
the reality and establish environmental protection
facility. In the area of more geological disaster, we
should insist on the policy of prevention primary and
treatment auxiliary, combination the prevention and
treatment, take such control measures as the prevention,
unblocking, blocks off and so on, proposed the
scientific reasonable technology countermeasure of
reduction disaster after the more side comparison,
optimize engineering design and achieves economic
efficiency, social efficiency and environment benefit of
highway.

４ ． １ ． ３ Positive Monitors and prevention,
scientific and reasonable construction
In the highway construction, engineers should utilize
fully the modern science and technology method,
studies positively the environment geology disaster's
synthesis reconnaissance, appraisal, prevention, and
other project countermeasures, carries on a
comprehensive environment geology disaster general
survey to all skeleton lines and the branch road, carries
on the monitor and forecast to geologic body ambushed
the danger and each kind of high-risk slope which is in
the key road section or
project spot. Only
establishment road geology disaster information &
analysis system and strengthening the road
environment geology disasters forecast system and
against disaster reduction system, can people enhance
the environment geology disaster's protection ability to
the highway engineering.
In the highway construction, many environmental
geology disasters are caused by the methods,
equipment, quality of construction, and so on.
Therefore, in highway construction period, workers
should take the positive preventive measures, and uses
the scientific reasonable construction methods. In the
construction process, people should avoid the rivers,
the canal and the dike receiving the corrosion and the
siltation; when excavating the gravel material in the
river course,
people should prevent the rivers
condition to change; In rock mass loose or structure
disruption section, people must not use large-scale blast
to work, in order to avoid the mountain massif
becoming loose and the destroying stability of slope,
and result in the rock mass collapse and the soil
erosion; After the borrow pit excavated, people must
avoid hindering drainage system and water supply
system around local area; When piling up the waste,
people should prevent the periphery irrigation and
drainage channel, the drainage and river course to be
polluted and clogged with silt; In the construction
process, people must consummate the temporary
drainage engineering and prevents the surface water
washout and infiltrates massively under soil; we should
reduced occupying land area, pay more attention soil
erosion, reduce destruction of the vegetation and the
natural ecology.
４ ． ２ Natural environment geology disaster's
prevention
４．２．1 collapse's prevention
In the mountainous area highway construction and
the operation process, to the section of easily collapse,
people should do regular monitor, and make the
judgment about the possibility, intensity and the scale
that collapse occurs, and takes the suitable prevention
measures. The danger stone which is easy to tumble
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and the loose deposit at the collapse section should be
cleaned up promptly, at the same time, people should
establish the safe warning signal to guarantee the
driving and the personal safety; For the high and steep
bedrock slope where the rock is breaking and easy to
crash, should eliminate dangerous rock and wipe the
seam with the cement, and add piling up stone to
support or combined bolting and shotcrete to reinforce;
For the steep slope which is mainly surface flakes off
primarily and whose integrity is strong and is lower
than 30m high, people generally uses brushes the slope
and constructs the protecting wall. If the slope is
excessively high or below is the bedrock and above is
the loose deposit, people may establish the stave
platform, brush the gradational slope. Regarding the
big scale earth, and stone pile while harm roadbed,
people should use suitably mortar rubble retaining wall
to obstruct; To the collapse section where difficulty in
brushing slope, people should adopt such protective
measures as establishment steel wool to block stone,
and so on. In highway construction, people should
avoid as far as possible the collapse because of hand
excavation or the demolition.
４．２．２ Prevention of Mud fluid
Governing mud fluid mainly adopts such prevention
principles as drainage project primarily, drainage and
obstruction project union, the mechanical control
measures and the biological control measures union.
The first method is the drainage projects which
include three types such as trough, dike and dam. This
method is most widely used to prevent mud fluid
because the drainage project is simple and its effect is
good. V shape reinforcement bed trough is mostly used
in the mud fluid formative region, and V shape trough
play such roles as fixing ditch bed, stabilizing mountain
massif, reducing collapse, the landslide and deposit of
river bed to participate mud fluid activity. Constructing
training levee and diversion dam for drainage flood is
mostly used in the mud fluid deposition area, and play
such parts as improvement speed of flow, the guidance
flow, prevention the mud fluid the sheet flood to
change course and result in siltation harm, in order to
protect road, railroad, bridge, culvert and other
buildings.
The second method is obstruction project. Dam
against stone is mainly used in the middle reaches
circulation area, and plays such roles as retaining the
silt stone of laminar motion, raising the river bed to
enhance the erosion base level, slowing down river bed
slope the of dam upstream, reducing the speed and
scale of mud fluid, preventing the lateral erosion and
undercuts of mud fluid. Dreg arresting dam which has
multistage water permeability may obstruct different
particle size block, reduce impact force of stone to the
construction structure, railroad, road and so on.
The third method is bio-engineering. It takes the
vegetation as the method to build a series of flora

which have different combinations, structure and
function, like the forest for water conservation, the
forest for conservation of water and soil, the forest
reinforcing ditch, stabilizing slope and against flush,
the forest for shore and beach protection, the economic
forest, the biological granary forest, the biological
fence and so on. All of above can strengthen the steady
ability of loose material from the mud fluid ditch and
slow down binding time the surface runoff and so on,
thus control the basic condition on which mud fluid
form, achieve the goal of suppressing the mud fluid
occurrence. At the same time, we should strengthen the
mud fluid geology disaster's surveying work, carry on a
detailed investigation to the latent mud fluid disaster
spot and section, establish the dynamic observation
mesh point, study its origin mechanism and the trend of
development, work out the practical and feasible
control program.
４．２．３ Landslide prevention
In the highway construction and transport business,
the sector where landslide easily occurs should be
carried on the monitor. The sector which becomes to
wriggle and distort should take the prevention measure
promptly, simultaneously, people must reduce the
influence of human factor as far as possible. The
landslide prevention measures mainly include draining
water, supporting, reducing loads and so on.
First measure is to eliminate surface water and
deplete ground water in order to increase the
skid-resisting capacity. To establish the ring-like drain
gutter and carry on the slope face protection around the
slope where the landslide slope possibly occur or have
occurred, in order to intercept the surface water outside
the landslide, prevent surface water permeating
landside mass, simultaneously pad the crack and
eliminates the slope water puddle, and plant big
transpiration quantity tree and so on. For the ground
water, we should adopt desludging and not obstructing,
the main measures include that the establishing
intercepting blind drain in order to intercept the ground
water periphery the landslide, that establishing the
support blind drain which have double-acting function
of draining water and the support, and that establishing
the drill hole group nearly level to discharge the ground
water, furthermore, including such measures as the
blind hole, dry well, leaching pipe, and the vertical drill
hole and so on.
The second measure is to take the earth above the
landslide for deloading reducing downlside force.
People may adopt excavating earth for unloading in the
main sector of slideslope, may adopt pile earth for
increasing for resisting slide sector, when the slip mass
have the downslide trend of development, people
should drain water promptly and adopt supporting
structure and other anti-slippery measures in order to
prevents the slip mass to relax and lose stability.
he third measure is establishment supporting
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structure to prevent the soil body to slide. According to
the project need and the landslide scale, hazardness and
so on, people should construct the anti-slide retaining
wall, ragged rubbled wall,slide-resistant pile and so on
to support slip mass or to anchor the slip mass on the
good ground.
The fourth measure is to reinforce slope body and
enhance the skid-resisting capacity. In addition, for the
big scale or the landslide which will produce the big
harm once it is induced, people must establish promptly
the strict monitor mechanism and take the suitable
prevention measure.
５

CONCLUSIONS

When highway route selected, people should avoid
the above inciden geological disaster area as far as
possible, and should reduce destructing mountain
massif for the human factor as far as possible to,
simultaneously must pay attention to the spoil's
processing in order not to provide the physical
conditions for the geological disaster's production. The
reasonable development and exploiting resources is to
guarante the local natural landscape where the road
passes through. Fully using the modern science and
technology methods, people should study positively the
highway engineering geology disaster's integrated
survey,
the
appraisal
and
the
prevention
countermeasure, and establish highway geology
disaster's forecast system and the disaster reduction
system, enhance the highway system to the geological
disaster's reaction capacity and disaster reduction
capacity (9,10).
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山岳ハイウェイの環境地質学的災害の予防対策に関する研究
Xian-min LI, Qiang LI, Yan-hui LIANG and Yong-he WANG
概要
本論文では，最初に山岳ハイウェイの環境地質学的災害について詳述し，崩落，地滑り，泥
流，カルスト，洪水，特異土壌，地震などの環境地質学的な災害の発生源について分析した。
また，山岳ハイウェイの建設中に発生するこのような災害は，人為的な路盤の土盛り，開削，
橋梁建設やトンネル工事，水路変更などにより簡単に発生することについて記述した。人工
的あるいは人為的な環境地質学的な災害に直面している山岳ハイウェイ建設や施工の観点
から，災害の予知，予防や効果的な環境保護対策について提案した。

Keywords : Mountainous area highway, Environmental geological disasters, Environmental
protection, Protection countermeasures
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Research on the Degradation of Residual Coal and Gangue in
the Mine by the Enrichment of Biogas
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In this paper, simulation study is carried out focusing on both enrichment of biogas and regulating the
value of C/N, which are the effect on the degradation of residual coal and gangue by enrichhment of
biogas. The paper comes to the conclusions that : (1) Microorganisms in bacterial liquid is rich
through enrichment of biogas, and results show that it is feasible according to degradation effect.
(2)Application of nitrogen provides ample sources of nitrogen (NH4+) for microorganisms. The
available nitrogen (NH4+) content increases, and microorganisms grow well, which are benefit from
anaerobic fermentation. (3) The reduction rate of organic matter is basically consistent with gas
production, furthermore the quantity of microorganisms determines the utilization degree of organic
matter. (4) Considering both gas production and organic matter content, organic matter in gangue is
indeed degraded by microorganisms.
Keywords : Enrichment, Gangue, Nitrogen, Methane content

１

INTRODUCTION

Coal is the main energy in China, but the recovery
rate of coal resources has been always low. "2007
China Energy Blue Book" shows that the average
recovery rate is 30% at present, and less than half of
advanced level in the world; while the average recovery
rate in township coal mine is only 10% -15%.A large
number of residual coal can not be produced in the
mine. Coal gangue is the rock containing low-carbon
content in the coal-forming process, which is associated
with coal seam, which is the mixture that consists of
arbonaceous shale, mudstone, sandstone mudstone,
sandstone and limestone rocks, etc. According to
sustainable development, the treatment and resource
*

Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo454000,
China.
** China University of Mining and Technology,
Xuzhou 221003, China.

utilization of gangue have been solved in the course of
the development of coal industry. Filling into
abandoned mine, gangue and residual coal in the
ground are degraded by microorganisms in closed
environment, and then occurs a series of complex
biochemical reacts.
Methanogenic bacteria(1) are mainly distributed in the
anaerobic environment including rich organic matter,
such as swamps, lake mud, hot springs, sewage and
waste disposal plant, animal rumen and digestive tract
as well as the methane fermentation tank. Zhao
Fuling(2,3) regarded long flame coal, gangue, mine
water as the research object and studied the gas
production and methane content under the condition of
adding inoculum. Carbon isotope value of produced
methane in the course of the experiment was nearly
similar with gangue, which proved that microorganisms
played a certain role of gangue. However, the ammonia
index in the fermentation broth can not reached class I
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of Groundwater Environmental Quality Standard.
Therefore，to further study the degradation rate of
organic matter and protect ammonia from overproof,
the author improves inoculum to make research on the
degradation of residual coal and gangue by enrichment
of biogas.
２

ENRICHMENT OF BIOGAS

２．１ Inoculum
Biogas for enrichment in the test is derived from
small-scale biogas digesters of village families in
Jiaozuo.
２．２ Choice of media
Medium is the manual prepared nutrients for
providing microorganisms, plants and animal tissue for
growth and maintenance, and generally contains
carbohydrates,
nitrogen-containing
substances,
inorganic salts (including trace elements), as well as
vitamins and water. Medium applied of chemicals and
identified the components are known as synthetic
medium or comprehensive media, which needs to be
added a certain amount of trace elements and such on.
In accordance with the literature(4), the formulation
of synthetic media is as follows: 1g NH4Cl, 1g MgCl2,
0.4g K2HPO4, 0.4g KH2PO4, 2g protein casein trypsin
solution, 1g yeast extract, 50ml salt solution, 10ml
trace element solution, water 1000ml, pH value 7.0.
Inorganic salt solution is as follows: 6g K2HPO4, 6g
KH2PO4, 6g (NH4)2SO4, 12g NaCl, 2.6g MgSO4, 0.16g
CaCl2, distilled water 1000ml; trace element solution is
as follows: 0.5gMnSO4, 3.0g MgSO4, 0.1g FeSO4, 1.0g
NaCl, 0.1g CoCl2, 0.1g CaCl2, 0.01g CuSO4, 0.1g
ZnSO4, 0.01g AlK(SO4)2, 0.02g NiCl2, 0.01g Na2MoO4,
distilled water 1000ml. NH4Cl and (NH4)2SO4 provide
nitrogen for the microorganisms; K2HPO4, KH2PO4,
MgSO4, NaCl and other inorganic salts are mineral
elements for the provision of microorganisms; FeSO4
and NiCl2 provide trace elements; yeast extract
provides growth factors, and mainly regulates B

vitamins for microbial metabolism.
Liquid medium is made by a variety of nutrients and
water, which components are homogenous. It is
suitable for all kinds of microorganisms growth. Hence，
it is widely used in experimental research and
large-scale industrial production，and beneficial to have
access to a large number of cell. This experiment is
equipped with a kind of synthetic liquid medium for
enrichment. After preparation in accordance with
document(5), sterilization, cooling liquid medium,
species can be directly introduced: 100ml biogas are
added to the 1000ml synthesis medium under
atmosphere of nitrogen, and then cultured isothermally
for bacteria solution (at 35℃, for five days).
３

THE IMMERSION AND ANAEROBIC
FERMENTATION TEST ON RESIDUAL
COAL AND GANGUE

３．１ The immersion test of residual coal and
gangue
Test materials are residual coal and gangue，which
sampled from Twelve Mine in Ping Dingshan Coalmine,
crushed, screened below 2mm. After mixed coal and
gangue are divided to 5Kg using “quartering method”,
which have been drying 2h in the oven(at 105℃),
reserved. Water in the test is also from the twelve Mine.
Portions of 30g coal and 120g gangue are weighed,
and packed in 9 glass containers respectively, then
added 300ml mine water. Solid-liquid ratio is 1:2. That
is stirred once every 24h, and all soaked for 24 days.
３．２ Anaerobic fermentation test
Elemental analysis for Gangue and coal is to determTable 1. Elemental analysis of coal and gangue

%

items

C

N

P

H2O

H

gangue

9.71

1.46

0.009

2.62

1.20

coal

71.41

0.68

0.002

3.38

4.07

Table 2. Designs of the experiment
groups
blank
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4

solid-liquid ratio
is 1:2

gangue 120g
coal 30g
mine water
300ml

regulating the value of C/N
original C/N

total nitrogen

chicken manure
(g/kg)19.3297
16.9
sludge
(g/kg)
26.8802
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additives (g)
chicken
sludge
manure
0
0
20
20
10
5
20
20
10
5

bacterial
liquid(ml)
300
0
300
300
300
0
300
300
300
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generally NH4+ used by microorganisms, and most
species can also use amino acids. However, available
NH4+ is insufficient in test materials, which lowers the
microbial activity, even microorganisms is not
impossible to survive, ultimately unable to carry out
anaerobic fermentation.
(2) In the case of adding same amount of chicken
manure(sludge), 300ml bacterial liquid is added in A2，
but A1 not (in B2 300ml, B1 not). Total gas production
is 164.1ml in A2, while 11.5ml in A1(gas production is
92.7ml in B2, B1 29.5ml). It is considered that: ①
Due to itself microorganisms, bacterial liquid is not

ine the proportion of carbon nitrogen and phosphorus,
such as Table.1. From Table.1, we can see the ratio of
carbon and nitrogen in coal is 105:1, 6.65:1 in gangue,
16.9:1 in mixed coal and gangue (the ratio of coal and
gangue is 2:8). Nitrogen sources provide nitrogen
element for microorganisms. The available nitrogen in
anaerobic fermentation is generally NH4+ used by
microorganisms, and most species can also use amino
acids. However，available NH4+ is insufficient in test
materials, nitrogen sources are added in order to meet
the requirements. Chicken manure and sludge for
regulating the ratio of carbon and nitrogen were
collected respectively from farms in villages and urban
sewage treatment plant.
Chicken manure and sludge are added in the 24 days.
Bacterial liquid through enrichment of biogas is
inoculated to the container according to the
experimental program (Table.2), sealed and placed in
the incubator at 35℃. Observe its situation.
THE RESULTS AND THE DISCUSSION

50
40
30
20
10
0

150
100
50
0

甲烷含量（%）

总产气量（ml）

４

总产气量和甲烷含量
200

A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4
总产气量

４．１ Gas production and methane content
Gas produced in the course of the experiment is
collected by the drainage method. After the test,
methane content is measured by Agilent 6890 gas
chromatograph. The results of methane content and gas
production are seen Table.3 and Fig. 1,2.
From Table.3 and Fig. 1, 2, conclusions are as
follows:
(1) Adding nitrogen resource contained rich NH4+
can speed up the effect of microorganisms，then speed
up the gas production. 300ml bacteria liquid is added
in the blank, and methane content is 0.89%. The growth
of microorganisms requires not only a certain amount
of carbon and nitrogen, but requires the suitable ratio of
carbon and nitrogen，which influences directly the rate
of decomposition of organic matter. Nitrogen sources
provide nitrogen element for microorganisms. The
available nitrogen in anaerobic fermentation is

减去空白后的甲烷

Fig. 1. Total gas production
产气量（ml）
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Fig. 2. Total gas production and methane content

Table 3. Gas production(ml) and methane content(%) of all groups
groups
blank
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4

1d

3d

4.6
9.7
0
0
0
10.2
18.9
9.6
5.0

4.6
11.5
17.1
0
0
12.4
45.1
12.2
7.3

total gas production (ml)
10d
17d
24d
5.0
11.5
78.7
0
0
23.8
72.0
15.8
10.7

5.1
11.5
127.3
0
0
24.6
83.5
22.0
10.7

5.1
11.5
159.9
0
0
29.5
89.8
22.1
10.7
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27d

32d

methane
content (%)

subtracted
the blank (%)

5.1
11.5
164.1
0
0
29.5
92.7
22.1
10.7

5.1
11.5
164.1
0
0
29.5
92.7
22.1
10.7

0.89
1.59
29.80
6.40
1.96
4.49
47.64
16.00
4.24

0
0.70
28.91
5.51
1.07
3.60
46.75
15.11
3.35
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added, while chicken manure and sewage sludge
produce a certain amount of gas with its own
microorganisms. However，adding bacterial liquid, its
own microorganisms and microorganisms are adaptive
well, and is helpful to methane production for
methanogen. ② Microorganisms in bacterial liquid is
rich through enrichment of biogas，and results show
that it is feasible according to degradation effect. ③ It
can be also suggested: organic matter in coal and
gangue were actually depredated by microorganisms.
(3) Adding the same amount of bacterial liquid, but
different content of chicken manure and sludge, gas
production in A2 and B2 is the largest with adding
respectively 20g chicken manure and sludge. That are
164.1ml and 92.7ml, and their corresponding methane
content are 29.80% and 47.64%, the largest methane
amount. While, gas production in A3 and A4 adding
respectively 10g, 5g chicken manure (sludge) are 0ml
(in B3 and B4, gas production is 22.1ml and 10.7ml).
Through analysis, we can know that: Owing to adding
different nitrogen resource, available nitrogen in
anaerobic fermentation is gradually consumed and not
to meet the need of microorganisms, which delays
methane production for methanogen, until not.

in each group decreased significantly. Contacting with
Table 3, that can be drawn: the higher gas production,
the more reduction of organic matter，such as A2 and
B2. Though having no gas production in A3 and A4,
the content of organic matter is also reduced，because
of adding nitrogen and bacterial liquid, its own microorganisms and microorganisms are possible to consume
organic matter.

４．２ Changes of organic matter
After anaerobic digestion, organic matter content of
residues is determined (using weight loss on ignition
method at 550℃, volatile solids), seen Table 4 and
Fig.3.
From Table 4 and Fig. 3, it shows that the
consumption of organic matter is in line with the laws
of gas production, namely:
(1)Those that gas production in blank group is very
low, and changes of organic matter is the lowest among
all groups suggest that the reduction of organic matter
may result in the effct of microorganisms. Available
nitrogen source is not added, and can not meet the
needs of microorganisms, so the activities become
weak, organic matter is used less.
(2) Besides the blank, the content of organic matter

In this paper，simulation study is carried out focusing
on both enrichment of biogas and adding nitrogen,
conclusions are as follows:
(1) Comparison A1 with A2, B1 with B2, it can be
seen that microorganisms in bacterial liquid is rich
through enrichment of biogas，and results show that it
is feasible according to degradation effect.
(2) Comparison the blank with other groups, adding
nitrogen source for microorganisms can provide
available nitrogen (NH4+), can make full use of the
NH4+，and microorganisms grow well, are helpful to
anaerobic fermentation.
(3) The changes of organic matter in residue show
the existence of degradation by microorganisms. The
reduction of organic matter is basically in line with the
laws of gas production. Though having no
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Fig. 3. Changes of organic matter before and after
anaerobic fermentation
５

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Table 4. Changes of organic matter before and after anaerobic fermentation
Groups
blank
A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4

organic matter before anaerobic fermentation (%)
original organic
organic matter
Total
matter
of additives
organic matter
27.80
29.76
29.76
chicken manure
28.84
44.49
28.34
29.86
27.80
29.86
sludge 45.29
28.89
28.36
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organic matter
after anaerobic
fermentation (%)

changes (%)

27.39
27.30
22.50
23.97
27.19
24.20
20.23
21.76
25.89

0.41
2.46
7.26
4.87
1.15
5.66
9.63
7.13
3.47
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gas production in A3 and A4, the content of organic
matter is also reduced, because of adding nitrogen and
bacterial liquid, its own microorganisms and
microorganisms are possible to consume organic matter.
All can prove that the amount of microorganisms
determines the reduction degree of organic matter.
(4) From both gas production and the content of
organic matter，organic matter in gangue indeed can be
degraded by microorganisms.
From adding enrichment of biogas and nitrogen, the
research on the degradation in residual coal and gangue
suggests that future research should be further carried
out as follows:
(1) Further considered of the species of
microorganisms after enrichment of biogas, selected
dominant microorganisms for degradation in favor of
residual coal and gangue, as to enhance its degradation
rate of organic matter.
(2) From the utilization point of view, further
consider how to enhance gas production and methane

content.
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バイオガスの濃縮による残炭，ハサミ（低品位炭）の分解に関する研究
Yinsheng DENG *, Min TANG *, Yan HUANG * and Zhe SHEN**
概要
本論文では，バイオガスの濃縮による残炭，ハサミの分解に影響を与える C/N 値およびバイ
オガスの濃縮に関してシミュレーション実験を行った。その結果，以下のことがわかった。
（１）バクテリア溶液内の微生物はバイオガスの濃縮に有効であり，分解効果が結果として
認められた。（２）窒素の供給は微生物へのアンモニウムイオン（NH4+）の供給源になる。
アンモニウムイオンの濃度が増せば，微生物は生長し，嫌気性の醗酵を促す。（３）有機物
の減少割合は基本的にガスの生成と対応しており，微生物の量が有機物の分解を左右する。
（４）ガスの生成量と有機物の濃度を考えると，ハサミ内の有機物は微生物によって明らか
に分解されている。
キーワード : Enrichment, Gangue, Nitrogen, Methane content
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Strip-bolting for Deep Soft Rock Roadway
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Based on the systematic analysis of mechanical characteristics for deep roadway excavated in soft
strata, the high convex strip-bolting support technology was put forward, and a numerical analysis
was carried out by FLAC3D. The process of general bolting support and high convex strip-bolting
support of deep soft rock roadway were simulated. The results indicate that the convex bed of
strip-band can adapt to large deformation of high pre-stressed bolting, and the high strength and high
rigidity of strip can bear large axial force and moment of flexion. In addition, bolting and anchoring
combined support can control the deformation of rock masses by transferring the strength of deep
strata, and bolt-grouting can form stress-relief region in deep and generates high strength invert arch
at shallow which can afford some support resistances. A case study is also presented and the results of
field measurement show that the new support system is suitable for roadways excavated in weak
rocks.
Keywords: Deep engineering, Soft rock roadway, High convex strip, Numerical simulation

1

INTRODUCTION

With the shallow coal resources decreasing, many
collieries have been shifted to deep mining in China,
where the relevant problems have been increasingly
serious in soft rock roadway, such as large deformation,
high ground pressure and supporting hard(1,2). The
driving workload of state-owned key coal mine is
7464.6km in 2005 and the roadway excavated in deep
soft rocks has high share, about 30 percent(3). Recently,
with the problems of engineering soft rock roadway in
deep becoming prominent, extensive researching work
has been conducted by many domestic experts and
scholars. According to the statistics of main journals
about late 30 years in China, more and more researchers pay attention to soft rock bolting combined support
technology related to coal-mining, moreover, there are

also deficiencies at studies of surface protecting
components for bolting support technology, especially
studies of the strip(4). In fact, the reinforcement effect of
bolt supporting relies heavily on the mechanical
characteristics of strip. The rock anisotropy is the key
reason for inharmonic deformation of surrounding rock.
The deformation incompatibility of strip-bolting
combined support has two reasons, one is the strength
and rigidity of strip which can’t bear the high stress of
surrounding rock so that it would be torn or pulled off,
the other is the proximity degree between rock and strip
which can’t release the harmful deformation from the
roadway periphery. Therefore, it is the most effective
method of studying a strip-bolting technology which
can accommodate the non-linear deformation and high
ground pressure to enhancing and controlling the
deformation stability of deep shafts.

* School of Civil Engineering, Henan Polytechnic University, Jiaozuo, China
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2

THEORETICAL BASIS OF HIGH CONVEX
STRIP-BOLTING SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY

The shape of roadway course section with straight
wall and half closed arch is widely used in rock driven
at depth, for rock gangway service time is usually very
long, in addition, long-term stability and less
maintenance need to be assured during the service. The
numerical simulation results show that the upper wall
and lower wall of roadway are the key position for
supporting(5). Bolt-grouting support is used to reinforce
lower wall, because cohesion and internal friction angle
of surrounding rock will be improved by grouting, and
Young’s modulus will be strengthened by bolting. At
the same time, bolt-grouting can form stress-relief
region in deep and generate high-strength invert arch at
shallow which can afford some support resistances to
the lower wall. Pre-stressed bolting and anchoring
combined support is used to reinforce the upper wall,
whose bottleneck problem is strip vulnerable to damage
at present.
The strength and stiffness of high convex strip are
higher than that of general strip. The yielding strength
of general strip is less than 340MPa in China, and the
high convex strip is up to 400-600MPa, so it can play
an important role in high pre-stressed bolting and
anchoring combined support. In the complicated
mechanical environment at depth，soft rock enters into
the non-linear plastic large deformation stage. The boss
of new strip reserves some deformation space, about
8-12mm, in order to adapt to harmful deformation of
surrounding rock. At the same time, two sides of the
new strip cling to the surface of surrounding rock, in
order to control the roof deformation. The structure of

high convex strip is shown in Fig. 1.
3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF HIGH
CONVEX STRIP-BOLTING SUPPORT
TECHNOLOGY

3.1 Numerical modeling
The finite difference method is used to predict
deformation and stress in roadway at depth. The
numerical model constructed by FLAC3D is presented
in Fig.2. The length, width and height of the model are
30m, 5m, 30m respectively. Cubic elements are used
for simulating construction, and the model is meshed
into 7576 elements. A straight wall and half closed arch
of roadway (5m×4m) is placed in the center of the
model, and the height of the arch and straight wall are
2.5m, 1.5m respectively. All sides of the model are
fixed. The Mohor-Coulomb criterion is used for
simulating the linear broken surface. The major
principal stress of the model is 25.2MPa, the minor
principal stress 14.6MPa and the vertical stress 21MPa.
The mechanical properties of the model material are
shown in Table 1. In order to investigate the supporting
effect of high convex strip-bolting technology on the
stress redistribution around the roadway, the general
bolting support and high convex strip-bolting support
conditions are considered in our present study.

Bolt 1

Anchor 1
Bolt 2
Anchor 2

roadway

High convex strip
Bolt 3,4,5

Bolt-grouting

A-A magnification

Fig.2 Numerical calculation model

Fig.1 The structure of high convex strip

Surrounding rock

Table 1 mechanical properties of materials used in the numerical model
Young’s modulus
Cohesion Internal friction angle Density Dilation angle
Poisson's ratio
(º)
(GPa)
(MPa)
(º)
(kN/m3)
1.3
0.35
0.2
27
22.5
10

3.2 Deformation of deep roadway
Displacement and its rate of roadway for general
bolting support are shown in Fig.3a. The floor heave of
roadway is 189.3mm. The displacements of roof and
side are 118.1 mm, 108.9mm, respectively. The floor

heave was basically stable, but the roof displacement
has exceeded anchorage support’s permissible value
(anchorage support’s permissible value generally
doesn’t exceed 80~100mm in China(7)). However,
under the condition of the high convex strip-bolting
support, the roof displacement is 50.5mm and the
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（b）high convex strip-bolting support

-2

（a）general bolting support

of the surrounding rock is satisfactorily controlled by
the high convex strip-bolting support.

Displacement rate (10 mm/200steps)

maximum displacement rate is only 8.64mm after every
200 steps (Fig.3b). It can be seen that the deformation

Behavior of different forms of support employed in soft rock roadway at depth

The displacement distributions for general bolting
support and high convex strip-bolting support are
shown in Fig.4. Displacement in most part of roof is
beyond 50mm for general bolting support, but less than
（a）general bolting support

Fig.4

40mm for high convex strip-bolting support. It will be
seen that the supporting effect of high convex
strip-bolting is better than that of general bolting
support.

(m)

（b）high convex strip-bolting support

(m)

The displacement distribution for deep soft rock roadway

3.3 Strip-bolt coupling effect
Axial force of bolt and anchor for general bolting
support is shown in Fig.5(a). Most of the axial forces
are more than 200kN and the highest is up to 257.1kN,
which is beyond the broken load of high strength bolt
(the majority of high strength bolt’s broken load is
200-300kN(7) ), but Bolt 5 is only 90.3kN. However,
under the condition of the high convex strip-bolting
support, the axial stresses for bolt and anchor are less
than 160kN (Fig.5b). At the same time, axial stresses
for Bolt 1, 2, 3 reduce gradually at the early supporting,
which shows that the high-convex strip has played a

coordination role in the effect of the adjacent bolt or
anchor and the stress distribution of bolt and anchor is
reasonable.
The stress distribution of high convex strip is shown
in Fig.6. The existent of bolt and anchor which take on
uneven tension coordinates the inhomogeneous
deformations of surrounding rock to the deep and
shallow part. As a result, the high convex strip which
takes on uniform axial stress and large moment in roof
and two sides, will release the harmful deformation
caused by bolting or anchoring.
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Fig.5 Bolt behavior of different forms of bolting support employed in deep soft rock roadway
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Fig.6 Influence of high stress accumulation on the strip character within high convex strip-boling support

4

CASE HISTORY

4.1 General engineering situation
In order to overcome the roof supporting problems of
the deep high-stressed permanent soft rock roadway at
Hebi Coal Mining Administration in China, a haulage
roadway at -420 level (depth of 640m) in Hebi No.9
Coal Mine was selected to conduct on-site
experimental support study. The exposed surrounding
rock mainly consists of charcoal gray sandstone and
black flaggy sandy mudstone with auxetic jointed
cracks. The rock would collapse after being immersed
into water. According to the Chinese National
Standards for Engineering Rock Mass Classification(6),
the surround- ing rock of the roadway was classified as
soft rock.
4.2 Design of support project
The high convex strip-bolting support projects
including smooth blasting, high strength and high
stiffness strip-bolting support, delayed anchoring and
delayed bolt-grouting will be used according to soft
rock properties and deformation conditions of the

roadway:
1. Smooth blasting. Design width and height of the
roadway are 4.8m and 3.9m, respectively. Dig width
and height of the roadway are 5m and 4m, respectively,
and the reserved deformation is 100mm.
2. High pre-stressed and high stiffness bolting support
and web-forming are used for the roof and two sides of
roadway. High convex strip is used immediately after
bolting. Left rotation whorl-strip resin bolts with L
2500mm, φ22mm, spacing of 700×700mm, pre-stress
of exceeding 80kN, a diamond pattern arrangement and
end anchored are installed with resin anchoring
coagulant of label K2335. The label of high convex
strip is GDT30/140×20×2000-Q/YZK034-2003. The
high convex strip tray of label 30/140×20×40 is used
in roof, but ordinary dish iron tray on two sides.
3. Anchoring and grouted bolt are installed behind the
excavating face 10-25m. Seamless-tube grouted bolt
with L 2500mm, φ32mm is installed at the angle of 45º
to the floor, and grouting pressure is 2-3MPa. It must
take more than 20min for grouting in a single-hole.
Strand anchor with L 8m, φ18.9mm, spacing of
1400mm×2100mm, resin anchoring coagulant of
CK2335 and K23350 is used. The label of the high
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convex strip is GDT30/140×20×2000-Q/YZK034-2003,
and 30/140×20×40 for tray.
It will take about 30 days to finish the whole
procedure from blasting to support.
4.3 Support effect
Four surface displacement observational stations
including roof, floor, and two sides were set every 15m.
Observation period is more than one year. The
monitoring results show that deformation of soft rock
roadway is divided into two phases: at the start of the
excavation, high pre-stressed and high stiffness bolting
support was applied, and the surrounding rock
deformed at a closure rate of almost 3mm/d at the first
five days after its excavation, then gradually stabilized;
after the delayed anchoring and delayed bolt-grouting
support was employed 20 days, the deformation of
surrounding rock was stable gradually. The total
wall-to-wall closure and roof-to-floor convergences are
respectively less than 120mm and 90mm after over 650
days from excavation on. Obviously, high convex
strip-bolting support is suitable for the roadway
excavated in such soft rock.
5

CONCLUSIONS

According to our studies, the technical characteristics of high convex strip-bolting combined support
technology are summarized as follows:
1. High convex strip greatly releases the rocky harmful
deformation and play a coordinative effect of bolting or
anchoring.
2. Bolting and anchoring combined support can control
the deformation of surrounding rock by transferring the
deep rock strength, which will turn waiting for stability
negatively to promoting stability actively.
3. Bolt-grouting can form stress-relief region in deep
and generates high strength invert arch at shallow

which can afford some support resistances.
4. The roadway deformation for high convex stripbolting support is more reasonable than that of general
bolting support, so it can achieves an optimal
combination of rock mass and support structure.
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深部軟岩坑道用ハイコンベックス・ストリップボルトを用いた複合支保技術に関する研究
Zhengsheng ZOU*, Zhiping LI*, Pingping LUO*, Lifeng LI* and Jiaqing DU*
概要
深部軟岩中に掘削された坑道の力学的特性を系統的に解析し，ハイコンベックス・ストリ
ップを用いたボルト支保技術の開発を行った。また，FLAC3D による数値解析も行った。一
般的なロックボルト支保とハイコンベックス・ストリップを用いたボルト支保の深部軟岩坑
道への適用シミュレーションを実施した。その結果，ストリップ・バンドの凸部はプレスト
レスド・ボルティングの大きな締め付け力による変形にも耐え，ストリップの高い剛性と強
度は大きな軸力やたわみモーメントにも耐えることがわかった。加えて，アンカー型のボル
ト支保においては，深部の岩盤強度を利用して岩盤変位を制御でき，グラウトタイプのボル
ト支保では深部に応力解法領域を形成できるため坑壁近傍に高強度のアーチ作用が働き支
保抵抗を緩和できることがわかった。また，現場計測により新支保システムは軟弱岩盤の坑
道掘削にも適用できることがわかった。その事例についても本文で紹介する。
Keywords: Deep engineering, Soft rock roadway, High convex strip, Numerical simulation
* School of Civil Engineering, Henan Polytechnic Univer- sity, Jiaozuo, China
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